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Abstract
The purpose of this qualitative, explorative multiple-case study was to explore participants’
perceptions on the impact of Habits of Mind on students. There was a total of 16 participants in
the research study (n = 16). Eight of the participants were teachers (n =8) and eight of the
participants were students (n = 8). The students in the junior class were selected to participate
given that they have been exposed to Habits of Mind since the eighth grade and would attend the
high school for another year if any follow up research were needed. The teachers of the junior
class were selected to participate given that they had been familiar with and previously used
Habits of Mind. The sampling procedure used in this study was a purposive sampling and
involved two phases: The first phase of the study involved the purposive sample of teacherparticipants. The second phase of the study involved the purposive sampling of studentparticipants. The case was bounded by the phenomenon of Habits of Mind. The cases were the
eight teacher-participants who taught the junior class and eight student-participants in the junior
class. The data collection techniques were comprised of focus group interviews for teacherparticipants and student-participants, one-on-one interviews for teacher-participants and studentparticipants and student work sample documents. The data analysis involved two phases. The
first phase involved open and axial coding. The second phase involved deductive analysis. The
data were initially reviewed and analyzed for the formation of open codes. The open codes were
grouped together into axial codes which were grouped into five categories which were then
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subsumed into three findings and their corresponding themes in order to gain a thorough
understanding of the study.
Keywords: academic success, college and career success, common language, content acquisition,
content knowledge, creative thinking, critical thinking, dispositions, habits, Habits of Mind,
problem-solving, thinking, social success
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
There are significant factors which demand that educational systems change: 21st century
workforce demands; globalization; a service economy; citizenship; pace of change; and
technology (Kay & Greenhill, 2012). However, educational systems have stagnated in antiquated
pedagogies that are content-centric and do a poor job of preparing students for college and the
work world (Hazard, 2012; Ritchhart, 2015; Venezia & Jaeger, 2013). A quality education in the
21st century provides students with the opportunity to develop their thinking dispositions so they
can solve difficult problems in an intelligent manner (Costa & Kallick, 2008; Jorgensen, 2015;
Kay & Greenhill, 2012).
Costa and Kallick coined 16 Habits of Mind which hold innate value given their ability to
facilitate thinking and intelligent behavior (Altan, Lane, & Dottin, 2019; Costa & Kallick, 2008;
Gordon, 2011). Habits of Mind provide students and teachers with a common language to
discuss specific, intelligent behaviors (Atlan et al., 2019). Use of Habits of Mind also develop
students’ social and academic skills (Burgess, 2012; Jung & Smith, 2018). Additionally, Habits
of Mind contribute to students’ critical, creative thinking and problem-solving abilities
(Alhamlan, Alajasser, Almajed, Almansour & Alahmad, 2018; Fletcher 2013; Lucas, 2016).
Therefore, when one considers the demands placed on students in the 21st century it is
incumbent that educators provide students with the means for obtaining a successful future.
Habits of Mind are a set of dispositions that imbue individuals with the abilities to overcome
pressures that prevent them from learning, working, and succeeding (Costa & Kallick, 2008).
Consequently, exploring the impact of Habits of Mind on students was at the center of this study.
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Rationale for Selecting the Topic
Graduation from high school and college are no longer a guarantee that students will be
successful in the workforce; instead, the aptitude to think flexibly and to be innovative are
essential in ensuring employability (Wagner & Dintersmith, 2016). The teaching of thinking is
directly supported by the Habits of Mind framework (Kay &Greenhill, 2012). Therefore, an
awareness of one’s thinking abilities and capacity to use Habits of Mind is imperative to develop
and improve oneself (Costa & Kallick, 2008).
As school personnel prepare students for college and the workforce an attention to
students’ learning dispositions are fundamental for student preparation. However, the current
literature does not demonstrate how teachers and students perceive Habits of Mind impact
students. Therefore, this research may add to the literature by examining teacher and student
perceptions.
Statement of the Problem
The literature review did not provide how Habits of Mind were perceived by students
and teachers. The literature described Habits of Mind from the point of view of educators that
have used Habits of Mind to improve behavior and the best practices for the teaching of Habits
of Mind. The literature review suggested the need for additional research as it related to
teachers’ and students’ perceptions about Habits of Mind and their impact on students (Burgess,
2012; Huntly & Donovan, 2010).
Significance of Research
Potential benefits of this study may provide an avenue for student and teacher voice on
the topic of Habits of Mind and consequently, a better awareness on how to use Habits of Mind
for the development of thinking, enhanced academic and social problem-solving, integration of
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Habits of Mind and content acquisition, improved professional development opportunities on
Habits of Mind, and offer insights to school districts engaged in the implementation and learning
of Habits of Mind.
Brief Definition of Key Terms
The following key terms related to this topic are important to understand to place the
topic in proper context:
1. Critical Thinking is an intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfully
conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating information gathered
from or generated by observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication,
as a guide to belief and action (Angelo, 1995).
2. Creative Thinking involves the ability to produce original ideas, to perceive new and
unsuspected relationships, or to establish a unique and improved order among seemingly
unrelated factors. (Razik, 1966).
3. Habits of Mind or “dispositions” are an identified set of 16 problem-solving, life
related skills, necessary to effectively operate in society and promote strategic reasoning,
insightfulness, perseverance, creativity and craftsmanship. The understanding and
application of these 16 Habits of Mind serve to provide the individual with skills to work
through real life situations that equip that person to respond using awareness (cues),
thought, and intentional strategy in order to gain a positive outcome (Costa & Kallick,
2008).
4. Problem-solving involves the process of problem definition, hypothesis testing,
evaluation, problem redefinition, new hypothesis testing and so on (Davis, 2004).
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Brief Review of the Literature
The literature review in Chapter Two is organized according to three sections and
corresponding subsections. The literature begins with an introductory section which provides a
connection to foundational theorists (Bishop et al., 2006; Carson & Langer, 2006; Dewey, 1922;
Dweck, 2000; Goleman, 1995; Piaget, 1952; Vygotsky 1978; and Zimmerman, 2002) that
support Habits of Mind. This literature base supports the findings and themes from the current
study that teacher-participants and student-participants perceived Habits of Mind impacted
students.
Innate Value of Habits of Mind
The literature review first focused on section one that related how Habits of Mind held
innate value because they provided the mechanisms for individuals to maximize their thinking
and consequently their learning abilities. Dewey (1922), as cited in Gordon (2011), expressed
that one learns by doing only if one is able to reflect on what one has learned as one problem
solves as well as reflects upon what one has not learned. Dewey (1922) and Hullfish (1961), as
cited in Jorgensen (2015), proclaimed that the goal for value-based education lies in developing
knowledge in students by encouraging, guiding, and increasing their ability to think. Altan et
al’s. (2019) work demonstrated that the value of Habits of Mind was owed in large part to its
framework that enabled the users of Habits of Mind to behave in an intelligent manner and to
solve problems. Gordon’s (2011) research also validated the use of the Habits of Mind. Gordon
(2011) noted that Habits of Mind enabled students to transfer the use of their thinking skills
across content areas.
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Common Language. The literature next focused on subsection one. This section noted
that Habits of Mind provided a framework of dispositions which established a common language
for teacher-participants and student-participants to use. Altan et al. (2019) referenced Vygotsky
(1978) who explained that clear language provided clear communication. Altan et al. (2019)
elaborated that the Habits of Mind provided a clarity of language for specific, intelligent
behaviors. Scanfeld, Davis, Weintraub and Dotoli (2018) also confirmed that a common
language delineated clear and consistent expectations that enculturated students into a way of
being. Hetland, Cajolet and Music (2009) agreed that a common and shared language
demystified learning goals for students which enabled their engagement. For students to
understand what expectations were held of them for problem solving, innovating and decision
making, a common language that was shared by teachers and students was needed (Scanfeld,
Davis Weintraub and Dotoli, 2018). Habits of Mind provided a shared, clear and common
language so that the dispositions essential to thinking and learning could be attained (Costa &
Kallick, 2008).
Academic and Social Dispositions. The literature shifted to subsection two which
uncovered that Habits of Mind helped student-participants and teacher-participants identify
dispositions that led to academic and social success (Burgess, 2012; Costa & Kallick, 2008).
Indeed, the teaching of social skills through Habits of Mind concomitantly supports academic
success (Burgess, 2012). Burgess’ (2012) documented that the general curricula of schools now
involved in teaching students effective thinking skills for problem solving and Habits of Mind
accomplished this outcome. Jung and Smith (2018) agreed that Habits of Mind served to
improve students’ competencies, confidence levels and overall academic success and success in
life.
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Critical, Creative Thinking and Problem Solving. The literature concluded section
one with subsection three. This section revealed that Habits of Mind positively contributed to
student-participants’ critical and creative thinking and problem solving (Fletcher, 2013; Lucas,
2016). Alhamlan, Aljasser, Almajed, Almansour &Alahmad’s (2018) study documented that
Habits of Mind were related to the development of critical thinking skills. Fletcher (2013) found
that explicitly teaching Habits of Mind made procedural knowledge visible to students. Fletcher
(2013) specifically cited the Habits of Mind of Persistence, Thinking Flexibly and Metacognition
which support learning and problem solving within and across disciplines. Lucas (2016)
referenced the work of Costa and Kallick (2008) and provided that creative thinking was
learnable and its development could be measured. Lucas’ (2016) study documented that teachers
and students were intentional and deliberate in their awareness of the creative habits of mind.
This awareness furthered the use of the creative habits and consequently resulted in opportunities
for creativity by students (Lucas, 2016).
Vehicle for Teaching and Learning
The next section of Chapter Two addressed the literature, on section two, which
explained how Habits of Mind were an effective vehicle for teaching and learning (Muscott,
2018). Costa and Kallick (2008) and Snyder and Snyder (2008) affirmed that learning is more
than the learning of content. They noted that deeper learning is the application of the content and
Habits of Mind, specifically Metacognition functions as a vehicle for this deeper learning to
occur (Costa & Kallick, 2008; Snyder & Snyder, 2008). In support of using Habits of Mind as
an effective vehicle for teaching and learning, Muscott (2018) stated that the findings of his
study indicated a high level of correlation between students who used Habits of Mind and their
achievement on performance tasks.
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Content Knowledge Acquisition. The literature provided, in subsection one of section
two, that Habits of Mind were used to acquire content knowledge. Muscott’s (2018) study
revealed that incorporating Habits of Mind into content allowed students to attain content and
high achievement as well as transfer their skills and learning across contexts. Huntly and
Donovan’s (2009) study also agreed that by embedding Habits of Mind into the curriculum,
students performed well in the course. Furthermore, Huntly and Donovan (2009) noted that
Habits of Mind contributed to students’ self-improvement and persistence as they engaged with
the content.
Success Beyond High School. The literature, in subsection two of section two, revealed
that Habits of Mind impacted success beyond high school (Venezia & Jaeger, 2013). The
literature demonstrated that students entering college were ill-prepared and lacked pre-requisite
skills, dispositions, habits, and attitudes for success (Hazard, 2012; Venezia & Jaeger, 2013).
Venezia and Jaeger (2013) further stated that Habits of Mind coined by Costa and Kallick (2008)
are a series of intelligent behaviors that supported people to become better problem solvers and
allowed them to experience success and these Habits should be taught prior to students entering
college. Gardner, Hayes and Nader’s (2006) study revealed that success in a Ph.D. program also
necessitated the development and use of effective habits of mind and dispositions. The literature
identified one study that confirmed that Habits of Mind were essential for success in business
school (Snyder & Snyder, 2008). The literature also identified a second study which posed that
Habits of Mind, specifically Metacognition, was essential for success in a medical setting
(Huang, Lindell, Jaffe, and Sullivan, 2016).
Varying Helpfulness. The literature, concluded section two with subsection three
which, uncovered that some Habits of Mind were more helpful than others for teaching and
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learning. Cheung and Hew’s (2010) and Hew and Cheung’s (2011) studies revealed that use of
Metacognition promoted greater knowledge construction. In particular Hew and Cheung’s
(2011) study underscored the Habit of Mind of Metacognition was a critical Habit of Mind.
Huang, Lindell, Jaffe, and Sullivan’s (2016) study also corroborated that Metacognition was the
habit most instructors wanted to see displayed by their medical students. Muscott (2018)
elaborated that Metacognition was the precursor to all other Habits of Mind as it enabled
students to check their learning and evaluate which other habits to employ.
Beliefs and Practices
The final section in Chapter Two addressed the literature surrounding the beliefs and
practices pertaining to the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind. One belief regarding the
teaching and learning of Habits of Mind was the stance of content being more important than
learning how to learn; consequently, students lacked the benefit of learning Habits of Mind
(Venezia & Jaeger, 2013). Additionally, the literature cited the importance of how Habits of
Mind are practiced. The practice of teaching thinking skills requires paying attention to how the
dispositions or Habits of Mind are used, modeled, and documented (Ritchhart & Perkins, 2005).
Adding to Ritchhart and Perkins (2005) thoughts, Huntly and Donovan, (2009) and Richards
(2007) recommended that in order to obtain the full benefit of Habits of Mind the teaching of the
Habits must be done explicitly instead of implicitly.
Obstacles. The literature in subsection one of section three focused on obstacles which
prevented the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind. Ritchhart (2015) identified that teachers
teach in the same way that they learned; therefore, teachers taught content without the benefit of
thinking dispositions. Wall and Hall (2016) substantiated Ritchhart’s (2015) work. They noted
that equally if not more important than students use of Metacognition, it was necessary that the
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teachers learn how to learn and develop their own Metacognition. Altan and Lane (2018) further
concretized the ideas of Ritchhart (2015) and Wall and Hall (2016), their study uncovered that it
is the teachers’ Habits of Mind that impact the teachers’ instructional practices.
The literature also identified obstacles relating to leadership practices, or lack thereof,
which inhibited the implementation of initiatives. Ferrera (2004) identified that deficiencies in
school functioning were not only due to poor instruction but were also caused by systemic
weaknesses in leadership. Fullan (2001) offered a third perspective in relation to the obstacle of
implementing initiatives which was not based on administrators’ knowledge and use of varying
leadership styles.
Solutions. The literature review for Chapter Two concluded with subsection two of
section three. The literature provided solutions for the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind.
The literature established that teachers needed to model their use of Habits of Mind and in
particular their use of Metacognition (Atlan & Lane, 2018; Wall & Hall, 2016). The literature
also noted that all individuals including the leaders of the schools needed to incorporate Habits
of Mind through professional development and through their own modeling and use of Habits of
Mind (Costa & Kallick, 2008).
Costa and Kallick (2008) identified that school leaders needed to develop school cultures
that visually displayed Habits of Mind; integrated Habits of Mind into all facets of school life;
modeled, monitored, managed, and modified use of Habits of Mind as individuals and in group
settings; had the willingness and the ability to support focus on Habits of Mind; and engaged in
the intentional and deliberate use of the vocabulary of Habits of Mind in all settings. Costa and
Kallick (2008) encouraged an approach of distributive leadership to support the use of Habits of
Mind within the school community and community at large. Costa and Kallick (2008)
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encouraged the use of strategic planning for furthering the implementation of Habits of Mind as
well as planning the continuity of Habits of Mind regardless of leadership changes. Ferrara
(2004) emphasized that successful leadership practices, for the implementation of initiatives,
necessitated leadership having the knowledge and ability to use organizational resources. Fullan
(2004) proposed that when undertaking a new initiative, leaders resolve implementation
problems by using multiple leadership styles.
Overview of Methodology
Research Design
The research design of this study was a qualitative, exploratory study in which the
researcher explored participants’ perceptions of the impact of Habits of Mind on students
(Merriam, 2009).
Processes
A multiple-case study was constructed based on a review of the literature, the
construction of a theoretical framework, identification of a research problem, development of a
research question, and purposive sampling on the phenomenon of Habits of Mind. Understanding
how teacher and student-participants perceived the impact of Habits of Mind on students led to
the research question that drove this study, which was: How do teacher-participants and studentparticipants perceive Habits of Mind impact students?
Methodology
After the research topic had been identified and it was determined that it merited study, a
qualitative approach using a multiple-case study was selected given that it held the most potential
in exploring the perspectives of the teacher-participants and student-participants in the study.
Five instruments which included: teacher-participant focus groups, teacher-participant one-on-
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one interviews; student work documents; student-participant focus groups; and studentparticipant one-on-one interviews, were developed and applied to in-depth, semi-structured
interviews as well as an analysis of the sample work documents. The interviews were conducted
by a WCSU Faculty Member and a Research Facilitator to keep the identity of all the
participants confidential. The data were subsequently coded and analyzed, beginning with open
codes to axial codes to categories which were then reduced to the final findings and
corresponding themes.
Setting
This research was conducted in a rural-suburban school district in the northeastern United
States. The school district where the study was conducted is situated north of New York City.
The school district serves five municipalities. According to the 2010 US Census Report, the
population of the town was 5,104. Demographic data was retrieved via the New York State
Education Department website. At the time of the study, the school district served 1,107
students (NYSED, n.d.).
This study on Habits of Mind was conducted in this school district at the Middle
School/High School because this school had been engaged in the use of Habits of Mind for four
years. The use of and integration of Habits of Mind in instruction was an ongoing priority in the
district. In the last two years the district staff had received explicit and direct professional
development on the 16 Habits of Mind.
Participants
There was a total of 16 participants in the research study (n = 16). Eight of the
participants were teachers (n =8) and eight of the participants were students (n = 8). The
students in the junior class were selected to participate given that they have been exposed to
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Habits of Mind since the eighth grade and would attend the high school for another year if any
follow up research was needed. The teachers of the junior class were selected to participate
given that they had been familiar with and previously used Habits of Mind.
Sampling
The sampling procedure used in this study was a purposive sampling and involved two
phases. Purposive sampling assumes that a researcher wants to discover, understand, and gain
insight and therefore must choose a select sample from which the most can be learned (Merriam,
2009). The first phase of the study involved the purposive sample of teacher-participants. There
were eight teacher-participants involved with the study. The second phase of the study involved
the purposive sampling of student-participants. There were eight student-participants involved
with the study. This qualitative, multi-case study explored participants’ perceptions on the
impact of Habits of Mind on students. The case was bounded by the phenomenon of Habits of
Mind. The cases were the eight teacher-participants who taught the junior class and eight
student-participants in the junior class.
Data Collection
The data collection for the study used a variety of sources to explore the perceptions of
teacher-participants and student-participants and triangulate the data. The data collection
techniques were comprised of focus group interviews for teacher-participants and studentparticipants, one-on-one interviews for student-participants and teacher-participants and student
work sample documents. Teacher-participant interviews were recorded by a WCSU Faculty
Member and transcribed by a professional transcription service. Student-participant interviews
were recorded and transcribed by a Research Facilitator. All transcripts and student work
documents were redacted to use pseudonyms to maintain the identities of the teacher-participants
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and student-participants confidential. Finally, all transcripts and student work documents were
given to the researcher so analysis could begin.
Data Analysis
The data analysis involved two phases. The first phase involved open and axial coding.
The second phase involved deductive analysis. The data were initially reviewed and analyzed for
the formation of open codes. Open coding is defined as what is written down which “can be the
exact words of the participant, the researcher’s words, or a concept from the literature”
(Merriam, 2009, p. 178). The open codes were then grouped together into axial codes (Corbin
and Strauss, 2015) which led to the researcher’s themes.
Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness in this study was accomplished by addressing issues of credibility,
dependability, confirmability, and transferability throughout the study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Researcher bias was further curtailed by the volume of data that reflected the authentic
perceptions of participants. This study also produced an evidence trail using a research journal
that captured reflections, questions, and decisions regarding problems associated to the data
collection. It functioned as a “running record” of interactions with the data. (Merriam, 2009, p.
223).
Summary
In summary, the purpose of this study was to explore the perceptions of teacherparticipants and student-participants on the impact of Habits of Mind on students. The
researcher strove to ascertain perspectives of those who were involved with the teaching and
learning of Habits of Mind. The next section, addresses, in depth, the theory and literature on
which the study was based.
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Chapter Two is focused on the literature that relates to the current exploratory, multiple
case study. What follows is a thorough review of the literature as it relates to the finding
statements and themes of this study. The review of the literature begins with a discussion of the
theoretical framework of the concept of Habits of Mind and the chapter is then divided into three
sections and corresponding subsections: Section 1. Innate Value of Habits of Mind, Sub-section
1. Common Language, Sub-section 2. Academic and Social Dispositions, Sub-section 3. Critical,
Creative Thinking and Problem Solving; Section 2. Vehicle for Teaching and Learning, Subsection 1. Content Knowledge Acquisition, Sub-section 2. Success Beyond High School, Subsection 3. Varying Helpfulness; Section 3. Beliefs and Practices, Sub-section 1. Obstacles, and
Sub-section 2. Solutions.
Review Process
Searches were conducted using the Ruth A. Hass library at WCSU database online. One
example of a search was as follows: A search was conducted via the EBSCOhost interface using
the search terms “Habits of Mind” and “problem solving” and “critical thinking” which elicited
3,353 full text articles. To narrow the search, the date limiter was added to identify articles
published from the last 11 years, from 2008-2019 and this reduced the number of articles to
1,382. The search was changed to “Habits of Mind” and “problem solving skills” and “critical
thinking skills for students” with the same date delimiter and 20 articles were identified.
Changing the phrase “problem solving skills” to “problem solving” and “critical thinking skills
for students” to “critical thinking for students” expanded the search to 112 full text articles.
From that list, articles were identified that had relevance to this study and the findings and
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provide an overview of the articles with the most pertinence to each section. (See Tables 2.12.4).
Literature
Theoretical Background
This section focuses on literature related to Habits of Mind and how it supports the
perceptions of participants about its impact on students. The literature concerning Habits of
Mind has centered on linking Habits of Mind to theories (Altan et al. 2019); determining a
correlation between Habits of Mind and student achievement (Muscott, 2018); the relationship
between the pedagogies used by the teachers to develop their students’ metacognition and the
teachers’ own learning and metacognitive knowledge and skillfulness (Wall & Hall, 2016);
Habits of Mind contribution to the development of critical thinking in the classroom (Alhamlan,
et al., 2018); Habits of Mind needed to obtain a Ph.D. in Education (Gardner, Hayes & Neider,
2006); Habits of Mind and their influences on higher-level knowledge construction (Hew &
Cheung, 2011); the impact of teaching thinking skills as Habits of Mind to young children with
challenging behaviors (Burgess, 2012); strategies to teach critical thinking, (Huang et al., 2016);
exploring the influences of teachers’ significant life experiences on their dispositions and
teaching practices, (Altan & Lane, 2018); examining facilitators’ Habits of Mind, (Cheung &
Hew, 2010); and supporting the development of the Habit of Mind of Persistence, (Huntly &
Donovan, 2009).
In this study, a small sample size was utilized in an exploratory, multiple-case study that
strove to answer the research question— How do teacher-participants and student-participants
perceive that Habits of Mind impact students?— through qualitative, semi-structured interviews
for focus groups, one-on-one, semi-structured interviews and document analysis. The findings
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that emerged though this exploratory, multiple-case study were validated by the literature that
follows regarding how teacher-participants and student-participants perceived that Habits of
Mind impacted students.
The literature review in this chapter is organized by the themes that emerged from the
analysis of the data. The literature review commences with an overview of theoretical
underpinnings and theorists (Figure 2.1). Table 2.1 depicts the theorists (Bishop, Shapiro,
Carlson, Anderson, Carmody, Segal, and Devins, 2006; Carson & Langer, 2006; Dewey, 1922;
Dweck, 2000; Goleman, 1995; Piaget 1952; Vygotsky, 1978; and Zimmerman, 2002) reviewed
from the literature at the beginning of the chapter. The ideas discussed by important theorists
provided the underpinnings for the literature that addressed Habits of Mind.

Figure 2.1. Theories/Research Reviewed in Chapter Two: Review of the Literature
Figure 2.2 lists the major theories cited in Chapter Two. Following the section that
discusses eminent learning theorists, Habits of Mind literature will be discussed. Figure 2.3 lists
the researchers that supported each section and subsection in Chapter Two.
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Figure 2.2 Major Theorists and Theories cited in Chapter Two.

Figure 2.3 Researchers cited in Chapter Two.
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Table 2.1 lists some of the key literature related to theories that support Habits of Mind.
Table 2.1
Theories that Support Habits of Mind
Citations
Dewey, J. (1922)

Theoretical Ideas
(Constructivism) Dewey’s concept of habit to investigate the
effective use of the term dispositions. He refers to disposition as the
underlying motivator and organizer for intelligent behavior. He used
dispositions and habit interchangeably. Dewey considers effective
habits as intelligent habits that retain their plasticity and that are
revisable.

Piaget (1952)

(Constructivism) Acquiring knowledge is lifelong, learning is a
process of re-structuring and modifying our experiences based upon
mental schemes. Learning is meaningful if it serves the expansion of
our mental schemes to allow for new knowledge.

Vygotsky, L.S. (1978)

Vygotsky (1978) “Learning creates the zone of proximal
development; that is, learning awakens a variety of internal
developmental processes that are able to operate only when the child
is interacting with people in his environment and in cooperation
with his peers.” p. 90

Zimmerman (2002)

Self-regulation is comprised of goal-setting, time management,
application of learning strategies, self-reflection and evaluation,
seeking support, developing intrinsic motivation and self-efficacy.

Dweck (2000)

Incremental Theory-learners attain a growth mindset and that
intelligence can be shaped and developed. Incremental learners are
motivated to increase their learning and their abilities and approach
challenging situations with persistence and a desire to learn.
Challenges are opportunities for that growth.

Bishop et al. (2006)

Mindfulness is related to metacognition because it involves
consciously knowing what experience is happening as it is happens,
thereby enabling one to process what is occurring and have greater
conscious choice in one’s response to the experience.

(continued)
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Table 2.1
Theories that Support Habits of Mind
Citations
Carson and Langer
(2006)

Theoretical Ideas
Mindfulness is a “flexible cognitive state” p. 20 which provides one
with the ability to change perspective depending upon the context.

Goleman (1995)

Goleman’s definition of emotional intelligence included the
following attributes: empathy, impulse control, persistence, and
delayed gratification.

The major theorists regarding theories that support Habits of Mind will now be discussed.
This section begins with the constructivist theories that support Habits of Mind, followed with
Self-Regulated Learning, Incremental Learning Theory, Mindfulness Theory, and lastly
Emotional Intelligence Theory. After the review of the theoretical literature each finding, and its
corresponding themes will be discussed and supported by the literature on Habits of Mind.
Costa and Kallick (2008) discussed the importance for developing a common
terminology for behaviors that are necessary for productive thinking and learning to occur and
that was the genesis of their work with Habits of Mind. Their work is rooted in the theoretical
framework established by Dewey. Dewey (1922) discussed the interplay of habit and
intelligence and stated that habits served the purpose of giving intellect efficiency otherwise
thought is without guidance. Dewey (1922) espoused that having a large quantity of habits
enabled the possessor to better observe, predict, perceive, discern and imagine. Dewey (1922)
further stated that it is through habits that perception, recognizing, imagining, recalling, judging,
conceiving, and reasoning are accomplished. According to Dewey (1922), our habits guide
thinking and are conduits for intellectual efficiency and are intricately woven into every human
function of intellect. Dewey (1922) further advocated that the more habits an individual
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possesses and can use with flexibility the better the individual is poised to perceive the world and
act intentionally.
In agreement with Dewey, the work of Piaget (1952) built upon the constructivist theory
supportive of Habits of Mind. Piaget (1952) wrote that experience is always necessary for
intelligence to be developed. Piaget (1952) explained that experience is not passive but requires
that the individual will actively construct it. Piaget further asserted that intellectual development
was rooted in “new schema” being formed as a result of more experience (Piaget, 1952, p.368).
Piaget (1952) concluded that intelligence also required relationships. Piaget’s (1952) work
posited that experiences help an individual to develop their intelligence and it is through
experiences that individuals build upon their existing knowledge in order to expand their
thinking, problem solving and ultimately their intelligence. Costa and Kallick (2018) wrote that
the 16 Habits of Mind were created from the experiences of successful and intelligent people and
what they did when confronted with problems and decisions.
Vygotsky (1978) furthered the constructivist framework that grounds Habits of Mind.
Vygotsky (1978) documented that children’s behavior changes to assist them in accomplishing
new tasks and they use internal and external factors to assist them in overcoming obstacles.
Vygotsky (1978) further posited that children learn best within the “zone of proximal
development” when they interact with people, their peers and their surroundings and
consequently internalize the experiences which leads to new learning (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 90).
Vygotsky (1978) espoused that learning involved the acquisition of adaptive processes and the
use of these adaptive processes was a means for interaction with the environment and others.
Costa and Kallick (2008) confirmed that Habits of Mind are thinking processes which can be
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learned to assist individuals so they can successfully interact with the environment and others
and are learned within social and academic settings.
Zimmerman’s (2002) theory of self-regulated learning added to the theoretical framework
of Habits of Mind. Zimmerman (2002) posited learning is accomplished by the students
themselves and self-regulating is an outcome of management of thoughts, feelings, and behaviors
so that goals can be accomplished. Like Vygotsky, Zimmerman (2002) also agreed the learning
of self-regulation was learned socially from the modeling and instruction of peers or adults.
Zimmerman (2002) identified there is an active and primary role that the student must take in
their learning and that learning happens as a result of a student being an active rather than a
passive agent. Zimmerman (2002) further described the self-regulation of learning involves the
use of specific processes that are adapted to the unique learning tasks including goal setting;
exercising strategies to attainment of the goals; self-monitoring for progress; prioritizing social
and physical needs to accommodate for goals; time-management; self-evaluation; ownership of
one’s actions leading towards results achieve or not achieved; and making adaptations as needed.
Zimmerman (2002) wrote self-regulation was teachable and correlated to academic achievement
and motivation. Costa and Kallick’s (2008) 16 Habits of Mind are aligned to the key processes
of self-regulation and are the actual thinking mechanisms that support each of the processes of
self-regulation.
Dweck (2000) presented two learning theories, entity theory (fixed mindset) and
incremental theory (growth mindset). Dweck’s (2000) incremental theory supports Habits of
Mind. Dweck (2000) established that whereas an individual with a fixed mindset believes that
they possess only a certain amount of intelligence, an individual with growth mindset believes
that intelligence is not a fixed trait but it can be developed. Dweck (2000) wrote that guided
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effort predicated increased intellectual ability and students with a growth mindset despite their
low confidence in their intelligence were evidenced to persist and thrive. Dweck (2000)
described two types of students: those with a fixed mindset and those with a growth mindset. In
describing what these types of students do, one can make the connection that those students with
a fixed mindset would lack the 16 Habits of Mind whereas students with a growth mindset would
exert effort in using the 16 Habits of Mind. Costa and Kallick (2008) noted that Habits of Mind
are the dispositions that students employ to further develop their thinking and consequently their
intelligence. Habits of Mind are the mechanisms that their teachers use to guide students in
developing a growth mindset. Costa and Kallick (2008) also asserted that intelligence was not
innate but rather the 16 Habits of Mind which are learnable functioned as a conduit which
enabled intelligence.
Altan et al. (2019) related Costa and Kallick’s (2008) Habits of Mind to theories of
mindfulness and intelligence. In relation to the Theory of Mindfulness and its support of Habits
of Mind, Bishop et al. (2006) and Carson and Langer (2006) offered meaningful connections.
Bishop et al., (2006) related mindfulness to metacognition. Carson and Langer (2006) explained
that mindfulness theory like metacognition involved active engagement with the environment for
the purpose of reflection. Costa and Kallick (2008) provided that the use of Habits of Mind
enabled students to be cognitively engaged, present in their learning, attuned and mindful of their
environment so they could act and react intelligently.
Finally, the last theory which underpinned the work of Habits of Mind is Emotional
Intelligence Theory. Costa and Kallick (2008) cited Goleman (1995) who claimed that
intelligence involved more than cognitive intelligence but also social-emotional intelligence.
Altan et al. (2019) concurred that emotional intelligence allowed the perception, access,
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generation, understanding, and regulation of emotions to promote intellect. Goleman’s (1995)
definition for emotional intelligence included habits or dispositions such as empathy, impulse
control, persistence, and delayed gratification. Goleman (1995) further wrote that intelligent
behaviors could be used to develop social and emotional competencies. Goleman’s work on
Emotional Intelligence lent credence to the work of Habits of Mind as Costa and Kallick’s
(2008) Habits of Mind supported empathy towards others, management of impulsivity and the
development of persistence.
Innate Value of Habits of Mind
Dewey (1922), as cited in Gordon (2011), expressed that one learns by doing only if one
is able to reflect on what one has learned as one problem solves as well as reflects upon what one
has not learned. Learning is more than the discrete facts we accumulate through the study of
content and it involves the function of learning how to learn and most importantly how to think
(Gordon, 2011). Supporting this notion, Costa and Kallick (2008) posited that Habits of Mind
held innate value because they provided the mechanisms for individuals to think about their
thinking and consequently their learning abilities. Furthermore, Dewey (1922) and Hullfish
(1961), as cited in Jorgensen (2015), proclaimed that the goal for value-based education rested in
developing knowledge in students by encouraging, guiding, and increasing their ability to think.
Table 2.2 below contains empirical studies which support Section 1 and Sub-sections 1 through
3.
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Table 2.2
Key Articles Related to Section 1 and Sub-sections 1-3.
Citations
Altan et al. (2019)

Purpose
Investigated how
best to cluster
Habits of Mind.
The authors were
considering Costa
and Kallick’s
(2008) Habits of
Mind and wanted
to relate them to
educational
theories.

Sample/Methods
Qualitative content
analysis method was used
to review the literature
related to educational
theories and Habits of
Mind. The research
committee was
comprised of the authors
of the article, an expert in
the field of teacher
education, and an
educational psychologist.

Findings/Outcome
Researchers found
that they could link
Habits of Mind to
educational theories
using intelligent
behaviors as common
denominators. An
outcome of this study
is that teachers can
use intelligent
behaviors to
understand how and
why their students
respond the way they
do to different
situations and
associated intelligent
behaviors can be
observed and
measured to learn
how the dispositions
in students are being
developed.

(continued)
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Table 2.2
Key Articles Related to Section 1 and Sub-sections 1-3.
Citations
Burgess (2012)

Purpose
The study
examined the
effect of teaching
young children (712 years of age)
with social and
emotional
difficulties to use
intelligent
behaviors such as
Habits of Mind
habitually when
faced with a
problem.

Alhamlan et al.
(2018)

The review article
explored how
Habits of Mind
contributed to the
development of
critical thinking in
the classroom.

Sample/Methods
Researchers adopted a
quantitative/qualitative
data collection to explore
an impact of Habits of
Mind on individuals’
behavior using eight of
the 16 Habits of Mind of
Costa and Kallick (2008).
The design followed a
pre-test inclusive whole
school implementationpost-test format.
Qualitative data from
semi-structured, in-depth
audio-taped and/or
scribed interviews with
n= 15 students, n= 15
parents and n= 12
teachers.
A systematic review of
the literature and metaanalysis approach was
used to investigate
selected Habits of Mind
and compared them to
externally verified
critical thinking skills
using a multiple
regression with a
variation methodology.
The research was
narrowed down to 27
pieces of literature for
this study.
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Findings/Outcome
There was a positive
increase in the eight
Habits of Mind
surveyed in the target
group. Behavior
improvements were
reported by teachers
and parents. The
most significant
changes were
persisting, listening
with understanding
and empathy,
managing
impulsivity, applying
past knowledge to
new situations
followed by thinking
flexibly.
Through a systematic
review with metaanalysis, it was
confirmed that Habits
of Mind are related to
the development of
critical thinking
skills, while its effect
is varying from one
habit to another.

(continued)

Table 2.2
Key Articles Related to Section 1 and Sub-sections 1-3.
Citations
Lucas (2016)

Purpose
The study offers a
model of
creativity based
on five Creative
Habits of Mind.
When teachers
understand
creativity and they
are more effective
in cultivating it
and students have
a better
understanding of
what creativity is
in order to
develop it within
themselves.

Sample/Methods
Two field trails were
carried out exploring two
of five Creative Habits of
Mind in 12 schools. The
focus of the first trial was
on just one of the habits
“inquisitive”. The
second trail focused on
self-assessment by
individual learners. In
the first trial, teachers at
six schools (three
primary and three
secondary) were asked to
focus on 6 to 12 students
in their class to identify
the habit of
“inquisitiveness”.

Findings/Outcome
The field trials
showed that it is
operationally
possible for teachers
and students to track
the development of
the students’
creativity.

The second trail involved
11 classes (five primary
and six secondary) in
which students selfassessed the habit of
“imaginative”,
Altan et al’s. (2019) qualitative content analysis of the literature associated intelligent
behaviors to Habits of Mind and provided a framework to assist in the development of the
dispositions of Habits of Mind. The authors of the study considered Costa and Kallick’s 16
Habits of Mind and wanted to relate them to educational theories. Altan et al. (2019) surmised
that Habits of Mind were associated to multiple learning theories. The result of their work
enabled educators to use the intelligent behaviors to understand how and why students respond
as they do and to selectively use specific theories to develop specific desired Habits. Altan et al.
(2019) theorized that each Habit of Mind was supported by a theory and pairing the theory with
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the specific Habit of Mind enabled more thorough use of the Habit. An example they provided
was the use of Emotional Intelligence theory to support the Habit of Mind of Thinking
Interdependently given that emotional intelligence is needed to work with others. They believed
that understanding of the theory would lead to greater and more thorough use of each Habit.
Habits of Mind possess value because exercising them promotes intelligent behaviors and the
value of Habits of Mind is recognized both nationally and internationally (Altan et al., 2019).
According to Altan et al’s. (2019) qualitative study, dispositions are not solely a topic of U.S.
teacher education authorities but international discussions have begun to focus more on
dispositions to meet the needs of today’s learners. Altan et al. (2019) documented that The
Council of European Union for Teacher Education included the teaching of dispositions as a
priority. Altan et al’s., (2019) study concluded that Habits of Mind are a means for achieving
intelligent, problem-solving behaviors.
Within a school setting, Habits of Mind also have demonstrated that their innate value is
not constrained to a particular academic discipline. Gordon (2011), offered that the Conference
Board of Mathematical Sciences recommended that mathematics teachers develop students’
Habits of Mind because their value transcended the classroom. Altan et al’s. (2019) work
demonstrated that the value of Habits of Mind is owed in large part to its framework that enabled
the users of Habits of Mind to behave in an intelligent manner and to solve problems irrespective
of the subject matter. Gordon’s (2011) article also validated the use of the Habits of Mind and
further contributed that Habits of Mind facilitated students’ abilities to develop transfer skills
which could be used across content areas.
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Common Language
The value of Habits of Mind was also evident in that they provided a framework of
dispositions which establish a common language for teachers and students to use. Altan et al.
(2019) drew upon Vygotsky (1978) to explain that learning required clarity of language and
therefore Habits of Mind provided a clear language for specific intelligent behaviors. Costa and
Kallick (2008) added that knowing and naming each Habit of Mind is the first step to successful
application and use. Scanfeld et al. (2018) confirmed that a common language was an effective
mechanism for developing the essential habits and behaviors students needed. Scanfeld et al.
(2018) further claimed that a common language facilitated consistency in expectations
throughout and across the school. Similarly, Hetland et al. (2009) discovered that a shared
language by teachers and students demystified learning and encouraged students’ independent
and intentional engagement in their learning. A common language that is shared by teachers and
students is needed in order for students to understand what expectations are held of them for
solving problems, innovating or decision making (Hetland et al., (2009); Scanfeld et al., (2018).
Academic and Social Dispositions
Another value of Habits of Mind was that their use led to academic and social success.
The teaching of social skills through Habits of Mind concomitantly supported academic success
(Burgess, 2012). Burgess’ (2012) study noted that the general curriculum of schools incorporated
Costa and Kallick’s (2008) Habits of Mind to promote effective thinking skills which facilitated
productive behaviors for problem solving. Burgess’ (2012) study further documented that
teaching of the Habits of Mind for the purpose of social skill building was an integral aspect of a
teachers’ profession. Costa and Kallick (2008) seconded Burgess’ (2012) assertion by stating
that teachers must provide students with appropriate ways of thinking and behaving. Burgess’
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(2012) study focused on eight of the 16 Habits of Mind. Her study documented that given the
success of the students that participated in her study, the school extended the work to the full 16
Habits of Mind after her study was concluded. Of the students who participated in her study,
Burgess (2012) declared that improvements in their social behaviors were observed by teachers,
parents, and the students themselves. Jung and Smith (2018) also addressed the positive
relationship between Habits of Mind and social and academic success. Jung and Smith (2018)
opined that Habits of Mind improved even the most difficult students’ competencies, confidence
levels, success in the curriculum and life in general. Burgess’ (2012) study, Costa and Kallick’s
(2008) work as well as Jung and Smith’s (2018) writings highlighted the value in using Habits of
Mind for social success and consequently academic success.
Critical, Creative Thinking and Problem Solving
Habits of Mind positively contributed to students’ critical and creative thinking and
problem solving. The link between critical thinking development and Habits of Mind was
substantiated by Alhamlan et al’s., (2018) study. Their study centered specifically on the
contribution of Habits of Mind to critical thinking. Their aim was to identify which select Habits
of Mind contributed to the development of critical thinking. Alhamlan et al. (2018) focused on
the following Habits of Mind: Gathering Data Through All the Senses; Thinking Flexibly;
Persisting; Thinking and Communication with Clarity and Precision; and Metacognition.
Alhamlan et al.’s (2018) systematic review of the literature with a meta-analysis confirmed that
Habits of Mind contributed to the development of critical thinking skills.
Alhamlan et al.’s (2018) study was also backed by the work done by Fletcher and her
colleagues. Fletcher (2013) reported that she and thirty education instructors from Cabrillo
College, California State University-Monterey Bay, and Hartnell College partnered to create
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lessons that targeted intellectual capacities. Their work centered on operationalizing Habits of
Mind as an instructional approach. Fletcher (2013) found that explicitly teaching Habits of Mind
made procedural knowledge visible to students, specifically the Habits of Mind of Persistence,
Thinking Flexibly and Metacognition to support learning within and across disciplines. Fletcher
(2013) confirmed that the use of Habits of Mind led to their internalization which enabled
students to think critically.
While Synder and Synder (2008) did not specifically refer to Costa and Kallick’s (2008)
Habits of Mind, they operationalized critical thinking and referenced it as Metacognition, or the
process of thinking about thinking (one of the 16 Habits of Mind of Costa and Kallick). Snyder
and Snyder (2008) explained that for critical thinking to be developed attention needed to be
placed on the process of learning via metacognition. Costa and Kallick (2008) expounded upon
Snyder and Snyder’s (2008) assertion by stating that learners develop (critical thinking)
metacognition through practice and use of Habits of Mind when they encounter problem-solving
difficulties.
Focusing on the process of learning to further critical thinking was also true in the case of
developing creative thinking. Lucas’ (2016) study connected creative thinking to habits of mind.
Albeit, Lucas developed his own definition creative habits of mind. In Lucas’ (2016) study, he
referred to Costa and Kallick’s 16 Habits of Mind. Lucas (2016) differentiated the habits he
used from Costa and Kallick’s (2008) Habits of Mind in that he proposed five habits. The two
habits of mind involved in Lucas’ (2016) study inquisitiveness and imagination are analogous to
two of Costa and Kallick’s Habits of Mind, Questioning and Posing Problems and Creating,
Imaginative, and Innovating, respectively. Despite the differences in these labels, Lucas’ (2016)
Creativity habits of mind or Costa and Kallick’s (2008) Habits of Mind, the implications for
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using habits of mind to foster creative thinking is nonetheless the same. Lucas’ (2016) study
revealed that creative thinking was learnable. Costa and Kallick (2008) added that teachers are a
catalyst in creating the conditions for Habits of Mind to occur and foster creativity, critical
thinking, and problem solving. In Lucas’ (2016) study, teachers and students were intentional
and deliberate in their awareness of the creative habits of mind which further led to their use and
consequently resulted in opportunities for creativity by students. The focus for participants in
Lucas’ (2016) study was the same as that of Habits of Mind, not solely on what was being
learned but more importantly on how it was being learned.
Vehicle for Teaching and Learning
This section focuses on how Habits of Mind was an effective vehicle for teaching and
learning because Habits of Mind propelled students to become self-aware of their learning needs
and the process of how to learn. Costa and Kallick (2008) advised that teachers can teach the
process of learning by instructing students to determine when and where Habits of Mind can be
used most effectively and applied. Snyder and Snyder (2008) explained that critical thinking
required that students use Metacognition to improve their learning and access higher-order
thinking skills instead of rote-memorization. Costa and Kallick (2008) and Snyder and Snyder
(2008) affirmed that learning is more than the content itself but instead the application of the
content which rendered Habits of Mind as an effective vehicle for teaching and learning. In
support of using Habits of Mind as an effective vehicle for teaching and learning, Muscott (2018)
stated that the findings of his study indicated a high level of correlation between students who
used Habits of Mind and their achievement on performance tasks. Table 2.3 below contains
empirical studies which support Section and Sub-sections 1 through 3.
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Table 2.3
Key Articles Related to Section Two; Sub-section 1; Sub-section 2; and Sub-section 3.
Citations
Muscott (2018)

Purpose
This study sought to
find empirical data to
show that 21st
Century Skills
(Habits of Mind)
improve achievement
in performance
assessments.

Sample/Methods
The research utilized
a quantitative
correlational design
in an attempt to
determine whether
there is a correlation
between Habits of
Mind and student
achievement.
Assessment data from
354 students in
middle school social
studies and 246
students in high
school English
Language Arts was
collected. The data
was analyzed using
multiple linear
regression (MLR)
with the goal of
determining the
extent to which
achievement in
Habits of Mind
affects student
achievement in
performance
assessments.

Findings/Outcome
The findings of the
study indicated a high
level of correlation
between achievement
in Habits of Mind and
student achievement
in performance tasks.

(continued)
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Table 2.3
Key Articles Related to Section Two; Sub-section 1; Sub-section 2; and Sub-section 3.
Citations
Gardner et al., (2006)

Purpose
Faculty and graduate
students were
interviewed in one
college of education
in order to understand
what the college and
its constituents view
as the skills, habits of
mind, and
dispositions needed
to obtain a Ph.D. in
Education.

Sample/Methods
This exploratory
study was focused on
understanding what
dispositions and skills
someone with a Ph.D.
in Education should
possess. A random
cross-section of 11
doctoral students and
11 faculty members
were interviewed.

Findings/Outcome
The analysis of the
interviews attributed
definite skills and
habits of mind to the
Ph.D. Three themes
regarding habits of
mind emerged. The
first habit of mind
discussed by
participants was the
quest for knowledge.
The second habit of
mind was
independence
including related
themes such as
autonomy, selfmotivation, and selfdirection. The third
and final habit of
mind identified was
humility, which
included openness to
feedback, receptivity
to new ideas, an
ethical stance and
reflectivity.

(continued)
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Table 2.3
Key Articles Related to Section Two; Sub-section 1; Sub-section 2; and Sub-section 3.
Citations
Cheung and Hew
(2010)

Purpose
This study explored
student facilitators’
influence in
promoting learner’s
participation in terms
of their exhibited
Habits of Mind.

Sample/Methods
A two-case study
design approach was
used for this study.
In the first case, 13
graduate students
participated. The
students were tasked
to be the facilitators
of the online
discussion as well as
participants and to
make suggestions to
improve the quality
of projects on the
online forum. The
second case was
comprised of 16
students. This group
was used to verify the
finding of the first
case.

Findings/Outcome
The results of the
study revealed that
awareness of thinking
was the Habit of
Mind exhibited the
most, followed by
open-mindedness. Of
the two cases that
comprised the study,
the findings of the
second case
confirmed the
findings of the first
case.

(continued)
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Table 2.3
Key Articles Related to Section Two; Sub-section 1; Sub-section 2; and Sub-section 3.
Citations
Hew and Cheung
(2011)

Purpose
The study explored
student facilitators
frequency in
displaying and using
specific Habits of
Mind would lead to
knowledge
construction.

Sample/Methods
A mixed methods
study was conducted
on 26 online
discussion forums
that were selected for
the study. Twelve
forums involved
graduate students and
14 forums involved
non graduate
students. There was
a total of 46 students
involved. Semistructured interviews
were conducted face
to face. Due to the
small sample sizes,
non-parametric
statistical tests were
used and the
differences in the two
groups were analyzed
using Mann-Whitney
U-test.

Findings/Outcome
A comparison of the
types of Habit of
Mind displayed by
student facilitators
demonstrated that
awareness of own
thinking was the most
commonly displayed
habit.

(continued)
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Table 2.3
Key Articles Related to Section Two; Sub-section 1; Sub-section 2; and Sub-section 3.
Citations
Huntly and Donovan
(2009)

Purpose
This research study
aimed to identify
teaching and learning
strategies with
potential to assist first
year university
students to persist at a
task.

Sample/Methods
A case study
approach was used in
this study. The study
observed how two
instructors attempted
to incorporate the
desired pedagogic
practices into their
teaching. One
instructor explicitly
taught students how
to use the Habit of
Mind of Persistence
while the other
embedded the
teaching of
Persistence in
instruction. The two
participants were
asked to journal and
make note of the
teaching and learning
strategies used and
the effect on student
performance. A
secondary semistructured interview
was also used as a
means of data
collection.

Findings/Outcome
The Habit of Mind of
Persistence can be
developed by
focusing on learning
strategies such as
reflection on
learning, shared
experiences, and
positive feedback.
While both
pedagogical
approaches of the
instructors rendered
the use of Persistence
in students, Huntly
and Donovan
recommended
explicitly teaching
persistence as doing
so leads to students’
abilities to transfer
the skill of
Persistence across
contexts.

(continued)
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Table 2.3
Key Articles Related to Section Two; Sub-section 1; Sub-section 2; and Sub-section 3.
Citations
Huang et al., (2016)

Purpose
The purpose of this
study was to
characterize the
instructional
strategies of faculty
members actively
teaching critical
thinking.

Sample/Methods
This study employed
multi-site qualitative
study with semistructured interviews.
Snowball recruitment
at eight participating
institutions was used
to identify faculty
considered to be local
experts in teaching
critical thinking.
Forty-four faculty
participated in the
semi-structured
interviews.

Findings/Outcome
The study uncovered
findings which were
organized into themes
including: What
faculty teach-Habits
of Mind, such as
higher-order thinking
and metacognition;
How they teachguiding principles of
clinical relevance and
perspective shifting,
and concrete
strategies such as
questioning; and Why
they teach-to produce
the best possible
health outcomes.

Content Knowledge Acquisition
A second way that Habits of Mind was an effective vehicle for teaching and learning was
that it functioned as a conduit for the acquisition of knowledge. Snyder and Snyder (2008)
confirmed that shifting the instructional focus to the process of learning did not sacrifice content
acquisition but instead it served to deepen the learning of content. This perception was validated
by Muscott’s (2018) study that recommended that sufficient time needed to be set aside for
integrating Habits of Mind into instruction because the integration of content and Habits of Mind
resulted in higher student achievement.
Huntly and Donovan’s (2009) study also revealed that explicitly teaching the Habits of
Mind like Persistence and embedding the habit into the curriculum, enabled students to perform
well in the course. Huntly and Donovan (2009) noted that students who received direct
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instruction were able to realize where they needed to improve in their use of persistence as they
engaged with content learning. Students whose teacher did not teach Persistence explicitly but
instead modeled the use of Persistence still enabled the students to positively change their ideas
and choices and persevere in their learning however transfer of the thinking skill of Persistence
was diminished (Huntly and Donovan, 2009). Lastly, Snyder and Snyder (2008) advised that
students required training to become proficient in applying critical thinking to content.
Success Beyond High School
Habits of Mind impacted student success beyond high school (Hazard, 2012; Venezia &
Jaeger, 2013). Hazard (2012) voiced that students were ill-prepared for college and required the
development of habits, behaviors, and attitudes for college success. Hazard’s plea was echoed
by Venezia and Jaeger (2013). They documented that while a majority of students aspire to
college, most of these students lacked the Habits of Mind needed to succeed (Venezia & Jaeger,
2013). Venezia and Jaeger (2013) further wrote that Habits of Mind coined by Costa and Kallick
are a series of intelligent behaviors that support people to become better problem solvers and
allow them to experience success. Venezia and Jaeger (2013) called for professional
development for all educators on supporting the development of strong habits of mind for all
students. Venezia and Jaeger (2013) warned that college is not the place to begin to learn the
essential Habits of Mind and learning how to learn must begin before one begins college.
Beyond a high school setting, Gardner et al’s. (2006) study sought to discover what
habits of mind and dispositions were needed to obtain a Ph.D. in Education. Gardner et al’s.
(2006) study discovered that the habits of mind needed to obtain a Ph.D. in Education included a
quest or desire for knowledge; independence, or related themes such as autonomy, selfmotivation, and self-direction; and humility, a willingness to take critique for self-improvement.
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The habits Gardner et al. (2006) identified can be linked to Habits of Mind Costa and Kallick
(2008) coined. Cheung and Hew (2010) wrote that various scholars used different terms to
describe habits of mind but regardless of the terms used an examination of the terminology
revealed their similarities. A quest or desire for knowledge is akin to Remaining Open to
Continuous Learning; independence, being self-motivated and having self-direction is akin to the
Habits of Mind of Persisting and Taking Responsible Risk; humility and a willingness to take
critique for self-improvement is akin to Listening with Understanding and Empathy, Thinking
Interdependently and Remaining Open to Continuous Improvement (Costa & Kallick, 2008;
Gardner et al., 2006).
A study that was performed by Huang et al. (2016) in a medical setting further spoke to
the universality of Habits of Mind and its reach and value beyond high school. Huang et. al.
(2016) defined the role of a medical instructor as one who fostered metacognition through
reflection and questioning. The metacognitive skills described by Huang et. al. (2016) are
embodied in Habits of Mind developed by Costa and Kallick’s (2008), specifically,
Metacognition and Questioning and Problem Posing. Huang et. al. (2016) emphasized the
importance of teaching the Habit of Mind of Metacognition to cultivate critical thinking. Huang
et. al. (2016) stated that the participants in their study felt that teaching critical thinking was
imperative in developing clinicians who would provide the best health care given that the
clinicians who were metacognitive about their practice would create, revise and recreate the most
comprehensive and patient-centered assessments and intervention plans.
Similar to Huang et. al.’s (2016) study, Snyder and Snyder’s (2008) journal article looked
at the teaching of critical thinking skills within the context of business education. Snyder and
Snyder (2008) concluded that the goal of business educators was to instill critical thinking skills
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and thinking behaviors in their students, so business students would not only consume
information but become users of information.
As demonstrated by Gardner et al. (2006), Hazard (2012), and Venezia and Jaeger
(2013), the need for Habits of Mind and the effective thinking and learning they produce are
critical beyond a high school setting and are used in college and university settings. Huang et. al.
(2016) and Snyder and Snyder (2008) also pointed to the need of Habits of Mind in professional
contexts.
Varying Helpfulness
Finally, it was learned from the literature that some Habits of Mind are more helpful than
others for teaching and learning. Both Cheung and Hew’s (2010) study and Hew and Cheung’s
(2011) study revealed that the use of particular Habits of Mind promoted greater knowledge
construction. In their study, Hew and Cheung (2011) identified awareness of own thinking,
Metacognition was the most salient Habit of Mind displayed by participants in their studies.
Similarly, Huang et al.’s. (2016) study focused on what habits enhanced critical thinking.
Their study revealed that the promotion of critical thinking involved the specific use of the Habit
of Mind of Metacognition. Huang et al. (2016) reported that Metacognition was the one habit
most medical faculty desired to ingrain in their students.
While Huntly and Donovan’s (2009) study focused on the Habit of Mind of Persistence,
Persistence was improved upon when students exerted Metacognition in order to maximize their
efforts in persisting. Although, Gardner et al. (2006) did not specifically mention metacognition
as a habit directly needed to obtain a Ph.D. in education, metacognition supported the habits their
study identified. Costa and Kallick (2008) explained that human capacity to use Metacognition
distinguished humans from all other species, as humans are able to reflect upon their thinking as
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they think. The idea that the Habit of Mind of Metacognition undergirded all other Habits of
Mind was also substantiated by Muscott (2018). Muscott (2018) proclaimed that Metacognition
preceded all other Habits of Mind because it was used for self-evaluation and for the selection of
which Habits of Mind to employ given the appropriate and necessary circumstances.
Beliefs & Practices
This section focused on how the beliefs and practices regarding the teaching and learning
of Habits of Mind limited or advanced teaching and learning. Venezia and Jaeger (2013)
explained that high school courses overemphasized the rote teaching of subjects like algebra
instead of engaging students in the application of their learning, deep thinking and problem
solving. Venezia and Jaeger (2013) also pointed out that many students lacked the benefit of ever
learning about Habits of Mind that led to college success.
Another limitation in the teaching of Habits of Mind was a lack of structures and
professional development which supported teachers in integrating these practices. Burgess
(2012) explained that in order for teachers to create a culture of thinking in their classrooms,
teachers needed schools that were cultures of thinking which immersed them in quality
discussions of the teaching of thinking and learning. Burgess (2012) also cited Ritchhart and
Perkins (2005) who emphasized that thinking skills alone were not enough for students; students
also required thinking dispositions which could only be developed by having teachers model
thinking and having teachers set the tone for what thinking and learning looked and sounded like.
Ritchhart and Perkins (2005) prescribed that educators needed to work towards making the
learning and thinking of their students visible by using routines, structures, probing questions,
and documenting their students’ thinking.
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In relation to misaligned beliefs and the poor practice and implementation of Habits of
Mind, Huntly and Donovan (2009) claimed that one of the instructors in their study had robbed
her students of knowing how to transfer the habit of Persistence into their own teaching since the
instructor had taught the Habit of Mind of Persistence indirectly rather than explicitly. Huntly
and Donovan (2009) described that the instructor did not explicitly teach Persistence, which they
felt denied the students of the ability to recognize Persistence as an area of improvement and
apply Persistence to their own learning in the absence of the instructor’s strategies and guidance.
Huntly and Donovan (2009) documented that Habits of Mind were not evident to some learners,
so it was preferable that teachers introduce Habits of Mind explicitly to enhance Habits
recognition by the students. The need to teach the Habits of Mind explicitly was confirmed by
Richards (2007). Richard’s (2007) interview with Costa revealed that the preferred
implementation of Habits of Mind necessitated a direct approach. Richards (2007) recorded
Costa who stated that Habits of Mind instruction required knowledge of the terminology and
required opportunities for the application of Habits of Mind terminology through direct
instruction so students could solve problems and develop their metacognition. Table 2.4 below
contains empirical studies which support Section 3 and Sub-sections 1 and 2.
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Table 2.4
Key Articles Related to Section Three and Sub-sections One and Two
Citations

Purpose

Sample/Methods

Findings/Outcome

Wall and Hall (2016)

The study
investigated learning
to learn by focusing
on how
metacognitive
awareness can be
improved by
enquiring into
creative combinations
of pedagogy,
environment, and
learners’ dispositions.

A longitudinal study
that took place from
2003-2011 and
involved 150 teachers
from more than 60
primary, secondary,
and special schools
and two education
colleges with 15
participating teachers
from each college.
Over the eight years,
the case studies were
synthesized as well as
data collected directly
from the learners in
the form of posters,
cartoons, mediated
interviews, interviews
with the teachers, and
senior managers and
questionnaire attitude
data was collected
from staff and
students.

Researchers found
that by having
teachers talk about
their thinking and
thought process of
planning a lesson and
the pragmatics of
teaching a class the
students were able to
attain insight into the
teachers’
metacognitive
process in engaging
with teaching and
learning and therefore
gained a new
perspective on their
roles as learners.

(continued)
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Table 2.4
Key Articles Related to Section Three and Sub-sections One and Two
Citations

Purpose

Sample/Methods

Findings/Outcome

Altan and Lane
(2018)

The relationship
between life
experiences and
learning has been
researched by a
number of educators
and psychologist.
This study
investigated the
influences of
significant life
experience on the
dispositions and
teaching practices of
teachers.

The researchers
purposefully selected
five female teachers
who were observed to
display some or all 16
Habits of Mind in and
out of work contexts.
The researchers used
narrative inquiry:
unstructured
interviews as the
methodology to
identify participants’
significant
experiences and to
investigate influences
of these experiences
on their dispositions
and teaching
practices.

The results of the
narrative data
analysis indicated
that experiences
related to learning
environments were
the most significant
for all participants.
The researchers
concluded that
students need
teachers who can
prepare them for
living in the modern
world. More than
knowledge and skills,
teachers need
constructive
dispositions to
support student
learning and
classroom
management.
Teachers’
dispositions are
linked to their
teaching practices.

Obstacles
One reason that the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind was impeded was that
teachers taught in the manner in which they were instructed which was devoid of learning how to
learn and instead focused solely on what to learn Ritchhart (2015). Ritchart (2015) attested that
most learning that occurred in the past, and currently is in place, emphasizes grading and
memorization which produces an irrelevant curriculum that hinders the future opportunities of its
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students. Wall and Hall (2016) substantiated Ritchhart’s claims in their study. Wall and Hall
(2016) explained that when their study first started, they believed that attention needed to be
placed on students’ learning objectives. However, as Wall and Hall’s (2016) study evolved, they
realized that more critical than student learning, teachers’ learning needed to be addressed given
its direct influence and impact on student learning. Wall and Hall (2016) understood that if they
could not bring the adults to explicitly exhibit metacognition, then it would not be possible for
the teachers to teach students to do so. Altan and Lane’s (2018) study concurred with the ideas
espoused by Ritchhart (2015) and Wall and Hall (2016). Altan and Lane (2018) verified that
teachers’ significant life experiences were critical factors which shaped their teaching practices.
Altan and Lane (2018) reaffirmed that the Habits of Mind teachers possessed would be the
Habits of Mind they taught in the classroom. Altan and Lane (2018) summarized that teachers’
dispositions influenced their teaching and were catalysts for students’ learning experiences.
A second reason that there were obstacles to the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind
was due to leadership practices (Ferrara, 2004). Ferrara (2004) specifically cited leaderships’
lack of knowledge to effectively build and shape school culture. Ferrara (2004) suggested that
leaders need to understand and address obstacles that interfered with successful learning in the
larger system of the school instead of solely addressing specific weaknesses in the instructional
program.
Fullan (2001) provided a third reason for why initiatives do not immediately come to
fruition. He coined the phrase “implementation dip” to explain that there is a dip in the
performance and confidence of individuals in achieving work that requires new skills and new
understandings (Fullan, 2004, p. 40). His explanation did not place blame on teachers nor
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administrators rather he normalized the reason for the obstacle by explaining that an
“implementation dip” is the natural evolution of a new initiative (Fullan, 2004, p. 40).
Solutions
While there are obstacles in the teaching of Habits of Mind, there are also reciprocal
solutions to each obstacle that can support the teaching of Habits of Mind. One of the most
important solutions identified in the literature to support the teaching and learning of Habits of
Mind is that teachers need to learn and model Habits of Mind. The results of Wall and Hall’s
(2016) study revealed that teachers already performed metacognitive work as a part of their daily
work and in order to teach students to become metacognitive, teachers needed to verbalize their
thinking processes and model for students how to think about their thinking. Wall and Hall
(2016) espoused that by modeling their thinking, teachers are not doing extra work and this
modeling influences those Habits of Mind that students need to exhibit. Wall and Hall (2016)
further explained that teachers needed to model their thinking practices daily for their students.
Altan and Lane’s (2018) study substantiated the notion that students required 21st century
learning experiences taught by teachers who embodied the 16 Habits of Mind and were thus
capable of teaching students more than basic content.
Another solution for supporting the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind was
providing professional development to support teachers in their use of Habits of Mind. Costa
and Kallick (2008) wrote that teachers needed to be empowered by school leaders who
understood that using and learning Habits of Mind extended beyond one lesson but rather
involved continuous learning and practice. Costa and Kallick (2008) also encouraged the use of
Habits of Mind at all levels of the learning organization. Costa and Kallick (2008) recommended
leaders model and verbalize Metacognition for staff members. Costa and Kallick (2008) also
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advised that school leaders Thinking Interpedently with their staff in order to jointly problem
solve and thus Remain Open to Continuous Learning. Essentially leaders needed to utilize all
the Habits of Mind. Costa and Kallick’s (2008) solutions are supported by Fullan’s (2001)
work. Fullan (2001) proposed that the solution to an “implementation dip” for a new initiative is
that the leadership builds supportive relationships, coaches staff to further develop their capacity,
and maintains a vision that culminates in the successful implementation of the new initiative.
Ferrara’s (2004) research also corroborated Costa and Kallick’s solutions. Ferrara (2004)
emphasized that successful leadership practices for implementation of initiatives needed to
include a commitment to the initiatives, concrete and conceptual understanding of the initiative;
ongoing, interactive and recursive planning with personnel; flexibility to adjust to changes that
occurred in the school or external environment; and ongoing assessment and evaluation to
determine a successful implementation.
Chapter Two Summary
A cadre of theorists were discussed in the section devoted to a theoretical framework
which supports Habits of Mind (Bishop et al., 2006; Carson & Langer, 2006; Dewey, 1922;
Dweck, 2000; Goleman, 1995; Piaget, 1952; Vygotsky, 1978; and Zimmerman, 2002). Dewey’s
seminal writings lay the foundation for the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind. Dewey
posited that habits guide all our actions and are necessary for thinking. Piaget’s (1952) work
built on Dewey’s assertions. Piaget (1952) concluded that experiences further expanded our
thinking. Indeed, the 16 Habits of Mind are how successful, intelligent people react to
experiences that challenge them (Costa & Kallick, 2008). Vygotsky’s (1978) work presented the
idea that children use internal and external factors to help them overcome impediments. The 16
Habits of Mind are thinking tools that students can learn and internalize to overcome
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impediments they may face (Costa & Kallick, 2008). Zimmerman’s (2002) theory on selfregulation also supported Habits of Mind, as the dispositions which Habits of Mind facilitates
enables those exercising Habits of Mind to effectively self-regulate. Dweck’s (2000) Incremental
theory also supported Habits of Mind. It is those Habits of Mind that students exercise in order
to exert the effort to increase their intellectual abilities (Costa & Kallick, 2008). Bishop et al.
(2006) and Carson and Langer’s (2006), studies on Mindfulness also support Habits of Mind
because Habits of Mind are cognitive tools that support metacognition and thinking flexibly in
order to help students to act and react intelligently. Finally, Goleman’s (1995) work on
Emotional Intelligence Theory completed the theoretical framework supportive of Habits of
Mind. Goleman’s definition of emotional intelligence included dispositions which form a part of
Habits of Mind, such as empathy, impulse control, and persistence thereby, emotional
Intelligence is embedded within Habits of Mind (Costa & Kallick, 2008).
Literature related to the innate value of Habits of Mind, (Alhamlan et al., 2018; Atlan et
al., 2019; Burgess, 2012; Costa & Kallick, 2008; Gordon, 2011; Jorgensen, 2015; and Lucas,
2016) was reviewed. Literature related to use of a common language (Altan et al., 2019; Costa
& Kallick 2008; Hetland et al., 2009; Scanfeld et al., 2018) was reviewed. Literature related to
academic and social dispositions (Burgess, 2012; Costa & Kallick, 2008; Jung & Smith, 2018)
was reviewed. Literature related to critical and creative thinking and problem solving (Alhamlan
et al., 2018; Costa & Kallick, 2008; Fletcher, 2013; Lucas, 2016; and Snyder & Snyder, 2008)
was reviewed.
Literature related to Habits of Mind as a vehicle for teaching and learning (Cheung &
Hew, 2010; Costa & Kallick, 2008; Gardner et al., 2006; Hew & Cheung, 2011; Huntly &
Donovan, 2009; Muscott, 2018; and Snyder & Snyder, 2008) was reviewed. Literature related to
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content knowledge acquisition (Huntly & Donovan, 2009; Muscott, 2018; and Snyder & Snyder,
2008) was reviewed. Literature related to Habits of Mind providing success after high school
(Cheung & Hew, 2010; Costa & Kallick, 2008; Gardner et al., 2006; Hazard, 2012; Huang et al.,
2016; and Venezia & Jaeger, 2013) was reviewed. Literature related to varying helpfulness of
Habits of Mind (Cheung & Hew 2010; Costa & Kallick, 2008; Gardner et al., 2006; Hew &
Cheung, 2011; Huang et al., 2016; Huntly & Donovan, 2009; and Muscott, 2018) was reviewed.
Literature related to beliefs and practices of using Habits of Mind (Burgess, 2012; Huntly
& Donovan, 2009; Richards, 2007; and Venezia & Jaeger, 2013) was reviewed. Literature
related to obstacles for the use of Habits of Mind (Altan & Lane, 2018; Ferrara, 2004; Fullan,
2001; Ritchhart, 2015; and Wall & Hall, 2016) was reviewed. Literature related to solutions in
using Habits of Mind (Altan & Lane, 2018; Costa & Kallick, 2008; Ferrara, 2004; Fullan, 2001;
and Wall and Hall, 2016) was reviewed.
The current study was designed to understand teacher-participant and student-participant
perceptions of the impact of Habits of Mind. The literature supported the innate value of Habits
of Mind; the use of Habits of Mind as a vehicle for teaching and learning; and identified beliefs
and practices in using Habits of Mind. The teaching and learning Habits of Mind embodies
innate value as it provides a common language for teachers and students to use to practice
effective thinking dispositions, it provides students with opportunities to acquire social and
academic success, and it develops critical, creative thinking and problem solving. The literature
supported the use of Habits of Mind as an effective vehicle for teaching and learning because use
of Habits of Mind supports content knowledge acquisition. The skills learned from using Habits
of Mind provide success beyond high school and specific Habits of Mind offered varying
helpfulness for students. Finally, the literature revealed current beliefs and practices in the
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teaching and learning Habits of Mind. The literature identified specific obstacles in teaching and
learning Habits of Mind. These obstacles, however, have reciprocal solutions which can
facilitate the successful use of Habits of Mind.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Overview
The purpose of this research study was to explore teacher-participant and studentparticipant perceptions on the impact of Habits of Mind on students. The teacher-participants in
this study taught the junior class. The student-participants in this study were junior class
students. The research was conducted using a qualitative, exploratory study based on the
methods described by Merriam (2009). The researcher reviewed the literature, constructed a
theoretical framework, identified a research problem, developed a research question, and used
purposive sampling on the phenomenon of Habits of Mind and teacher/student-participants
perceptions of its impact on students.
This chapter describes in detail the methodology used to answer the research question on
the perceptions of teacher-participants and student-participants of the impact of Habits of Mind
on students. After a general overview of the study’s approach and contents and a section on the
background of the researcher, there are subsections that detail the research design, research
problem, research question of the study, the literature review, the theoretical framework, setting,
participants, sampling procedure, use of a WCSU Faculty member and Research-Facilitator,
setting, participants; sampling methodology, phase 1–– sampling for teacher participants, phase 2
–– sampling for student-participants; description of case; instrumentation; data collection,
participant consent, qualitative data collection, documentation, focus group interviews,
interviews, evidence trail, research journal; data analysis, open and axial coding, deductive
analysis; trustworthiness, credibility, dependability, confirmability, transferability; limitations;
ethics statement which acknowledges that ethical considerations were utilized with integrity in
the study; and ends with a conclusion for the chapter.
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Background of the Researcher
Julio Vazquez is the researcher conducting this study. He is currently a Director of
Instruction and Human Resources in Northern Westchester. He holds a Bachelor of Arts Degree
in Spanish from the University of Southern California, a Master of Science Degree in Dual
Language, General, and Special Education from Bank Street College of Education, and a
Certificate of Advanced Study in School and District Administration from SUNY New Paltz. He
is currently working on his Doctor of Educational in Instructional Leadership degree at Western
Connecticut State University.
Julio began his teaching career in New York City, teaching in a Dual Language Program.
Subsequently, he was hired as a General and Special Education Teacher in White Plains Public
Schools. After gaining tenure in White Plains, he began his administrative career in the
Newburgh Enlarged City School District.
Julio left Newburgh to become the K-12 Coordinator of Response to Intervention and
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports for Wappingers Central School District. The K12 experience he acquired paved the way for Julio to assume the role of Director of Instruction
and Human Resources.
Julio is interested in creating educational systems that enable student, teacher, and
administrator success and that are focused on developing students’ critical and creative thinking
and problem-solving. Julio has presented at the New York State Middle School Association in
Albany, New York; on Response to Intervention and at three National Conventions for Ed
Leader 21 in Atlanta, Georgia and Phoenix, Arizona and Houston, Texas on his school district’s
curriculum initiatives.
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The literature states that the development of thinking dispositions through Habits of Mind
supports students’ critical, creative thinking and problem solving. The purpose of this research
study was to explore participants’ perspectives on the impact of Habits of Mind on students. The
study was undertaken to uncover how Habits of Mind might impact students through the lens of
teacher and student perspectives. Since the research study was held in the researcher’s school
district and the researcher’s role in the district is that of Director of Instruction and Human
Resources, it was important that participants’ identities were anonymized and kept confidential
in order to secure the most reliable data for the study and to comply with the IRB. The
researcher worked with a Western Connecticut State (WCSU) Faculty Member and a Research
Facilitator who assisted him in soliciting teacher-participants and student-participants in the
study. The WCSU Faculty Member and the Research Facilitator assisted in collecting the data
and maintaining the identity of the student-participants and teacher-participants confidential.
Research Design
The research design of this study was a qualitative, exploratory study in which the
researcher explored participants’ perceptions of the impact of Habits of Mind on students
(Merriam, 2009). A multiple-case study was constructed based on a review of the literature, the
construction of a theoretical framework, identification of a research problem, development of a
research question, and purposive sampling on the phenomenon of Habits of Mind and exactly
how teacher and student-participants perceived the impact of Habits of Mind on students led to
the research question that drove this study.
Identifying the Research Problem
Merriam (2009) stated that the first step in a qualitative study is to identify a research
problem on something that “perplexes and challenges the mind” (p. 58). In this case, the
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phenomenon of interest was teacher-participants and student-participants’ perceptions on the
impact of Habits of Mind on students in a school district in a suburban county north of New
York City.
Construct a research question
Merriam (2009) posited that a research question reflects the researcher’s thinking on the
most significant factors of a study, guides the process of inquiry and ultimately determines the
collection of the data. The research question for this study was: How do teacher-participants
and student-participants perceive Habits of Mind impact students?
Conduct a literature review
A primary function of the literature review is to “provide the foundation for contributing
to the knowledge base” (Merriam, 2009, p. 72). Knowing what prior studies have been written
on a topic situates the contribution of the current study. The in-depth literature review is found
in Chapter Two of this dissertation. The literature review was conducted after data collection
and analysis and was connected to the results of the study.
Theoretical framework
Merriam (2009) documented that a theoretical framework provides the overall context for
situating the study because data is analyzed and interpreted based upon the concepts of a
theoretical stance. The findings of a study are also discussed both in relation to the existing
knowledge and to the contribution that the study provides. A thorough theoretical review is in
the beginning of Chapter Two of this dissertation.
Setting
This research was conducted in a rural-suburban school district in the northeastern United
States. The school district where the study was conducted is situated in Westchester County.
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The school district serves five municipalities. According the 2010 US Census Report the
population of the town was 5,104. Demographic data was retrieved via the New York State
Education Department website. At the time of the study, the school district served 1,107
students (NYSED, n.d.).
This study on Habits of Mind was conducted in this school district at the Middle
School/High School because this school had been engaged in the use of Habits of Mind for four
years. The use of and integration of Habits of Mind in instruction was an ongoing priority in the
district. In the last two years the district staff received continuous and direct, explicit instruction
on the 16 Habits of Mind. Staff at both the elementary school and Middle School/ High School
have been engaged in professional development at monthly faculty meetings, Superintendent
Conference Days, Professional Development Days, book studies and received professional
development by their colleagues, administration, and an outside consultant on how to integrate
Habits of Mind into daily instruction. Habits of Mind were included in all Problem-Solving
Tasks (PSTs). PSTs were created for each course that is taught at the Middle School/High
School.
Participants
Students in the junior class have been exposed to Habits of Mind since the eighth grade.
Teachers have been expected to identify specific Habits of Mind that relate to their content and
learning task and verbalize which Habits of Mind students may need to use or focus on during
their lesson. Students have been expected to reflect upon their learning and identify which
Habits of Mind have been helpful to them and which Habits of Mind they need to improve upon
in order to improve their learning. Consequently, this study site is ideal for studying the Habits
of Mind as a phenomenon of the case.
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The demographics of the teacher population, which served the junior class (grade 11),
were identified as 100% White. There were 29 teachers who taught courses to the junior class.
There were13 female teachers and 16 male teachers (see Appendix A). All teachers were
deemed as highly qualified by the New York State Education Department. All teachers have
obtained a master’s degree at a minimum. The range of teaching experience spanned from 3 to
30 Years (NYSED, n.d.).
The demographics of the student population were identified as 78.6% White, 13% Latino,
3% Asian, 3% Multi-racial, and 1.8% Black (NYSED, n.d.). The district invested $39,855 per
student annually (Breidenbach, 2018). There was one elementary school and one middle
school/high school in the school district.
Research was conducted with the junior class in the high school. The junior class had a
total enrollment of 111 students in the fall of 2018 (see Appendix A). The high school was
departmentalized according to the following departments: English, World Language,
Mathematics, Social Studies, Related Arts, Science, Physical Education and Health. Twentynine teachers taught the junior class. Within this junior class 3% of students were qualified for
free and reduced lunch; 7% of students were identified as students with disabilities; and 3% were
English language learners. In terms of racial and ethnic diversity, this junior class was
comprised of 92% White, 4% Asian, 2% Multi-racial, 1%Black, 1% American Indian/Alaskan
Native. Thirteen percent of students who identified as White are also Hispanic (NYSED, n.d.).
Sampling Procedure
The sampling procedure used in this study was a purposive sampling and involved two
phases (see Appendix B). Purposive sampling assumes that a researcher wants to discover,
understand, and gain insight and therefore must choose a select sample from which the most can
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be learned (Merriam, 2009). The first phase of the study involved the purposive sample of
teacher-participants. There were eight teacher-participants involved with the study who
comprised the first case. The second phase of the study involved the purposive sampling of
student-participants. There were eight student-participants involved with the study who
comprised the second case. The cases were bounded by the phenomenon of Habits of Mind.

TeacherParticipants

Habits
of Mind

StudentParticipants

Figure 3.1. Cases bounded by phenomenon of Habits of Mind.
Research-Facilitator and Western Connecticut Faculty University Member
There were two outside research collaborators: A Western Connecticut State University
faculty member and an on-site Research-Facilitator, who was a volunteer from the research site.
They worked with the researcher to maintain confidentiality between the researcher and the
study participants. They also collected the data of the study. The researcher did not partake in
the collection of consent or assent letters to teacher and student-participants, parents/guardians;
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nor the collection of student-participants’ documents (student work sample reflections);
interviews of teachers-participants and student-participants; nor focus-group interviews of
teacher and student-participants. All the duties of the WCSU Faculty Member and ResearchFacilitator were outlined in their signed letters of consent (see Appendix C and Appendix D).
To maintain the confidentiality of teacher and student-participants, a Western
Connecticut State University (WCSU) faculty member collected teacher-participants’ consent
letters. The Research-Facilitator collected student-participants’ consent, assent letters, as well as
student work sample reflections. The Research-Facilitator redacted the student work sample
reflections to maintain the identity of the student-participants as confidential and assigned a
number to each student work sample reflection which was then shared with the researcher.
A WCSU faculty member conducted two focus group interviews. The first focus group
interview involved four teacher-participants. The second focus group interview involved three
teacher-participants. One teacher-participant was unable to attend either focus group. The
WCSU faculty member conducted all eight, one-on-one interviews for teacher-participants.
The Researcher-Facilitator conducted two focus group interviews. The first focus group
interview involved four student-participants and the second focus group interview also involved
four student-participants. The Research-Facilitator conducted all eight, one-on-one interviews
with student-participants.
The Research-Facilitator used a recording sheet to identify the demographics of the
participants. The Research-Facilitator kept a confidential list of the student-participants, student
work samples and student-participant interviews. A number was assigned to studentparticipants’ documents (student work sample reflections). Teacher-participants were asked to
assign themselves a pseudonym by the Western Connecticut faculty member. The WCSU
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faculty member prompted teacher-participants to identify themselves with their assigned
pseudonym. The Research-Facilitator prompted the student-participants to identify themselves
with their assigned research number in the interviews and focus groups. The data from the
teacher-participant interviews were transcribed by a professional service and then vetted for
accuracy by a volunteer professor from the University of Connecticut. The data from the
student-participants was transcribed by using an audio recording device and the Otter application
and the transcription was then checked for accuracy by the Research-Facilitator. Only the
written and redacted transcripts of these conversations were reviewed by the researcher so that
teacher-participants’ and student-participants’ identities remained confidential.
The WCSU faculty member and the Research-Facilitator were provided with guidance on
the use of audio recording device and the Otter application. The WCSU faculty member and the
Research-Facilitator were provided with the semi-structured interview questions for the focus
groups and one-on-one interviews (see Appendix E and Appendix F). Additionally, the
researcher did not listen to the audio recordings, but requested that the Research-Facilitator
conduct member checks and review the written and audio transcripts for accuracy.
Sampling methodology
Using Merriam’s 2009 work on typical sampling as a guide, the teacher-participants were
selected based upon the teacher-participants having had exposure to Habits of Mind through
professional development at the school and district level. The student-participants were selected
based upon their exposure to Habits of Mind since the eighth grade and given the fact that they
would be in high school for another year should a need arise to gather more data. Merriam
(2009) wrote, “A typical sample would be one that is selected because it reflects the average
person, situation or instance of the phenomenon of interest” (p. 78). Following Merriam’s
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guidance on bounding the case, case study is “an in-depth description and analysis of a bounded
system” (Merriam, 2009, p. 40). “Bounded system, or case, might be selected because it is an
instance of some process, issue or concern” (Merriam, 2009, p. 41). For the purposes of this
study, the cases are both teacher-participants and student-participants and the cases are bounded
by the phenomenon of Habits of Mind.
Phase 1 – Sampling for Teacher-Participants. The teacher-participants in this study
were a purposive sample chosen to fit the parameters of this multiple-case study (Merriam,
2009). A sample of teacher-participants who taught high school juniors in STEM and
Humanities departments were used to gain an understanding of how students-participants
perceived the impact of Habits of Mind on students (see Appendix B). Teachers in each of these
departments were sent a letter requesting their participation in the study by a WCSU faculty
member. The criteria for teacher selection included: teachers who had participated in the school
district’s initiative of Habits of Mind in the last few years and who agreed to take part of the
study. The researcher had no direct supervisory capacity with the teacher-participants.
However, it was explained to the teachers in the consent letters that they received that this was
not a part of their evaluation and that participation or refusal to participate had no impact on
them as their evaluation was not related to the study. This explanation was reiterated in the
consent letters that teacher-participants who chose to participate were asked to sign (see
Appendix G). As part of their participation in the study, teacher-participants agreed to distribute
student work reflections (see Appendix H), participate in one focus group interview (see
Appendix E) and participate in one, one-on-one interview (see Appendix F) with the WCSU
faculty member.
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Phase 2 – Sampling for Student-Participants. Teacher-participants distributed parental
consent and student assent forms to all students in their classes (see Appendix I and Appendix J).
A total of thirty signed consent and assent letters were returned to the Research-Facilitator.
Teacher-participants distributed 30 student work sample reflections to student-participants.
Twenty-nine of the thirty student work sample reflections were completed and returned. The
student work sample reflections were given to the Research-Facilitator by a teacher at the high
school who helped to facilitate the process of gathering the student work. This facilitator was a
doctoral student in education and was informed by data collection best practices. The teacher
and the Research-Facilitator kept confidential the identity of these student-participants’ work
sample reflections by assigning a number to them that corresponded to the student-participants’
research number.
The Research-Facilitator reviewed the 29 student work sample reflections. The
Research-Facilitator selected student work reflections with the most thorough and complete
responses. For example, Figure 3.2 depicts one example of a student work sample reflection.
Student-participant work sample reflections that had the most thorough and complete responses
resulted in the selection of a total of ten student-participants for focus group interviews and oneon-one interviews. Out of the ten student-participants who were selected to participate in the
focus group and one-on-one interviews, only eight student-participants were able to ultimately
participate in the focus group and one-on-one interviews.
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Figure 3.2. Example of selected student work sample reflection.
Description of Case
The teacher-participants and student-participants were selected and bounded by the
phenomenon of Habits of Mind. Limited information is shared about each participant as the
identities of the participants were kept confidential. Table 3.1 provides details of the
participants’ pseudonyms, a descriptor of the type of participant they were, the date their student
work reflection was completed, the date their focus group session occurred, and the date their
one-on-one session occurred.
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Table 3.1
Study Participant Demographics
Pseudonym

Participant

Liz
Thomas
Sophie
Alex
Darwin
Susan
Leo
Clint
Ana
Beth
Dee
Edith
Carl
Fred
Gina
Halle
Student 9

STEM Teacher
Humanities Teacher
STEM Teacher
STEM Teacher
STEM Teacher
STEM Teacher
Humanities Teacher
Humanities Teacher
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student (unable to
participate)
Student (unable to
participate)
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student

Student 10
STEM1
STEM2
STEM 3
STEM 4
STEM 5
STEM 6
STEM 7
STEM 8
STEM 9
STEM 10
Humanities 1
Humanities 2
Humanities 3
Humanities 4
Humanities 5
Humanities 6
Humanities 7
Humanities 8
Humanities 9

Student
Focus-Group
Reflection Date Interview Date
2-27-19
2-27-19
2-27-19
2-27-19

3-21-19
3-21-19
3-26-19
3-26 19
3-22-19
3-26-19
3-22-19
3-27-19
3-22-19
3-28-19
3-28-19
3-29-19
3-27-19
3-25-19
3-22-19
3-22-19
3-29-19
3-28-19
3-29-19
3-28-19
3-27-19
3-21-19
3-29-19
3-29-19
3-29-19
3-27-19
3-28-19
3-28-19
3-28-19
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2-28-19
2-28-19
2-28-19
4-23-19
4-23-19
4-23-19
4-23-19
4-24-19
4-24-19
4-24-19
4-24-19

One-on-One
Interview Date
2-27-19
3-6-19
3-4-19
3-7-19
3-6-19
2-27-19
2-27-19
3-6-19
4-30-19
4-30-19
5-2-19
5-2-19
5-1-19
5-8-19
5-14-19
5-30-19

Instrumentation
This study involved the use of five instruments (see Appendix K). The first instrument
involved focus group interviews of teacher-participants. The second instrument involved oneon-one interviews with teacher-participants. The third instrument involved the use of
documents, confidential student work reflections. The fourth instrument involved focus group
interviews for student-participants. The fifth instrument involved one-on-one interviews with
student-participants.
First Instrument - Focus Groups- Teacher-Participants. Focus groups were selected
as an instrument for teacher-participants. The purpose of these focus groups was to inform the
research question: How do teacher-participants and student-participants perceive Habits of Mind
impact students? The focus groups enabled teacher-participants to hear each other’s responses
and provide further insights as they heard what their peers stated (Patton, 2002).
There were two focus group sessions consisting of one group of four teacher-participants
who met on, February 27, 2019, and a second group of three teacher-participants who met on
February 28, 2019. One teacher-participant was unable to attend either session. The focus group
sessions were conducted by a WCUS faculty member. The sessions were held after school in the
library classroom and took about 40 minutes to conduct (Fitzpatrick, Sanders & Worthen, 2005).
Semi-structured research questions to guide the focus group interview for the WCSU faculty
member were provided (see Appendix E). The focus group was recorded using an audio digital
recording device and then transcribed by a professional service.
Second Instrument - Semi-structured Interview Questions- Teacher-Participants.
Semi-structured interview questions were used during one-on-one teacher-participant interviews
as another method of collecting information from the teacher-participants in the study (see
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Appendix F). Semi-structured interview questions were delineated and included the use of
questions that allowed for follow-up and clarification questions that yielded a deeper
understanding of the phenomenon being explored (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007). The interview
questions further informed the study’s research question.
An example of one of the interview questions that was asked to teacher-participants was,
“Do you have a story which shows how Habits of Mind are advancing student critical and
creative thinking?” Audio-digital recordings were used for the semi-structured one-on-one
teacher-participants interviews and they were transcribed for analysis.
One-on-one interviews with teacher-participants were scheduled by WCSU faculty
member and the teacher-participants after the school day or during teacher preparation periods.
Each interview lasted about 40 minutes to complete. Interviews took place in the library
classroom of the Middle School/High School.
Third Instrument – Documents (Student-Participants’ Work Reflections). The
teacher-participants collected 29 student work reflection documents from the studentparticipants. Student-participants completed these data at the end of the class period or
completed them at home and returned them to their teachers. These documents, student work
sample reflections, took between five to ten minutes to complete. Teacher-participants gave these
documents to a teacher facilitator, at the high school, who in turn provided them to the ResearchFacilitator. The Research-Facilitator redacted the names of the student-participants on each of
the student work reflections by assigning a number to these documents. The student work
reflections were then provided to the researcher. The Research-Facilitator reviewed the most
thoroughly completed student work reflections to select the student-participants who participated
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in the focus group and one-on-one interviews. These confidential student work reflections also
addressed the study’s research question.
The student work reflections contained seven short sections. The first section asked that
student-participants circle any critical thinking skills they used to complete the learning task.
Students were provided with fifteen choices and they could write one in, if needed. The second
section required that student-participants circle any creative thinking skills used to accomplish
the learning task. Student-participants were provided with nine choices and they could write a
tenth choice, if needed. The third section asked that student-participants circle any of the 16
Habits of Mind that helped them to accomplish the learning task completed in class. The fourth
section asked that they write down the two Habits of Mind that were the most useful for them.
The fifth section asked that they explain how the two Habits of Mind assisted them in class. The
sixth section asked student-participants to check a box if none of the Habits of Mind helped them
to successfully complete the learning task. The seventh section asked them to explain why they
perceived Habits of Mind did not help them or were not necessary (see Appendix H).
Fourth Instrument - Focus Groups- Student-Participants. Following the analysis of
documents (student work sample reflections), focus groups were selected for studentparticipants. The purpose of these focus groups was to inform the study’s research question.
There were two focus group sessions consisting of four students each. The focus groups
were scheduled to accommodate the schedule of the Research Facilitator and the studentparticipants. The focus groups were conducted after school in the library classroom and took
about 40 minutes to conduct (Fitzpatrick et al., 2005).
The reason for the student-focus groups was to broaden and deepen the data, in that
student-participants—as a group provided richer context to the experiences of the phenomenon
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(Patton, 2002). A semi-structured research protocol was used to guide the focus group interview
for the Research-Facilitator (see Appendix E). The focus groups were recorded using an audio
digital recording device and the Otter application. The Research-Facilitator used the Otter
application to transcribe the sessions and then checked the transcription by listening to the audio
digital recording.
Fifth Instrument - Semi-structured Interview Questions- Student-Participants.
Semi-structured interview questions were used as another method of collecting information from
the students in the study (see Appendix F). Semi-structured interview questions were delineated
and included the use of specific, structured questions that allowed for follow-up as well as
clarification questions that yielded a deeper understanding of the phenomenon being explored
(Gall, Gall, and Borg, 2007). The interview questions helped to inform the study’s research
question.
An example of one of the interview questions that was asked to student-participants was,
“How do you think Habits of Mind is impacting your critical and creative thinking and problemsolving as you attempt to complete learning tasks in your classes?” The open-ended question
allowed for flexible answers which elicited thick descriptions of the experiences (Creswell,
2007). All student-participant one-on-one interviews used audio digital recordings and the Otter
application. The Research-Facilitator used the Otter application to transcribe the sessions and
then checked the transcription by listening to the audio digital recording.
One-on-one interviews with student-participants were scheduled after the school day.
Each interview took about 40 minutes to complete. Interviews took place in the library
classroom of the Middle School/High School.
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Data Collection
Prior to beginning data collection, Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was
obtained and granted on December 12, 2018. The IRB protocol number 1819-84 was approved
for full review (see Appendix L). Subsequently, the IRB asked that candidates revise IRB
submission, the revisions were submitted, and a renewal IRB was approved on August 27, 2019.
The I.R.B. protocol number 1920-03 was re-approved for full review (see Appendix M).
Following the first approval of the IRB on December 12, 2018, site permission (see Appendix N)
and (see Appendix O) was attained from the Superintendent of Schools and the Middle/High
School principal. Permission was granted by both the Superintendent of Schools and the
Middle/High School principal on January 4, 2019.
Participant Consent
Once IRB, and site permissions were granted, consent was given by the WCSU Faculty
Member on January 14, 2019, (see Appendix C), to assist in the data collection of teacherparticipants. The WCSU Faculty Member then assisted in disseminating and collecting consent
forms from teacher-participants as well as distributing the initial consent/assent letters informing
parents/guardians, and student-participants of the study. Consent letters were provided by
teacher-participants to the WCSU Faculty member in early February 2019. Consent and assent
forms from parent/guardians and student-participants were provided in early March 2019. Thirty
consent forms were returned out of 111 consent/assent forms for students in the junior class. The
Research Facilitator member provided consent to be a part of the research study on March 21,
2019 (see Appendix D). The Research Facilitator collected the parents’ consent forms and the
student-participants’ assent forms. The consent forms of teacher-participants and consent/assent
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forms of student-participants and their parents/guardians were kept secure by the WCSU faculty
member and the Research Facilitator.
Qualitative Data Collection
Creswell’s (2007) approach was used to collect data which included in-depth data
collection over time using focus group interviews, one-on-one interviews, and documents to
explore the cases bounded by the Habits of Mind. The data collection for the study used a
variety of sources for data collection to explore the perceptions of teacher-participants and
student-participants and to triangulate the data. The data collection techniques were comprised
of focus group interviews with teacher-participants (February 27, 2019-February 28, 2019); oneon-one interviews with teacher-participants (February 27, 2019 – March 7, 2019); student work
sample documents collection (March 21, 2019-March 29, 2019); focus group interviews with
student-participants (April 23, 2019 and April 24, 2019) and one-on-one interviews with studentparticipants (April 30, 2019 through May 30, 2019).
Data Collection Timeline.
Table 3.2
Data Collection Calendar
Date

Event

February 27, 2019 and
February 28, 2019

Focus Group Interview with teacher-participants by WCSU Faculty Member.

February 27, 2019
through March 7, 2019

One-on-One Interviews with teacher-participants by WCSU Faculty
Member.
(continued)
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Data Collection Calendar
Date

Event

March 21, 2019 through Student Work Sample Documents Collection by WCSU Faculty Member
March 29, 2019
and doctoral student/teacher.
April 23, 2019 and April
24, 2019
Focus Group Interviews with student-participants by Research-Facilitator.
April 30, 2019 through
May 30, 2019
April 1, 2019 through
October 10, 2019

One-on-One Interviews with student-participants by Research Facilitator.
Coded data for teacher-participant focus groups, teacher one-on-one
interviews, student document work samples, student-participant one-on-one
interviews, student-participant one-on-one interviews.

Documentation
Documents, such as reflections, can be used to supplement interviews (Merriam, 2009).
As a source that contributes to triangulation, Merriam (2009) advised that interviews could be
checked against documents relevant to the phenomenon. For this study, the researcher employed
the use of a student work document reflection. These documents contributed to understanding
which Habits of Mind students found most impactful and how Habits of Mind impacted students.
Student-participants’ work sample reflections were gathered from all teacher-participants who
teach the junior class in Math, Science, ELA, Social Studies, Related Arts, World Language and
Physical Education & Health by the research facilitator. The classes were renamed by the
Research-Facilitator and identified as either a STEM class or a Humanities class to assist in
maintaining the identity of teacher-participants as confidential. All documents were coded by
the Research Facilitator to maintain the confidentiality of student-participants.
Focus Group Interviews
Focus group interviews are interviews on a topic with a group of people that are
knowledgeable about the topic. The “data from the group is also socially constructed within the
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interaction of the group” (Merriam, 2009, pp. 93-94). Merriam (2009) wrote that there are no set
rules for how many participants to include in a focus group but recommended that a
moderator/facilitator familiar with facilitating conversations conduct the interviews. The focus
groups served as a means to triangulate data as well as prompt the thinking of the participants on
the topic of Habits of Mind in order to generate “the best data to address the research question”
(Merriam, 2009, p. 95). The focus group interviews followed a semi-structured protocol which
allowed for “a list of questions or issues to be explored” allowing for perspective on the topic of
Habits of Mind to be revealed. (Merriam, 2009, p. 90).
Merriam (2009) researched that the number of participants in a focus group typically
ranges from six to ten participants but there are no set rules. Four teacher-participants formed
the first focus group interview and three teacher participants formed the second focus group
interview. One teacher-participant was unable to attend either focus group session. All teacherparticipants were unable to meet for one focus group due to their schedules and the schedule of
the WCSU Faculty member.
Eight student-participants partook in the student focus group interviews. Four studentparticipants formed the first focus group session and four student-participant formed the second
focus group sessions. All students were not able to attend the same focus group session due to
their after-school commitments. The duration of the focus group interviews was no more than
forty minutes as this was the duration of one class period and teacher-participant and studentparticipant availability did not allow for more time. Both the WCSU faculty member and the
Research-Facilitator were provided with a list of semi-structured interview questions for the
focus group interviews (see Appendix E). The small size of the focus groups allowed for enough
time for all participants to contribute and all questions were answered. Data collected during
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teacher-participant focus groups was audio recorded via recorder and transcribed by a
professional service. The transcription was checked against the recording by a University of
Connecticut Professor. Data collected during the student-participant focus groups was audio
recorded via a recorder and digital application called Otter. The digital recording on Otter
transcribed the conversation as it audio recorded it. The transcription on Otter was then checked
by the Research-Facilitator who listened to the audio recording to ensure accuracy.
Interviews
Interviews were essential sources for data collection. Interviews allow the researcher to
gain a “special kind of information” by allowing the researcher access to the thoughts of the
participants. (Merriam, 2009, p. 88). Like the focus group interviews that preceded the one-onone interviews, the one-on-one interviews followed a semi-structured protocol which allowed for
“a list of questions or issues to be explored” allowing for perspective on the topic of Habits of
Mind to be revealed. (Merriam, 2009, p. 90). The one-on-one interviews also served as the third
data point for the triangulation of the data, in addition to the focus group interviews and student
work sample reflection documents.
Data gathered from teacher-participant and student-participant one-on-one interviews was
examined and analyzed. Eight teacher-participants were interviewed. The teachers that were
interviewed met the criteria for the interviews given their experience and time in teaching Habits
of Mind as well as the fact that they taught the junior class. Eight student-participants also
participated in one-on-one interviews. These students were selected given their thorough
answers on the student work document reflections. Both the WCSU faculty member and the
Research-Facilitator were provided with a list of semi-structured interview questions (see
Appendix F). Data collected during the teacher-participant one-on-one interviews was audio-
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recorded, using a digital audio-recorder; transcribed by a professional service and the transcript
was verified by a University of Connecticut professor, who listened to the audio recordings and
vetted the transcript. Data collected during the student-participant one-on-one interviews was
audio recorded using a digital audio-recorder and the Otter application. The transcription on the
Otter application was then checked by the Research Facilitator for accuracy. Interviews for the
teacher-participants were scheduled by the WCSU faculty member and the teacher-participant.
Interviews between the Research-facilitator and student-participants were scheduled by the
Research-Facilitator. Each teacher-participant and student-participant interview took about 40
minutes to complete.
Evidence Trail
The evidence trail is the means by which data were collected, findings and themes where
created, and how decisions were made throughout the study. “Essentially it is a detailed account
of how the study was conducted and how the data were analyzed” (Merriam, 2009, p. 223). The
following section describes how the evidence trail was created by the researcher.
Research Journal. The research journal contains reflections, questions, and decisions
regarding problems associated to the data collection. It functions as a “running record” of
interactions with the data (Merriam, 2009, p. 223). As Figure 3.3 depicts, the research journal
used by the researcher was housed on a Google Site as a Google document titled (Research
Journal-Dissertation Notes on Data Collection & Analysis). The notes in the Journal span from
November 13, 2018 through October 10, 2019. In addition to the research journal a Google
spreadsheet titled, (Data Collection and Analysis Spreadsheet) supplements and contains all the
codes and themes for each data source as well as how the categories where combined into themes
and findings.
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Figure 3.3. Research Journal-Dissertation Notes and Data Collection & Analysis.
Data Analysis
The data were initially reviewed and analyzed for the formation of open codes. Open
coding is defined as what is written down which “can be the exact words of the participant, the
researcher’s words, or a concept from the literature” (Merriam, 2009, p. 178). The open codes
were then grouped together into axial codes (Corbin & Strauss, 2015) which led to the
researcher’s themes. Minor retouches were made to the participants’ quotes for readability.
Figure 3.4 depicted the open codes grouped into axial codes.
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Figure 3.4. Open Codes. This image illustrates the open codes used to create axial codes.
Phase 1- Open and Axial Coding
Merriam (2009) explained that the process of open coding is “highly inductive”
beginning with “detailed bits” progressing into “cluster data unit” which then cluster into
“category, or theme or finding” (p. 183). The researcher’s review of the teacher-participants and
student-participants’ focus group interviews, the teacher-participants and student-participants’
one-on-one interviews and student work reflection documents yielded 492 open codes which
were then grouped into 30 axial codes. Merriam (2009) advised listing the axial codes and
checking to see if they were present in subsequent data sets. The list of axial codes in this study
was further informed with each data set.
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Table 3.3
Axial Code Listing
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Axial Code
Habits of Mind and Critical and Creative Thinking
Types of Habits of Mind that teacher perceive that
students need
Types of Habits of Mind that teachers perceive that
students use
Habits of Mind Students Struggle with the Most
How often do teachers perceive that Habits of Mind are
used in class
How are Habits of Mind taught
Teacher knowledge of the Habits of Mind
How long has Habits of Mind been taught
What are Habits of Mind
What do Habits of Mind do
Habits of Mind and problem solving
Habits of Mind connection to content
Teachers’ perceptions of students’ responses to Habits of
Mind
Teachers Modeling Habits of Mind for Students
Teachers’ perceptions of the need of Habits of Mind for
students
Value of Habits of Mind
Teachers’ perceptions of students’ use of Habits of Mind
Obstacles in teaching Habits of Mind and how to
overcome
How can the teaching of Habits of Mind be better
supported
Types of Habits of Mind identified by students that they
need
Habits of Mind students perceive they use the most
Habits of Mind students perceive as least important
Unidentified Habits of Mind
What subject Habits of Mind matters least
Habits of Mind and developing social/academic
dispositions
Teacher Instruction of Habits of Mind
When do students use Habits of Mind
How do students use Habits of Mind
When do students not use Habits of Mind
Habits of Mind students use least
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Coloration
Light Red Berry 3
Light Red3
Light Orange 3
Light Yellow3
Light Green3
Light Cyan3
Light Blue3
Light Purple3
Light Magenta3
Light Red Berry 2
Light Red 2
Light Orange 2
Light Yellow 2
Light Green 2
Light Cyan 2
Light Blue 2
Light Purple 2
Light Magenta 2
Light Red Berry 1
Light Red 3
Light Orange 3
Light Yellow 3
Light Green 3
Light Cyan 3
Light Cornflower
Blue3
Light Blue 3
Light Purple 3
Light Magenta 3
Light Red Berry 2
Light Red 2

Phase 2-Deductive Analysis
As Merriam (2009) posited, once no new information, insights or understandings were
forthcoming, saturation of the data was achieved and the research process was poised to progress
from an inductive stance to a deductive stance because the goal is now to look for evidence that
supported the final categories. Given the saturation of the data, the 30 axial codes were then
condensed into the following five categories: Teaching and Learning of Habits of Mind; Habits
of Mind Valued by teacher-participants and student-participants; Overcoming obstacles in the
use of Habits of Mind; Purpose and Value of Habits of Mind; and Habits of Mind contribution to
critical and creative thinking and problem solving. Merriam (2009) recommended that the fewer
the categories the easier it is to communicate findings. Further analysis of the five categories
revealed redundancies in the data which consequently led to the five categories being subsumed
into the study’s final three findings and corresponding themes.
Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness in this study was accomplished by addressing issues of credibility,
dependability, confirmability, and transferability throughout the study. Typically, researcherbias would be a major limitation for trustworthiness; however, bias was minimized in this study
given the fact that teacher-participants were interviewed by a WCSU faculty member and
student-participants were interviewed by a Research Facilitator. Additionally, the identities of
the teacher-participants and student-participants were kept confidential, so their responses
reflected their authentic perceptions. Given this arrangement, the participants in the study were
able to share their perceptions based upon the questions asked in focus group interviews, one-onone interviews and in the student work reflection documents without the concern that the
researcher would know the identity of the participants. Researcher bias was further curtailed by
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the volume of data that reflected the authentic perceptions of participants. This study also
produced an evidence trail using a research journal that captured reflections, questions, and
decisions regarding problems associated to the data collection. It functioned as a “running
record” of interactions with the data. (Merriam, 2009, p. 223).
Credibility
Credibility was established with the WCSU faculty member and the teacher-participants.
The WCSU faculty member assured the teacher-participants that their participation in the study
was entirely confidential. The WCSU faculty member established trust with the teacherparticipants so that the data that was constructed was authentic. Similarly, the ResearchFacilitator also built trust with student-participants so the data that was produced in their
interviews was authentic and credible data. Furthermore, member checks were conducted so
interview and focus group participants could review the data collected and its interpretation and
provide additional information which would fill in any gaps in data collection (DeVault, 2017).
The transcriptions of both the teacher-participant focus group interviews and teacher-participant
one-on-one interviews were vetted by a University of Connecticut Professor for accuracy. The
transcriptions of the student-participants’ focus group interviews and student-participants oneon-one interviews were vetted for accuracy by the Research-Facilitator. Opportunities for
member checking were included by the repetition of questions in the focus group interviews and
during one-on-one interview sessions; for example, during the teacher-participant focus group
session, teacher-participants were asked, “What is your perception of Habits of Mind and its
impact on student critical and creative thinking and problem solving?” Similarly, during the
teacher-participant one-on-one session teacher-participants were asked, “Tell me about your
favorite lesson that was focused on Habits of Mind and how did the lesson promote critical and
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creative thinking?” In addition to member checks triangulation of data was used by comparing
the results of the student work reflections, with the focus group and one-on-one interviews of
teacher-participants and student-participants. Thick description was produced by both the
analysis of the one-on-one interviews and focus groups interviews as well as document analysis
(Fraenkel, Wallen & Hyun, 2012).
Dependability
Anney (2014) documented that dependability is contingent on an evaluation of the
findings and assuring that recommendations of the study are supported by data received by the
study’s participants. One way of ensuring the dependability of a study is through an evidence
trail. Dependability for this study was addressed by providing an evidence trail so that an
independent auditor could review the findings, the interpretation of the data, and the
recommendations of the study and thereby validate the data (Krefting, 1991). The evidence trail
for this study was provided in the form of a research journal which documented the collection of
data from November 13, 2018 through October 10, 2019. The journal contained reflections,
questions, and decisions regarding problems associated to the data collection.
Confirmability
Confirmability involves the corroboration and assurance of other researchers that the
interpretation of the findings is derived from the participants’ data and not the researcher’s bias.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) advised that confirmability can be achieved via an evidence trail, a
reflexive journal and triangulation of data. In addition to the reflexive journal which provides an
evidence trail of the study. Triangulation of the data to achieve confirmability has also been
provided in the study by the use of Google spreadsheets which contain focus group data for
teacher-participants, focus group data for student-participants, one-on-one interview data for
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student-participants and teacher-participants as well as student work reflection documents which
provide triangulated data sources. Merriam (2009) wrote, “What someone tells you in an
interview can be checked against what you observe on site or what you read about in documents
related to phenomenon of interest” (p. 216). In the case of this study the teacher-participants’
focus group interview data was substantiated by student-participants’ focus group data, teacherparticipants’ one-on-one data, student-participants’ one-on-one interview data and studentparticipants’ student work reflection documents. Finally, confirmability was also addressed by
allowing an outside researcher the ability to follow the implementation and design of the study,
maintaining that the study might be replicated (Krefting, 1991).
Transferability
The researcher’s role in the district as a district administrator prevented the researcher
from conducting interviews and collecting data. While the inability to collect data first hand may
have appeared to be a limitation in regard to transferability and the gathering of enough data that
would generate thick and rich description, the researcher was able to attain the assistance of a
WCSU faculty member and a Research-Facilitator. The WCSU faculty member and the
Research-Facilitator were able to collect full and thorough data sets from participants through
numerous one-on-one interviews, four focus group interviews, and the collection of documents
which ensured that a thorough body of data was available to understand the phenomenon of
Habits of Mind in depth (Merriam, 2009). Transferability of this study may be limited and
difficult to achieve outside of the larger population from which the sample as derived, given that
the school district’s population is disproportionately white and affluent (DeVault, 2017).
However, the various data sets and the documentation of the collection of the data provided thick
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and rich description of the phenomenon so that outside researchers and readers may make the
transferability judgements themselves (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Limitations
The limitations of this study pertain to transferability in that the results of this study are
specific to the setting and population of the study. The findings only pertained to this study
given the lack of diversity of the participants and that the teacher-participants and studentparticipants had been involved with the work of Habits of Mind for several years.
Ethics
Permission to conduct research was sought through the IRB at Western Connecticut State
University. Permission to participate in this research was sought from the District’s
Superintendent, the Middle School/High School principal. Permission for teacher-participants
was acquired through consent letters. Permission for student-participants was acquired through
parental consent and student assent forms. To assure confidentiality, each participant was
interviewed by a WCSU Faculty member or a Research-Facilitator who assigned them a coded
identification number and pseudonym.
There were two outside research collaborators: Western Connecticut State University
faculty member and an on-site Research-Facilitator, who was a volunteer from the research site.
The researcher did not partake in the collection of consent or assent letters to teacher-participants
and student-participants, parents/guardians; nor the collection of student-participants’ documents
(student work reflections); interviews of teacher-participants and student-participants; nor focusgroup interviews of teacher and student-participants.
All audio recordings were always transcribed using pseudonyms. Master lists of
subjects’ names, aliases, and corresponding data were kept locked and confidential, known only
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to the interview and data collection proxies. Data will only be made available to other
researchers for whom the data is essential regarding member checking or peer review. Data will
be made available to those participants and participants’ guardians who request it. Data was also
presented in complete form to participants upon member-checking for clarification.
Conclusion
A qualitative study was employed as the framework for this research study. This chapter
described in detail the methodology used to answer the research question on the perceptions of
teacher-participants and student-participants on the impact of Habits of Mind on students. After
a general overview of the study’s approach and contents and a section on the background of the
researcher, there are subsections that detail the research design, research problem, research
question of the study, the literature review, the theoretical framework, setting, participants,
sampling procedure, use of a WCSU Faculty member and Research-Facilitator, setting,
participants; sampling methodology, phase 1–– sampling for teacher participants, phase 2
sampling for student-participants; description of case; instrumentation; data collection,
participant consent, qualitative data collection, documentation, focus group interviews,
interviews, evidence trail, research journal; data analysis, open and axial coding, deductive
analysis; trustworthiness, credibility, dependability, confirmability, transferability; limitations;
and an ethics statement which acknowledges that ethical considerations were utilized with
integrity in the study.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
Introduction
The purpose of this exploratory, multiple-case study was to investigate how teacherparticipants and student-participants perceived the impact of Habits of Mind on students. The
qualitative data analysis for this study was based on the work of Merriam (2009). Data analysis
was initiated with open coding leading to sorting codes into categories; it proceeded to naming
categories; the next step led to reducing and combining the categories; finally, finding statements
and themes were produced. The data collection and analysis were focused on answering the
following research question: RQ 1. How do teacher-participants and student-participants
perceive that Habits of Mind impact students?
Source of Data
Chapter four demonstrates the results to the phenomenon under study using five data
sources—student work reflections, focus group interviews for teacher-participants, one-on-one
interview for teacher-participants, focus group interviews for student-participants, and one-onone interviews for student-participants. See Appendices E-F for interview questions and
Appendix H for the Student Work Sample Reflection Document.
The data collection took place from February 2019 to May 2019. Given the researcher’s
supervisory role in the school district and to maintain the confidential identity of the participants,
two facilitators assisted in data collection, a WCSU Faculty Member and a Research-Facilitator.
In the months of February and March of 2019, the WCSU faculty member, conducted two focus
group interviews and eight, one-on-one interviews with teacher-participants. In the months of
April and May of 2019, the Research-Facilitator, collected 29 student work reflections;
conducted two focus group interviews and eight, one-on-one interviews with student-
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participants. The student work reflections were distributed on March 21, 2019, and 29 out of 30
student work reflections were collected on March 29, 2019. The primary sources of data
acquisition were the focus group and one-on-one interviews. The secondary sources of data
acquisition were the student work reflections. The data obtained via the focus groups,
interviews, and student work reflections provided an opportunity for triangulation.
Table 4.1 shown below provides information on the data sources collected for this study.
The first column outlines the five types of data sources. The second column describes who was
involved in each type of data collection. The third column names the pseudonyms of the
participants involved. The fourth column provides a date for when each type of data collection
took place. The fifth column provides a code for each type of data collection.
The first data source collected was teacher-participant focus groups. There were two
teacher-participant focus group sessions. Four teacher-participants participated in the first focus
group data collection. This first teacher focus group session took place on February 27, 2019.
The code ascribed to this data collection was Teacher-participant Focus Group 1 (TFGI 1).
Three teacher-participants engaged in the second focus group data collection. The
second teacher-participant focus group session took place on February 28, 2019. The code
ascribed to this data collection was Teacher-participant Focus Group 2 (TFGI 2). One STEM
teacher-participant was unable to participate in either focus group interview.
The second data source collected was student-participant focus groups. There were two
student-participant focus group sessions. The student-participant focus group session took place
on April 23, 2019. The code ascribed to this data collection was Student-participant Focus
Group 1 (SFGI 1).
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Four student-participants participated in the second student-group data collection session.
The student-participant focus group session took place on April 24, 2019. The code ascribed to
this data collection was Student-participant Focus Group 2 (SFGI 2).
The third data source collected was teacher one-on-one interviews. Eight teacherparticipants participated in the one-on-one interviews. The first teacher-participant interview
took place on February 27, 2019, and the last one took place on March 7, 2019. The code
ascribed to this data collection was Teacher-participant One-on-One Interviews (TII).
The fourth data source collected was student one-on-one interviews. Eight studentparticipants participated in the one-on-one interviews. The first student-participant interview
took place on April 30, 2019, and the last one took place on May 30, 2019. The code ascribed to
this data collection was Student-participant One-on-One Interviews (SII).
The fifth data source collected was Student Work Reflection Documents. Thirty Student
Work Reflection Documents were distributed and twenty-nine were returned. The Student Work
Reflection Documents were completed between March 21, 2019, and March 29, 2019. Eight of
the twenty-nine Student Work Reflections Documents were completed by the eight studentparticipants in the study. Two of the twenty-nine Student Work Reflection Documents were
completed by student-participants who were unable to participate in either the focus group
student-participant interviews or the one-on-one student participant interviews. Additionally, ten
students from Humanities classes completed the Student Work Reflection Documents and nine
students from STEM classes completed the Student Work Reflection Documents but none of
these students were selected for either the focus group or the one-on-one interviews. The code
ascribed to the Student Work Reflection Documents was (SWSD).
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Table 4.1
Data Sources
Source
TeacherParticipant
Focus Group
Interview-1
TFGI 1

TeacherParticipant
Focus Group
Interview 2
TFGI 2

Number of
Participants (n)
4

Participants

TFGI 1: Liz, TFGI 1: 2/27/19
STEM
teacherparticipant;
Thomas,
Humanities
teacherparticipant;
Sophie
STEM
teacherparticipant;
and Alex,
STEM
teacherparticipant

TFGI 1

3

TFGI 2:
Susan,
STEM
teacherparticipant;
Leo,
Humanities
teacherparticipant
and Clint
Humanities
teacherparticipant.
(Darwin was
unavailable
to
participate.)

TFGI 2
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Date

TFGI 2: 2/28/19

(continued)

Code

Table 4.1
Data Sources
Source
StudentParticipant
Focus Group
Interview 1
SFGI 1

Number of
Participants (n)
4

Participants

Date

SFGI 1: Ana; SFGI 1: 4/23/19
Beth; Dee
and Edith

StudentParticipant
Focus Group
Interview 2
SFGI 2

4

SFGI 2:
Carl; Fred;
Gina; Halle

SFGI 2:4/24/19

TeacherParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

8

StudentParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

8

Liz;
Thomas;
Sophie;
Alex;
Susan;
Leo;
Clint,
Darwin
Ana 3;
Beth 4;
Dee 2;
Edith 1
Carl 7;
Fred 6 ;
Gina 8;
Halle 5

2/27/2019
3/6/2019
3/4/2019
3/7/2019
2/27/2019
2/27/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
4/30/2019
4/30/2019
5/2/2019
5/2/2019
5/1/2019
5/8/2019
5/14/19
5/30/19

Code
SFGI 1

SFGI 2

TII

SII

(continued)
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Table 4.1
Data Sources
Source
Student Work
Sample
Documents

Number of
Participants (n)
29 studentparticipant Work
Samples

Participants

Date

Code

Ana 3;
Beth 4;
Dee 2;
Edith 1
Carl 7;
Fred 6 ;
Gina 8;
Halle 5
Student 9
(selected but
unable to
participate)
Student 10
(selected but
unable to
participate)
Not
interviewed
STEM 1
STEM 2
STEM 3
STEM 4
STEM 5
STEM 6
STEM 7
STEM 8
STEM 9
STEM 10
Humanities 1
Humanities 2
Humanities 3
Humanities 4
Humanities 5
Humanities 6
Humanities 7
Humanities 8
Humanities 9

3/21/19
3/21/19
3/29/19
3/26/19
3/28/19
3/26/19
3/22/19
3/27/19
3/22/19

SWSD
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3/28/19

3-28-19
3-29-19
3-27-19
3-25-19
3-22-19
3-22-19
3-29-19
3-28-19
3-29-10
3-28-19
3-27-19
3-21-19
3-29-19
3-29-19
3-29-19
3-27-19
3-28-19
3-28-19
3-28-19

Introduction to the Findings
Three finding statements and their corresponding themes emerged through the analysis of
data. Chapter three provides an in-depth discussion of the analysis methodology. The findings
and themes emerged from a process of open coding, to axial coding to sorting codes into
categories, to naming the categories, and then to reducing and combining the categories.
The finding statements were: Teacher-participants and student-participants perceived that
there is innate value in learning about Habits of Mind which positively impact studentparticipants; Teacher-participants and student-participants perceived Habits of Mind is an
effective vehicle for teaching and learning; and Teacher-participants and student-participants
perceived that the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind is advanced or diminished by teacher
and students’ beliefs and practices.
See Figure 4.1 below that depicts the findings in relation to the study’s research question.
The circles around the research question identify the findings of the study. At the center of the
circles is the research question: How do teacher-participants and student-participants perceive
that Habits of Mind impact student-participants? To illustrate how these findings work
cohesively, Figure 4.1 includes three outer circles, each outer circle answers the question in the
center of the diagram based upon the perceptions of teacher-participants and student-participants.
When the finding statements are viewed simultaneously, they illustrate the manner in which they
answer the study’s research question.
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Finding 3: Teacherparticipants and studentparticipants perceived
beliefs and practices
advanced or diminished
the impact of Habits of
Mind on students.

Finding 2: Teacherparticipants and
student-participants
perceived that Habits
of Mind were an
effective vehicle for
teaching and learning.

How do teacherparticipants and
student-participants
perceive that
Habits of Mind
impacts students?

Finding 1: Teacherparticipants and
student-participants
perceived that there
was innate value in
learning Habits of
Mind which positively
impacts students.

Figure 4.1. Finding statements’ illustration
Findings
“So whether they’re successful in their home life or how they feel about themselves all of
these Habits of Mind that we are trying to instill in them here and make them aware of I think
will help them to be successful in life” (Liz, TII 2-27-19). “All the Habits of Mind are important
in everyday life, whether in school or out of school” (Edith, SII 5-2-19).
Finding One: Innate Value. This section will address Finding One and subsequent
sections will address Finding One’s corresponding three themes: Teacher-participants and
student-participants perceived Habits of Mind provided a (common language) for teacher-
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participants and student-participants to use; Teacher-participants and student-participants
perceived Habits of Mind led to (academic and social success); and teacher-participants
perceived Habits of Mind positively contributed to students (critical, creative thinking and
problem-solving). Table 4.2 below includes representative quotations from teacher-participants
and student-participants to highlight examples of finding one.
Table 4.2
A Summary of Finding One by Quotations from Participants
Finding One: Innate
Value

Teacher-Participants
“If I was trying to set up a kid’s
success in the coming decades, I
would say you have the Habits of
Mind to be a problem solver…the
person that has the Habits of Mind
knows where to start” (Leo, TII 227-19)

Student-participants
“All the Habits of Mind are
important in everyday life,
whether in school or out of
school” (Edith, SII 5-2-19)

“Being persistent and thinking
flexibly, these are skills that are
not only valuable in the classroom,
they’re going to take these and
they’re going to bring them to
their job” (Liz, TII 2-27-19)

“Habits of Mind help you to be
more efficient and realize
where you’re going wrong and
where your strengths are”
(Gina, SII 5-14-19)

“So whether they’re successful in
their home life or how they feel
about themselves all of these
Habits of Mind that we are trying
to instill in them here and make
them aware of I think will help
them to be successful in life” (Liz,
TII 2-27-19).

“Using Habits of Mind,
definitely improves my critical
and creative thinking” (Fred,
SII 5-8-19)

(continued)
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A summary of Finding One by Quotations from Participants
Teacher-Participants
“Habits of Mind is an amazing
tool. It should be something that
teachers embrace” (Susan, TII 227-19)

Student-participants
“Being aware of Habits of
Mind makes it easier to think
critically and creatively and
problem solve” (Halle, SII 530-19)

Teacher-participants contributed that Habits of Mind provided students with overall
success in school and life. Alex and Liz, STEM teacher-participants remarked that the value of
teaching the Habits of Mind extended beyond school and was necessary for student success in
college and in their workplace. Alex stated, “Schools need to be teaching skills not content.
Schools need to be teaching Habits of Mind content. So, in that sense it’s preparing them to
actually be relevant and prepared to be successful in college” (TII 3-7-19). Liz, another STEM
teacher-participant agreed Habits of Mind would impact students’ future careers. She stated,
“Being persistent and thinking flexibly, these are skills that are not only valuable in the
classroom, they’re going to take these and they’re going to bring them to their job” (TII 2-2719). Because Liz and Alex’s colleagues saw this value, they advocated for the teaching of Habits
of Mind. Susan, another STEM teacher-participant exclaimed, “Habits of Mind is an amazing
tool. It should be something that teachers embrace” (TII 2-27-19). Leo, a Humanities teacherparticipant added Habits of Mind enable success. He declared, “If I was trying to set up a kid’s
success in the coming decades, I would say you have to have the Habits of Mind to be a problem
solver…the person that has the Habits of Mind knows where to start” (TII 2-27-19).
In agreement with their teachers, student-participants also felt Habits of Mind had innate
value as they believed Habits of Mind helped them to successfully complete their schoolwork,
improve their critical and creative thinking and enabled them to self-identify their strengths and
weaknesses in their thinking. Carl, a student-participant, stated that Habits of Mind were
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indispensable for completing schoolwork. He voiced, “You have to do all of these Habits of
Mind or at least most of them to complete the work you need to do” (SII 5-1-19). Fred another
student-participant, contributed that Habits of Mind improved his thinking. He emphasized,
“Using Habits of Mind, definitely improves my critical and creative thinking” (SII 5-8-19).
Halle, another student-participant, concurred with Fred’s assertion. She remarked, “Being aware
of Habits of Mind makes it easier to think critically and creatively and problem solve” (SII 5-3019). Gina, another student-participant, offered that Habits of Mind helped her identify areas of
strength and weakness. She added, “Habits of Mind help you to be more efficient and realize
where you’re going wrong and where your strengths are” (SII 5-14-19).
Below in Table 4.3 is the description of the data sources for Finding One. The first
column in Table 2 describes the data source for the data. The second column identifies the
number of participants. The third column names the participants. The fourth column is the date
on which the data was obtained. The fifth column provides labels that identify how the codes
were obtained. The sixth column describes under which category the data was grouped.
The data sources for Finding One were provided by teacher-participant one-on-one
interviews and student- participant one-on-one interviews. Four teacher-participants and five
student-participants provided data to substantiate Finding One. Teacher-participant data was
collected on February 27, 2019, and March 7, 2019. Student-participant data was collected May
1, 2019, through May 30, 2019. Student-participant data collected during one-on-one interviews
was coded (SII). Teacher-participant data collected during one-on-one interviews was coded as
(TII). Teacher-participants and student-participant data was coded under the category of Value
of Habits of Mind.
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Table 4.3
Finding One: Innate Value.
Source
TeacherParticipant
One-on-One
Interview
StudentParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

Number
of Participants (n)
4

5

Participants

Date

Code

Categories

Liz
Alex
Susan
Leo

2-27-19
3-7-19
2-27-19
2-27-19

TII
TII
TII
TII

Value of Habits
of Mind

Edith
Carl
Fred
Gina
Halle

5-2-19
5-1-19
5-8-19
5-14-19
5-30-19

SII
SII
SII
SII
SII

Value of Habits
of Mind

Finding One, Theme One: Common Language. Teacher-participants concluded
Habits of Mind provided them with a shared language of dispositions they could readily identify
and teach. Student-participants shared that having names for the dispositions allowed them to
identify which dispositions they needed to develop in themselves. For the purposes of this
dissertation, the Habits of Mind refers to the specific 16 Habits of Mind created by Costa and
Kallick (2008) (see Appendix P). Table 4.4 below includes representative quotations from
teacher-participants and student-participants that have been included to highlight examples of
Finding One, Theme One.
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Table 4.4.
A summary of Finding One, Theme One by Quotations from Participants
Finding One, Theme One:
Common Language

Teacher-Participants
“Habits of Mind is a
framework of thinking about
our thinking and the richness
and breadth of who we are, it
gives us a framework for
assessing ourselves in terms
of the that framework and it
also gives teachers a
framework for thinking about
framing activities we choose
to do…” (Alex, TFGI 1 2-2719)

Student-Participants
“If you can look at these and
analyze the way that you use
them, you can find which
ones are your strengths, and
you can kind of play towards
them and then you can find
which ones are your
weaknesses and you can work
towards making them easier
for you…” (Gina, SFGI 2 424-19))

“Habits of Mind helped to
identify thinking dispositions
and bring them forward”
(Sophie, TFGI 2271)

“These are all skills you
definitely want to know in
order to succeed in life”
(Carl, SII 5-1-19)

“Habits of Mind equalizes the
playing field for students by
providing a language and
platform that creates focus for
students” (Sophie, TII 3419)
Habits of Mind are behaviors
and practices that lead to
learning” (Thomas, TFGI 227-19).
In support of Theme One, Alex, a STEM teacher-participant, specifically referred to the
Habits of Mind as a framework. Alex defined Habits of Mind as a framework for who and what
humans can be. He explained, “Habits of Mind explains why humor is a part of intelligence and
that managing one’s impulsivity is about intelligence and thinking” (TFGI 1 2-27-19). Alex
stated, “Habits of Mind is a framework of thinking about our thinking and the richness and
breadth of who we are, it gives us a framework for assessing ourselves in terms of the framework
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and it also gives teachers a framework for thinking about framing activities we choose to do”
(TFGI 1 2-27-19). Alex’s statement was supported by the reflection of Gina, a studentparticipant. Gina agreed that the framework enabled students to determine which Habits of Mind
they did well and which they needed to improve. Gina asserted, “If you can look at these and
analyze the way that you use them, you can find which ones are your strengths, and you can kind
of play towards them and then you can find which ones are your weaknesses and you can work
towards making them easier for you” (SFGI 2 4-24-19).
Like Alex, Sophie, a STEM teacher-participant, further described how the framework
provided a beneficial, common language. Sophie offered, “Habits of Mind helped to identify
thinking dispositions and bring them forward” (TFGI 2-27-19). Sophie believed the Habits of
Mind helped to provide equity for students because it gave students a language to talk about their
thinking and focus on the specific behaviors they needed to develop. Sophie described, “Habits
of Mind equalizes the playing field for students by providing a language and platform that
creates focus for students” (TII 3-4-19). Sophie further specified the Habits of Mind facilitated
access to problem solving. She commented, “Habits of Mind are behaviors that facilitate access
to problem solving” (TFGI 2-27-19). Thomas, a Humanities teacher-participant, agreed with
Sophie’s assertion. Thomas also corroborated the Habits of Mind behaviors and practices led to
learning. He reaffirmed, “Habits of Mind are behaviors and practices that lead to learning”
(TFGI 2-27-19). In reference to the framework and in support of this theme, Carl, a studentparticipant, concluded Habits of Mind were essential skills for success. He validated, “I’d say
these are all skills you definitely want to know in order to succeed in life” (SII 5-1-19).
Below in Table 4.5 is the description of the data sources which supported Theme One of
Finding One. Column one in Table 4.5 provides the source of the data. Column two provides
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the number of teacher-participants and student-participants that contributed to the data. Column
three provides the pseudonyms of the teacher-participants and student-participants. Column four
provides the date that the data were collected. Column five provides labels that identify how the
codes were obtained. Column six provides the category where the specific codes where grouped.
For Finding One, Theme One, the data sources were obtained from teacher-participant
and student-participant focus groups, and teacher-participant and student-participant one-on-one
interviews. Three teacher-participants provided data for this theme from the teacher-participant
focus group interviews on February 27, 2019. Their data was coded in the category of Value of
Habits of Mind and What are Habits of Mind. One student-participant provided data for this
theme from the student-participant focus group interviews on April 24, 2019. The data was
coded in the category of Value of Habits of Mind. One teacher-participant provided data for this
theme during a teacher one-on-one interview on March 4, 2019. The data was coded in the
category of What do Habits of Mind do? One student-participant provided data for this theme
during a student one-on-one interview on May 1, 2019. The data was coded in the category of
Value of Habits of Mind.
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Table 4.5
Finding One, Theme One: Common Language.
Source
TeacherParticipant
Focus Group
Interview

Number of
Participants
Participants (n)
3
Alex
Sophie
Thomas

Date

Code

Categories

2-27-19
2-27-19
2-27-19

TFGI 1
TFGI 1
TFGI 1

Value of
Habits of
Mind
What are
Habits of
Mind

StudentParticipant
Focus Group
Interview

1

Gina

4-24-19

SFGI 2

Value of
Habits of
Mind

TeacherParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

1

Sophie

3-4-19

TII

What do
Habits of
Mind do

StudentParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

1

Carl

5-1-19

SII

Value of
Habits of
Mind

Finding One, Theme Two: Academic and Social Success. These behaviors are
defined by Costa and Kallick (2008) as what human beings do when they behave intelligently
and the behaviors that they display when they do not know an answer and they must draw from
patterns of intellectual behavior to resolve a problem. Table 4.6 below provides representative
quotations from teacher-participants and student-participants that have been included to highlight
examples of Finding One, Theme Two.
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Table 4.6
A summary of Finding One, Theme Two by Quotations from Participants
Finding One, Theme
Two: Academic and
Social Success

Teacher-Participants
“One that comes to mind right
now that’s working really well in
my class is Habit of Mind #7
Questioning and Problem Posing,
more student generated questions.
Having the questions come from
the kids themselves and whenever
I’ve done that in the past it’s
always worked well” (Thomas,
TII 3619).

Student-Participants
“On Sunday afternoon or
Saturday morning, managing
your impulsivity enough to sit
down for 80 minutes straight
and complete a whole practice
AP takes a lot but it’s
definitely helpful in my
studying and my review for the
class” (Fred, SII 5-8-19)

“In certain ways, kids who leave
the class are often kids who aren’t
capable of Applying Prior
Knowledge to New Situations”
(Leo, TFGI 2 22819)

“If you can’t figure a problem
out you have to be able to
figure out another way.
Number 4, Thinking Flexibly,
is definitely helpful in problem
solving” (Beth, SII 43019)

“Either myself or my co-worker
would actually pull the student
aside and say, ‘You’re being
impulsive, you need to slow
down, you need to think, you
have to be clear in your thoughts
and go through a process’…by
the end of the year she was
definitely better off” (Liz, TII 227-19)

“I used the Habits of Mind and
asked others what they’re
doing, I persisted, I thought
about presentations I had done,
strove for accuracy and I ended
up having the exact
presentation that the teacher
wanted in the first place”
(Edith, SII 5219)

(continued)
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A summary of Finding One, Theme Two by Quotations from Participants
Teacher-Participants
“They have difficulty at times
managing impulsivity…I think
it’s a distinguishing characteristic
between my most successful and
my least successful students”
(Clint, TGFI 2 22819)

Student-Participants
“Thinking about the
procedures and what reacts
with what to find the unknown
chemical. I didn’t give up and
had to do many experiments to
make sure it was correct”
(Dee, SWRD).
When one method didn’t work,
Thinking Flexibly allowed me
to find other ways to solve the
problem” (Gina SWRD)
“I’ll think about my thinking.
I’ll think you are being
unreasonable with yourself and
you’re able to kind of like snap
out of that phase of panic and
just be, ‘Oh, life goes on. It’s
fine. This wasn’t such a big
deal’”. (Halle, SII 5-30-19)
“This one girl and I just kept
going at it for no reason…It’s
better to not fight with
someone than to use the color I
want for the title, you know, so
something that helped me was
just Listening with
Understanding and Empathy”
(Halle, SII 5-30-19

Teacher-participants identified specific Habits of Mind that they encouraged students to
use in their classes or that they noticed students using which led to students’ academic and social
success. For example, Thomas, a Humanities teacher-participant, related that he valued the use
of questioning in his classroom because that was how he could tell that students were engaged in
deeper and more meaningful learning. Thomas explained, “One that comes to mind right now
that’s working really well in my class is Habit of Mind #7 Questioning and Problem Posing,
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more student generated questions. Having the questions come from the kids themselves and
whenever I’ve done that in the past it’s always worked well” (TII 3-6-19). Conversely Leo,
Humanities teacher-participant, described that when students were not able to draw on Habits of
Mind and in particular Applying knowledge to New Situations the students dropped the class.
Leo emphasized, “In certain ways, kids who leave the class are often kids who aren’t capable of
applying prior knowledge to new situations” (TFGI 2 2-28-19). Some teachers like Liz were
more directive in their use of Habits of Mind. Liz described her use of a particular Habit of
Mind to improve a student’s academic dispositions. Liz explained, “Either myself or my coworker would actually pull the student aside and say, ‘You’re being impulsive, you need to slow
down, you need to think, you have to be clear in your thoughts and go through a process’…by
the end of the year she was definitely better off” (TII 2-27-19).
Student-participants were also able to identify specific Habits of Mind that assisted them
in successfully completing difficult tasks. Student-participants identified the Habits of Mind of
Persisting, Managing their Impulsivity, or Thinking Flexibly. Fred, a student-participant,
discussed how he used Habits of Mind to improve his academic results by managing his
impulsivity. He related, “On Sunday afternoon or Saturday morning, managing your impulsivity
enough to sit down for 80 minutes straight and complete a whole practice AP takes a lot but it’s
definitely helpful in my studying and my review for the class” (SII 5-8-19). Beth, another
student-participant, shared, “If you can’t figure a problem out you have to be able to figure out
another way. I think number 4, Thinking Flexibly, is definitely helpful in problem solving” (SII
4-30-19). Dee, another student-participant, expressed her difficulty with focusing and staying on
task. She identified Persistence as an area to work on and related, “After I start writing, then I
think, ‘Oh, it probably would have been better if I did this, or probably would have been better if
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I did something else so I always want to switch it but I don’t have time to do that so I have to
stick to what I am doing and finish that” (SII 5-2-19).
At other times student-participants employed a combination of Habits of Mind in order
to successfully complete academic challenges. Edith, a student-participant, related an experience
where she did not remember what the directions were for an assignment, but she refused to give
up. Edith Persisted, Managed her Impulsivity, Applied Past Knowledge to New Situations,
Strove for Accuracy and Worked Interdependently in order to successfully complete the task.
She recalled, “I used the Habits of Mind and asked others what they’re doing, I persisted, I
thought about presentations I had done, strove for accuracy and I ended up having the exact
presentation that the teacher wanted in the first place” (SII 5-2-19). Student-participant H7, also
reported his use of Managing Impulsivity and Striving for Accuracy. Student H7 stated, “I
managed the impulse of talking to my friends and being on my phone and I strove for accuracy
by doing my best because I want as high of a grade as possible” (SWSD).
Two student-participants, Fred and Halle, described the importance of the behaviors of
Listening with Empathy and Understanding and Thinking Flexibly as critical to academic
success. Fred provided an example of his use of Habits of Mind from observing classroom
dynamics. He shared an example from his Humanities class, “So often you change your mind on
what answer you see, just by hearing other people’s opinions and the information they gathered.
By Remaining Open to Continuous Learning it allows for a change in perspective” (SII 5-8-19).
Halle shared a similar experience. Halle confirmed, “I’d say Thinking Flexibly and Listening
with Empathy and Understanding is pretty important. If you listen to other people’s experiences,
it might open you up to seeing things differently which can help you solve problems” (SII 5-3019).
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More evidence for Finding One, Theme Two was derived from other examples of Student
Work Reflections Documents. Students documented several instances where using Habits of
Mind helped them improve their academics. Edith a student-participant documented, “Thinking
and Communicating with Clarity and Precision helped me during test debate when I had to share
my answer and support it with quotes from the book. I used Listening with Understanding and
Empathy, using that Habit allowed me to understand why the class answer was correct and why I
was wrong” (SWSD). Dee described how she used Persistence in her student work reflection.
She claimed, “Thinking about the procedures and what reacts with what to find the unknown
chemical. I didn’t give up and had to do many experiments to make sure it was correct”
(SWRD). Halle shared that she and her partner in a STEM lab employed two Habits of Mind to
successfully complete their task. She wrote, “We had to construct a phylogenic tree. My partner
and I spent time Questioning each other when we disagreed. We Posed Problems regarding
what we originally thought and then we made necessary changes. We Strove for Accuracy which
is why we asked so many insightful questions. The Habit of Mind ‘Striving for Accuracy’
allowed me to complete the learning task” (SWSD). Gina shared her experience using Thinking
Flexibly. She noted, “When one method didn’t work, Thinking Flexibly allowed me to find other
ways to solve the problem” (SWSD). Student-participant 9 shared his use of Thinking and
Communicating with Clarity and Precision, “Habits of Mind allowed me to present my argument
in the clearest way possible and not giving up allowed my argument to be as effective as
possible” (SWSD). Student-participant H3, wrote, “Finding Humor helps me to learn new things
easier because I am very drawn to comedy. Persisting in math eventually brought me to the
correct answer during math class” (SWSD).
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Adding to this documentation, teacher-participants also described Habits of Mind they
felt would enhance students’ social skills. Thomas, a Humanities teacher-participant, opined his
students needed to be better listeners and he suggested, “Listening with Empathy and
Understanding is a Habit of Mind students need to improve upon. Students have a tough time
really listening to other points of view that they might disagree with and kids tend to speak
before they have thought” (TFGI 1 22719). Clint, another Humanities teacher-participant, felt
his students struggled in the management of their impulsivity and he offered, “They have
difficulty at times Managing Impulsivity. I think it’s a distinguishing characteristic between my
most successful and my least successful students” (TGFI 2 2-28-19).
Student-participants also described a variety of situations where Habits of Mind
positively impacted them or could impact them in social situations. Student-participants
discussed how Habits of Mind made them more mindful and provided avenues to help them
improve their social dispositions. Dee and Halle, two student-participants, described Habits of
Mind that helped them to regulate themselves and assisted them in reducing anxiety, making
positive decisions, and reducing their impulsivity. Halle, a student-participant, discussed how
she used the Habits of Mind of Metacognition to improve her mindset and quell her anxiety
during class presentations. Halle stated, “I’ll think about my thinking. I’ll think you are being
unreasonable with yourself and you’re able to kind of like snap out of that phase of panic and
just be, ‘Oh, life goes on. It’s fine. This wasn’t such a big deal’”. (SII 5-30-19).) Halle provided
a second example where she successfully used Habits of Mind to help herself avoid a fight.
Halle recounted, “This one girl and I just kept going at it for no reason. It’s better to not fight
with someone than to use the color I want for the title, you know, so something that helped me
was just Listening with Understanding and Empathy” (SII 5-30-19). Dee, another student-
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participant, remarked on her use of Habits of Mind to manage her impulsivity in a Socratic circle
test debate. Dee explained, “You have to be flexible, be open-minded too, you might not be
right. You can’t be impulsive, on the outer circle and you have to listen” (SFGI 1 4-23-19).
Student-participants were also able to identify situations where using the behaviors of
Habits of Mind were beneficial in social context. Beth related her experience in after-school
clubs that are affiliated with the guidance department and focus on mental health. Beth
observed, “So our guidance department, and we have other clubs here at school that offer support
and that help people do their mental health. I think Habits of Mind could definitely help you
approach a problem in a calmer manner when you are not sure how to figure something out”
(SFGI 1 4-23-19). Beth also shared how Habits of Mind helped her in relating and
communicating with others. She remarked, “I think what’s important to think about is Thinking
Interdependently, because in life you have to be able to work well with others whether that’s in a
group or just making sure you’re communicating with family members or friends” (SII 4319).
Like Beth, Carl, another student-participant, identified other salient behaviors in Habits of Mind
that are necessary for improving an individual’s overall well-being and social relationships. He
remarked, “Thinking and Communicating with Clarity and Precision would definitely be
important to know whether it be to a loved one or a co-worker. Finding Humor is definitely
important if you want to be happy” (SII 5-1-19).
Lastly, student-participants also identified Habits of Mind that they lacked and needed to
develop. Edith, a student-participant, explained that taking risks even responsible risks was
difficult. She revealed, “I think the hardest thing to do is Taking Responsible Risks. Putting
yourself out there even though you might get rejected or something. I think it’s hard to take risks
in life” (SII 5-2-19). Edith also voiced her belief that Persisting was the most important Habit of
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Mind. She offered, “I think the most important one is Persisting because throughout life you’ll
have challenges or goals. If you don’t persist, you’re never going to finish them and end up
going down dead end paths” (SII 5219). Dee, another student-participant, agreed with Edith’s
viewpoint on Taking Responsible Risks. She noted, “Taking Responsible Risks is hard.
Sometimes I feel, some people don’t really like venturing out of their comfort zone and if
something works, then they’ll just do it over and over” (SII 5219).
Below in Table 4.7 is the description of the data sources which support Finding One,
Theme Two. Column one in Table 4.7 provides the source of the data. Column two provides the
number of teacher- participants, student-participants, and Student Work Reflection Documents
that contributed to the data. Column three provides the pseudonyms of the teacher-participants
and student-participants. Column four provides the date that the data were collected. Column
five provides the labels that identify how the codes were obtained. Column six provides the
category where the specific codes where grouped.
For Finding One, Theme Two, the data sources were obtained from teacher-participant
focus group interviews, student-participant focus group interviews, teacher-participant one-onone interviews, student-participant one-on-one interviews and Student Work Sample Documents.
Two teacher-participants contributed data to Finding One, Theme Two from the teacherfocus groups, one teacher-participant from Teacher-participant Focus Group Interview 1 and one
teacher-participant from Teacher-participant Focus Group Interview 2. Their data was collected
on February 27, 2019, and February 28, 2019. It was coded under the category of What do
Habits of Mind Do?
Two student-participants contributed data to Finding One, Theme Two from the Studentparticipant Focus Group Interview. Their data was collected on April 23, 2019. Their data was
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coded under the category Habits of Mind Developing Social/Academic Behaviors. Data was also
obtained for Finding One, Theme Two, from the teacher-participant one-on-one interviews.
Two teacher-participants contributed data during their one-on-one interviews. Their data
was collected on February 27, 2019 and March 6, 2019. Their data was coded under What do
Habits of Mind do? and Habits of Mind Developing Social/Academic Behaviors.
Seven student-participants contributed data to Finding One, Theme Two, during their
one-on-one interviews. Their data was collected from April 30, 2019, through May 30, 2019.
Their data was coded under Habits of Mind developing Social/Academic Behaviors.
Seven Student Work Sample Documents from seven student-participants also contributed
data to Finding One, Theme Two. The data was collected from March 21, 2019, through March
29, 2019. The data was coded under the category of Habits of Mind developing Social/Academic
Behaviors.
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Table 4.7
Finding One, Theme Two: Academic and Social Success.
Source

Number of
Participants (n)
2

Participants

Date

Code

Categories

Thomas
Clint

2-27-19
2-28-19

TFGI 1
TFGI 2

What do Habits
of Mind Do

2

Dee
Beth

4-23-19
4-23-19

SFGI 1
SGFI 1

Habits of Mind
and Developing
Social/Academic
Dispositions

Teacher2
Participant Oneon-One
Interview

Liz
Thomas

2-27-19
3-6-19

TII
TII

What do Habits
of Mind do?

Student7
Participant Oneon-One
Interviews

Fred
Beth
Dee
Halle
Carl
Edith
Dee

Student Work
Sample
Documents

Edith
3-21-19- SWRD
Dee
3-29-19
Halle
Gina
Student
participant 9
Student
Participant H3
StudentParticipant H
7

TeacherParticipant
Focus Group
Interview 1 & 2
StudentParticipant
Focus Group
Interviews 1

7

Habits of Mind
Developing
Social/Academic
Dispositions
5-8-19
4-30-19
5-2-19
5-30-19
5-1-19
5-2-19
5-2-19
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SII
SII
SII
SII
SII
SII
SII

Habits of Mind
Developing
Social/Academic
Dispositions

Habits of Mind
Developing
Social/Academic
Dispositions

Finding One, Theme Three: Critical, Creative Thinking and Problem-solving. For
the purposes of this study critical thinking, creative thinking and problem solving are defined as
follows: Critical thinking is an intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfully
conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating information gathered from or
generated by observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication, as a guide to
belief and action (Angelo, 1995). Creative Thinking involves the ability to produce original
ideas, to perceive new and unsuspected relationships, or to establish a unique and improved order
among seemingly unrelated factors. (Razik, 1966). Problem-solving involves the process of
problem definition, hypothesis testing, evaluation, problem redefinition, new hypothesis testing
and so on (Davis, 2004). Table 4.8 below provides representative quotations from teacherparticipants and student-participants that have been included to highlight examples of Finding
One, Theme Three.
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Table 4.8
A Summary of Finding One, Theme Three by Quotations from Participants

Finding One, Theme
Three: Critical,
Creative Thinking and
Problem-solving

Teacher-Participants

Student-Participants

“Habits of Mind emerged
as a function of how we
get kids to engage in
critical and creative
thinking and become
problem solvers. Habits
of Mind became the tool
to achieve that” (Clint,
TII 3619)

“Habits of Mind have a positive impact
on creative and critical thinking because
they help you narrow down what you’re
thinking, by gathering data and striving
for accuracy, which is the critical part
but then also, thinking flexibly and
listening with understanding and
empathy which helps with your creative
assignments” (Edith SII 5-2-19)

“Sure so the perception
for the “Habits of Mind”
critical and creative
thinking and problemsolving, I think the
impacts are great,
especially for my
discipline. All of the
“Habits of Mind” all 16
of them apply” (Susan,
TFGI 2 2-28-19)

“So all these things (Habits of Mind) are
stuff that we use day to day. So it’s
very important to look at it because if
you can learn about what you need to do
in order to get through any sort of
problem, like creative thinking versus
critical thinking it can make making
decisions more efficient” (Gina, SFGI 2
4-24-19)

“Habits of Mind
definitely help students’
problem solve and think
critically” (Liz, TFGI 1
2-27-19)

“When I’m conscious of me, using
Habits of Mind, I definitely notice their
ability to improve my critical and
creative thinking, but they do it all the
time, just subconsciously without you
thinking about it. They do definitely do
have an impact.” (Fred, SII 5-8-19)

“They enhance the kids’
critical and creative
thinking abilities”
(Thomas, TFGI 1 2-2719)

“Being aware of them (Habits of Mind)
makes it easier to critically and
creatively think, or at least think and
problem solve. When you are more
aware of the Habits of Mind, you strive
to use them” (Gina, SII 5-30-19)
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Teacher-participants and student-participants expressed their belief Habits of Mind
impacted student critical, creative thinking and Habits of Mind. Clint, a Humanities teacherparticipant, reasoned, “Habits of Mind emerged as a function of how we get kids to engage in
critical and creative thinking and become problem solvers. Habits of Mind became the tool to
achieve that” (TII 3-6-19). Susan, a STEM teacher declared, “Sure so the perception for the Habits
of Mind critical and creative thinking and problem solving, the impacts are great, especially for
my discipline. All of the Habits of Mind all 16 of them apply” (TFGI 2 2-28-19). Susan’s
understanding of the impact of Habits of Mind was supported by Edith, a student-participant. Edith
explained, “Habits of Mind have a positive impact on creative and critical thinking because they
help you narrow down what you’re thinking, by Gathering Data and Striving for Accuracy, which
is the crucial part but then also, Thinking Flexibly and Listening with Understanding and Empathy
which helps with your creative assignments”. (SII 5-2-19). Liz a STEM teacher, affirmed Habits
of Mind helped problem solving and critical thinking. She stated, “Habits of Mind definitely help
students’ problem solve and think critically” (TFGI 1 2-27-19). Thomas, a Humanities teacher,
agreed, “I think they enhance the kids’ critical and creative thinking abilities” (TFGI 1 2-27-19).
Student-participants also specified which Habits of Mind they used to think critically,
creatively and to problem solve. Student-participants and teacher-participants volunteered that
Habits of Mind were constantly being used for problem-solving critical and creative thinking
problems. Carl, a student-participant, explained his use of Habits of Mind and which Habits he
used the most, “Just in general, you have to do all of these (Habits of Mind), or at least most of
these to really complete the work you need to do, but I’d say Persisting and Striving for
Accuracy are definitely the two most important” (SII 5-1-19). Gina, another student-participant,
remarked, “So all these things (Habits of Mind) are stuff that we use day to day. So, it’s very
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important to look at it because if you can learn about what you need to do in order to get through
any sort of problem, like creative thinking versus critical thinking, it can make making decisions
more efficient” (SFGI 2 4-24-19). Two teacher-participants, Liz and Thomas, commented on
their regular use of Habits of Mind. Liz, a STEM teacher, asserted, “They are used quite
frequently” (TFGI 1 2-27-19).). Thomas, a Humanities teacher concurred, “In Humanities, we
use a lot of them all the time” (TFGI 1 2-27-19).). Thomas further qualified, “One of them is
Thinking and Communicating with Clarity and Precision which is what we spend half of our
time doing in the Humanities department” (TFGI 1 2-27-19).
Finally, student-participants remarked that they used Habits of Mind all the time for
critical and creative thinking and problem solving but they also noted that many times they used
Habits of Mind without being aware of the Habits of Mind. More importantly, studentparticipants realized that being aware of when and how they used Habits of Mind improved their
critical, creative thinking and problem solving. Beth, a student-participant, reflected, “A lot of
students, including myself use the Habits of Mind without even realizing it” (SII 4-30-19). Fred,
another student-participant, agreed, “When I’m conscious of me, using Habits of Mind, I
definitely notice their ability to improve my critical and creative thinking but I think they do it all
the time, just subconsciously without you thinking about it. So, they definitely have an impact.”
(SII 5-8-19). Fred further explained that Habits of Mind are used often subconsciously, but to
truly benefit from them and exercise metacognition, one needs to use them consciously. Fred
observed, “Unless you truly think about it (Habits of Mind) and attempt to pinpoint which ones
you’re using, you’re not really thinking about what you’re doing” (SFGI 2 4-24-19). Halle, a
student-participant, described why consciously using Habits of Mind was beneficial, “Being
aware of them (Habits of Mind) makes it easier to critically and creatively think, or at least think
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and problem solve. When you are more aware of the Habits of Mind, you strive to use them”
(SII 5-30-19). Gina, another student-participant, supported Halle’s perspective, “Well, having
them kind of laid out for you, I find that it really helps because you can look back on what you’re
doing, and that can help you be more efficient with something or realize where maybe you’re
going wrong, or where your strengths are” (SII 5-14-19).
Below in Table 4.9 is the description of the data sources which support Finding One,
Theme Three. Column one in Table 4.9 provides the source of the data. Column two provides
the number of teacher-participants, and student-participants who contributed to the data. Column
three provides the pseudonyms of the teacher-participants and student-participants. Column four
provides the date that the data were collected. Column five provides the label that identified how
the code was obtained. Column six provides the category where the specific codes where
grouped.
The data sources that contributed to Finding One, Theme Three were teacher-participant
focus group interviews, one student-participant focus group interview, and student-participant
one-on-one interviews. Three teacher-participants contributed data to Finding One, Theme
Three during Teacher-participant Focus Group 1 and Teacher-participant Focus Group 2. Two
teacher-participants provided data from Teacher-Participant Focus Group 1 and one teacher
provided data from Teacher-participant Focus Group 2. These interviews were held on February
27, 2019, and February 28, 2019. Their data was coded under category Habits of Mind and
Critical and Creative Thinking. Two student-participants provided data for Finding One, Theme
Three from the Student-participant Focus Group Interview 2 on April 24, 2019. Their data was
coded under the category of Habits of Mind and Critical and Creative Thinking. Six studentparticipants contributed data from their one-on-one interviews to Finding One, Theme Three.
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Their data was collected between the dates of April 30, 2019, through May 30, 2019. Their data
was coded under the category of Habits of Mind and Critical and Creative Thinking and Habits
of Mind and Problem Solving.
Table 4.9
Finding One, Theme Three: Critical, Creative Thinking and Problem-solving.
Source

Number of
Participants (n)
3

Participant

Date

Code

Categories

Susan
Liz
Thomas

2-28-19
2-27-19
2-27-19

TFGI 2
TFGI 1
TFGI 1

Habits of Mind
and Critical
and Creative
Thinking

StudentParticipant
Focus
Group
Interview

2

Gina
Fred

4-24-19
4-24-19

SFGI 2
SFGI 2

Habits of Mind
and Critical
and Creative
Thinking

StudentParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

6

Edith
Carl
Beth
Fred
Halle
Gina

5-2-19
5-1-19
4-30-19
5-8-19
5-30-19
5-14-19

SII
SII
SII
SII
SII
SII

Habits of Mind
and Critical
and Creative
Thinking

TeacherParticipant
Focus
Group
Interview

Habits of Mind
and Problem
Solving

Summary of Finding One and Corresponding Themes. Student-participants and teacher
participants found innate value in Habits of Mind because they perceived Habits of Mind helped
students in and out of a school setting. Teacher-participants and student-participants explained
that Habits of Mind provided a common language that they used to teach and learn. Teacherparticipants provided examples of Habits of Mind that students needed to improve. Studentparticipants provided specific examples of dispositions they needed to improve upon in academic
and social settings.
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Teacher-participants and student-participants cited specific examples of Habits of Mind
which positively impacted students’ critical and creative thinking. Teacher-participants and
student-participants contributed Habits of Mind impact critical and creatively thinking and
problem-solving in a positive manner by making students’ thinking more complete as well as
enhancing students’ cognitive abilities. Student-participants further acknowledged Habits of
Mind are constantly used by student-participants as a part of their daily problem-solving.
Student-participants identified that they used the Habits of Mind subconsciously, as Habits of
Mind are a part of their daily life. Student-participants discovered however that their thinking
and problem-solving was improved when they were aware of the specific Habits of Mind that
they were using and when there was a conscious application of these Habits of Mind to their
critical and creative problem solving. These three themes demonstrated the innate value of
Habits of Mind and their positive impact on student-participants.
Finding Two: Effective vehicle for teaching and learning. This section will address
Finding Two and subsequent subsections will address Finding Two’s corresponding three
themes: Teacher-Participants and Student-participants perceived Habits of Mind were used as a
(vehicle for content acquisition); Teacher-participants and student-participants perceived that
Habits of Mind provided (success beyond high school); and teacher-participants and studentparticipants perceived that specific Habits of Mind yielded (varying helpfulness).
Table 4.10 below contains representative quotations form teacher-participants and
student-participants that have been included to highlight examples of Finding Two.
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Table 4.10
A summary of Finding Two by Quotations from Participants

Finding Two: Effective
Vehicle for Teaching and
Learning.

Teacher-Participants

Student-Participants

“A lot of the Habits of Mind
just fall in line with the
academic skills and values
we’re trying to teach and
emphasize at school”
(Thomas, TFGI 1 2-27-19)

“No matter if you’re taking
English or science or math,
(Habits of Mind) are
applicable” (Ana, SFGI 1 423-19)

“Habits of Mind are
inherently necessary for
successfully studying
literature or engaging in the
writing process” (Clint, TGFI
2 2-28-19)

“(Habits of Mind) are
definitely useful in different
situations in school all of
them are good” (Beth, SII 430-19).

“So in my particular
curriculum Habits of Mind
shows up loud and clear.
Perseverance is necessary and
important, I could probably
write a book on Habits of
Mind, being a STEM teacher,
that those are the qualities
that you’re really going to
need” (Susan, TII 2-27-19)

“In every class, whether
we’re aware of it or not,
(Habits of Mind) are all pretty
relevant. If it’s a lab and
STEM we’re working
together, we’re gathering data
through our senses. We use
striving for accuracy in tests”
(Dee, SII 5-2-19)

“No two people have the
same brain; no two people are
going to think the same way.
So, one “Habit of Mind”
which may be successful for
you may not be as successful
for someone else” (Darwin,
TII 3-6-19)
Finding Two revealed that teacher-participants perceived Habits of Mind contributed to
teachers’ curricular and behavioral goals and could be used to meet the learning needs of various
students. Student-participants contributed Habits of Mind were ubiquitous and assisted them
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across content areas. For instance, Thomas, a Humanities teacher, explained Habits of Mind and
instruction work concomitantly. He asserted, “A lot of the Habits of Mind just fall in line with
the academic skills and values we’re trying to teach and emphasize at school” (TFGI 1 2-27-19).
Clint, another Humanities teacher-participant, supported Thomas’ assertion and contributed,
“Habits of Mind are inherently necessary for successfully studying literature or engaging in the
writing process” (TGFI 2 2-28-19). Susan, a STEM teacher-participant, emphasized how Habits
of Mind were integral for teaching and learning. She remarked, “So in my particular curriculum,
Habits of Mind shows up loud and clear. Perseverance is necessary and important, so I think I
could probably write a book on Habits of Mind. Being a STEM teacher, that those are the
qualities that you’re really going to need” (TII 2-27-19).
Teachers also described how learning was advanced through the use of Habits of Mind.
Darwin, a STEM teacher-participant, shared his approach in teaching Habits of Mind. Darwin
described how he differentiated the teaching of Habits of Mind. Darwin explained, “No two
people have the same brain, no two people are going to think the same way. So one Habit of
Mind which may be successful for you may not be as successful for someone else” TII 3-6-19).
Ana, a student-participant, indicated Habits of Mind were applicable across content area
subjects, she contributed, “No matter if you’re taking English or science or math, (Habits of
Mind) are applicable” (SFGI 1 4-23-19). Beth, another student participant, confirmed, “(Habits
of Mind) are definitely useful in different situations in school. All of them are good” (SII 4-3019). Dee, a student-participant, offered, “In every class, whether we’re aware of it or not, (Habits
of Mind) are all pretty relevant. If it’s a lab and STEM we’re working together, we’re Gathering
Data Through All our Senses. We use Striving for Accuracy in tests” (SII 5-2-19).
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Below in Table 4.11 is a description of the data sources for Finding Two. The first
column in Table 4.11 describes the data source for the data. The second column identifies the
number of participants. The third column names the participants. The fourth column is the date
on which the data was obtained. The fifth column provides a label that identifies how the open
codes were obtained. The sixth column describes under which category the data was grouped.
The sources of data for Finding Two were teacher-participant focus group interviews,
student-participant focus group interviews, teacher-participant one-on-one interviews, and
student-participant one-on-one interviews. Two teachers provided data during teacherparticipant focus group interviews 1 and 2 on February 27, 2019, and February 28, 2019. Their
data was coded under the category of Habits of Mind Connection to Content. One studentparticipant contributed data to this finding during the student-participant focus group interview 1
on April 23, 2019. This student’s data was coded under the category of Habits of Mind
Connection to Content. Three teacher-participants provided data for this finding during their
one-on-one interviews on February 27, 2019, March 6, 2019, and March 7, 2019. Their data was
coded under the category of Habits of Mind Connection to Content. Two students provided data
for this finding during their one-on-one interviews. Their data was collected on April 30, 2019,
and May 2, 2019. Their data was coded under Value of Habits of Mind and Habits of Mind
Connection to Content.
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Table 4.11
Finding Two: Effective Vehicle for Teaching and Learning.
Source

Number of
Participants (n)
3

Participant Date

Code

Categories

Thomas
Clint

2-27-19
2-28-19

TFGI 1
TFGI 2

Habits of Mind
Connection to
Content

StudentParticipant
Group
Interview

1

Ana

4-23-19

SFGI 1

Habits of Mind
Connection to
Content

TeacherParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

3

Susan
Darwin

2-27-19
3-6-19

TII
TII

Habits of Mind
Connection to
Content

StudentParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

2

Beth
Dee

4-30-19
5-2-19

SII
SII

Value of
Habits of Mind

TeacherParticipant
Group
Interview

Habits of Mind
Connection to
Content

Finding Two, Theme One: Content Knowledge Acquisition. Teacher-participants
noticed Habits of Mind were integral to their teaching of content and used them selectively to
further their teaching goals. While one teacher-participant understood Habits of Mind were an
effective vehicle for content knowledge acquisition, he emphasized the teaching of Habits of
Mind over the teaching of content. Table 4.12 below contains representative quotations from
teacher-participants and student-participants have been included to highlight examples of
Finding Two, Theme One.
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Table 4.12
A summary of Finding Two, Theme One by Quotation from Participants.

Finding Two,
Theme One –
Content
Knowledge
Acquisition.

Teacher-Participants

Student-Participants

Every lesson deals with all of
these (Habits of Mind) especially
as a STEM person, it’s the root of
all we do is problem solving, and
in the end we are using all of these
Habits of Mind” (Liz, TII 2-27-19)

We had to create phylogenetic trees of
certain organisms like in the way that
they evolved and so looking at it, we
tried one trail of it, and we looked, and
hit a dead end. So we completely
started over and ended up getting it
that time or the time after just to get it
perfect. So that was Striving for
Accuracy, Persisting, and definitely
Thinking Flexibly” (Fred, SII 5-8-19)

“So for me, virtually every
laboratory investigation no matter
how large or small is, of that –
let’s figure it out, how do we do it.
It’s rarely me saying flow step1,
step 2, step 3, step 4. You select
form a range of (Habits of Mind)
to try and figure this thing out”
(Alex, TII 3-7-19)

“I just took AP US History and I am
not very good at history. Even though
I wanted to give up a lot, I kept on
persisting because it wouldn’t have
done me very good to give up. I felt
that was really important to kind of
stick with it” (Gina, SII 5-14-19)

“I target the ones (Habits of Mind)
that student need to be successful
in my domain, and so as writers
we talk about creativity, being
creative. We talk about Thinking
Flexibly during the brainstorming
process. We talk about Taking
Risks in terms of what students
write about, but we may not
address some of the others…so I
address them as necessary for
them (students) to be successful in
my subject area” (Clint, TII 3-619)

“It’s important, to listen to other
people, don’t be stuck within yourself
and your own experience. If you
listen to other people’s experiences, it
might open you up to seeing things
differently which can help you solve
problems” (Halle, SII 5-30-19)
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(continued)

A summary of Finding Two, Theme One by Quotation from Participants.
Teacher-Participants

Student-Participants

“One that comes to mind right
now that’s working really well in
my class is Habits of Mind #7
Questioning and Problem Posing,
I had some goals at the beginning
of this year about things I want to
do more of one of them was more
student-generated questions and #
9 too, Thinking and
Communicating with Clarity and
Precision because these guys need
to improve their writing skills big
time and it’s the clarity and
precision they need to work on”
(Thomas, TII 3-6-19)

“Sometimes I don’t understand the
certain methods of doing things but I
can figure out a different way…if you
don’t know how to do something one
way, you can always figure out how to
do it some other sort of way that might
yield the correct answer” (Carl, SFGI
2 4-24-19)

“Habits of Mind means an actual
structure of problem solving where
you are metacognitive and you
think about what you’re doing and
then you realize this isn’t working
and you identify tools for knowing
how and why that’s not working
and then you consciously make the
decision well in my process I have
to try something else, so what am I
trying now” (Alex, T II 3-7-19)

“We had to communicate with our
group to translate a question from
Spanish to English and then translate
the answer back to Spanish. The
teacher corrected our Spanish and
taught us new words to use next time
to improve our translations” (Ana,
SWRD)

“So I couch the curriculum in
terms of that particular Habit of
Mind” (Alex, TFGI 1 2-27-19)

“During test debate, you have to
persist and not give up because you
got one answer wrong. Also, you
have to be able to think before you
speak to support your answer in the
most effective way possible” (Beth,
SWSD).

Teachers identified by using Habits of Mind they were able to concomitantly teach their
content as well as the values of the school. For example, Liz, a STEM teacher-participant,
described a science lesson where students needed to take raw classroom materials and explain
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how the phases of the moon worked. Liz did not provide students with direction as to how to go
about using the materials to explain the phases of the moon. She knew students had learned
about the phases of the moon in the prior school year. Liz knew that in providing them with raw
materials to recreate the phases of the moon they would really have to prove their content
knowledge. As students began to present their ideas, Liz questioned the correctness of their
models. Liz incorporated the following Habits of Mind in her lesson and required students to
use: Persisting, Managing Impulsivity, Listening with Empathy and Understanding; Thinking
and Communicating with Clarity and Precision and Gathering Data Through All Senses. Liz
declared, “Every lesson deals with all of these (Habits of Mind) especially as a STEM person,
it’s the root of all we do is problem solving, and in the end we are using all of these Habits of
Mind” (TII 2-27-19).
Alex and Clint described how Habits of Mind influenced the process of their teaching.
Alex described, “So for me, virtually every laboratory investigation no matter how large or small
is, of that – let’s figure it out, how do we do it. It’s rarely me saying flow step1, step 2, step 3,
step 4. You select form a range of (Habits of Mind) to try and figure this thing out” (TII 3-7-19).
Clint shared, “I target the ones (Habits of Mind) that students need to be successful in my
domain, and so as writers we talk about creativity, being creative. We talk about thinking
flexibly during the brainstorming process. We talk about taking risks in terms of what students
write about, but we may not address some of the others. So, I address them as necessary for
them (students) to be successful in my subject area” (TII 3-6-19). Clint further described how he
then specifically taught the Habit of Mind, Metacognition, which is critical for his content area
and is tested in his respective Advanced Placement (AP) exams. He explained, “We engage in
test analysis in the teaching of close reading and literary analysis, rhetorical analysis. Students
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debate their answers and then complete a write up in which they talk about their initial thinking,
the class’ thinking and their new thinking based on the process. We think we can teach critical
thinking skills through metacognition in test analysis which is a reflection of Habits of Mind”
(TII 3-6-19).
Both Leo and Thomas, teacher-participants, described learning activities they used to
develop both content acquisition as well as further students’ Habits of Mind. The more students
were able to employ the Habits of Mind, the better they were at learning content. Leo, a
Humanities-teacher, explained how Habits of Mind was a vehicle for content acquisition. He
illustrated, “There’s a general trend of what ‘por’ is and what ‘para’ is and they were able to
derive almost all of the specific instances and then the general sense of each word. I put them in
groups to do it so they Worked Interdependently, they Persisted, they definitely Applied Past
Knowledge to New Situations” (TII 2-27-2019). Thomas focused on two Habits of Mind so that
his students could improve upon their abilities to generate questions and their writing skills. He
shared, “One that comes to mind right now that’s working really well in my class is Habits of
Mind #7 Questioning and Problem Posing, I had some goals at the beginning of this year about
things I want to do more of and one of them was more student-generated questions and # 9 too,
Thinking and Communicating with Clarity and Precision because these guys need to improve
their writing skills big time and it’s the clarity and precision they need to work on” (TII 3-6-19).
Unlike the rest of his peers, Alex, a STEM teacher-participant, provided an explanation
for why content was a vehicle for Habits of Mind rather than Habits of Mind being a vehicle for
content. He noted Habits of Mind provided a structure for metacognition and a set of tools for
problem-solving. Instead of using Habits of Mind to teach content, Alex used content to teach
Habits of Mind. Alex, illustrated “Habits of mind means an actual structure of problem solving
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where you are metacognitive and you think about what you’re doing and then you realize this
isn’t working and you identify tools for knowing how and why that’s not working and then you
consciously make the decision well in my process I have to try something else, so what am I
trying now…” (T II 3-7-19). In his teaching of the Habits of Mind, Alex used his curriculum to
drive at the dispositions students need. Alex stated, “So I couch the curriculum in terms of that
particular Habit of Mind” (TFGI 1 2-27-19).
In support of Finding Two, Theme One, many student-participants shared anecdotes that
demonstrated how using Habits of Mind helped them to learn, succeed in a difficult task,
overcome a challenging course, and learn from their peers. Fred described the Habits of Mind
that helped him learn in STEM. Fred understood which Habits of Mind he needed to employ in
order to achieve the content objectives. Fred shared, “We had to create phylogenetic trees of
certain organisms like in the way that they evolved and so looking at it, we tried one trail of it,
and we looked, and hit a dead end. So, we completely started over and ended up getting it that
time or the time after just to get it perfect. So that was Striving for Accuracy, Persisting, and
definitely Thinking Flexibly” (SII 5-8-19). Similarly, Gina, a student-participant, also described
how her use of the Habit of Mind of Persistence enabled her to succeed in a challenging class.
Gina offered, “I just took AP US History and I am not very good at history. Even though I
wanted to give up a lot, I kept on persisting because it wouldn’t have done me very good to give
up and so I felt that was really important to kind of stick with it” (SII 5-14-19). In addition to
Persistence, Gina shared that she also used Finding Humor. She confided, “I’m usually pretty
sarcastic and that helped a lot during AP US History, because I didn’t enjoy that class at all” (SII
5-14-19). Halle, a student-participant, shared how she used Listening with Empathy and
Understanding in history and in STEM. Halle clarified, “I think it’s important, to listen to other
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people, don’t be stuck within yourself and your own experience. If you listen to other people’s
experiences, it might open you up to seeing things differently which can help you solve
problems” (SII 5-30-19). Edith, a student-participant, offered her experiences with Habits of
Mind in a Humanities class. Edith contributed, “You have to share your answers and think about
how your answer could not be the right one, and everyone else’s could be the right one and then
when you’re writing, too, you have to question your thinking to write your statement and to write
a counterclaim” (SFGI 1 4-23-19). Carl shared his experience with the Habit of Mind, Thinking
Flexibly, in math class. Carl declared, “Sometimes I don’t understand the certain methods of
doing things, but I can figure out a different way. If you don’t know how to do something one
way, you can always figure out how to do it some other sort of way that might yield the correct
answer” (SFGI 2 4-24-19).
Lastly, the student work sample reflection documents also provided evidence supporting
Finding Two, Theme One. Ana, a student-participant, shared how she worked on the Habit of
Mind, Striving for Accuracy and Remaining Open to Continuous Learning which helped her to
successfully learn content. Ana wrote, “We had to communicate with our group to translate a
question from Spanish to English and then translate the answer back to Spanish. The teacher
corrected our Spanish and taught us new words to use next time to improve our translations”
(SWSD). Beth, a student-participant, shared how Habits of Mind assisted her learning during
test debate. Beth explained, “During test debate, you have to persist and not give up because you
got one answer wrong. Also, you have to be able to think before you speak to support your
answer in the most effective way possible” (SWSD).
Below in Table 4.13 is a description of the data sources for Finding Two, Theme One.
The first column in Table 4.13 describes the data source for the data. The second column
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identifies the number of participants. The third column names the participants. The fourth
column is the date on which the data was obtained. The fifth column provides a label that
identifies how the code was obtained. The sixth column describes under which category the data
was grouped.
The sources of data for Finding Two, Theme One, were teacher-participant focus group
interviews; student-participant focus group interviews, teacher-participant one-on-one
interviews, student-participant one-on-one interviews and student work sample documents. One
teacher-participant contributed data during teacher-participant focus group interviews on
February 27, 2019. His data was coded under the category of Habits of Mind Connection to
Content. Two student-participants contributed data during student-participant focus group
interviews 1 & 2 on April 23, 2019, and April 24, 2019. Their data was coded under the
categories of Habits of Mind Connection to Content and When do Students Use Habits of Mind?
Five teacher-participants contributed data for Finding Two, Theme One during teacherparticipant one-on-one interviews. The interviews were conducted between February 17, 2019,
and March 7, 2019. The data was coded under the category of Habits of Mind Connection to
Content. Three student-participants contributed data for Finding Two, Theme One during
student-participant one-on-one interviews. Their data was collected between May 8, 2019, and
May 30, 2019. Their data was coded under the category of Habits of Mind Connection to
Content. Two Student Work Sample Documents provided data for Finding Two, Theme One.
The data was collected on March 21, 2019, and was coded under the category of Habits of Mind
Connection to Content.

.
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Table 4.13
Finding Two, Theme One: Content Knowledge Acquisition.
Source
Number of
Participant
Date
Participants (n)
Teacher1
Alex
2-27-19
Participant
Focus Group
Interview
Edith
Carl

4-23-19
4-24-19

Code

Categories

TFGI 1

Habits of Mind
Connection to
Content

SFGI 1
SFGI 2

Habits of Mind
Connection to
Content

StudentParticipant
Focus Group
Interview

2

TeacherParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

5

Liz
Alex
Clint
Leo
Thomas

2-27-19
3-7-19
3-6-19
2-17-19
3-6-19

TII
TII
TII
TII
TII

Habits of Mind
Connection to
Content

StudentParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

3

Fred
Gina
Halle

5-8-19
5-14-19
5-30-19

SII
SII
SII

Habits of Mind
Connection to
Content

Student Work
Sample
Documents

2

Ana
Beth

3-21-19
3-21-19

SWRD
SWRD

Habits of Mind
Connection to
Content

When do
Students Use
Habits of Mind

Finding Two, Theme Two: Success Beyond High School. Teacher-participants
realized and voiced that the value of Habits of Mind extended beyond their high school courses.
Student-participants agreed Habits of Mind would serve them in their future schooling and
careers. Table 4.14 below provides representative quotations from teacher-participants and
student-participants to highlight examples of Finding Two, Theme Two.
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Table 4.14
A Summary of Finding Two, Theme Two by Quotations from Participants
Finding Two,
Theme Two:
Success Beyond
High School

Teacher-Participants
“So the content that we teach becomes
a vehicle for us to teach some other
skills both intellectual and socioemotional that will help those students
become successful. The book is merely
a vehicle for us to discuss more global
skills that are going to be necessary to
be successful after high school” (Clint,
TGFI 2 2-28-19)

Student-Participants
“Considering the Habits of
Mind will definitely help me
have a right mentality for a
career path and make sure I
keep on track with
everything” (Beth, SII 4-3019)

“They’re going to forget some of the
particular topics or subject that were
taught, Habits of Mind will go with
them whatever it is that they do and
that’s really the greater good that
happens in education” (Susan, TGFI 2
2-28-19).

“These are all skills (Habits
of Mind), you definitely want
to know, in order to succeed
in life. You want to be able to
think outside the box” (Carl,
SII 5-1-19)
“Thinking Flexibly will help
me in the future. To look at
things in more than one way,
to help me be successful.
Finding Humor is probably
better, because you want to
be able to laugh at yourself.
(Dee, SII 5-2-19)
“Habits of Mind will work
throughout college and your
job especially when you get
to college. There’s less
people there telling you what
to do and the Habits of Mind
help you push through and
figure it out by yourself”
(Edith, SII 5-2-19).

Although, teachers such as Clint were keenly aware Habits of Mind were valuable in
teaching content, Clint was also cognizant of the power of Habits of Mind for providing learning
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experiences that lasted beyond the length of his class. Clint explained, “So the content that we
teach becomes a vehicle for us to teach some other skills both intellectual and socio-emotional
that will help those students become successful. The book is merely a vehicle for us to discuss
more global skills that are going to be necessary to be successful after high school” (TGFI 2 228-19). Susan, a STEM teacher, agreed that the value of Habits of Mind extended beyond high
school. She asserted, “They’re going to forget some of the particular topics or subject that were
taught, Habits of Mind will go with them whatever it is that they do and that’s really the greater
good that happens in education” (TGFI 2 2-28-19).
Student-participants also were able to recognize the value of Habits of Mind beyond their
high school experience. Student-participants not only claimed how Habits of Mind would be
helpful to them beyond high school, but they also provided examples as to how Habits of Mind
would help them. Beth, a student-participant, shared, “Considering the Habits of Mind will
definitely help me have a right mentality for a career path and make sure I keep on track with
everything” (SII 4-30-19) Carl, another student-participant, confirmed, “These are all skills
(Habits of Mind), you definitely want to know, in order to succeed in life. You want to be able to
think outside the box” (SII 5-1-19). Dee, a student-participant, cited specific Habits of Mind she
felt would help her in her future. She explained, “Thinking Flexibly will help me in the future.
To look at things in more than one way, to help me be successful. Finding Humor is probably
better, because you want to be able to laugh at yourself. (SII 5-2-19). Edith, a studentparticipant, agreed with her peers and stated, “I think that all the Habits of Mind are important in
everyday life whether in school or out of school” (SII 5-2-19). Edith further contributed, “Habits
of Mind will work throughout college and your job especially when you get to college. There’s
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less people there telling you what to do and the Habits of Mind help you push through and figure
it out by yourself” (SII 5-2-19).
Table 4.15 below provides the types of data sources that were used to support Finding
Two, Theme Two. Data sources are listed in the first column. The second column lists the
number of participants that contributed data to the data source. The third column lists the
pseudonyms of the participants. The fourth column provides the dates that the data were
collected. The fifth column provides a label that identifies how the code was obtained. The
sixth column provides the category where the coded data was sorted.
The data sources which supported Finding Two, Theme Two were teacher-participant
focus group interview 2 and student-participant one-on-one interviews. Two teacher-participants
contributed data to this theme during the teacher-participant focus group interviews on February
28, 2019, and their data was coded in the category of Habits of Mind Connection to Content and
Value of Habits of Mind. Four student-participants provided data for this theme between the
dates of April 30, 2019 and May 2, 2019. There data was coded under the category of Value of
Habits of Mind.
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Table 4.15
Finding Two, Theme Two: Success Beyond High School.
Source

Number of
Participants (n)
Teacher2
Participant Group
Interview

Participant

Date

Code

Categories

Clint
Susan

2-28-19
2-28-19

TFGI 2
TFGI 2

Habits of
Mind
Connection to
Content
Value of
Habits of
Mind

StudentParticipant Oneon-One Interview

4

Beth
Carl
Dee
Edith

4-30-19
5-1-19
5-2-19
5-2-19

SII
SII
SII
SII

Value of
Habits of
Mind

Finding Two, Theme Three: Varying Helpfulness. Two teacher-participants
identified Metacognition as a Habit of Mind that was more helpful than others and stated that the
use of the Habit of Mind of Metacognition enabled students to be highly successful in class.
Teacher-participants also described, Persistence, or Questioning and Problem Posing or
Thinking and Communicating with Clarity and Precision as Habits of Mind that were more
helpful than others for teaching and learning.
Student-participants described Persistence as more helpful than other Habits of Mind.
Other Habits of Mind that student-participants identified as more helpful than others were
Thinking and Communicating with Clarity and Precision, Listening with Empathy and
Understanding; Thinking Interdependently; and Remaining Open to Continuous Learning.
Student-participants also identified Habits of Mind they perceived to not be helpful either
because they did not require their use or were unfamiliar with them. For example, some studentparticipants did not struggle with self-control, so they did not perceive Managing Impulsivity as
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important as other Habits of Mind. Some students did not understand the word ‘metacognition’
or have the opportunity to practice metacognition, so some student-participants did not feel
Metacognition was important. Student-participants also felt that Responding with Wonderment
and Awe was also not as important as other Habits of Mind in the context of problem solving or
to be successful. Table 4.16 below provides representative quotations from teacher-participants
and student-participants to highlight examples of Finding Two, Theme Three.
Table 4.16
A Summary of Finding Two, Theme Three by Quotations from Participants

Finding Two, Theme
Three - Varying
Helpfulness.

Teacher-Participants

Student-Participants

“A lot of times we talk
about the metacognitive
piece where it’s step back
and look at the problem.
You evaluate before you
jump in so you could think
about your thinking before
you proceed and that makes
you highly successful….”
(Susan, TII 2-27-19)

“Persisting is very important because
it’s really hard to, especially as you get
older, and if you give up, then you’re
going to get nowhere” (Ana, SII 4-3019).

“Strong self-efficacy, being
disciplined in a world full of
distractions” (Sophie, TII 34-19).

“Thinking and Communicating with
Clarity and Precision because as you
get older you do more presentations
and Listening with Understanding and
Empathy because you’re going to have
to take other people’s ideas into
account” (Ana, SII 4-30-19).

(Continued)
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A Summary of Finding Two, Theme Three by Quotations from Participants
Teacher-Participants

Student-Participants

“If you’re a questioner and
seek to find answers then
you can learn everything,
you can understand people,
you can solve every kind of
problem, you can create
solutions, you can find
happiness – if one is willing
to ask questions and really
earnestly pursue them”
(Alex, TII 3-7-19)

“All of them are good in different
situations but I think what’s most
important is Thinking Interdependently
because you have to be able to work
well with others and also Remaining
Open to Continuous Learning. You
have to be able to learn from your
experiences and know what you can fix
after you’ve done something” (Beth,
SII 4-3-19)

They need to be able to
communicate. It’s huge
because if they can’t
communicate their thoughts
they can’t work on a
team…”(Liz, TII 2-27-19).

“I’d say by far the most important is
persistence. I’ve seen students who are
naturally not inclined to many subjects
work really hard just knock it out of the
park and I see people who are naturally
inclined to be good at school who are
naturally gifted in that sort of thing,
just not try at all, and either not
succeed to their potential or just fail
miserably” (Carl, SII 5-1-19)

“If they don’t do well on a
test or a quiz, they don’t
understand something, go
see the teacher, ask, ask
questions, try to take
charge. Students who
struggle in support class and
the common trait they all
seem to have is that they’re
passive actors in their
educational experiences”
(Clint, TII 3-6-19).

“The one Habit of Mind you need in
school is persisting because you should
not give up and stick to what you’re
doing to get something accomplished”
(Dee, SII 5-2-19).

(Continued)
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A Summary of Finding Two, Theme Three by Quotations from Participants
Teacher-Participants

Student-Participants

“Persisting, Finding
Humor, Managing
Impulsivity, and Striving for
Accuracy” (Liz, TFGI 1 227-19).

“The most important one is Persisting
because throughout life, you’ll have
like challenges and goals, that if you
don’t persist through, you’re never
actually going to finish them” (Edith,
SII 5-2-19)

“Finding Humor; Thinking
and Communicating with
Clarity and Precision;
Managing Impulsivity with
almost all kids, and
Listening with
Understanding and
Empathy” (Thomas, TFGI 1
2-27-19)

“If you persist through it, it can always
eventually be done. Striving for
Accuracy allows you to do the best that
you can do, and Thinking Flexibly
allows you to solve problems in
different ways if you get stuck in one
certain way” (Fred, SII 5-8-19).

“Clarity and precision”
(Sophie, TFGI 1 2-27-19)

“I’d say the first one Persisting is
definitely important because if you
don’t stick with something you’re not
going to accomplish anything” (Gina,
SII 5-14-19)

“Communicating about
thinking” (Alex, TFGI 1 227-19)

“I think Persisting is very important in
school, as a Habit of Mind, because
things are not always going to come
easily to you” (Halle, SII 5-30-19)

“Persistence is
tremendously important for
every student I think there’s
a moment where they say
this is as far as I need to go.
I feel like in a very real
sense I run up against that
issue of persistence very
frequently” (Leo, TGFI 2 228-19)

“Managing Impulsivity was least
important to me at least, because that’s
not a problem that I have personally”
(Ana, SII 4-30-19).

(Continued)
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A Summary of Findings Two, Theme Three by Quotations from Participants
Teacher-Participants
“We focus on Thinking
Flexibly; Thinking and
Communicating with
Clarity and Precision;
and Thinking about Your
Thinking” (Clint, TGFI 2
2-28-19).

Student-Participants
“I didn’t really know what metacognition
was before I did this worksheet but this
should be like second least important
because I didn’t really know what it was”
(Dee, SFGI 1 4-23-19)
“I believe that managing my impulsivity
doesn’t really apply to me either, because
it’s more like I have a problem with
stepping out of my shell. I also agree with
Participant 2 about thinking about your
thinking because I just feel like I never do
it” (Edith, SFGI 1 4-23-19)
“All of them are definitely important.
Some are less important than others or like
some are less used than others” (Beth, SII 430-19
“Responding with Wonderment and Awe,
that’s not necessarily important. I mean,
you can be successful and not be you know,
amazed and dumbfounded by a
phenomenon and beauty of the world. You
know as enriching as that might be, I don’t
think that you necessarily need it to really
succeed, whether it be in school, maybe a
little less so in life, you might be a little bit
unhappy, but I think you could probably be
fine” (Carl, SII 5-1-19)
“I would agree with the other participants
and say that Responding With Wonderment
and Awe is probably the least important in
the midst of problem solving. I would say
compared to the other ones, those probably
help you initially sort through your issue
more” (Halle, SFGI 2 4-24-19)
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There was variability in the Habits of Mind that teacher-participants and studentparticipants named as more helpful for teaching and learning. For instance, Sophie, a STEM
teacher, emphasized the Habit of Mind of Persisting is one that students need the most in order
to succeed. Sophie defined Persisting as, “Strong self-efficacy, being disciplined in a world full
of distractions” (TII 3-4-19). Alex, a STEM teacher-participant colleague, believed that the
Habit of Mind that was the most helpful was Questioning and Problem Posing. Alex
expounded, “If you’re a questioner and seek to find answers then you can learn everything, you
can understand people, you can solve every kind of problem, you can create solutions, you can
find happiness – if one is willing to ask questions and really earnestly pursue them” (TII 3-7-19).
Liz, a STEM teacher-participant, believed the Habit of Mind of Thinking and Communicating
with Clarity and Precision was most important. Liz asserted, “They need to be able to
communicate. It’s huge because if they can’t communicate their thoughts they can’t work on a
team” (TII 2-27-19). Susan, a STEM teacher-participant, declared that Thinking about your
Thinking was most important. Susan explained, “A lot of times we talk about the metacognitive
piece where it’s step back and look at the problem. You evaluate before you jump in so you
could think about your thinking before you proceed and that makes you highly successful” (TII
2-27-19). Thomas, a Humanities teacher-participant, offered Thinking Flexibly was most
important. He explained, “Open-mindedness, I think the disposition of open-mindedness to new
ideas in terms of being interested in new ideas, new concepts” (TII 3-6-19). Clint, a Humanities
teacher-participant, concurred with the opinions of Sophie and Alex. He believed that students
needed to Persistence and Questioning and Problem Posing. Clint felt, “If they don’t do well on
a test or a quiz, they don’t understand something, go see the teacher, ask, ask questions, try to
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take charge. Students who struggle in support class and the common trait they all seem to have
is that they’re passive actors in their educational experiences” (TII 3-6-19).
During teacher focus group interviews, teacher-participants identified Habits of Mind that
were needed by their students. Teacher-participants named various Habits of Mind which related
to their specific content areas. For example, Liz, a STEM teacher-participant, asserted that the
top Habits of Mind students needed to possess included Persisting, Finding Humor, Managing
Impulsivity and Striving for Accuracy. She listed, “Persisting, Finding Humor, Managing
Impulsivity, and Striving for Accuracy” (TFGI 1 2-27-19). Thomas concurred with Liz that
Finding Humor and Managing Impulsivity were needed, and he also listed Communicating with
Clarity and Precision, and Listening with Understanding and Empathy. He proclaimed,
“Finding Humor; Thinking and Communicating with Clarity and Precision; Managing
Impulsivity with almost all kids and Listening with Understanding and Empathy” (TFGI 1 2-2719). Sophie agreed with Thomas’ selection of Clarity and Precision and she repeated, “Clarity
and Precision” (TFGI 1 2-27-19). Alex, a STEM teacher-participant, added the Habit of Mind
of Communicating About Thinking as he interjected, “Communicating About Thinking” (TFGI 1
2-27-19) as most important. Susan, a STEM teacher-participant, confirmed her original choice
of most important Habit of Mind as Metacognition. She also added that Persistence,
Questioning and Problem Posing, Thinking Interdependently, Thinking Flexibly, Applying Past
Knowledge to New Situations, Striving for Accuracy and Finding Humor were secondary but
needed Habits of Mind (TFGI 2 2-28-19). Leo, a Humanities-teacher, also claimed Persistence
was necessary, like his colleagues Liz and Susan, and gave a rationale as to why Persistence was
critical for success. Leo explained, “Persistence is tremendously important for every student I
think there’s a moment where they say this is as far as I need to go. I feel like in a very real
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sense I run up against that issue of persistence very frequently” (TGFI 2 2-28-19). Lastly, Clint,
listed the Habits of Mind he integrated in his humanities course. He stated, “We focus on
Thinking Flexibly; Thinking and Communicating with Clarity and Precision; and Thinking about
Your Thinking” (TGFI 2 2-28-19).
Whereas teacher-participants identified a variety of Habits of Mind, student-participants
were much more consistent in determining which Habits of Mind were most helpful. Most
students cited the Habits of Mind of Persistence as being most important in their learning. Ana,
a student-participant, offered her explanation as the importance of Persistence for success. She
said, “Persisting is very important because it’s really hard to, especially as you get older, and if
you give up, then you’re going to get nowhere” (SII 4-30-19). Ana also added Thinking and
Communicating with Clarity and Precision and Listening with Empathy and Understanding were
essential for presentations and for perspective taking. She advised, “Thinking and
Communicating with Clarity and Precision because as you get older you do more presentations
and Listening with Understanding and Empathy because you’re going to have to take other
people’s ideas and stuff into account” (SII 4-30-19). Beth, another student-participant, remarked
all Habits of Mind had a purpose given the appropriate situation but advocated for Thinking
Interdependently as being most important because it is essential to work with others and she also
cited Remaining Open to Continuous Learning. She explained, “All of them are good in
different situations but I think what’s most important is Thinking Interdependently because you
have to be able to work well with others and also Remaining Open to Continuous Learning. You
have to be able to learn from your experiences and know what you can fix after you’ve done
something” (SII 4-3-19). Carl, another student-participant, emphasized the benefit of being
Persistent above being intelligent or gifted. He explained, “I’d say by far the most important is
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Persistence. I’ve seen students who are naturally not inclined to many subjects work really hard
just knock it out of the park and I see people who are naturally inclined to be good at school who
are naturally gifted in that sort of thing, just not try at all, and either not succeed to their potential
or just fail miserably” (SII 5-1-19). Dee, a student-participant, agreed with Carl as she believed
Persistence was instrumental for success. She expressed, “The one Habit of Mind you need is
school is Persisting because you should not give up and stick to what you’re doing to get
something accomplished” (SII 5-2-19). Edith, another student-participant, agreed with Carl and
Dee because Persistence allowed individuals to reach their goals. Edith confirmed, “I think the
most important one is Persisting because throughout life, you’ll have like challenges and goals,
that if you don’t persist through, you’re never actually going to finish them” (SII 5-2-19). Fred,
a student-participant, identified Striving for Accuracy as a needed Habit of Mind so work
completed was done well and Thinking Flexibly as a means to improve problem solving in
addition to Persistence, “If you persist through it, it can always eventually be done. Striving for
Accuracy allows you to do the best that you can do and Thinking Flexibly allows you to solve
problems in different ways if you get stuck in one certain way” (SII 5-8-19). Gina, a studentparticipant, substantiated her fellow student-participants conclusions that Persistence was the
most salient Habit of Mind. Gina claimed, “Okay, well, I’d say the first one Persisting is
definitely important because if you don’t stick with something, you’re not going to accomplish
anything” (SII 5-14-19). Gina followed Persisting with Thinking Flexibly and Creating,
Imagining, and Innovating. Gina reasoned, “Thinking Flexibly because there’s a pretty good
chance that you’re going to have some sort of problems and you’re going to need to think of
other ways to get around it” (SII 5-14-19). Gina also contributed the Habit of Mind of Creating,
Imagining, and Innovating as important to problem solving. She argued, “Creating, Imagining,
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and Innovating to be able to come up with new things, if what’s already known doesn’t work”
(SII 5-14-19). Halle, a student-participant, like the majority of her peers, also agreed with
Persisting given the difficulties of school. She advised, “Persisting is very important in school,
as a Habit of Mind, because things are not always going to come easily to you” (SII 5-30-19)
Halle also added that students are held accountable for their learning so Applying Past
Knowledge to New Situations was necessary as well as Questioning and Problem Posing as a
means to learn effectively. She suggested, “Applying Past Knowledge to New Situations you are
expected to know things that you’ve already learned and Questioning and Problem Posing
because that’s how you learn most effectively” (SII 5-30-19).
Lastly, teacher-participants did not identify any Habits of Mind that were deemed to be
unimportant or that mattered least. Only student-participants identified Habits of Mind that they
felt were needed least. Ana, a student-participant, equated Managing Impulsivity with students
that demonstrated poor behavior and since she did not have this problem, she did not see a need
for it. She explained, “I thought Managing Impulsivity was least important to me at least,
because that’s not a problem that I have personally” (SII 4-30-19). Dee, a student-participant,
agreed with Ana’s perspective on Managing Impulsivity. She echoed, “I’m not one of those
people that call out in class, really” (SFGI 1 4-23-19). Dee also contributed that she did not
know what Metacognition was and as such it could not be important. She reasoned, “I didn’t
really know what Metacognition was before I did this worksheet, but this should be like second
least important because I didn’t really know what it was” (SFGI 1 4-23-19). Edith, a studentparticipant, concurred with Dee and Ana on the Habit of Mind of Managing Impulsivity. She
also minimized the importance of Metacognition due to her lack of experience with it. She
related, “I believe that Managing my Impulsivity doesn’t really apply to me either, because it’s
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more like I have a problem with stepping out of my shell I also agree with Participant 2 about
Thinking about your Thinking because I just feel like I never do it” (SFGI 1 4-23-19). Beth,
another student-participant, expressed a different view than her peers and believed that not using
a Habit of Mind did not negate its importance. She qualified, “I think all of them are definitely
important. I think some are less important than others or like some are less used than others”
(SII 4-30-19). Beth expanded her answer by providing an example on why students would not
exercise the Habit of Mind of Taking Responsible Risks. She stated, “Particularly you don’t
really have time to (Habit of Mind-Taking Responsible Risks) take risks on a grade or a GPA or
something like that, or getting a question wrong on a test because you know how to do it, but you
took a risk and did something else instead” (SII 4-30-19). Carl, a student-participant, expressed
a similar interpretation to Beth regarding the Habit of Mind of Responding with Wonderment and
Awe. He believed, “Responding with Wonderment and Awe, that’s not necessarily important. I
mean, you can be successful and not be you know, amazed and dumbfounded by a phenomenon
and beauty of the world. You know as enriching as that might be, I don’t think that you
necessarily need it to really succeed, whether it be in school, maybe a little less so in life, you
might be a little bit unhappy, but I think you could probably be fine” (SII 5-1-19). Fred, a
student-participant, agreed with Carl, that Responding with Wonderment and Awe was not
essential to success in life. He expounded, “The least important Habit if Mind is Responding
with Wonderment and Awe because you can still accomplish a goal without sitting down and
taking in what’s around you so that’s a side thing or something that you can almost see as the
goal itself, getting to a point where you can respond with wonderment and awe” (SFGI 2 4-2419). Halle, a student-participant, concurred with Carl and Fred’s views on Responding with
Wonderment and Awe. She voiced, “I would agree with the other participants and say that
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Responding with Wonderment and Awe is probably the least important during problem solving. I
would say compared to the other ones; those probably help you initially sort through your issue
more” (SFGI 2 4-24-19). Halle also identified the Habit of Mind of Gathering Data with All
Your Senses and she did not think she frequently used it so she did not regard it as important.
She declared, “I think they’re all pretty important. Maybe like Gathering Data Through all Your
Senses is like the least important to me. But I’m not sure. Yeah, I’d say that’s the least
important, but I think they’re all important” (SII 5-30-19). Halle further explained that some
individuals lacked senses for perceiving the world and were still able to problem solve. She
hypothesized, “Some people don’t have all their senses and they’re able to problem solve. So, I
think you could probably, I mean, it’s nice to use them, all your senses but you can get through, I
feel like without that” (SII 5-30-19).
Table 4.17 below provides the types of data sources that were used to support Finding
Two, Theme Three. Data sources are listed in the first column. The second column lists the
number of participants that contributed data to the data source. The third column lists the
pseudonyms of the participants. The fourth column provides the dates that the data were
collected. The fifth column provides the label that identifies how codes were obtained. The
sixth column provides the category where the coded data was sorted.
The data sources which supported Finding Two, Theme Two were teacher-participant
focus group interviews 1 & 2, student-participant focus group interviews 1 & 2, teacherparticipant one-on-one interviews, and student-participant one on-one interviews. Seven teacherparticipants contributed data to this theme during the teacher-participant focus group interviews
on February 27, 2019, and February 28, 2019. Their data was coded in the category of Habits of
Mind Identified by Teachers that Students Need. Four student-participants provided data from
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student-participant focus group 1 & 2 for this theme on March 23, 2019, and March 24, 2019.
Their data was coded in the category of Habits of Mind Students Perceive as Least Important.
Six teacher-participants contributed data to this Finding Two, Theme Three during teacherparticipant one-on-one interviews. Their data was collected between the dates of February 27,
2019, and March 7, 2019. Their data was coded under the category of Types of Habits of Mind
Identified by Teachers that Students Need. Eight student-participants contributed data to this
theme during student-participant one-on-one interviews. Their data was collected between the
dates of April 30, 2019, and May 30, 2019. Their data was coded under the categories of Types
of Habits of Mind Identified by Students That They Need and Habits of Mind Students Perceive
as Least Important.
Table 4.17
Finding Two, Theme Three: Varying Helpfulness.
Source
TeacherParticipant
Focus
Group
Interview

StudentParticipant
Focus
Group
Interview

Number of
Participants
(n)
7

Participant

Date

Code

Categories

Liz
Thomas
Alex
Sophie
Susan
Leo
Clint

2-27-19
2-27-19
2-27-19
2-27-19
2-28-19
2-28-19
2-28-19

TFGI 1
TFGI 1
TFGI 1
TFGI 1
TFGI 2
TFGI 2
TFGI 2

Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified by
Teachers that
Students
Need

4

Dee
Edith
Carl
Halle

4-23-19
4-23-19
4-24-19
4-24-19

SFGI 1
SFGI 1
SFGI 2
SFGI 2

Habits of
Mind
Students
Perceive as
Least
Important
(continued)
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Finding Two, Theme Three: Varying Helpfulness.
Source
TeacherParticipant
One-onOne
Interview
StudentParticipant
One-onOne
Interview

Number of
Participants

Participants

Date

Code

Categories
Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified by
Teachers that
Students
Need
Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified by
Students
That They
Need

6

Sophie
Alex
Liz
Susan
Clint
Thomas

3-4-19
3-7-19
2-27-19
2-27-19
3-6-19
3-6-19

TII
TII
TII
TII
TII
TII

8

Ana
Beth
Carl
Dee
Edith
Fred
Gina
Halle

4-30-19
4-30-19
5-1-19
5-2-19
5-2-19
5-8-19
5-14-19
5-30-19

SII
SII
SII
SII
SII
SII
SII
SII

Habits of
Mind
Students
Perceive as
Least
Important

Summary of Finding Two and Corresponding Themes. Teacher-participants and
student-participants deemed Habits of Mind to be an effective tool for teaching and learning.
Teacher-participants observed that Habits of Mind assisted them in reaching specific curricular
and behavioral goals. Student-participants noticed Habits of Mind impacted their learning across
curricular contexts. Teacher-participants and student-participants described how the Habits of
Mind were effective for the acquisition of content knowledge. One teacher-participant however
used content as a vehicle for teaching students the Habits of Mind. He leveraged the curriculum
to teach students specific Habits of Mind. Student-participants described specific instances
where Habits of Mind assisted them with challenging content tasks. Teacher-participants and
student-participants described how the learning derived from Habits of Mind provided success
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beyond high school. Two teacher-participants claimed that the knowledge and use of Habits of
Mind was more important than the content knowledge they taught students. Student-participants
discussed Habits of Mind of Mind in general as helpful beyond high school particularly Thinking
Flexibly and Finding Humor. One student described Creating, Imagining and Innovating.
Students did not cite the specific Habit of Mind of Metacognition as being helpful to them
beyond high school. Finally, teacher-participants and student-participants reasoned which Habits
of Mind were most important. Two-teacher participants named Metacognition as being the most
valuable Habit of Mind and the rest of the teacher-participants named Habits of Mind that were
valuable based upon the impact the Habit of Mind had to their content area. Most studentparticipants identified Persistence as the Habit of Mind which they considered as most
important. While student-participants recognized there was value in all Habits of Mind, they
identified Habits of Mind that they did not employ or understand how to employ as least
important including Managing Impulsivity, Responding with Wonderment and Awe, and
Metacognition.
Finding Three: Beliefs and Practices. This section will address Finding Three and
subsequent subsections will address Finding Three’s corresponding two themes: Teacherparticipants and student-participants identified (obstacles) for the teaching and learning of Habits
of Mind; and teacher-participants and student-participants identified (solutions) for the teaching
and learning of Habits of Mind. Table 4.18 below contains representative quotations from
teacher-participants and student-participants to highlight examples of Finding Three.
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Table 4.18
A Summary of Finding Three by Quotations from Participants

Finding Three: Beliefs and
Practices

Teacher-Participants

Student-Participants

“We’re sort of in a transition
right now from really feeling
that the ultimate goal is not
the content and that the
ultimate goal is the Habits of
Mind” (Leo, TII 2-27-19)

“I don’t want it to be all in
my face and that has
happened before. The
principal will come in and all
of sudden we are doing a
lesson on Habits of Mind
when we never do that” (Carl,
SII 5119).

“There is a failing of
initiatives, step one really
ought to be here’s the issue
that we have and here’s why
this initiative is the answer
and sometimes I don’t feel
that those aspects are clearly
connected, the argument is
not made” (Leo, TII 2-27-19)
“If you’re going to teach
somebody something new
you have to get them to buy
into whatever the process is
or the product or whatever, so
that’s the buy in and probably
the most important thing”
(Susan, TII 2-27-19)
“The most challenging aspect
of incorporating the “Habits
of Mind” or any initiative for
that matter, is that it doesn’t
necessarily feel like the
“Habits of Mind” is our
primary focus” (Clint, TII 36-19)

Teacher-participants and student-participants revealed beliefs and practices pertaining to
the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind. Teacher-participants questioned the belief of
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whether content was more important or if the process of learning, Habits of Mind, was more
important. Teacher-participants questioned leadership’s practices and that the case for teaching
Habits of Mind had not been made. Teacher-participants stated that there was not the buy in or
belief from the staff to implement the practice of Habits of Mind. Finally, teacher-participants
stated that there was confusion in how to actualize the practice of Habits of Mind in relation to
other District initiatives. There was not a clear sense of how to prioritize the work or the belief
that Habit of Mind was the most important initiative for leadership or for the staff. For example,
Leo, a Humanities teacher-participant, explained his ambiguity in determining if Habits of Mind
was more important than content. He observed, “We’re sort of in a transition right now from
really feeling that the ultimate goal is not the content and that the ultimate goal is the Habits of
Mind” (TII 2-27-19). Leo further explained that administration failed to make clear the
reasoning for Habits of Mind and its purpose. He divulged, “There is a failing of initiatives.
Step one really ought to be here’s the issue that we have and here’s why this initiative is the
answer and sometimes I don’t feel that those aspects are clearly connected, the argument is not
made” (TII 2-27-19). Leo emphasized he did not understand what his role was in implementing
Habits of Mind and believed that a clear directive from leadership had not been provided. He
expressed, “Habits of Mind are less clearly defined. In other words, my responsibilities for it. It
strikes me more as a discussion rather than a directive” (TII 2-27-19). Susan felt that not many
of her peers had bought into the idea of teaching Habits of Mind and elaborated, “If you’re going
to teach somebody something new you have to get them to buy into whatever the process is or
the product or whatever, so that’s the buy in and probably the most important thing” (TII 2-2719). Clint, another Humanities-teacher, summarized Leo and Susan’s ideas by stating Habits of
Mind did not appear to be the school’s priority. He claimed, “The most challenging aspect of
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incorporating the “Habits of Mind” or any initiative for that matter, is that it doesn’t necessarily
feel like the “Habits of Mind” is our primary focus” (TII 3-6-19).
One student-participant voiced the perspective Habits of Mind should be taught
authentically. He said the teaching of Habits of Mind appeared to be taught as an act of
compliance which took away from its authenticity. Carl, a student-participant, divulged, “I don’t
want it to be all in my face and that has happened before. The principal will come in and all of
sudden we are doing a lesson on Habits of Mind when we never do that” (SII 5-1-19).
Table 4.19 below provides the types of data sources that were used to support Finding
Three. These data sources are listed in the first column. The second column lists the number of
participants that contributed data to the data source. The third column lists the pseudonyms of
the participants. The fourth column provides the dates that the data were collected. The fifth
column provides a label that identifies how the codes were obtained. The sixth column provides
the category where the coded data was sorted.
The data sources which supported Finding Three included data from three teacherparticipants. They contributed data to Finding Three during teacher-participant one-on-one
interviews. Their data was collected between the dates of February 27, 2019, and March 6,
2019. Their data was coded under the category of Obstacles in teaching Habits of Mind and how
to Overcome. One student-participants contributed data to this theme during student-participant
one-on-one interviews. His data was collected between the dates on May 1, 2019. His data was
coded under the category of How Can the Teaching of Habits of Mind be Better Supported?
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Table 4.19
Finding Three: Beliefs and Practices.
Source

Number of
Participants (n)

Participant

Date

Code

Categories

TeacherParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

3

Leo
Susan
Clint

2-27-19
2-27-19
3-6-19

TII
TII
TII

Obstacles
in teaching
Habits of
Mind and
How to
Overcome

StudentParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

1

Carl

5-1-19

SII

How Can
the
Teaching
of Habits
of Mind be
Better
Supported?

Finding Three, Theme One: Obstacles. Teacher-participants voiced that the main
obstacle for teaching and learning Habits of Mind was a lack of time to devote to Habits of Mind
due to too many initiatives being implemented. Teacher-participants also noted that not enough
time had been provided to plan for the teaching of or to attend to the explicit teaching of Habits
of Mind. Teacher-participants also perceived that other initiatives took precedence. Table 4.20
contains representative quotations from teacher-participants and student-participants that have
been included to highlight examples of Finding Three, Theme One.
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Table 4.20
A summary of Finding Three, Theme One by Quotations from Participants
Finding Three, Theme
One: Obstacles.

Teacher-Participants
“With so many initiatives
coming down the pike, people
feel the plate is full and I can’t
do all of these well” (Sophie,
TII 3-4-19)

Student-Participants
“More teachers should
mention Habits of Mind. I
have only had one teacher talk
about them, one time” (Dee,
SII 5219)

“The criticism is that there’s
too many initiatives, there’s
just too many of them, there
are too many sets of
vocabulary and so it’s not a
tight curriculum for teachers to
implement because there is so
much going on” (Alex, TII 37-19)

“Teachers need to talk about
them more because if you
don’t know what they are, it is
hard to use them” (Edith, SII
5219)

“Sometimes it’s too many
initiatives at once” (Susan, TII
2-27-19)

“Every once and while going
back and refreshing them
because I had forgotten what
each and every one of them
were. So, I feel like we are not
doing enough” (Fred, SII
5819)

“The mission and the related
conversations about Habits of
Mind have become secondary
to initiatives particularly
mental health. We’ve talked
about emotional intelligence
this year. The result of that is
that we haven’t really spoken
much about Habits of Mind
since early in the school year”
(Clint, TII 3-6-19)

“It would be nice to get a
reminder from a teacher if you
ask for help instead of being
told to figure it out. They
could hand us the Habit of
Mind sheet and suggest, ‘Did
you try to think flexibly?’
because we are moving so fast
sometimes you forget to think
about your thinking” (Halle,
SII 51419)

(Continued)
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A Summary of Finding Three, Theme One by Quotations from Participants
Teacher-Participants

Student-Participants

“The only obstacle is there’s
probably four of these very
worthwhile initiatives the
district is doing and so there’s
competing attention” (Alex,
TII 3-7-19)

“We should probably do some
sort of sheet where we assess
which ones we use in the
classroom just so we’re aware
of it” (Dee, SII 5219)

“I find it difficult to get
through the curriculum I have
to get through. So, using these
as vehicles to get where we
want to go is a great thing, not
particularly teaching them
because that’s time and I don’t
have any of that” (Liz, TII 227-19)

“Probably not more than a
couple of class periods should
be spent on Habits of Mind
because more than that and
kids might start getting
annoyed” (Dee, SII 5219)

“The only obstacle I’m saying
is like most teachers’ time,
time you know. I mean time,
time to implement, time as a
department to get together and
discuss maybe at the
department meetings once a
month” (Darwin, TII 3-6-19)

“They should teach these more
in school. Especially looking
at each one like persistence. If
they taught this it would be
helpful in getting work done”
(Dee, SFGI 1 42319)

“So as a faculty member who
is provided with three, or four,
or five other initiatives at the
same time you become
frustrated and confused. You
start to close your door and do
your thing” (Clint, TII 3-6-19)

“Teachers should recognize
when students are struggling
so they can suggest Habits of
Mind when students are
anxious or having trouble. A
lot of times teachers and
students are not noticing that
they use Habits of Mind”
(Beth, SII 43019)

A repeated complaint voiced by teacher-participants was the difficulty of managing
multiple district initiatives and the lack of time available to dedicate to the initiative of Habits of
Mind. For instance, Sophie, a STEM teacher, shared there were too many initiatives to
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accomplish. She complained, “With so many initiatives coming down the pike, people feel the
plate is full and I can’t do all of these well” (TII 3-4-19). Alex, another STEM-teacher, agreed
with Sophie’s assertion that there was too much to do. He stated, “The criticism is that there’s
too many initiatives, there’s just too many of them, there are too many sets of vocabulary and so
it’s not a tight curriculum for teachers to implement because there is so much going on” (TII 3-719). Susan, a STEM teacher-participant, agreed with Sophie and Alex and she offered,
“Sometimes it’s too many initiatives at once” (TII 2-27-19). Clint claimed that mental health
work had taken priority over the District’s Mission, “The mission and the related conversations
about Habits of Mind have become secondary to initiatives, particularly mental health. We’ve
talked about emotional intelligence this year. The result of that is that we haven’t really spoken
much about Habits of Mind since early in the school year” (TII 3-6-19). Alex articulated that all
the District’s initiatives were worthwhile however not enough attention to devote to any of them.
He stated, “The only obstacle is there’s probably four of these very worthwhile initiatives the
district is doing and so there’s competing attention” (TII 3-7-19). Susan reasoned that teachers
would engage with the initiative if they were made to do it. She explained, “Most people are not
embracing it and I think probably most people are putting it on a back shelf some place and
saying okay if I need to do it, I’ll do it” (TII- 2-27-19). Sophie also voiced frustration with a lack
of time to engage with Habits of Mind. She explained, “So that to me is where it’s a negative in
that I only have so many minutes of the day to plan, make photocopies etc. and now this one
more thing, if I really care about it, and I do, but this is the time it takes” (TII 3-4-19). Liz,
another STEM teacher, agreed that time was limited and she argued, “I find it difficult to get
through the curriculum I have to get through. So, using these as vehicles to get where we want to
go is a great thing, not particularly teaching them because that’s time and I don’t have any of
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that” (TII 2-27-19). Darwin, a STEM teacher, also concurred that time was scarce to implement
the Habits of Mind. He justified, “The only obstacle I’m saying is like most teachers’ time, time
you know. I mean time, time to implement, time as a department to get together and discuss
maybe at the department meetings once a month” (TII 3-6-19). Clint also corroborated the
thoughts of his other colleagues that teachers were overwhelmed and confused and consequently
disengaged with District initiatives. He stated, “So as a faculty member who is provided with
three, or four, or five other initiatives at the same time you become frustrated and confused, you
start to close your door and do your thing” (TII 3-6-19). Clint voiced addition concerns that
made it difficult to focus on the Habits of Mind. Clint claimed that students are unable to be
authentically engaged with their learning and Habits of Mind because they are overscheduled in
40 minute periods which do not allow them to exercise the Habits of Mind. Clint proclaimed,
“Students aren’t authentically engaged and they have to cut corners and they have to make
compromises to their academic integrity in order to survive, to get through the day and none of
those things, none of those compromises they make are a reflection of Habits of Mind” (TII 3-619).
Student-participants noted that the principle obstacle in teaching and learning Habits of
Mind was the lack of frequency teachers mentioned or referenced Habits of Mind. Another
obstacle presented by a student-participants was a lack of assessments on Habits of Mind. A
final obstacle surfaced by a student-participants was to be aware of how often the Habits of Mind
were referenced so that the Habits of Mind did not become burdensome to students. Dee, a
student-participant, voiced that teachers should teach Persistence. She advocated, “I feel that
they should teach these more in school. Especially looking at each one like Persistence. If they
taught this it would be helpful in getting work done” (SFGI 1 4-23-19). Beth suggested that
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teachers should be aware their students and their students’ needs and try to meet those needs by
suggesting Habits of Mind. She advised, “Teachers should recognize when students are
struggling so they can suggest Habits of Mind when students are anxious or having trouble. A
lot of times teachers and students are not noticing that they use Habits of Mind” (SII 4-30-19).
Dee also voiced that teachers needed to talk about Habits of Mind. She confessed, “More
teachers should mention Habits of Mind. I have only had one teacher talk about them, one time”
(SII 5219). Edith, a student-participant, noted that there was not an awareness of Habits of
Mind. She urged, “Teachers need to talk about them more because if you don’t know what they
are, it is hard to use them” (SII 5219). Fred, another student-participant, voiced that not enough
was being done to teach Habits of Mind and he recommended an approach that teachers could
use in teaching the Habits of Mind. He explained “Every once and while going back and
refreshing them because I had forgotten what each and every one of them were. So, I feel like
we are not doing enough” (SII 5819). Halle, a student-participant, complained that teachers
could employ the use of a Habit of Mind to assist students instead of dismissing requests for
assistance. She challenged, “It would be nice to get a reminder from a teacher if you ask for help
instead of being told to figure it out. They could hand us the Habit of Mind sheet and suggest,
‘Did you try to think flexibly?’ because we are moving so fast sometimes you forget to think
about your thinking” (SII 51419). Dee further suggested assessing students’ knowledge of the
Habits of Mind. She offered, “We should probably do some sort of sheet where we assess which
ones we use in the classroom just so we’re aware of it” (SII 5219). Conversely, Dee also
suggested a balance in the teaching of Habits of Mind. She did not want the teaching of Habits
of Mind to be overdone. Dee suggested, “Probably not more than a couple of class periods
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should be spent on Habits of Mind because more than that and kids might start getting annoyed”
(SII 5-2-19).
Table 4.21 below provides the types of data sources that were used to support Finding
Three, Theme One. Data sources are listed in the first column. The second column lists the
number of participants that contributed data to the data source. The third column lists the
pseudonyms of the participants. The fourth column provides the dates that the data were
collected. The fifth column provides a label that identifies how the code was obtained. The
sixth column provides the category where the coded data was sorted.
The data sources which supported Finding Three, Theme One, included one studentparticipant who contributed data to Finding Three, Theme One during a student-participant focus
group session. Her data was collected on April 23, 2019. It was coded under the category of
How Can the Habits of Mind be Better Supported? Seven teacher-participants who contributed
data to Finding Three, Theme One during teacher-participant one-on-one interviews. Their data
was collected between the dates of February 27, 2019, and March 7, 2019. Their data was coded
under the category of Obstacles in teaching Habits of Mind and how to Overcome. Five studentparticipants contributed data to this theme during student-participant one-on-one interviews.
Their data was collected between the dates of April 30, 2019, and May 14, 2019. Their data was
coded under the category of How Can the Teaching of Habits of Mind be Better Supported?
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Table 4.21
Finding Three, Theme One: Obstacles.
Source

Number of
Participant
Participants (n)
1
Dee

Date

Code

Categories

4-23-19

SFGI 1

How Can the
Teaching of
Habits of
Mind be
Better
Supported?

TeacherParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

7

Sophie
Alex
Liz
Darwin
Susan
Leo
Clint

3-4-19
3-7-19
2-27-19
3-6-19
2-27-19
2-27-19
3-6-19

TII
TII
TII
TII
TII
TII
TII

Obstacles in
teaching
Habits of
Mind and
how to
overcome
them.

StudentParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

5

Dee
Edith
Fred
Halle
Beth

5-2-19
5-2-19
5-8-19
5-14-19
4-30-19

SII
SII
SII
SII
SII

How can the
teaching of
Habits of
Mind be
better
supported?

StudentParticipant
Focus Group
Interview

Finding Three, Theme Two: Solutions. While participants were conscious of the
philosophical beliefs and obstacles in teaching and learning Habits of Mind, they still believed in
the value and benefits of Habits of Mind. Teacher-participants and student-participants offered
suggestions for how Habits of Mind could be better provided to students and learned. Table 4.22
below provides representative quotations from teacher-participants and student-participants that
highlight examples of Finding Three, Theme Two.
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Table 4.22
A Summary of Finding Three, Theme Two by Quotations from Participants
Finding Three, Theme Two:
Solutions.

Teacher-Participants
“Let’s just keep to what we
have because it’s really
enough and let’s just do
Habits of Mind really well to
support that Mission
statement” (Sophie, TII 3-419)
“Habits of Mind in and of
itself is difficult. We have
three initiatives we’ve been
doing for the past year and
they’re all good. The tough
part is that there are three
we’re doing (Habits of Mind;
Making Thinking Visible;
and Computational Thinking)
so I decided to pick and
choose to focus more on
activities to make students’
Thinking Visible” (Darwin,
TII 3-6-19)
“You can’t think of 16 things
at once (Habits of Mind).
You can think of one or two.
So, I really think it is good to
pick one or two every quarter
and say these are the ones
that I’m going to focus on”
(Thomas, TII 3-6-19).

Student-Participants
“Introduce them once,
formally and maybe put them
on the board but do not state
‘When we do this activity,
we’re using this Habit’, I
think that might make it
overdone” (Ana, SII 43019)
“Teachers can use or identify
the Habits of Mind more in
the classroom or even before
a lesson plan state, ‘These are
the Habits you have to use,
like this Habit, this Habit, this
Habit’” (Beth, SII 43019)

“The homeroom teacher can
go over the Habits of Mind in
the beginning of the year so
that students can identify
different ways to solve
problems and use critical and
creative thinking” (Beth, SII
43019).

(continued)
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A Summary of Finding Three, Theme Two by Quotations from Participants
Teacher-Participants

Student-Participants

“But if Habits of Mind is
going to permeate, the
assessment of Habits of Mind
needs to be a little more
standardized. So, each one
of these Habits of Mind
would have different strands
or indicators with
benchmarks of like
performance for it and that’s
where the real teaching
ability of the Habits of Mind
comes into play” (Alex, TII
3-7-19

“If teachers talk about them
more that would keep
students open to thinking
about the Habits of Mind
because if you don’t really
know what they are, it’s hard
to use them. If teachers
suggest how to use a Habit in
one activity it can help you
know how to use the Habit in
other activities (Edith, SII
5219)

“We learn by examples, most
people learn best by seeing
other peoples’ examples in a
faculty meeting we could take
10 minutes to talk about
Listening with Understanding
and Empathy and talk about
what teachers do in their
classroom” (Alex, TII 3-7-19)

“Well, probably have one
class where Habits of Mind
are collected together and you
can see them all next to each
other and throughout all the
different classes, each class
can focus on whatever ones
are most important for that
subject” (Gina, SII 51419)

“I appreciate your
professional responsibility
and I know that you will
work this out but at the same
time I think people in some
ways appreciate marching
orders. What exactly is
expected of me?” (Leo, TII 227-19)

“Maybe in freshman seminar
or Compass. Those are
classes that everyone has to
take. They could be
presented through
inspirational videos it won’t
feel as structured, but it’ll
stick with us” (Halle, SII
53019)

(Continued)
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A Summary of Finding Three, Theme Two by Quotations from Participants
Teacher-Participants

Student-Participants

“We need to make sure that
we’re all aligned in what we
value and what we consider
important, and then we have
to find a way to
operationalize those values so
they are seamlessly
incorporated into our
approach in the classroom”
(Clint TII 3-6-19

“Becoming more aware of
which Habits of Mind to use
will help you become
successful” (Halle, SFGI 2
42419)

“There’s definite value in
instilling the Habits of Mind
in the minds of students. The
best way to do that would be
with subtle projects and
assessments” (Carl, SFGI 2
42419)
“Ever, so often throwing
them in a lesson or maybe
just having them up on the
wall so you can think about
them without being told
would be a good thing”
(Edith, SII 5219)
“Every once in a while, just
going back and refreshing
them because coming into
this, I had completely
forgotten what each and
every one of them was.
We’re almost not doing
enough because I forgot what
they were” (Fred, SII 5819)

Teacher-participants requested that no more school or district initiatives were added so
they could focus on learning and using Habits of Mind. Teacher-participants also suggested
teaching a couple of Habits of Mind at a time. Teacher-participants also recommended assessing
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student use of Habits of Mind. For example, Sophie, a STEM-teacher, discussed narrowing of
initiatives and she suggested, “Let’s just keep to what we have because it’s really enough and
let’s just do Habits of Mind really well to support that Mission statement” (TII 3-4-19). Alex,
another STEM-teacher-participant, corroborated Sophie’s remark and stated that teachers had a
willingness to engage with Habits of Mind. He remarked, “The teachers want to do this, it’s not
like other places, teachers here want to do it and they just lament the fact that they are doing so
many different things” (TII 3-7-19). Darwin, a STEM teacher-participant, provided an example
of the difficulties of competing initiatives. Darwin explained, “I don’t think Habits of Mind in
and of itself is difficult. We have three initiatives we’ve been doing for the past year and they’re
all good. The tough part is that there are three we’re doing (Habits of Mind; Making Thinking
Visible; and Computational Thinking) so I decided to pick and choose to focus more on activities
to make students’ Thinking Visible” (TII 3-6-19).
Besides the managing of multiple initiatives, Thomas, a Humanities teacher, emphasized
the importance of managing the teaching of Habits of Mind. He stated, “You can’t think of 16
things at once (Habits of Mind). You can think of one or two. So, I really think it is good to
pick one or two every quarter and say these are the ones that I’m going to focus on” (TII 3-6-19).
Teacher-participants also voiced that in order to make the initiative of Habits of Mind
successful, an assessment of Habits of Mind needed to be present. Alex explained, “But if
Habits of Mind is going to permeate, the assessment of Habits of Mind needs to be a little more
standardized. So, each one of these Habits of Mind would have different strands or indicators
with benchmarks of like performance for it and that’s where the real teaching ability of the
Habits of Mind comes into play” (TII 3-7-19 Liz appreciated Sophie’s idea of how to teach
Habits of Mind by selecting just a few, displaying them in written form and potentially assessing
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them. Liz recalled, “I really like what Sophie had to say. I’m going to use her idea of choosing
your Habits that you want, maybe three and then having them in front of the students because I
think that it needs to be something that’s written, students need to look at where they are now
and maybe rate themselves” (TII 2-27-19). Leo, a Humanities teacher-participant, agreed with
Alex and Liz. Leo asserted that assessing attainment of Habits of Mind was necessary. Leo
explained, “In one art class there’s at least one project where the entire assessment is not about
the outcome, the rubric is all about Habits of Mind. So if you really believe Habits of Mind is
what you are trying to teach these kids then it has to be a serious part of the assessment” (TII 222-19).
Beyond assessment, teacher-participants provided commendations and recommendations
to school and District leadership. Alex provided a suggestion for more effective professional
development with Habits of Mind by setting aside time at faculty meetings for teachers to share
how they employ Habits of Mind. He stated, “We learn by examples, most people learn best by
seeing other peoples’ examples. In a faculty meeting we could take ten minutes to talk about
Listening with Understanding and Empathy and talk about what teachers do in their classroom”
(TII 3-7-19). Liz, another STEM teacher-participant, appreciated the manner in which the
initiative of Habits of Mind had been presented to staff, slowly and incrementally. She offered,
“In school we’re making students and teachers aware of how they can be successful and look at
things that they already do and maybe hone in on stuff that they don’t do so well but could do
better. There’s an atmosphere here that is building, and it looks at how people learn as opposed
to shoving the information” (TII 2-27-19). Susan, a STEM teacher-participant, pointed out that
sticking to the teaching of Habits of Mind will have a profound effect. She conjectured, “I can’t
wait until the younger ones come through and start talking the talk and walking the walk. I think
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once Habits of Mind are implemented for a long time, I think it’s going to be hugely powerful”
(TII 2-27-19). Leo shared that he felt the District should take a more directive-style approach in
implementing Habits of Mind. He believed, “I appreciate your professional responsibility and I
know that you will work this out but at the same time I think people in some ways appreciate
marching orders. What exactly is expected of me” (TII 2-27-19). Clint, another Humanities
teacher-participant, broached the topic of philosophical alignment. Clint expressed, “I think we
need to make sure that we’re all aligned in what we value and what we consider important, and
then we have to find a way to operationalize those values so they are seamlessly incorporated
into our approach in the classroom” (TII 3-6-19). Clint also addressed the issue of a lack of time
for the Habits of Mind initiative and advocated for block scheduling as a solution for teachers to
have more time. Clint emphasized, “That’s why I’m an advocate, I hope one day that will switch
to a block scheduling format so that we can slow things down and we can focus more in-depth
and a little less on breadth” (TII 3-6-19).
Student-participants suggested a range of solutions for supporting the teaching and
learning of Habits of Mind. Among the suggestions offered by student-participants were that
teachers introduce the Habits and then post the Habits in the room so students could refer to them
on their own. Other student-participants suggested teaching Habits of Mind explicitly and
directing students to use one habit or another. Student-participants also provided suggestions for
where and how Habits of Mind could be taught. Student-participants suggested reviewing Habits
of Mind in classes where all students could receive exposure to Habits of Mind like freshman
seminar, homeroom, and Compass advisory. Student-participants also suggested the use of
inspirational videos, projects, assessments, posted for reference, and verbal reminders from
teachers to remind them to use them.
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Student-participants voiced their opinions as to how Habits of Mind should be presented
and emphasized why it was important for teachers to use Habits of Mind. Ana, a studentparticipant, suggested displaying Habits of Mind as a means of teaching them. She
recommended, “Introduce them once, formally and maybe put them on the board but do not state
‘When we do this activity we’re using this Habit’, I think that might make it overdone” (SII
43019). Contrary to Ana’s opinion, Beth, another student-participant, offered that teachers
needed to direct their use. She advocated, “Teachers can use or identify the Habits of Mind more
in the classroom or even before a lesson plan state, ‘These are the Habits you have to use, like
this Habit, this Habit, this Habit’” (SII 43019). Beth also suggested that teachers integrate Habits
of Mind in their instruction by pairing Habits of Mind with the content that is taught. She stated,
“Teachers can identify which Habits of Mind we will use in this topic or unit of study” (SII
43019). At bare minimum, Beth recommended providing an awareness of Habits of Mind by
having the homeroom teacher review them at the beginning of the year. She suggested, “The
homeroom teacher can go over the Habits of Mind in the beginning of the year so that students
can identify different ways to solve problems and use critical and creative thinking” (SII 43019).
Beth also offered the idea of devoting one class at the beginning of the year to discuss the Habits
of Mind and their use. She posed, “We could have one class at the beginning of the year where
we just talk about the Habits of Mind and how we can use them in situations in and out of the
classroom but I think definitely teachers should teach about them” (SII 43019). Edith, another
student-participant, advised that teachers needed to discuss Habits of Mind to raise students’
awareness of Habits of Mind and consequently promote their use. She suggested, “I think if
teachers talk about them more that would keep students open to thinking about the Habits of
Mind because if you don’t really know what they are, it’s hard to use them. If teachers suggest
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how to use a Habit in one activity it can help you know how to use the Habit in other activities”
(SII 5219). Edith further suggested that teachers work together and devise a plan for teaching the
Habits. She conveyed, “Teachers could get together and separate the Habits of Mind. They can
see which they find most important in their subject and teach those. Teachers could then refer to
another class say, ‘As you heard in science class you could use this Habit, too’ ” (SII 5219) Gina,
another student-participant, contributed that her teachers brought up the following Habits of
Mind: Metacognition, Flexible Thinking and Persistence. Gina felt that Habits of Mind should
be presented through authentic situations where students must actually exercise the Habit of
Mind that they are learning. Gina summarized, “Presenting the Habits of Mind to kids in a way
where they are figuring them out on their own and showing them the 16 Habits of Mind, laid out
and introducing it to them beforehand” (SII 51419). Gina felt that the responsibility of teaching
the Habits of Mind should be shared by all staff. Gina emphasized, “Well, probably have one
class where Habits of Mind are collected together and you can see them all next to each other
and throughout all the different classes, each class can focus on whatever ones are most
important for that subject” (SII 51419). Halle also thought that examples of people using the
Habits of Mind would be helpful. Halle recommended, “Have people speak to us about it,
examples of when they used it and it helped them. Something like that would stick with us” (SII
53019). Halle also thought about where Habit of Mind could be taught. Halle suggested,
“Maybe in freshman seminar or Compass. Those are classes that everyone must take. They
could be presented through inspirational videos it won’t feel as structured, but it’ll stick with us”
(SII 53019). In a more hands-off approach to teaching Habits of Mind. Carl questioned, “Does
it really matter if we really identify which habit we are using so long as we use it? If we use it,
that’s good” (SII 5119). When asked how he would like to be taught Habits of Mind, Carl
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expressed the use of a visual to refer to it was sufficient. He offered, “I think keeping a poster in
the room is a good idea because that way when you’re lost or trying to figure out how to solve a
problem you can look at the poster for a suggestion like maybe I need to remember to Think
Flexibly and try another approach” (SII 5119).
Student-participant suggestions for how and why to teach Habits of Mind were also
explained during student-participant focus group interviews. For example, Dee, a studentparticipant, suggested Habits of Mind needed to be taught explicitly. She argued, “I feel like
they should teach these more in school. Especially looking at each one individually and learn
how to do each one. It would help us to get work done” (SFGI 42319). Halle concurred that the
teaching of Habits of Mind would promote student success. She stated, “Becoming more aware
of which Habits of Mind to use will help you become successful” (SFGI 2 42419). Fred agreed
with Halle Habits of Mind foster success. He described, “I think definitely focusing on when
you’re using the Habits of Mind will help you. Once you think about the Habit of Mind and
strive to make an effort to do that exact Habit of Mind, I think it will definitely improve your
critical and creative thinking abilities” (SFGI 2 42419) Gina explained why knowing which
Habit of Mind to use improved her learning. Gina stated, “Knowing about them definitely helps
because if you are trying to solve a problem you can look at the different Habits of Mind that you
can use to solve the problem” (SFGI 2 42419). Gina explained that learning about Habits of
Mind helped her to self-reflect. She offered, “I ask myself, ‘Am I really doing the kind of thing
that I want to do? ‘Am I being as flexible as I can in this situation?’ Am I finding humor that
makes it easier for me to do this work?’” (SGFI 2 42419). Carl expressed that teaching Habits of
Mind through projects would be the most effective way to instill Habits of Mind in students. He
advocated, “There’s definite value in instilling the Habits of Mind in the minds of students. I
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think that the best way to do that would be with subtle projects and assessments” (SFGI 2
42419). Halle noted that the Habits of Mind helped her to be more reflective, but she had been
unaware of them. She explained, “If I didn’t see this list, I would not know what the Habits of
Mind are called. I think that they are important, they allow me to have so much more selfreflection so I do think that they are valuable and should be taught to us” (SFGI 2 4-24-19).
In addition, student-participants also felt that teachers should be cognizant of students’
feelings and needs and this knowledge should inform their use of Habits of Mind. Students
further commented that use of Habits of Mind should be authentic and not contrived solely for
the purposes of teacher evaluation. Beth remarked that teachers had the responsibility to meet
their students’ needs through Habits of Mind. She emphasized, “Teachers should recognize
when students are struggling, whether that’s in grades or like just how they act in class. So
maybe they can suggest Habits of Mind when students are having trouble” (SII 43019). Halle, a
student-participant, believed that teachers could provide reminders to use Habits of Mind. She
expressed “It would be nice sometimes to get a reminder of the Habits of Mind by a teacher if
you are struggling or having a hard time on a project” (SII 53019). Carl, a student-participant,
revealed that he did not want to be bombarded with Habits of Mind because the teacher was
expected to teach them by the principal, but would not otherwise. He argued, “I don’t want
Habits of Mind to be in my face that has happened before when the principal came in and the
teacher said, ‘Okay, guys want to do a lesson focused on Habits of Mind this time’ when we
never do that” (SII 5119).
Lastly, student-participants brought up the frequency of how much Habits of Mind
could be taught. Dee, a student-participant, shared Habits of Mind should be mentioned
periodically. Dee suggested, “I feel more teachers should mention Habits of Mind. I’ve only
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had one teacher talk about them, one time. I feel teachers should take a couple of days out of the
year to go over them and maybe we could assess how we’re using them through an activity” (SII
5219). Dee echoed Carl’s suggestion and shared, “I feel teachers should go over the Habits of
Mind and leave them posted where we can see them in the classroom and have us work on some
sort of sheet where we can assess which ones we use so we are aware of the Habits” (SII 5219).
Re-emphasizing Carl’s thoughts, Dee affirmed that the teaching of Habits of Mind should not be
overdone. She offered, “Probably not more than a couple of class periods should be spent on
Habits of Mind because more than that, kids might start getting annoyed” (SII 5219). Edith,
similarly to Ann, Dee, and Carl, emphasized the mentioning of Habits of Mind. She posed, “I
think ever, so often throwing them in a lesson or maybe just having them up on the wall so you
can think about them without being told would be a good thing” (SII 5219). Fred, a studentparticipant, also discussed the frequency that teachers could teach about Habits of Mind. He
suggested using activities which integrated Habits of Mind. He outlined, “Perhaps once or
month or twice a month doing a workshop or an activity where we just focus on which Habits of
Mind we’re using in the certain activity…I think that would be good and beneficial” (SII 5-819). Fred also stated that refreshers on Habits of Mind would be helpful. He confessed, “Just
every once in a while, just going back and refreshing them because coming into this, I had
completely forgotten what each and every one of them was. We’re almost not doing enough
because I forgot what they were” (SII 5819). Fred further clarified a balance of teaching Habits
of Mind would be helpful. He advised, “It’s trying to find a balance in between knowing what
they are but not so much where you are overly conscious of them” (SII 5819).
Table 4.23 below provides the types of data sources that were used to support Finding
Three, Theme Two. These data sources are listed in the first column. The second column lists
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the number of participants that contributed data to the data source. The third column lists the
pseudonyms of the participants. The fourth column provides the dates that the data were
collected. The fifth column provides a label that identifies how the code was obtained. The
sixth column provides the category where the coded data was sorted.
The data sources which supported Finding Three, Theme Two included five studentparticipants who provided data from student-participant focus groups 1 and 2 for this Finding on
April 23, 2019, and April 24, 2019. Their data was coded in the category of How Can the
Teaching of Habits of Mind be Better Supported? Eight teacher-participants contributed data to
Finding Three, Theme Two, during teacher-participant one-on-one interviews. Their data was
collected between the dates of February 27, 2019, and March 7, 2019. Their data was coded
under the category of How Can the Teaching of Habits of Mind be Better Supported? Eight
student-participants contributed data to this theme during their one-on-one student interviews
that took place between April 30, 2019, and May 30, 2019. Their data was coded under the
category of How Can the Teaching of Habits of Mind be Better Supported?
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Table 4.23
Finding Three, Theme Two: Solutions.
Source

Number of
Participants (n)
5

Participant

Date

Code

Categories

Dee
Halle
Fred
Gina
Carl

4-23-19
4-24-19
4-24-19
4-24-19
4-24-19

SFGI 1
SFGI 2
SFGI 2
SFGI 2
SFGI 2

How Can the
Teaching of
Habits of
Mind be
Better
Supported?

TeacherParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

8

8

3-4-19
3-7-19
2-27-19
2-27-19
2-27-19
3-6-19
3-6-19
3-6-19
4-30-19
4-30-19
5-1-19
5-2-19
5-2-19
5-8-19
5-14-19
5-30-19

TII
TII
TII
TII
TII
TII
TII
TII
SII
SII
SII
SII
SII
SII
SII
SII

How Can the
Teaching of
Habits of
Mind be
Better
Supported?

StudentParticipant
One-on-One
Interview

Sophie
Alex
Liz
Susan
Leo
Darwin
Clint
Thomas
Ana
Beth
Carl
Dee
Edith
Fred
Gina
Halle

StudentParticipant
Focus Group
Interview

How Can the
Teaching of
Habits of
Mind be
Better
Supported?

Summary of the Third Finding Statement. Teacher-participants and student-participants
found value in the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind; however, they articulated beliefs and
practices that advanced or diminished the impact of Habits of Mind. They also named specific
obstacles which prevented the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind. Teacher-participants
asserted there was confusion regarding the importance of Habits of Mind in relation to content
and other District initiatives. Teacher-participants claimed that the case for teaching Habits of
Mind was never made and consequently buy-in from the staff had not been attained. From a
student-participant belief, teachers appeared to lack genuineness in teaching Habits of Mind. It
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appeared that teachers complied in their teaching of Habits of Mind only when an administrator
was present.
Teacher-participants named obstacles they perceived were present in being able to teach
Habits of Mind including a lack of time, multiple competing initiatives and the perception Habits
of Mind was secondary to other initiatives. Student-participants revealed that their teachers
rarely referenced or assessed Habits of Mind.
While student-participants and teacher-participants identified the obstacles and
impediments for teaching Habits of Mind, they also provided solutions so that the teaching and
learning of Habits of Mind could come to fruition. Teacher-participants suggested narrowing
initiatives so that teachers could only focus on Habits of Mind, selecting just one or two Habits
of Mind to teach to start, and articulating a process for the assessment of those Habits of Mind.
Student-participants provided a range of suggestions that teachers could use to teach Habits of
Mind. Student-participants suggested that teachers explicitly refer to Habits of Mind in class,
include projects which required the integration of Habits of Mind, and teach Habits of Mind
directly and explicitly in classes like Freshman Seminar, homeroom or Compass.
Summary of Chapter Four
Chapter four presented the examination of multiple cases comprised of eight teacherparticipants and eight student-participants bounded by their perceptions of Habits of Mind and its
impact on student-participants. Analysis of the data revealed three findings. The first and
second findings each revealed three themes. The third finding provided two themes.
Finding One: Innate Value
Teacher-participants and student-participants perceived that there was innate value in
learning Habits of Mind which positively impacted student-participants. In the evaluation of the
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data through this lens, three themes emerged: Habits of Mind provided a common language for
teachers and students to use; Habits of Mind helped teacher-participants and student-participants
to identify dispositions that led to academic and social success; and Habits of Mind positively
contributed to students critical and creative thinking and problem solving.
In the first theme, teacher-participants and student-participants recognized Habits of
Mind provided them with a common language to address thinking dispositions. Teacherparticipants and student-participants recognized that this framework codified a common set of
terms and dispositions that students needed to succeed in and out of school.
In the second theme, teacher-participants were able to identify which Habits of Mind they
needed to teach their entire class and which Habits of Mind specific students needed. Studentparticipants recognized Habits of Mind enabled them to identify which Habits of Mind they had
as strengths and which Habits of Mind needed further development.
In the third theme, teacher-participants and student-participants were able to identify
specific examples as to how Habits of Mind helped students to enhance their critical and creative
thinking and problem-solving skills.
Finding Two: Effective Vehicle for Teaching and Learning
Teacher-participants and student-participants perceived Habits of Mind were an effective
vehicle for teaching and learning. In the evaluation of the data through this lens, three themes
emerged: Teacher-participants and student-participants described how Habits of Mind was used
as a vehicle for teaching and acquiring content knowledge, with one teacher-participant
identified content as a vehicle for teaching Habits of Mind; teacher-participants and studentparticipants described how the learning derived from Habits of Mind extended beyond high
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school courses; and teacher-participants and student-participants reasoned which Habits of Mind
were most important.
In the first theme, student-participants and teacher-participants provided multiple
examples of how using Habits of Mind effectively enabled student-participants to acquire
content regardless of the content areas. Student-participants also described their acquisition of
the content was improved.
In the second theme, teacher-participants and student-participants related the use of
Habits of Mind would help students’ success beyond high school including in college and in
their future careers. Teacher-participants and student-participants voiced the value of teaching of
Habits of Mind above the teaching of content.
In the third theme, teacher-participants discussed specific Habits of Mind were more
useful for them in their particular academic disciplines. Student-participants prioritized Habits
of Mind that helped them succeed in their classes over Habits of Mind that were less applicable
or known to them in their current leaning environment. Teacher-participants and studentparticipants identified specific Habits of Mind as more helpful for teaching and learning than
other Habits of Mind.
Finding Three: Philosophical Beliefs
Participants shared beliefs and practices on the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind
that advanced or diminished the impact of Habits of Mind on students. In the evaluation of the
data through this lens, two themes emerged: Teacher-participants and student-participants
identified specific obstacles which prevented the learning of Habits of Mind to be fully realized;
and teacher-participants and student-participants identified solutions that would improve the
teaching and learning of Habits of Mind.
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In the first theme, teacher-participants described that it was difficult to teach Habits of
Mind because they did not have enough time, enough resources, or clear direction for how to
teach Habits of Mind in relation to also teaching their content. Student-participants identified
that teachers did not mention Habits of Mind or provide resources for learning Habits of Mind.
In the second theme, teacher-participants described they needed direction for how to
approach the teaching of Habits of Mind in relation to their content, they needed more time to
share best practices in teaching Habits of Mind with their colleagues, and they needed less
initiatives to work on so they could concentrate on implementing Habits of Mind fully. Studentparticipants provided concrete examples of how their teachers could facilitate student learning of
Habits of Mind including providing resources on Habits of Mind, mentioning their use once or
twice a year, assessing student use of Habits of Mind, and discussing which Habits of Mind were
specific to their content areas.
Conclusion
The research question: How do teacher-participants and student-participants perceive
that Habits of Mind impact student-participants? guided this researcher’s exploration of
participants’ perceptions of Habits of Mind. The study’s purpose was to explore the perspective
of teacher-participants and student-participants in the junior class of a suburban school district in
Westchester County, New York. Analysis of the data suggested three findings: Teacherparticipants and student-participants perceived that there is innate value in learning Habits of
Mind which positively impacts student-participants; teacher-participants and student-participants
perceived Habits of Mind are an effective vehicle for teaching and learning; and teacherparticipants and student-participants perceived beliefs and practices that advance or diminish the
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impact of Habits of Mind on students. The implications of these findings and their
corresponding themes are outlined and discussed in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Chapter five provides a summary and discussion on each of the findings and the
corresponding themes for this research study. The chapter was divided into the following
sections: (a) overview of the study, (b) summary of the findings, (c) discussion of the findings,
and related literature, d) implications, (e) recommendations of the research, (f) suggestions for
future research, and (g) summary.
Overview of the Study
The purpose of this research study was to explore teacher-participant and studentparticipants’ perceptions on the impact of Habits of Mind on students. The teacher-participants
in this study taught at the junior class level of a high school. The student-participants in this
study were junior class students. Given that the teacher-participants received professional
development in the use of Habits of Mind for and that student-participants in the junior class
were exposed to the Habits of Mind since eighth grade, the perceptions of both the teacher and
student-participants were studied. The research question that served as the framework for this
study was:
1.

How do teacher-participants and student-participants perceive Habits of Mind impact
students?

The research design of this study was a qualitative, exploratory study in which the
participants’ perceptions on the impact of Habits of Mind on students were investigated
(Merriam, 2009). This multiple-case study was constructed based on a review of the literature,
the construction of a theoretical framework, identification of a research problem, development of
a research question, and purposive sampling on the phenomenon of Habits of Mind and
teacher/student-participants’ perceptions of its impact on students (Merriam, 2009). Determining
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exactly how student and teacher-participants perceived the impact of Habits of Mind on students
led to the research question that drove this study.
This qualitative, multi-case study explored participants’ perceptions on the impact of
Habits of Mind on students. The case was bounded by the phenomenon of Habits of Mind. The
cases were the eight teacher-participants who taught the junior class and eight studentparticipants in the junior class.
Purposive sampling was used to select the participants in the study to discover,
understand, and gain insight; and therefore, the sample must be chosen from whom most can be
learned (Merriam, 2009). The sampling procedure used in this study involved two phases. The
first phase of the study involved the purposive sample of teacher-participants. The second phase
of the study involved the purposive sampling of student-participants.
There were two outside research collaborators involved with the study: A Western
Connecticut State University faculty member and an on-site Research-Facilitator. They worked
with the researcher to maintain confidentiality between the researcher and the study participants.
This study involved the use of five instruments (see Appendix K). The first instrument
involved focus group interviews of teacher-participants. The second instrument involved oneon-one interviews with teacher-participants. The third instrument involved the use of
documents, confidential student work reflections. The fourth instrument involved focus group
interviews for student-participants. The fifth instrument involved one-on-one interviews with
student-participants.
The data analysis of this study involved two phases. Phase 1 of the data analysis
involved open and axial coding. Phase 2 involved deductive analyses. The data were initially
reviewed and analyzed for the formation of open codes. The open codes were then grouped
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together into axial codes (Corbin and Strauss, 2015) which led to the researcher’s findings and
themes. The researcher’s review of the teacher-participants’ and student-participants’ focus
group interviews, the teacher-participants’ and student-participants’ one-on-one interviews and
student work reflection documents yielded 492 open codes which were then grouped into 30
axial codes.
Given the saturation of the data, the 30 axial codes were then condensed into the
following five categories: Teaching and Learning of Habits of Mind; Habits of Mind Valued by
teacher-participants and student-participants; Overcoming obstacles in the use of Habits of Mind;
Purpose and Value of Habits of Mind; and Habits of Mind contribution to critical and creative
thinking and problem solving. Merriam (2009) recommended that the fewer the categories the
easier it is to communicate findings. Further analysis of the five categories revealed
redundancies in the data which consequently led to the five categories being subsumed into the
study’s final three findings and corresponding themes:
1. Finding One - Teacher-participants and student-participants perceived that there is
innate value in learning about Habits of Mind which positively impacts studentparticipants.
a. Finding One, Theme One - Habits of Mind identified and provided a common
language for teacher-participants and student-participants to use.
b.

Finding One, Theme Two - Habits of Mind helped teacher-participants and
student-participants to identify dispositions that led to academic and social
success.
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c. Finding One, Theme Three - Teacher-participants and student-participants
perceived Habits of Mind positively contributed to student-participants critical
and creative thinking and problem solving.
2. Finding Two, Teacher-participants and student-participants perceived Habits of Mind
is an effective vehicle for teaching and learning.
a. Finding Two, Theme One - Habits of Mind were used for content knowledge
acquisition.
b. Finding Two, Theme Two - Finding Two, Theme Two: Teacher-participants
and student-participants understood Habits of Mind impacted success beyond
high school.
c. Finding Two, Theme Three - Teacher-participants and student-participants
identified specific Habits of Mind as providing varying helpfulness.
3. Finding Three, Teacher-participants and student-participants perceived beliefs and
practices that advance or diminish the impact of Habits of Mind on students.
a. Finding Three, Theme One - Teacher-participants and student-participants
identified obstacles for the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind.
b. Finding Three, Theme Two - Teacher-participant and student-participant
identified solutions for supporting the teaching and learning of Habits of
Mind.
The relation between the research question and the three findings and corresponding
themes will be established in the sections below. Additionally, related research that is incumbent
to the findings will be discussed. Implications for the study and recommendations will be
provided. Finally, suggestions for future research will be shared.
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Findings, Related Literature, Implications and Recommendations
The study was focused on ascertaining the perspectives of teacher-participants and
student-participants on the impact of Habits of Mind on students, thereby addressing the study’s
research question. Since the focus was on the perspectives of teacher-participants and studentparticipants, all the information collected related to the impact that Habits of Mind has on
students. The subsequent section was divided into separate finding statements and
corresponding themes which emerged from the data analysis. The connections to the literature,
implications, recommendations for the research and suggestions for future research are detailed
through each finding and theme.
The following findings and corresponding themes are organized in eleven tables (see
Tables 5.1-5.11) and include connections to the literature, implications, recommendations, and
future suggested research: (1) Finding One – Innate Value, (a) Finding One, Theme One –
Common Language, (b) Finding One, Theme Two – Academic and Social Success, (c) Finding
One, Theme Three – Critical and Creative Thinking and Problem Solving; (2) Finding Two –
Vehicle for Teaching and Learning, (a) Finding Two, Theme One – Content Knowledge
Acquisition, (b) Finding Two, Theme Two - Success Beyond High School, (c) Finding Two,
Theme Three – Varying Helpfulness; (3) Finding Three – Beliefs and Practices, (a) Finding
Three, Theme One – Obstacles, (b) Finding Three, Theme Two – Solutions.
Finding One: Innate Value
Both teacher-participants and student-participants ascertained Habits of Mind hold innate
value as their use was ubiquitous. Teacher-participants related Habits of Mind were important for
not only the immediate success of their students but also long-term success, including obtaining
future employment. Teacher-participants viewed Habits of Mind as mechanisms that provided
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guidance and enabled students to problem-solve. Teacher-participants contributed Habits of
Mind enabled students to succeed beyond the school setting, including their home lives because
they maximize thinking efficiency. Student-participants viewed Habits of Mind as integral to
daily life in and out of the school environment. Student-participants recognized Habits of Mind
assisted their self-reflection and self-improvement. Table 5.1 below outlines Finding One’s
connection to the literature, implications and recommendations, and provides suggestions for
future research.
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Table 5.1
Finding One, Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations, and
Future Research
Finding One
Innate Value

Connections to the
Literature
(Habits of Mind)
Dispositions are not solely
a topic of U.S. teacher
education authorities but
international discussion
has begun to focus more
on dispositions to meet the
needs of learners. These
dispositions are needed
for behaving intelligently
when problem solving.
(Altan, et al., 2019).

Implications and
Recommendations
If dispositions are
recognized within the U.S.
and internationally as
necessary to meet the needs
of learners and learning
dispositions are needed for
effective problem solving,
then the effective teaching
of problem-solving may
need to incorporate the
thinking behind problem
solving which involves the
teaching of Habits of Mind.

Future Research

The value of Habits of
Mind transcends their use
within a mathematics
classroom (Gordon,
2011).

If the value of Habits of
Mind transcends content
area subjects, then educators
may need to integrate the
teaching of Habits of Mind
of mind into all content area
subjects.

Survey students on
their use of Habits
of Mind in the
classroom and
beyond the
classroom.

The goal for a value-based
education requires
developing knowledge in
students by increasing
their thinking ability
(Jorgensen, 2015)

If the goal of a value-based
education requires
developing knowledge in
students by increasing their
thinking ability, then
educators may consider
deciding which Habits of
Mind and specific strategies
will be used to increase
students’ thinking within
and across grade levels at
the elementary school and
within and across
departments at the middle
school and high school.

Gather qualitative
and quantitative
and data to
measure the
impact of the
teaching of the
specific Habits of
Mind and their
impact on student
thinking.
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Evaluate the
impact Habits of
Mind has on the
teaching of
problem-solving.

Connections to the Literature. Costa and Kallick (2008) revealed the innate value of
Habits of Mind. Habits of Mind provided a means for thinking dispositions to be developed so
that students could act and respond intelligently when confronted with difficult problems.
Jorgensen (2015) also proclaimed that the goal of education was rooted in increasing students’
thinking abilities. Costa and Kallick (2008) affirmed that the end goal of learning was not
content acquisition; instead, content was a means for the development of and the exercising
critical and creative thinking. Gordon (2011) supported Costa and Kallick’s (2008) assertions.
Gordon (2011) stated that math courses needed to focus on the development of Habits of Mind
given the value of Habits of Mind beyond the math classroom. Costa and Kallick’s (2008) work
was substantiated by Altan et al’s. (2019) study. Altan et al’s. (2019) study revealed a move
towards Habits of Mind and building thinking dispositions was not only of importance in the
United States but also internationally and a focus on dispositions for thinking was necessary in
order for students to be effective problem solvers. Finding One was consistent with the literature
as the present study found teacher-participants understood the importance of and integration of
the teaching of Habits of Mind into their content. Student-participants saw the value of Habits of
Mind as it enabled them to be self-reflective and identify their own strengths and weaknesses.
Student-participants also noticed the value of Habits of Mind beyond the school environment.
Finally, this study found that student-participants also noted the benefit of using Habits of Mind
to improve both their critical and creative thinking skills.
Implications. There are three main implications for Finding one. These three
implications are tied to teacher-participant and student-participants’ perceptions on the innate
value of Habits of Mind and are supported by the literature. The first implication is that the
teaching of Habits of Mind is necessary for students to be effective problem solvers (Altan et al.,
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2019). The second implication supported by this study and the literature is the value of Habits of
Mind transcends content area subjects (Gordon, 2011). Lastly, as highlighted by Jorgensen
(2015), teacher-participants and student-participants perceived the goal of education is
developing students’ abilities and proficiencies to think.
Recommendations. It is recommended teachers consider using the Habits of Mind for
problem-solving so that students are able to develop the requisite thinking skills that will enable
them to be effective problem solvers. As documented by Altan et al. (2019), Habits of Mind are
needed for behaving intelligently and problem solving. A second recommendation is Habits of
Mind may be integrated into content area subjects (Gordon, 2011). Finally, it is recommended
that schools may consider deciding which Habits of Mind will be taught within and across grade
levels to increase students’ thinking abilities. Jorgensen (2015) explained the goal a value-based
education is to increase student’s thinking abilities.
Future Research. Future research may be conducted to evaluate the impact Habits of
Mind has on problem-solving. This research may reveal which Habits are more salient than
others at promoting more effective problem solvers. This research may also provide insights on
how the teaching of problem-solving may be improved with the use of Habits of Mind. A
second future research suggestion may be to survey students on their use of Habits of Mind in
and out of the classroom to ascertain the use and value of Habits of Mind. This suggestion may
provide insights on if Habits of Mind learned in the classroom transfer outside of the classroom.
Lastly, a future research recommendation maybe to gather qualitative and quantitative data on
which specific Habits of Mind impacted student thinking. This research may provide teachers
with guidance on which specific Habits of Mind to leverage for specific thinking tasks.
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Finding One, Theme One: Common Language. Another value provided by the Habits
of Mind is that it gave teacher-participants and student-participants a common language to
reference when speaking of thinking dispositions. Having a common language to describe and
define these specific dispositions enabled and facilitated their use (Costa & Kallick, 2008).
Teacher-participants acknowledged Habits of Mind provided a framework that identified how
individuals think, assessed thinking, and assisted in the planning for the teaching of thinking.
Teacher-participants also contributed Habits of Mind provided the language to discuss thinking.
Teacher-participants viewed Habits of Mind as the specific behaviors and practices that lead to
learning. Student-participants contributed that Habits of Mind were the skills necessary for
success and the Habits of Mind framework enabled students to identify which specific Habits of
Mind were their areas of strength and which Habits of Mind they needed to develop. The table
below outlines Finding One, Theme One’s connection to the literature, implications and
recommendations and provides suggestions for future research.
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Table 5.2
Finding One, Theme One: Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations, and
Future Research
Finding One,
Theme One
Common
Language

Connections to the
Literature
Learning requires
clarity in language.
Clarity in
communication is
emphasized via
specific intelligent
behaviors which are
the Habits of Mind
(Altan et al., 2019)
Habits and
behaviors are
essential for the
development of
students and a
common language
functions as a
conduit to support
this development
(Scanfeld et al.,
2018)

Implications and
Recommendations
If a common language
provides clarity and consistent
learning expectations and
facilitates intentional and deep
engagement with specific
intelligent behaviors, then
Habits of Mind may need to be
used as a common language
that explicitly teaches
intelligent thinking behaviors.

A common
language delineates
consistency in
expectations and
practices (Scanfeld
et al., 2018)
A common, shared
language provides
transparency and
clarity for learning
and facilitates
intentional and
deep engagement
(Hetland, et al.,
2009)
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Future Research
Evaluate the explicit
teaching of Habits of
Mind as a common
language for the
teaching of thinking
dispositions in each
grade level K-5 and
by each department
in the middle school
and high school.

Connections to the Literature. Altan et al., (2019) posited Habits of Mind provided the
clarity of language needed for learning specific intelligent behaviors. Scanfeld et al., (2018)
concurred and noted a common language fostered consistent expectations and practices in the
usage of Habits of Mind, which was essential for the development of students. Hetland et al.,
(2009) confirmed a common and shared language provided students with clarity and
transparency which allowed for intentional and deep engagement. The literature was
substantiated by Finding One, Theme One. The present study noted teacher-participants
recognized that Habits of Mind provided a common language for identifying, assessing, planning
and teaching thinking skills. Teacher-participants and student participants also noted Habits of
Mind were the skills needed for learning. Student-participants further identified Habits of Mind
as the specific skills needed for self-improvement and for success in life.
Implication. Finding One, Theme One yielded one principle implication: Habits of
Mind functioned as a common language for thinking which provided clear and consistent
learning expectations for teacher-participants and student-participants and facilitated the
intentional and deep engagement of student-participants (Altan et al., 2019; Hetland et al., 2009;
and Scanfeld et al., 2018).
Recommendation. It is recommended Habits of Mind may be used as a common
language to explicitly teach intelligent learning behaviors. Altan et al., (2019) provided the basis
for this recommendation. They emphasized that learning required clarity of language and the
usage of Habits of Mind provided the clarity required for teaching specific intelligent behaviors.
Scanfeld et al., (2018) further supported the recommendation by claiming use of a common
language provided consistent expectations and practices to support the development of students.
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Lastly, Hetland et al. (2009) validated the recommendation by stating a common language
provided intentional and deep engagement.
Future Research. Future research may be conducted to evaluate the explicit teaching of
Habits of Mind as a common language for the teaching of thinking dispositions in each grade
level K-5 and by each department in the middle school and high school. This research may
reveal to what extent the explicit use of Habits of Mind as a common language advances
students’ thinking dispositions. The research may also uncover the frequency that the explicit
use of the language of Habits of Mind necessitates to further students’ thinking dispositions.
Finally, this research may also provide guidance to teachers on which Habits of Mind would be
beneficial to explicitly teach at each grade level.
Finding One, Theme Two: Academic and Social Success. Teacher-participants
contributed Habits of Mind assisted students in their academic endeavors. In particular, teacherparticipants noted the following examples: Use of Questioning and Problem Posing placed the
onus on students to generate questions instead of the teacher; Application of Past Knowledge to
New Situations enabled students to persist through challenging courses; teacher-participants who
redirected students to Manage their Impulsivity noted behavioral improvement. Studentparticipants employed Management of Impulsivity to assist in task persistence; Thinking Flexibly
to solve problem; Thinking Interdependently, Persistence, and Striving for Accuracy for the
completion of a class project; Persisting to arrive at the correct answer; Metacognition to assist
in self-regulation; Listening with Empathy and Understanding to avoid conflict; and Thinking
Interdependently to work well with others in academic and social situations. Table 5.3 below
outlines Finding One, Theme Two’s connection to the literature, implications and
recommendations, and provides suggestions for future research.
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Table 5.3
Finding One, Theme Two: Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations, and
Future Research
Finding One, Theme Connections to the
Two
Literature

Implications and
Recommendations

Future Research

Academic and Social
Success

If Habits of Mind
provide effective
thinking skills and
behaviors needed by
all students when
faced by a problem,
then Habits of Mind
may be taught to
assist students in
resolving academic
and social problems.

Survey and evaluate
how Habits of Mind
are used to teach
academic problem
solving.

Habits of Mind teach
children effective
thinking skills to
promote positive and
productive behaviors
when faced with a
problem (Burgess,
2012)

Habits of Mind
organizes and
describes the skills
and behaviors
educators need to
develop in all
students for social
and academic success
(Jung and Smith,
2018)
Habits direct
intellectual thought
and provide direction
(Dewey, 1922)

Survey and evaluate
the use of Habits of
Mind in discrete
content area subject
to determine the
variability in their
saliency and
relevancy.

Survey and evaluate
how Habits of Mind
are used to teach
social problem
solving.

Connections to the Literature. Burgess (2012) noted in her study the Habits of Mind
were effective in promoting positive and productive behaviors for students who were faced with
a problem. Costa and Kallick (2008) emphasized teachers needed to talk about appropriate
behavior in the classroom so students could learn “appropriate alternatives” (p. 126). Jung and
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Smith (2018) corroborated Costa and Kallick’s (2008) work and further stated the teaching of
Habits of Mind described the skills and behaviors educators needed to develop in all students for
social and academic success. Finding One, Theme Two supported the literature as the present
study noted teacher-participants effectively used Habits of Mind to improve student behavior and
student learning. Furthermore, this study revealed student-participants noted an improvement in
their own academic and social abilities by employing Habits of Mind.
Implication. Finding One, Theme Two, provided one main implication: Habits of Mind
provides effective thinking skills and behaviors needed by all students when faced by a problem.
Burgess’ (2012) study supported this implication in that the participants in her study showed
marked improvement due to their application of Habits of Mind. Jung and Smith (2018) also
corroborated educators needed to develop Habits of Mind in all their students.
Recommendation. It is recommended Habits of Mind may be taught to assist students in
resolving academic and social problems efficiently. This recommendation is rooted in Dewey’s
(1922) seminal work in that habits function to direct thinking and promote “intellectual
efficiency” (p. 172).
Future Research. Future research may survey and evaluate how Habits of Mind are
used to teach academic problem solving. This research may reveal the various ways teachers are
using to teach Habits of Mind and evaluate the most effective ways to teach Habits of Mind. The
research may help inform teachers on which practices they may want to adopt, adapt, or avoid.
Another potential for future research would be to determine if specific content area subjects
require the same or different Habits of Mind for problem solving. This research may help
identify Habits of Mind that are the most salient or relevant to use for particular subject areas. A
third suggestion for future research may be to survey and evaluate how Habits of Mind are used
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to instruct social problem solving. The research may reveal the manner in which teachers
instruct students to solve social problems and uncover effective practices. This may provide
teachers with guidance on how to most effectively use Habits of Mind to teach social problem
solving.
Finding One, Theme Three: Critical and Creative Thinking and Problem-solving.
Teacher-participants and student-participants perceived Habits of Mind contributed to studentparticipants critical and creative thinking. Teacher-participants offered the Habits of Mind were
a conduit to engage students to become critical, creative thinkers and problem solvers. All 16
Habits of Mind served to develop critical, creative thinking and problem solving in STEM and
Humanities courses. Habits of Mind were viewed as helpful as students problem-solved and
thought critically. Student-participants validated teacher-participants’ perceptions. Studentparticipants contributed that Habits of Mind had a positive impact on creative and critical
thinking namely Striving for Accuracy, Thinking Flexibly, and Listening with Empathy and
Understanding because these Habits of Mind enabled convergent and divergent thinking; Habits
of Mind enabled students to make efficient decisions; using Metacognition facilitated thinking
critically and creatively and problem-solving and when students were aware of the Habits of
Mind they strove to use them all. Table 5.4 below outlines Finding One, Theme Three’s
connection to the literature, implications, recommendations, and provides suggestions for future
research.
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Table 5.4
Finding One, Theme Three, Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations, and
Future Research
Finding One,
Theme Three
Critical and
Creative
Thinking and
Problemsolving.

Connections to the
Literature
Study confirmed that
Habits of Mind were
related to the
improvement and
development of critical
thinking. (Alhamlan et
al., 2018).
Habits of Mind
functioned as an internal
set of essential critical
thinking practices and
the explicit teaching of
Habits of Mind made
procedural knowledge
visible to students and
supported learning
within and across
disciplines (Fletcher,
2013).
Engagement of students
in active learning
requires the teaching of
critical thinking through
metacognition (Snyder
& Snyder, 2008)
Creative thinking can be
learned and developed
through the teaching of
Habits of Mind (Lucas,
2016).

Implications and
Recommendations
If Habits of Mind are
related to the
improvement and
development of critical
thinking, then educators
may consider integrating
Habits of Mind in all
content areas.
If Habits of Mind
function as an
internalized set of
critical thinking
practices which support
learning within and
across discipline, then
teachers may consider
explicitly teach Habits
of Mind so students can
internalize them.

Future Research

If students are to be
engaged in active
learning, then educators
may consider the
teaching of critical
thinking through
metacognition.
If creative thinking can
be learned and
developed, then
educators may consider
using the Habits of
Mind to maximize the
learning and
development of creative
thinking.

Evaluate and measure
the teaching of the
Habit of Mind of
Metacognition and its
impact on critical
thinking and student
engagement.
Evaluate and measure
which Habits of Mind
contribute to creative
thinking.
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Evaluate and measure
which Habits of Mind
contribute to critical
thinking.

Evaluate and measure
the effect of
explicitly teaching
Habits of Mind to
advance critical
thinking versus
implicitly teaching
Habits of Mind.

Connections to the Literature. Alhamlan et al. (2018) contributed a study which linked
the use of Habits of Mind with the development and improvement of critical thinking. Fletcher’s
(2013) article agreed with Alhamlan et al.’s (2018) findings. She noted use of Habits of Mind
helped to internalize critical thinking practices and she further claimed the explicit teaching of
Habits of Mind supported learning within and across disciplines. Snyder and Snyder (2008)
specifically identified one of the Habits of Mind, Metacognition, as necessary for critical
thinking and the active engagement of students. Finally, Lucas (2016) added the teaching of
creative thinking is also developed through habits. Finding One, Theme Three was consistent
with the research as the present study found teacher-participants all agreed and saw a connection
between the use of Habits of Mind and students’ abilities to think critically, creatively, and
problem solve. Student-participants noticed the Habits of Mind positively impacted their ability
to think critically and creatively. Student- participants specifically described Striving for
Accuracy, Thinking Flexibly, and Listening with Empathy and Understanding, as Habits of Mind
influenced their critical, creative thinking and problem solving. In direct connection to Snyder
and Snyder’s (2008) work, while not explicitly naming metacognition, two students described
the Habit of Mind of Metacognition as improving and facilitating their critical, creative thinking
and problem solving.
Implications. Finding One, Theme Three yielded four implications. Three of the four
implications are connected to critical thinking and one is connected to creative thinking. The
first implication is Habits of Mind are related to the improvement and development of critical
thinking (Alhamlan et al., 2018). The second implication supported by Fletcher (2013) is Habits
of Mind function as an internalized set of critical thinking practices which support learning
within and across disciplines. The third implication revealed by Snyder and Snyder (2008) and
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this study is Metacognition is an essential Habit of Mind that needs to be used when thinking
critically in order to facilitate active learning and engagement. Finally, the fourth implication as
revealed by Lucas (2016) was that creative thinking like critical thinking can be learned and
developed through the teaching of Habits of Mind.
Recommendations. The first recommendation for Finding One, Theme Three is
educators may consider the integration of teaching of Habits of Mind in all content areas given
that they support the improvement of critical thinking (Alhamlan et al., 2018). A second
recommendation is educators may consider explicitly teaching Habits of Mind so students can
internalize them (Fletcher, 2013). A third recommendation for this theme is educators may
consider the teaching of critical thinking through the Habit of Mind of Metacognition to facilitate
active learning and engagement (Snyder and Snyder, 2008). The final recommendation for
Finding One, Theme Three is educators consider the use of Habits of Mind to maximize the
learning and development of creative thinking because creativity can be learned and further
developed through the teaching of habits (Lucas, 2016).
Future Research. Future research may be conducted to evaluate and measure which
Habits of Mind contribute to critical thinking. This research may provide insights on which
specific Habits of Mind or combination of Habits of Mind will render critical thinking in
students. A second suggestion for future research is to evaluate and measure the effect of
explicitly teaching Habits of Mind to advance critical thinking versus implicitly teaching Habits
of Mind. This suggestion may reveal the benefits of teaching Habits of Mind explicitly versus
teaching them implicitly and demonstrate whether or not the internalization of Habits of Mind
will occur without explicit teaching. A third suggestion for future research is to evaluate and
measure the teaching of the Habit of Mind of Metacognition and its impact on critical thinking.
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This research may reveal to what extent and in which ways Metacognition supports active
learning and engagement in students. A final suggestion for future research is to evaluate and
measure which Habits of Mind contribute to creative thinking. This research would uncover
which Habits of Mind or combination of Habits of Mind provide the most value in teaching
creative thinking.
Finding Two: Vehicle for Teaching and Learning
Student-participants and teacher-participants contributed a shared understanding Habits
of Mind advanced teaching and learning. Overall, teacher-participants observed Habits of Mind
were inherently a part of the teaching. Teacher-participants felt there was an alignment between
the academic skills and values teachers worked to emphasize at school and the Habits of Mind.
Teacher-participants voiced there were Habits of Mind which were inherently connected to their
content areas. Teacher-participants noted Persistence as a Habit of Mind necessary for content
area learning and remarked all Habits of Mind are needed by students. Teacher-participants
implemented a variety of Habits of Mind based upon students’ learning needs. Studentparticipants agreed Habits of Mind were applicable, useful, and relevant regardless of the content
being taught. Student-participants contributed they used the Habits of Mind of Gathering Data
Through All Senses, Thinking Interdependently and Striving for Accuracy in STEM courses.
Table 5.5 below outlines Finding Two’s connection to the literature, implications and
recommendations and provides suggestions for future research.
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Table 5.5
Finding Two, Connection to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations, and Future
Research
Finding Two
Vehicle for teaching
and learning.

Connections to the
Literature
Teachers can teach
the process of
learning by
instructing students to
determine when and
where Habits of Mind
can be used most
effectively and
applied (Costa &
Kallick, 2008)

Implications and
Recommendations
If teachers can teach
the process of learning
by instructing students
to determine when and
where Habits of Mind
can be used most
effectively and
applied, then teachers
may consider directly
instructing students on
which Habits of Mind
to use and when to use
them.

Learning is more than
the content itself but
instead the
application of the
content is what
renders Habits of
Mind as an effective
vehicle for teaching
and learning (Costa
& Kallick, 2008;
Snyder & Snyder,
2008)

If the application of
the content renders
Habits of Mind as an
effective tool for
teaching and learning,
then teachers may
consider providing
students with
opportunities to apply
their content
knowledge using
Habits of Mind.

There is a high level
of correlation
between students who
used Habits of Mind
and their high
achievement on
performance tasks
Muscott, 2018).

If students who use
Habits of Mind render
higher achievement on
performance tasks,
then teachers may
consider instructing
students with Habits of
Mind and assessing
students’ proficiencies
in using Habits of
Mind.
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Future Research
Survey teachers on
their implementation
and assessment
practices related to
Habits of Mind.

Connections to the Literature. Costa and Kallick (2008) emphasized teaching the
process of learning and not just content. Costa and Kallick (2008) and Snyder and Snyder
(2008), agreed Habits of Mind are more meaningfully taught and learned when students are
being challenged in their thinking and have to apply content knowledge and not just memorize
content related facts. Finally, Muscott’s (2018) study dispelled the myth high achievement
cannot be accomplished if teachers and students also focus on the process of how to learn and
not just what to learn. Finding Two is supported by the literature in that teacher-participants in
the Humanities and STEM departments knew of and guided students in using specific Habits of
Mind related to their content areas. Teacher-participants went beyond memorization of content
and Clint described Habits of Mind where needed for studying literature and engaging in the
writing process, both of which required students applied content. Three student-participants
acknowledged their use of Habits of Mind across content areas and one student-participant
provided an example of applying content knowledge in a lab and exercising the use of three
Habits of Mind.
Implications. Finding Two provided three implications. The first implication is teachers
may consider directly instructing students on which Habits of Mind to use and when to use them
(Costa & Kallick, 2008). The second implication is the application of the content renders Habits
of Mind as an effective tool for teaching and learning (Costa & Kallick, 2008; Snyder & Snyder,
2008). The third implication is students who use Habits of Mind render higher achievement on
performance tasks (Muscott, 2018).
Recommendations. It is recommended teachers may consider directly instructing
students on which Habits of Mind to use and when to use them (Costa & Kallick, 2008). A
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second recommendation is teachers may consider providing students with opportunities to apply
their content knowledge using Habits of Mind (Costa & Kallick, 2008; Snyder & Snyder, 2008).
A third recommendation is teachers may consider instructing students with Habits of Mind and
assessing students’ proficiencies in using Habits of Mind (Muscott, 2018).
Future Research. Future research may survey teachers on their implementation and
assessment practices related to Habits of Mind. This research may reveal how teachers
implement and assess Habits of Mind. The research may provide insights on the professional
development needs of teachers as well as reveal exemplary practices.
Finding Two, Theme One – Content Knowledge Acquisition. Most teacherparticipants described they used either all the Habits of Mind or targeted the selection of the
Habits of Mind they used given the specific content they taught and the specific purpose they
wanted to achieve. Student-participants discussed specific Habits of Mind they used to solve
problems in their coursework. Student-participants identified the Habits of Mind of Thinking
Flexibly, Striving for Accuracy, and Persistence; Listening with Empathy and Understanding;
Thinking Interdependently, Metacognition, and Questioning and Problem Posing; Thinking
Flexibly and Managing Impulsivity as helpful in their acquisition of content. Table 5.6 below
outlines Finding Two, Theme One’s connection to the literature, implications, and
recommendations and provides suggestions for future research.
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Table 5.6
Finding Two, Theme One, Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations, and
Future Research
Finding Two,
Theme One
Content Knowledge
Acquisition.

Connections to the
Literature
The linking of critical
thinking to content
shifts the focus of
instruction to the
process of learning
(Snyder and Snyder,
2008)

Implications and
Recommendations
If linking critical
thinking to content
shifts the focus of
instruction to the
process of learning,
then Habits of Mind
may be used to assist
students in improving
what and how they
learn.

Future Research

Learning activities
need to integrate
Habits of Mind with
content to facilitate
students’ abilities to
transfer their skills
beyond the content
(Muscott, 2018)

If integrating Habits
of Mind and content
enables students to
transfer their thinking
skills beyond content,
then teachers may
consider designing
lessons that integrate
Habits of Mind and
content.

Survey teachers who
integrate Habits of
Mind into their
content and measure
their students’ ability
to transfer their
learning Habits of
Mind beyond specific
content area subjects.

Encouraged the
direct, explicit
instruction of the
Habit of Mind of
Persistence to
promote transfer of
the disposition
(Huntly and
Donovan, 2009)

If direct, explicit
teaching promotes the
transfer of the Habit
of Persistence then
teachers may
consider the use of
direct, explicit
instruction for
teaching other Habits
of Mind.

Survey teachers who
teach Habits of Mind
with direct, explicit
instruction and
measure their
students’ ability to
transfer Habits of
Mind across contexts

Survey teachers who
embed Habits of
Mind into their
content and measure
the impact on their
students’ critical
thinking.

Connections to the Literature. Snyder and Snyder (2008) posited linking critical
thinking to content shifted the focus of instruction to the process of learning. Muscott’s (2018)
study suggested learning activities integrate Habits of Mind with content to facilitate students’
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abilities to transfer their thinking skills beyond the content. Lastly, Huntly and Donovan’s
(2009) study revealed direct, explicit instruction in teaching Persistence promoted the transfer of
that Habit of Mind. Finding Two, Theme One was consistent with the literature. Teacherparticipants in the study promoted the transfer of Habits of Mind by designing learning
experiences that integrated the Habits of Mind and content. Teacher-participants stated they
used explicit, direct instruction of specific Habits of Mind as they taught content (Huntly &
Donovan, 2009; Muscott, 2018). While all teacher-participants linked critical thinking to content,
they did so for the primary purpose of content acquisition. One teacher-participant, Alex,
emphasized the process of learning over content acquisition. Alex stated he couched the
curriculum in relation to the particular Habit of Mind he wanted to teach students. Alex’s
primary purpose was on the process of learning (Snyder & Snyder, 2008). While the process of
learning and content acquisition are not mutually exclusive, most teacher-participants used
Habits of Mind as a means for students to acquire content knowledge. Two of the seven studentparticipants shared anecdotes on their use of Habits of Mind for the process of learning (Snyder
& Snyder, 2008). While no student-participant stated they had received direct, explicit
instruction in their use of Habits of Mind, five student-participants shared learning activities they
participated in which integrated the Habits of Mind (Muscott, 2018).
Implications. Finding Two, Theme One yielded three implications. The first
implication was that linking critical thinking to content shifts the focus of instruction to the
process of learning (Snyder & Snyder, 2008). The second implication was integrating Habits of
Mind and content enables students to transfer their thinking skills beyond content (Muscott,
2018). The third implication was direct, explicit teaching promotes the transfer of the Habit of
Persistence (Huntly & Donovan, 2009).
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Recommendations. It is recommended that Habits of Mind may be used to assist
students in improving what and how they learn (Snyder & Snyder, 2008). A second
recommendation of Finding Two, Theme One was teachers may consider designing lessons
which integrate Habits of Mind and content (Muscott, 2018). A third recommendation for this
theme was teachers may consider the use of direct, explicit instruction for teaching Habits of
Mind (Huntly & Donovan, 2009).
Future Research. Future research may be conducted to survey teachers who embed
Habits of Mind into their content and measure the impact on their students’ critical thinking.
This study may reveal to how Habits of Mind can best be embedded in content to advance
critical thinking. A second suggestion for future research is to survey teachers who integrate
Habits of Mind into their content and measure their students’ ability to transfer their learning of
Habits of Mind beyond specific content area subjects. This research may provide teachers with
information on how to integrate Habits of Mind and content to promote the transfer of Habits of
Mind dispositions. A third suggestion for future research is to survey teachers who teach Habits
of Mind with direct, explicit instruction and measure their students’ ability to transfer Habits of
Mind across contexts. This research may uncover best practices in teaching Habits of Mind to
promote the transfer of thinking dispositions.
Finding Two, Theme Two: Success Beyond High School. Teacher-participants
acknowledged their content was not as relevant for students as was the learning of Habits of
Mind. Teacher-participants contributed that content was a vehicle for discussing broader, global
skills necessary after high school and agreed topics taught in high school would be forgotten by
students, but the Habits of Mind students learned would endure. Student-participants stated
Habits of Mind would help them in and out of school and in college, in their careers, and overall
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success in life. Table 5.7 below outlines Finding Two, Theme Two’s connection to the literature,
implications and recommendations and provides suggestions for future research.
Table 5.7
Finding Two, Theme Two: Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations, and
Future Research
Finding Two,
Theme Two
Success Beyond High
School

Connections to the
Literature
Students need to
understand and
develop the habits,
behaviors, and
attitudes that
contribute to college
success (Hazard,
2013; Venezia and
Jaeger, 2013)

Implications and
Recommendations
If Habits of Mind
(and particularly
Metacognition) are
needed for success
beyond high school
then educators may
consider actively
teaching and
educators may
consider actively
teaching Habits of
Mind and assessing
students’
proficiencies in their
use of Habits of Mind
and in particular the
Habit of Mind of
Metacognition.

Future Research
Evaluate students’
proficiencies with
Habits of Mind and in
particular the Habit
of Mind of
Metacognition.

(continued)
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Finding Two, Theme Two, Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations, and
Future Research
Finding Two,
Theme Two

Connections to the
Literature
The Habits of Mind
needed to obtain a
Ph.D. in Education
included selfsufficiency which
may be attained
through Habits of
Mind (Gardner et al.,
2006).

Implications and
Recommendations

Future Research

Metacognition was an
identified Habit of
Mind that led to
success in a medical
setting (Huang et al.,
2016)
Metacognition and
thinking behaviors in
general were critical
habits needed in
business education
(Snyder and Snyder,
2008)
Connections to the Literature. Hazard (2012) and Venezia and Jaeger (2013) cautioned
that students lack the Habits of Mind to cope with the demands of college. Gardner et al. (2006)
stated success in a Ph.D. in Education necessitated student self-sufficiency which may be
attained through Habits of Mind. Huang et al.’s (2016) study on success in medical settings and
Snyder and Snyder’s (2008) article on success in business school both identified the ability to
think critically and Metacognition as a key Habit of Mind for success in those settings. Finding
Two, Theme Two was somewhat consistent with the literature. Teacher-participants stated they
understood that content was secondary to the teaching of Habits of Mind and Habits of Mind
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would serve students better in their futures (Hazard, 2012; Venezia and Jaeger, 2013). Edith, a
student-participant, voiced Habits of Mind led to self-sufficiency which was supported by
Gardner et al. (2006). Most student-participants referred to the Habits of Mind ability to assist
them beyond high school in general but only one student-participant offered specific examples as
to how the Habits of Mind would be helpful. Student-participants did not mention the Habit of
Mind of Metacognition which was cited by the literature as a key Habit of Mind. One studentparticipant identified the Habits of Mind of Thinking Flexibly, and Finding Humor as Habits of
Mind that would assist the student in the future. One student-participant described thinking out
of the box which describes the Habit of Mind of Creating, Imagining, and Innovating but did not
name the Habit of Mind. While these other thinking dispositions may contribute to success in
college and in the future careers of these student-participants, the research specifically referred to
Metacognition as a key to success beyond college.
Implication. The main implication of Finding Two, Theme Two is Habits of Mind (and
particularly metacognition) are needed for success beyond high school (Gardner et al., 2006;
Hazard, 2012; Huang et al., 2016; Snyder & Snyder, 2008 and Venezia & Jaeger, 2013).
Recommendation. It is recommended educators may consider actively teaching Habits
of Mind and assessing students’ proficiencies in their use of Habits of Mind and in particular the
Habit of Mind of Metacognition (Gardner et al., 2006; Hazard, 2012; Huang et al., 2016; Snyder
& Snyder, 2008; and Venezia & Jaeger, 2013).
Future Research. Future research may be conducted to survey students on their use of
Habits of Mind and evaluate students’ proficiencies with Habits of Mind, in particular the Habit
of Mind of Metacognition. This research may reveal how well students are developing their
proficiencies in using Habits of Mind and what additional supports may be needed.
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Finding Two, Theme Three: Varying Helpfulness. Teacher-participants identified
Metacognition as a Habit of Mind that was more helpful than others and stated that the use of the
Habit of Mind of Metacognition enabled students to be highly successful in class. Teacherparticipants also described, Persistence, or Questioning and Problem Posing or Thinking and
Communicating with Clarity and Precision as Habits of Mind were more helpful than others for
teaching and learning.
Student-participants described Persistence as the more helpful than other Habits of Mind.
Other Habits of Mind student-participants identified as more helpful than others were Thinking
and Communicating with Clarity and Precision, Listening with Empathy and Understanding;
Thinking Interdependently; and Remaining Open to Continuous Learning. Student-participants
also identified Habits of Mind they perceived to not be helpful either because they did not
require their use or were unfamiliar with them. For example, some student-participants did not
struggle with self-control, so they did not perceive Managing Impulsivity as important as other
Habits of Mind. Some students did not understand the word ‘metacognition’ or have the
opportunity to practice metacognition, so some student-participants did not feel Metacognition
was important. Student-participants also felt that Responding with Wonderment and Awe was
also not as important as other Habits of Mind in the context of problem solving or in order to be
successful. Table 5.8 below outlines Finding Two, Theme Three’s connection to the literature,
implications and recommendations and provides suggestions for future research.
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Table 5.8
Finding Two, Theme Three: Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations, and
Future Research
Finding Two,
Theme Three
Varying
Helpfulness

Connections to the
Literature
Metacognition promoted the
construction of knowledge
and as such was identified
as the most salient Habit of
Mind (Hew & Cheung,
2011)

Implications and
Recommendations
If Metacognition was
identified as the most
salient and
foundational Habit of
Mind, then teachers
may consider building
students’ awareness of

Metacognition facilitated
critical thinking (Huang et
al., 2016)

Metacognition and
may consider teaching
students how to think
about their thinking as
well as providing
students with multiple
opportunities for
students to use
Metacognition.

Future Research
Survey teachers on
how they teach and
assess metacognition
and evaluate their
students’ abilities to
use Metacognition.

Persistence was improved
when students exerted
Metacognition (Huntly &
Donovan, 2009)
Metacognition distinguishes
humans from other species
(Costa & Kallick, 2008)
Metacognition functions as a
precursor to all Habits of
Mind (Muscott, 2018)
Connections to the Literature. Hew and Cheung’s (2011) study claimed Metacognition
promoted the construction of knowledge and was identified as the most salient Habit of Mind.
Huang et al’s. (2016) study contributed Metacognition facilitated critical thinking. Huntly and
Donvan’s (2009) study purported Metacognition improved Persistence. Costa and Kallick
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(2008) posited Metacognition is the one Habit of Mind which distinguishes humans from other
species. Finally, Muscott (2018) identified Metacognition as a precursor to all other Habits of
Mind. Part of Finding Two, Theme Three was supported by the literature. One STEM teacherparticipant identified Metacognition as instrumental for success in her class and more helpful
than other Habits of Mind. One Humanities teacher-participant also identified Metacognition as
a helpful Habit of Mind, but he also paired Metacognition with Thinking Flexibly and Thinking
and Communicating with Clarity and Precision. Although student-participants described all
Habits of Mind as important, no student-participant identified Metacognition as the most helpful
or more helpful than other Habits of Mind. To the contrary, two student-participants identified
Metacognition to be among the least important of the Habits of Mind. Metacognition identified
as least important by these students because they were unfamiliar with the term and one studentparticipant did not believe she ever exercised Metacognition.
Implication. The principle implication of Finding Two, Theme Three was
Metacognition was identified as the most salient and foundational Habit of Mind (Hew &
Cheung, 2011; Huang et al., 2016; Muscott, 2018).
Recommendations. Teachers may consider building students’ awareness of
Metacognition. Teachers may consider teaching students how to think about their thinking.
Teachers may consider providing multiple opportunities for students to use Metacognition.
Future Research. Future research may be conducted to survey teachers on how they
teach and assess metacognition and evaluate their students’ abilities to use metacognition. This
research may provide insights on methods for teaching metacognition and to what extent those
methods impact student metacognition.
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Finding Three: Beliefs and Practices
Participants held beliefs and exercised practices that advanced or diminished the teaching
and learning of Habits of Mind. Teacher-participants questioned whether content was more
important or if the process of learning Habits of Mind was more important. Teacher-participants
voiced the purpose for teaching Habits of Mind had not been made and that there was not the
buy-in for the initiative. Finally, teacher-participants stated there were too many school and
school district initiatives and not enough focus on the teaching of Habits of Mind. A belief
expressed by student-participants was there was little teacher commitment to Habits of Mind.
Student-participants believed Habits of Mind was merely done for compliance. Table 5.9 below
outlines Finding Three’s connection to the literature, implications and recommendations and
provides suggestions for future research.
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Table 5.9
Finding Three, Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations, and Future
Research
Finding Three
Beliefs and
Practices

Connections to the
Literature
High school courses
teach memorization
instead of problem
solving and students
are not provided with
the benefit of learning
about the Habits of
Mind which lead to
college success
(Venezia & Jaeger,
2013).
In order for teachers
to focus on thinking
for students, schools
must be centers of
thinking for teachers
through quality
discussions of
thinking and learning
(Burgess, 2012)
Teachers need to
model what thinking
and learning looks
and sounds like by
using routines,
structures and
documenting student
thinking (Ritchhart &
Perkins, 2005)

Implications and
Recommendations
If high school preparation
focuses on the memorization
of content which is
insufficient for college
preparation, then Habits of
Mind may need to be taught
with content and problem
solving for college success.

Future
Research
Survey teachers
on their
integration of
Habits of Mind,
problem solving
and content and
evaluate
students’
problem-solving
abilities.

If teachers are expected to
teach thinking dispositions,
then administration may need
to be provide professional
development which allows
teachers to discuss and learn
how to best support the
instruction of Habits of Mind
in the classroom.

Survey teachers
on the
professional
development
they receive
related to the
teaching of
thinking through
Habits of Mind.

If best practices for the
teaching of Habits of Mind
require modeling the use of
Habits of Mind, documenting
their use, and teaching Habits
of Mind with direct, explicit
instruction then
administration may consider
providing teachers with
professional development
that provides teachers with
time to develop these
practices.
(continued)
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Table 5.9
Finding Three, Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations, and Future
Research
Finding Three

Connections to the
Implications and
Literature
Recommendations
Habits of Mind need
to be taught explicitly
in order for transfer to
occur (Huntly &
Donovan, 2009)

Future
Research

The teaching of
thinking requires
direct instruction and
goes beyond knowing
the terminology of
Habits of Mind.
Habits of Mind must
be used to problem
solve and to teach
students how to think
(Richards, 2007)

Survey teachers
on their use of
Habits of mind
and evaluate the
integration of
Habits of Mind
in curriculum
and instruction.

If teaching thinking goes
beyond the use of Habits of
Mind terminology, then
teachers may consider how
they might incorporate Habits
of Mind into their content so
students are able to use the
Habits of Mind to think
critically and problem solve.

Connections to the Literature. Venezia and Jaeger (2013) noted that high school
courses focused on the teaching of content and fact memorization while college preparation
required problem solving and the use of Habits of Mind. In order for teachers to make the shift
to a focus from solely teaching content to the teaching of thinking and content through Habits of
Mind, teachers need to receive professional development that provides them with opportunities
for quality discussions of learning and thinking (Burgess, 2012). Teachers need to be able to
model what thinking and learning looks like and sounds like by using routines, Habits of Mind
and documenting student thinking (Ritchhart & Perkins, 2005). Furthermore, in order for
students to grasp on to Habits of Mind and use them beyond a particular class, the modeling of
Habits of Mind is essential. Habits of Mind need to be named and taught explicitly in order for
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transfer to occur (Huntly & Donovan, 2009; Richards, 2007). Finding Three was supported by
the literature in that teacher-participants felt ill-equipped to or chose to not integrate the teaching
of Habits of Mind and content given sparse and unfocused professional development. Teacherparticipants also felt that competing district initiatives which prevented them from fully engaging
with instruction which integrated Habits of Mind and content. Student-participants recognized
the value of Habits of Mind to support their learning but confirmed the teaching of Habits of
Mind was limited or occurred when an administrator was present.
Implications. Finding three had four implications. The first was high school preparation
focuses on the memorization of content which is insufficient for college preparation (Venezia &
Jaeger, 2013). The second implication was teachers need to be immersed in centers of thinking
so they can effectively learn to use and teach Habits of Mind (Burgess, 2012). The third
implication was the teaching of Habits of Mind requires modeling the use of Habits of Mind,
documenting their use, and teaching Habits of Mind with direct, explicit instruction (Ritchhart &
Perkins, 2005). The fourth implication was teaching thinking goes beyond the use of Habits of
Mind terminology (Richards, 2007).
Recommendations. Habits of Mind may need to be taught with content and problem
solving for college success (Venzia & Jaeger, 2013). In order to support teachers in the use of
Habits of Mind, administration may need to be provide professional development which allows
teachers to discuss and learn how to best support the instruction of Habits of Mind in the
classroom (Burges, 2012; Ritchhart & Perkins, 2005). Teachers may consider explicit, direct
instruction of Habits of Mind, documenting their use and integrating them into their content to
maximize their impact on students’ critical thinking and problem solving (Richards, 2007;
Ritchhart & Perkins, 2005).
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Future Research. Finding Three yielded three suggestions for future research. The first
suggestion was to survey teachers on their integration of Habits of Mind, problem-solving and
content and to evaluate students’ problem-solving abilities. This research may provide insights
as to how teachers are integrating Habits of Mind and to what extent the integration is improving
students’ problem-solving abilities. The second suggestion is survey teachers on the professional
development they receive related to the teaching of thinking through Habits of Mind. This
research may reveal how professional development on Habits of Mind can be improved as well
as determine what teachers find helpful. Lastly, survey teachers on their use of Habits of mind
and evaluate the integration of Habits of Mind in curriculum and instruction. This research may
serve to connect teachers’ stated practices and actual practices.
Finding Three, Theme One: Obstacles. Teacher-participants voiced the main obstacle
for teaching and learning Habits of Mind was a lack of time to devote to Habits of Mind due to
too many initiatives being implemented. Teacher-participants also noted not enough time had
been provided to plan for the teaching of or to attend to the explicit teaching of Habits of Mind.
Teacher-participants also perceived other initiatives took precedence.
Student-participants noted the principle obstacle in teaching and learning Habits of Mind
was the lack of frequency teachers mentioned or referenced Habits of Mind. Another obstacle
presented by a student-participants was a lack of assessments on Habits of Mind. A final
obstacle surfaced by a student-participants was to be aware of how often Habits of Mind were
referenced so that Habits of Mind did not become burdensome to students. Table 5.10 below
outlines Finding Three, Theme One’s connection to the literature, implications and
recommendations, and provides suggestions for future research.
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Table 5.10
Finding Three, Theme One, Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations, and
Future Research
Finding Three,
Theme One
Obstacles

Connections to the
Literature
We have been
enculturated in a way of
learning that is
counterproductive to
deeper learning and
diminishes students’
opportunities rather than
enhancing them
(Ritchhart, 2015)
More important than
student learning is the
teachers’ learning and
mindset as that sets the
tone for student
learning. If teachers
cannot exercise Habits
of Mind and
metacognition in their
instruction it is then
impossible for students
to do so (Wall & Hall,
2016)

Implications and
Recommendations
If teachers are
expected to teach in
a manner other than
in the way they
were taught, then
administration may
need to provide
multiple
opportunities for
teachers to
understand the
purpose and value
of teaching Habits
of Mind and
content.

Future Research
Evaluate the impact
of Habits of Mind
professional
development on
teacher practice.

Teachers’ life
experiences were
significant factors which
shaped their teaching
practices (Altan & Lane,
2018)
(continued)
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Table 5.10
Finding Three, Theme One, Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations,
and Future Research
Finding Three,
Theme One

Connections to the
Literature
Administrators use of
leadership styles and the
broader organization to
support the
implementation of
initiatives at the
classroom level (Ferrara,
2004; Fullan, 2001)

Implications and
Recommendations
If initiatives are to
be implemented
successfully, then
administrators may
consider use of
varying leadership
styles and the
resources of the
broader
organization to
support the
implementation of
Habits of Mind.

Future Research
Evaluate
administrators’
understandings of
how they support the
implementation of
initiatives.

Connections to the Literature. Ritchhart (2015) claimed teachers teach in the manner
in which they were taught, and those methods are largely counterproductive to deeper learning
which diminishes students’ learning opportunities. Wall and Hall’s (2016) study substantiated
Ritchhart’s (2015) claims as their study noted student learning outcomes in the use of
Metacognition could not be achieved without first having the teachers explicitly exhibit
Metacognition and model that for the students. Finally, Atlan and Lane’s (2018) study further
confirmed teachers’ life experiences and personal dispositions are what they transmit and teach
in the classroom. Fullan (2001) identified that reliance on only one leadership style stymied the
implementation of initiatives. Ferrara (2004) noted that administrators that only paid attention to
the implementation of initiatives at the classroom were not able to systemically support
implementation of the initiative. Finding Three, Theme One was supported by the literature.
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Despite acknowledging the value of Habits of Mind, teacher-participants taught students in the
manner in which they learned. Content was the priority and teachers defaulted to teaching only
content when faced with multiple initiatives. Student-participants confirmed their instruction
lacked Habits of Mind instruction with only brief mentions by few teachers. Teacherparticipants noted that they lacked clear direction from administration in the implementation of
Habits of Mind nor did they understand how to prioritize the implementation of Habits of Mind
in relation to other District initiatives.
Implication. Finding Three, Theme one rendered three implications. Teachers are
expected to teach in a manner other than in the way they were taught because the traditional
content focused model of teaching does not serve students well and diminishes their learning
opportunities (Altan & Lane, 2018; Ritchhart, 2015; Wall & Hall, 2016). Administrators need to
understand how to use leadership styles to support the implementation of initiatives (Fullan,
2001). Administrators need leverage the broader organization to support initiatives at the
classroom level (Ferrara, 2004).
Recommendation. Administration may need to condense initiatives and focus
professional development while also provide multiple opportunities for teachers to understand
the purpose and value of teaching Habits of Mind and content (Wall & Hall, 2016).
Administration may need to expand its awareness of how to best support the implementation of
initiatives by using effective leadership styles and leveraging the larger organization to support
initiatives at the classroom level (Ferrara, 2004; Fullen, 2001).
Future Research. A suggestion for future research may be to evaluate the impact of
Habits of Mind professional development on teacher practices. This may help to inform the
content of the professional development as well as determine the frequency of professional
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development needed for successful Habits of Mind implementation. Another suggestion for
future research may be to evaluate administrators’ understandings of how they support the
implementation of initiatives. This may help to inform the organization as to administrators’
strengths and weaknesses in implementing initiatives.
Finding Three, Theme Two: Solutions. Teacher-participants requested no more school
or district initiatives were added so they could focus on learning and using the Habits of Mind.
Teacher-participants also suggested teaching a couple of the Habits of Mind at a time. Teacherparticipants also recommended assessing student use of the Habits of Mind.
Student-participants suggested a range of solutions for supporting the teaching and
learning of Habits of Mind. Among the suggestions offered by student-participants was that
teachers introduce the Habits and then post the Habits in the room so students could refer to them
on their own. Other student-participants suggested teaching the Habits of Mind explicitly and
directing students to use one habit or another. Student-participants also provided suggestions for
where and how Habits of Mind could be taught. Student-participants suggested reviewing Habits
of Mind in classes where all students could receive exposure to the Habits of Mind like
Freshman Seminar, homeroom, and Compass advisory. Student-participants also suggested the
use of inspirational videos, projects, assessments, posts for reference, and verbal reminders from
teachers to use them. Table 5.11 below outlines Finding Three, Theme Two’s connection to the
literature, implications and recommendations and provides suggestions for future research.
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Table 5.11
Finding Three, Theme Two Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations, and
Future Research
Finding Three,
Theme Two
Finding Three,
Theme Two:
Teacher-participant
and studentparticipant identified
solutions for
supporting the
teaching and
learning of Habits of
Mind.

Connections to the
Literature
Teachers can model
metacognitive work
for students thereby
helping students to
develop their own
metacognitive skills
(Wall & Hall, 2016)

Implications and
Recommendations
If teachers and
administrators need
to use and model
the Habits of Mind
so students can
effectively learn
and be impacted by
the Habits of Mind,
Teachers need the 16 then it may be
necessary to
Habits of Mind
themselves in order
develop teacher
to effectively support and administrator
student leaning and
competencies in
classroom
the use of Habits of
management (Altan
Mind.
& Lane, 2018).

Future Research
Survey and evaluate
teacher, school and
district administrators’
knowledge and use of the
16 Habits of Mind.

It is essential that the
teaching and learning
of Habits of Mind is
instituted at all levels
including leadership
(Costa & Kallick,
2008).
(continued)
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Table 5.11
Finding Three, Theme Two Connections to the Literature, Implications, Recommendations,
and Future Research
Finding
Three, Theme
Two

Connections to the
Literature
Understand and use
the broader
organization to
support
implementation of an
initiative at the
classroom level
(Ferrara, 2004).

Use affiliative,
coaching, and
authoritative
leadership styles to
support the
implementation of
initiatives (Fullan,
2001).

Implications and
Recommendations
If initiatives such as Habits
of Mind are to be
successfully implemented
then it may be necessary
for administrators to
understand how to leverage
the broader organization
and its resources to
implement Habits of Mind
(including deepening their
own understanding of the
initiative, scheduling,
recursive planning with
personnel, and evaluation
of the implementation
process).
If use of varying leadership
styles support the
implementation of Habits
of Mind, then
administrators may
consider implementing a
variety of leadership styles
to support faculty in the
use of Habits of Mind.

Future Research

Survey administrators
on their knowledge of
the broader
organization and how
they leverage the
resources within it to
support the
implementation of
Habits of Mind.

Survey administrators
on their leadership
styles as well as their
knowledge of other
leadership styles.
Evaluate which
leadership styles help
to further the
implementation of
Habits of Mind.

Connections to the Literature. Wall and Hall’s (2016) study posited the learning of
Habit of Mind such as Metacognition is done most effectively when teachers are able to use and
model these Habits of Mind for their students. Altan and Lane’s (2018) study corroborated Wall
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and Hall’s (2016) study. Altan and Lane (2018) affirmed teachers needed to possess the 16
Habits of Mind in order to effectively support learning and classroom management. Further still,
Costa and Kallick (2008) claimed Habits of Mind were not only incumbent for students and
teachers but school leaders needed to possess them as well. Fullan’s (2001) work identified that
leadership styles can be used to further support the implementation of initiatives. Ferrara’s
(2004) research identified the importance of using the broader context of the organization to
support implementation of an initiative instead of only zeroing in on the initiative at the
classroom level. Finding Three, Theme Two was somewhat supported by the literature. While
most teacher-participants did not offer the solution or explicitly state that they needed to model
or embody Habits of Mind in order for their students to effectively learn Habits of Mind, two
teacher-participants made reference to alignment of values and learning by example. Clint, a
Humanities teacher-participant, offered the faculty and staff needed to align their values and then
operationalize their values to incorporate these values into the classroom. Alex, a STEM
teacher-participant, stated we all learned best by examples and seeing other people’s examples
and learning what other teachers do in their classrooms. Even though student-participants noted
the value of Habits of Mind and provided viable solutions to improve the teaching and learning
of Habits of Mind, they did not provide examples connected to the literature.
Implication. Teachers and administrators need to use and model the Habits of Mind so
students can effectively learn and be impacted by the Habits of Mind (Altan & Lane, 2018; Costa
& Kallick, 2008; and Wall & Hall, 2016). Administrators need to look beyond the
implementation of the Habits of Mind and pay attention to the overall larger system and context
within which Habits of Mind is situated and therefore leverage that system to improve the
implementation of Habits of Mind (Ferrara, 2004). Employment of a variety of leadership styles
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such as affiliative, coaching, and authoritative supports the implementation of initiatives (Fullan,
2001).
Recommendation. It may be necessary for the school and district to work on developing
teacher and administrator competencies in the use of Habits of Mind in order for students to be
fully impacted by the Habits of Mind. A second recommendation may be that administrators
need to look beyond the specific initiative of Habits of Mind and understand how Habits of Mind
are situated within the larger context of the District and consequently use that knowledge to
improve the implementation of the Habit of Mind. A third recommendation may be that
administrators need to develop their awareness and ability to use leadership styles that can
further support and leverage the implementation of Habits of Mind.
Future Research. Survey and evaluate teacher, school and district administrators’
knowledge and use of the 16 Habits of Mind. This research may improve the overall climate of
the school. This research may also help provide perspective on the role Habits of Mind has on
improving learning and on a deeper level an understanding Habits of Mind are more than
practices to be achieved, they are ways of being. Survey administrators on their knowledge of
the broader organization and how they leverage the resources within it to support the
implementation of Habits of Mind. This research may provide insights as to how the broader
context of the organization can hinder or can support the implementation of Habits of Mind.
Survey administrators on their leadership styles as well as their knowledge of other leadership
styles. Evaluate which leadership styles help to further the implementation of Habits of Mind.
This research may help administrators and organizations understand which leadership styles or
combination of leadership styles can detract or support the implementation of Habits of Mind.
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Conclusion
This study was designed to explore teacher-participant and student-participants’
perceptions on the impact of Habits of Mind on students. This qualitative, multi-case study was
bounded by the phenomenon of Habits of Mind. The cases were the eight teacher-participants
who taught the junior class and eight student-participants in the junior class.
The chapter provided a summary of the research, findings and corresponding themes.
Through a qualitative analysis of focus group interviews, one-on-one interviews, and student
work sample documents, three findings and their corresponding themes were developed:
There is innate value in learning about Habits of Mind which positively impacts studentparticipants, Habits of Mind identified and provided a framework of dispositions which
established a common language for teacher-participants and student-participants to use, Habits of
Mind helped teacher-participants and student-participants to identify dispositions that led to
academic and social success, and Habits of Mind positively contributed to student-participants
critical and creative thinking and problem solving; Habits of Mind were an effective vehicle for
teaching and learning, Habits of Mind were used to acquire content knowledge, Habits of Mind
impacted success beyond high school, and Some Habits of Mind were more helpful for teaching
and learning than other Habits of Mind; Beliefs and practices advanced or diminished the impact
of Habits of Mind; teacher-participants and student-participants identified obstacles for the
teaching and learning of Habits of Mind, and teacher-participant and student-participant
identified solutions for supporting the teaching and learning of Habits of Mind.
Finally, a discussion of the findings, implications, recommendations for teachers and
administrators, and suggestions for future research were provided.
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Overall Conclusion
In conclusion, this study explored the perspectives of teacher-participants and studentparticipants on the impact of Habits of Mind on students. Although obstacles were identified by
teacher-participants and student-participants in the teaching of Habits of Mind, teacherparticipants and student-participants also named solutions for overcoming those obstacles. They
identified the teaching of Habits of Mind as valuable; needed for critical, creative thinking and
problem solving; needed for academic and social success; and for success in life. This work may
contribute to the existing body of knowledge of Habits of Mind and may also inform
instructional leadership practices for teachers and administrators.
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Figure A.1. This figure illustrates the final eight teacher-participants in the study that were
selected from the total number of 29 teachers.
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Figure A.2. This figure illustrates the final eight student-participants in the study that were
selected from the total number of 111 students.
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Figure B.1. This figure illustrates the two phases of the sampling procedure
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Figure B.2. This figure illustrates how teacher-participants were selected to participate in the
study.

Figure B.3. This figure illustrates how student-participants were selected to participate in the
study.
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Consent Letter- WCSU Faculty Member

January 14, 2019
Dear WCSU Faculty Member:
Thank you for collaborating with me on this research study. As you are aware given my role in
the school district, collecting data from participants, interviewing them, or even knowing their
identity compromises both the feasibility of this study and the findings of the study.
In order to conduct the study and maintain the identity of student and teacher-participants
your support will include:
● Sending invitation letters to participate in the study to all 29 teachers of the junior class
o You will be provided with stamped envelopes that are addressed to all 29 teachers
● Receiving consent from teacher-participants
o Teacher-participants will receive a stamped, addressed envelope so that they are
able to return consent forms to you
● Selecting 7 teacher-participants, 1 teacher-participant from each department in the high
school (Related Arts, Physical Education/Health, Math, English, Social Studies, Science,
and World Language) with preference given to teacher-participants who have the largest
class sizes
● Collecting Student Work Reflections from teacher-participants and sending them to the
Research-Facilitator
o Directions and a separate stamped and addressed envelope will be provided to
teacher-participants on distribution of student work reflections, collecting them,
and returning them to you
● Conducting a focus group for teacher-participants
o One, 40 minute session
● Conducting one-on-one interviews for teacher participants
o Seven, 40 minute one-on-one interviews
● Conducting one focus group interview with student-participants to model the focus group
interview for the Research-Facilitator
o One, 40 minute session
● Conducting one, one-on-one interview with a student-participant to model the one-on-one
interview for the Research-Facilitator
o One, 40 minute session
Pg. 2 Consent Letter WCSU Faculty Member
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● Maintaining the identity of participants
o Coding all teacher-participant names with a number
o Instructing all teacher-participants to use their identification number prior to
answering a question during the focus-group session
o Using the same identification number for the teacher-participant during the focus
group and one-on-one interview
These efforts will maintain participants’ confidentiality and make the study possible. This
research study has been reviewed and approved by Western Connecticut State University’s
Institutional Review Board #1819-84). Results of this study will enable educators to better
understand how Habits of Mind can assist students in their learning, critical and creative thinking
and problem-solving abilities.
Thank you for your time, consideration, cooperation, and contribution to this research
study. Please read the attached consent form, sign and return to me.
Sincerely,
Julio Vazquez
e-mail:

Jody S. Piro, Ed.D., Professor
Ed.D. in Instructional Leadership
e-mail:
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Pg. 3 Consent Letter WCSU Faculty Member
WCSU Faculty Member- Research Collaborator Consent Form
If you agree to the responsibilities outlined in this letter, please complete the following
information. Your signature indicates that the research study and your role in the study has been
explained to you, that your questions have been answered, and that you agree to take part in this
study. A copy of this form has been included for your records.

______________________________

_____________________

1-14-19

Print your name

Your Signature

Date

Thank you,
Julio Vazquez, Ed.D. Candidate Instructional Leadership
e-mail:

Western Connecticut State University
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Consent Letter- Research Facilitator

January 14, 2019
Dear Research-Facilitator:
Thank you for collaborating with me on this research study. As you are aware given my
role in the school district, collecting data from participants, interviewing them, or even knowing
their identity compromises both the feasibility of this study and the findings of the study.
In order to conduct the study and maintain the identity of student and teacher-participants
your support will include:
● Coding Student Work Reflections from teacher-participants once you receive them from
the WCSU Faculty Member
o Assigning a number to each student work reflection which will be the same
number you assign to the student-participant
o Keeping a master list of the number assigned to each student-participant and their
student work reflection. The list will be kept confidential in a google doc and
accessible to you only and for peer-review reasons only
● Observing the WCSU Faculty Member conducting one focus group for studentparticipants
o One, 40 minute session
● Observing the WCSU Faculty Member conducting one-on-one interviews for one
student- participant
o One, 40 minute session
● Participating in a 30 minute training session with the researcher
o on collecting data
o maintaining data secure
o maintaining student-participants’ identity confidential
o understanding and using interview protocols
● Conducting one focus group interview with student-participants
o One, 40 minute session
● Conducting one, one-on-one interview with a student-participants
o Six, 40 minute sessions
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Pg. 2 Consent Letter Research-Facilitator

● Maintaining the identity of participants
o Coding all student-participants names with a number

o Instructing all student-participants to use their identification number prior to
answering a question during the focus-group session
o Using the same identification number for the student-participant during the focus
group and one-on-one interview
These efforts will maintain participants’ confidentiality and make the study possible. This
research study has been reviewed and approved by Western Connecticut State University’s
Institutional Review Board #1819-84. Results of this study will enable educators to better
understand how Habits of Mind can assist students in their learning, critical and creative thinking
and problem-solving abilities.
Thank you for your time, consideration, cooperation, and contribution to this research
study. Please read the attached consent form, sign and return to me.
Sincerely,
Julio Vazquez
e-mail:

Jody S. Piro, Ed.D., Professor
Ed.D. in Instructional Leadership
e-mail:
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Pg. 3 Consent Letter Research-Facilitator
Research-Facilitator- Research Collaborator Consent Form
If you agree to the responsibilities outlined in this letter, please complete the following
information. Your signature indicates that the research study and your role in the study has been
explained to you, that your questions have been answered, and that you agree to take part in this
study. A copy of this form has been included for your records.

______________________________

_____________________

__1-14-19_

Print your name (Parent/Guardian)

Your Signature

Date

Thank you,
Julio Vazquez, Ed.D. Candidate Instructional Leadership
Western Connecticut State University
e-mail:
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Focus Group Interview Protocol
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Teacher-participants in the focus group will be asked the following questions:
What is your perception of Habits of Mind and its impact on student critical and creative
thinking and problem-solving? RQ 1
What approach do you use in teaching Habits of Mind? Why? RQ 1
In what ways might you integrate Habits of Mind in your teaching? RQ 1
Which Habits of Mind are most salient in your subject area? Why? RQ 1
Which Habits of Mind have you observed students use the most? Why do you think that
is? RQ1
Which Habits of Mind have you observed students struggle with the most? Why do you
think that is? RQ 1
What is the value in teaching Habits of Mind? RQ 1

Student-participants in the focus group will be asked the following questions:
1. What is your perception of the Habits of Mind and its impact on your critical and creative
thinking and problem-solving in your classes? RQ 1
2. In which subject areas does using the Habits of Mind make the most difference? Why?
RQ 1
3. In which subject areas does using the Habits of Mind matter the least? Why? RQ 1
4. In what ways might you use Habits of Mind to improve your critical and creative
thinking and problem-solving? RQ 1
5. Which Habits of Mind are most important to you? Why? RQ 1
6. Which Habits of Mind are least important to you? Why? RQ 1
7. What value is there in your teachers teaching you Habits of Mind? Why? RQ 1
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One-on-One Semi-Structured Interviews for teacher-participants
1.
Tell me about how you came to education? RQ 1
2.

What dispositions do you feel students need to have in order to be successful? RQ 1,

3.

Can you describe the Habits of Mind initiative in the school district? RQ 1

4.

How is the District’s Habits of Mind initiative on Habits of mind helpful to building the
dispositions students need to be successful? How is it not? RQ 1

5.

Tell me about your favorite lesson that was focused on Habits of Mind? RQ 1

6.
7.

How did the lesson promote critical and creative thinking?) RQ 1
What effect do you see Habits of Mind having on students? RQ 1

8.

Can you tell me of some successes you have seen as students have engaged in the work
of Habits of Mind? RQ 1

9.

Can you identify any obstacles in your being able to use Habits of Mind? RQ 1

10.

Do you have a story which shows how Habits of Mind are creating a culture of thinking
by advancing student critical and creative thinking? RQ 1

One-on-One Semi-Structured Interviews for student-participants
1. What dispositions do you need to have to be successful in school? Why? RQ 1
2. What dispositions do you think you need to be successful in life? Why? RQ 1
3. How do you think Habits of Mind is impacting your critical and creative thinking and
problem-solving as you attempt to complete learning tasks in your classes? RQ1
4. Which specific Habits of Mind help you to successfully solve a problem?”
5. “How did these Habits of Mind impact your problem-solving?” RQ1
6. Which Habits of Mind are the ones you use most frequently? RQ1
7. Which Habits of Mind are the hardest to use? RQ1
8. How might your teachers help you to improve your use of Habits of Mind? RQ 1
9. Are there any Habits of Mind you view as not important? RQ 1
10. Tell me of a time you used Habits of Mind successfully in school? RQ1
11. How do you see Habits of Mind helping you to be successful in your future? RQ1
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Consent Letter-Teacher-Participants

January 15, 2019
Dear Teacher:
I am in a doctoral program at Western Connecticut State University. I am
conducting a doctoral dissertation research about how teachers and students perceive how Habits
of Mind impacts critical and creative thinking and problem-solving. In particular, I am interested
in exploring your perceptions about the impact of Habits of Mind on critical and creative
thinking and problem-solving. I would like you to be a part of my study. I am sending you this
consent form that indicates that you have agreed to participate in the study. But first, I would like
you to know more about my project.
I hope that collected data will be analyzed and that they might be used to help educators
to understand how we can improve the way we teach dispositions that enable students to think
critically and creatively and solve problems. The research process is one that involves the
distributions of a student work reflection which is enclosed in this letter, one focus group
interview for 40 minutes and one, one-one-one interview for 40 minutes. So, your total time
commitment will be no more than 90 minutes and spread over 2 sessions.
Your identity will not be known to me. Focus group interviews, one-on-one interviews
and collection of data will be conducted by a Western Connecticut State University faculty
member. I will not use your name in the study. A Pseudonym will be used to maintain your
identity confidential. The interviews will have nothing to do with your status as a teacher in
North Salem Central School District, and will have no adverse effect upon your employment.
The findings will be used to write a dissertation and resulting research on Habits of Mind without
using anything identifiable to you or any other research participants. The data from the study
may be used in research reports or conferences. However, all participants will remain
confidential within any reports.
This research study has been reviewed and approved by Western Connecticut State
University’s Institutional Review Board #1819-84. This study is voluntary for all parties
involved. Participation or non-participation in this research will have no adverse effect on you in
any way. If you do agree to participate, you are free to withdraw from the study at any time.
Privacy will be protected. Participant names will be numerically coded for confidentiality.
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Pg. 2 Permission Letter Teacher Participants
Results will only be reported in a form that does not identify individuals. For the purpose of
teacher evaluation, the researcher has no supervisory relationship with any of the adult
participants as building principals and assistant principals are your immediate supervisors and
evaluators.
If you agree to participate in the study, please sign the attached statement below, return it to me
by January 30, 2019 and keep the attached copy for your records.
Thank you!
Julio Vazquez, EdD Candidate
e-mail:
Jody S. Piro, EdD Professor
EdD in Instructional Leadership
e-mail:
Western Connecticut State University
…………………………………………………………………………………………
If you agree to participate in the study, please sign the attached statement below, return it to me
by January 30, 2019, and keep the attached copy for your records.
Thank you.
Julio Vazquez, EdD Candidate
Instructional Leadership
Western Connecticut State University
I, ____________________________________, am a teacher in
.
I acknowledge that Mr. Vazquez has made clear to me the purpose of this research, identified
any risks involved, and offered to answer any questions. I voluntarily grant permission to
participate.
Printed Name of Participant ______________________________________________
Signature of Participant ___________________________________ Date: __________
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Student Work Reflection Document
Student Assigned Number: ____

Class Subject: ________________

Date: ______

Please circle the critical thinking skills you are used to accomplish the learning task or problem
you solved in class today:
Identify

Organize

Classify

Compare/Contrast

Cause/Effect

Make a Connection

Infer

Predict

Analyze

Advocate

Debate

Judge

Assess

Rate

Evaluate

Write in if other:

Please circle the creative thinking skills you used to accomplish the learning task or problem you
solved in class today:
Brainstorming

Observing Fine or
Hidden Details

Representing
multiple points of
view

Expanding the
number of
effective ways
to solve the
problem

Finding
multiple
connections or
patterns

Constructing a new
idea or
generalization

Improving upon a
solution

Enhancing your
communication to
your audience

Broadening the
impact of your
solution

Other, please
describe:

Please circle the Habits of Mind you used to accomplish the learning task or problem you solved
in class today:
Persisting

Thinking and
Communicati
ng with
Clarity and
Precision

Managing
Impulsivity

Gathering
Data
Through
All Senses

Listening
with
Understanding and
Empathy

Thinking
Flexibly

Thinking about
Thinking
Metacognition

Striving
for
Accuracy

Questioning
and Posing
Problems

Applying
Knowledge
to New
Situations

Creating,
Imagining,
Innovating

Respondi
ng with
Wonderm
ent and
Awe

Taking
Responsible
Risks

Finding
Humor

Thinking
Interdepende
ntly

Remaining
Open to
Continuous
Learning

Please continue to fill out the back of this paper
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Student Work Reflection (Continued)
Which 2 Habits of Mind do you perceive helped you the most in completing the learning task or
solving the problem in class today?
____________________________________ and ____________________________________
How did these two Habits of Mind help you the most in class
today?________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Check this box
if none of these Habits of Mind helped you to successfully complete
the learning task or solve the problem in class.
If you checked the box above, please explain why you perceive the Habits of Mind did not help
you or were not necessary:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for taking the time to complete this reflection.
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Consent Letter- Parents/Guardians

March 15, 2019
Dear Parent or Guardian,
My name is Julio Vazquez,
in the.
District. I am also enrolled in a doctoral program at Western Connecticut State University
(WCSU). This cover letter and the accompanying consent form are intended to encourage
participation in my doctoral research study in Instructional Leadership at WCSU. The purpose
of this study will enable educators to better understand the benefits of Habits of Mind to improve
students’ critical and creative thinking skills and problem-solving abilities. Participation in this
study is completely voluntary. This study is dependent on participation of Dr.
,
Superintendent, Mr.
, Principal of the MS/HS and the teachers of the high
school junior class. All of the above-mentioned have already agreed to participate.
The Habits of Mind developed by Art Costa and Bena Kallick are an identified set of 16
problem-solving, life related skills, necessary to effectively operate in society and promote
strategic reasoning, insightfulness, perseverance, creativity and craftsmanship. The
understanding and application of these 16 Habits of Mind serve to provide the individual with
skills to work through real life situations that equip that person to respond using awareness
(cues), thought, and intentional strategy in order to gain a positive outcome. These Habits of
Mind already compliment your child’s high school curriculum which will be featured in the
study.
A variety of instruments will be used in this qualitative study including the use of a
student reflection sheet which is enclosed in this letter. Student interviews, and review of
student class work will revolve around the use of the Habits of Mind.
I will not know the identity of students who choose to participate. Students who agree to
participate will be interviewed in a central school location (library classroom) by a ResearchFacilitator and a time will be selected so as not to interrupt their academic schedule. Student
names will be numerically coded and as a result privacy will be protected. All participants’
identity will be maintained in a secure location. These efforts will maintain confidentiality and
participation in the study is completely voluntary.
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Pg. 2 Consent Letter Parents/Guardians
This research study has been reviewed and approved by Western Connecticut State
University’s Institutional Review Board (1819-84). Results of this study will enable educators
to better understand how Habits of Mind can assist students in their learning, critical and creative
thinking and problem-solving abilities.
Thank you for your consideration, cooperation, and contribution to this research study.
Please read the attached consent form, sign and return to me.
Sincerely,
Julio Vazquez
e-mail:

Jody S. Piro, EdD, Professor
EdD in Instructional Leadership
e-mail:
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Pg. 3 Consent Letter Parents/Guardians
Parental Consent Form
If you agree to have this information collected about your child, please complete the
following information. Your signature indicates that the research study has been explained to
you, that your questions have been answered, and that you agree to take part in this study. A
copy of this form has been included for your records.
______________________________

_____________________

Print your child’s name

School

______________________________

_____________________

Print your name (Parent/Guardian)

Your Signature

Thank you,
Julio Vazquez, Ed.D. Candidate
Instructional Leadership
Western Connecticut State University
e-mail:
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__________
Grade Level
__________
Date
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Assent Letter Student-Participants

March 15, 2019
Dear Student,
My name is Mr. Vazquez
for
District. I am also a student Western Connecticut State University and I am conducting a
research study as part of my doctoral program. I am writing this letter because I would like you
to be a part of my study. I will be sending home a permission letter to your parent(s), but I
would first like to tell you about my study.
Over the past few years we have implemented Habits of Mind as part of our instruction in
North Salem. The Habits of Mind developed by Art Costa and Bena Kallick are an identified set
of 16 problem-solving, life related skills, necessary to effectively operate in society and promote
strategic reasoning, insightfulness, perseverance, creativity and craftsmanship. The
understanding and application of these 16 Habits of Mind serve to provide the individual with
skills to work through real life situations that equip that person to respond using awareness
(cues), thought, and intentional strategy in order to gain a positive outcome. What I would like
to do is select students to share their perspectives on the Habits of Mind with a ResearchFacilitator.
I will not know the identity of the students who choose to participate in this study. You
will be asked to submit a student reflection on Habits of Mind, participate in a focus group
interview with a group of your peers and participate in one, one-on-one interview with a
Research-Facilitator. During these interviews you will be asked questions about your
perspective on the Habits of Mind and their impact on your critical and creative thinking and
problem-solving. Participation in the study will take a total of approximately 90 minutes: 40
minutes for one focus group interview; 40 minutes for one, one-on-one interview and 10 minutes
to complete a student work reflection.
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Pg. 2 Consent Letter Student-Participants
Your name will not be used in the study, instead a number will be assigned to you to
maintain your anonymity. The reflections and interviews we use will have nothing to do with
report cards or grades. Interviews will take place in the library classroom and will not have you
miss any academic classes during the study. All of the information will be kept private.
Participation in the study is completely voluntary, and if you have any questions now or
during the study you may contact the Research-Facilitator at research-facilitator@.
.org.
Thank you for considering helping me with my study.
Sincerely,
Mr. Vazquez
e-mail:
Jody S. Piro, Ed.D.,Professor
Ed.D in Instructional Leadership
e-mail:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
If you would like to be in my study, please print and sign your name below.
_________________________ _______________________________
Print Name

Signature

Thank you,
Julio Vazquez, Ed.D. Candidate
Instructional Leadership
Western Connecticut State University
e-mail:
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ENTIRE PROPOSAL (INCLUD. SIGNATURES & ALL APPENDICES) SHOULD BE SUBMITTED AS 1 .DOC FILE
ATTACHMENT

Proposal # ______1819-84_____

Human Subjects Research Application Coversheet

Western Connecticut State University Institutional Review Board
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Julio Vazquez If the PI is a student, FACULTY SUPERVISOR: Jody
Piro
DEPARTMENT: Education and Education Psychology Department EMAIL/S:
and
PROJECT TITLE: Habits of Mind to Advance Students Critical and Creative Thinking and Problem
Solving: An Exploratory Study
Check any of the following that apply to this proposal:
_____ A. Proposal is an undergraduate student research project.
funded/developed

Is the research
with an

external grant?
___X__ B. Proposal is a graduate student research project.

YES

NO
_____ C. Proposal is WCSU faculty-developed research.
Agency:
_____ D. Proposal is externally-developed research.

If yes, indicate Funding

*indicate WCSU “sponsor”

I. Purpose of IRB Review

The role of the WCSU Institutional Review Board (IRB) is to review all proposed research at WCSU or by WCSU faculty, staff
or students to ensure that the research meets Federal standards for the safety and protection of any human subjects involved in the
research. The WCSU IRB operates in compliance with the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) Title 45 Part 46. WCSU’s IRB has registered approval (Federalwide Assurance/FWA) from the Office of
Human Research Protections (OHRP). To help the IRB fulfill its role, WCSU requires all researchers to submit their protocol for
review and approval. Please refer to the Research Application Guide available at www.wcsu.edu/irb for complete instructions.
The WCSU IRB is unlikely to reject an application without first discussing its concerns about the research with the investigator.
However, applications may be deferred for review at another meeting if substantial issues are present. Researchers are
encouraged to attend the IRB meeting of their review - in order to address any concerns directly. Failure to submit
complete materials by the published deadlines will delay review processes.

II. Application for IRB Review Checklist
Before submitting your research application for review by the IRB, you must ensure: Everyone involved has
completed the Human Subjects Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI) program, accessible on
our website http://www.wcsu.edu/irb/ or its equivalent.

IS THIS A NEW RESEARCH PROJECT?
YES

NO

If yes, are you applying for?
____________

Protocol # of previously approved application
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ENTIRE PROPOSAL (INCLUD. SIGNATURES & ALL APPENDICES) SHOULD BE SUBMITTED AS 1 .DOC FILE
ATTACHMENT

Proposal # ______1920-03_____

Human Subjects Research Application Coversheet

Western Connecticut State University Institutional Review Board
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Julio Vazquez If the PI is a student, FACULTY SUPERVISOR: Jody
Piro
DEPARTMENT: Education and Education Psychology Department EMAIL/S:
and
PROJECT TITLE: Habits of Mind to Advance Students Critical and Creative Thinking and Problem
Solving: An Exploratory Study
Check any of the following that apply to this proposal:
_____ A. Proposal is an undergraduate student research project.
funded/developed

Is the research
with an

external grant?
___X__ B. Proposal is a graduate student research project.

YES

NO
_____ C. Proposal is WCSU faculty-developed research.
Agency:
_____ D. Proposal is externally-developed research.

If yes, indicate Funding

*indicate WCSU “sponsor”

I. Purpose of IRB Review

The role of the WCSU Institutional Review Board (IRB) is to review all proposed research at WCSU or by WCSU faculty, staff
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Site Approval Letter- District Superintendent

January 4, 2019
Dear Superintendent:
I am currently enrolled in the doctoral program for Instructional Leadership at Western
Connecticut State University. This program requires that I design and implement a dissertation
research study. The purpose of this letter is to request formal permission from you to access and
to interview teachers of the junior class and students in the junior class. Teacher interviews will
be conducted through a Western Connecticut faculty member,
. Student
interviews will be conducted by a Research-Facilitator,
. Through my research, I
hope to determine the perceptions of teacher-participants and student-participants on the impact
of Habits of Mind on critical and creative thinking and problem-solving. It is hoped that this
might be informative to educators on ways to facilitate stronger dispositions for learning.
Focus groups and interviews will be conducted of teacher participants and student
participants in the library classroom by a Western Connecticut State University faculty member
and a Research-Facilitator, to maintain student and teacher-participant confidentiality and to
permit student and teacher participants to speak freely. The instrumentation being used to gather
those perceptions is comprised of a focus group and one-on-one interview protocol using
questions developed by the researcher and enclosed here for your reference, each lasting
approximately 40 minutes in length.
This research study has been reviewed and approved by Western Connecticut State
University’s Institutional Review Board (Protocol #1819-84). Participation or non-participation
in this research will have no adverse effect on any participant in any way. Participation in this
study is completely voluntary. Participants who do agree to participate, are free to withdraw from
the study at any time. Privacy will be protected. Participant names will be numerically coded for
confidentiality. Results will only be reported in a form that does not identify individuals. The
researcher has no supervisory relationship with any of the adult participants for the purposes of
teacher evaluation as principals are the evaluators of teachers as per our District’s contract and
APPR plan.
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Pg. 2 Permission Letter District Superintendent
Any information obtained through this study will remain completely confidential. If you
would like to discuss the study with me or have any questions about it, feel free to contact me via
email or phone at
I wish to thank you and the District for considering this research study using its teachers
and students. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Julio Vazquez
e-mail:
Jody S. Piro, EdD, Professor
EdD in Instructional Leadership
e-mail:
If you agree to have the school district participate in the study, please sign the attached
statement below, return it to me by January 15, 2019 and keep the attached copy for your
records.
Thank you.
Julio Vazquez, EdD Candidate
Instructional Leadership
Western Connecticut State University
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I, _______________________________, am the District Superintendent of the
……….
District. I acknowledge that Mr. Vazquez has made clear to me the purpose of
this research, identified any risks involved, and offered to answer any questions. I agree that the
study described above can be conducted with High School teachers and junior class students.
____________________________ _______________________________ _1-4-19
please print name

signature
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Site Approval Letter – Principal

January 4, 2019
Dear Principal:
I am currently enrolled in the doctoral program for Instructional Leadership at Western
Connecticut State University. This program requires that I design and implement a dissertation
research study. The purpose of this letter is to request formal permission from you to access and
to interview teachers of the junior class and students in the junior class. A faculty member from
Western Connecticut State University,
will interview teachers and a ResearchFacilitator,
will interview students. Through my research, I hope to
determine the perceptions of teacher-participants and student-participants on the impact of
Habits of Mind on critical and creative thinking and problem-solving. It is hoped that this might
be informative to educators on ways to facilitate stronger dispositions for learning.
Focus groups and interviews will be conducted with teacher-participants and studentparticipants in the library classroom by a WCSU faculty member and a Research-Facilitator, to
maintain student and teacher and student-participants’ confidentiality and to permit student and
teacher participants to speak freely. The instrumentation being used to gather those perceptions is
comprised of a focus group and one-on-one interview protocol using questions developed by the
researcher and enclosed here for your reference, each lasting approximately 40 minutes in length.
This research study has been reviewed and approved by Western Connecticut State
University’s Institutional Review Board (Protocol #1819-84). Participation or non-participation
in this research will have no adverse effect on any participant in any way. Participation in this
study is completely voluntary. Participants who do agree to participate, are free to withdraw from
the study at any time. Privacy will be protected. Participant names will be numerically coded for
confidentiality. Results will only be reported in a form that does not identify individuals. The
researcher has no supervisory relationship with any of the adult participants as principals are the
evaluators of teachers as per our District’s contract and APPR plan.
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Pg. 2 Permission Letter Principal
Any information obtained through this study will remain completely confidential. If you would
like to discuss the study with me or have any questions about it, feel free to contact me via email
or phone at
.
I wish to thank you and the District for considering this research study. If you have any
questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Julio Vazquez
e-mail:
Jody S. Piro, EdD,Professor
EdD in Instructional Leadership
e-mail:
If you agree to have the teachers and students participate in the study, please sign the
attached statement below, return it to me by January 15, 2019 and keep the attached copy for
your records.
Thank you.
Julio Vazquez, EdD Candidate
Instructional Leadership
Western Connecticut State University
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I, _______________________________, am the Middle School/High School Principal of
the.
. I acknowledge that Mr. Vazquez has made clear to
me the purpose of this research, identified any risks involved, and offered to answer any
questions. I agree that the study described above can be conducted with high school teachers
and junior class students.
____________________________ ____________________________.

please print name

signature
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16 Habits of Mind
1. Persisting: Sticking to task at hand; Follow through to completion; Can and do remain focused.
2. Managing Impulsivity: Take time to consider options; Think before speaking or acting; Remain calm
when stressed or challenged; Thoughtful and considerate of others; Proceed carefully.
3. Listening with Understanding and Empathy: Pay attention to and do not dismiss another person's
thoughts, feeling and ideas; Seek to put myself in the other person's shoes; Tell others when I can relate to
what they are expressing; Hold thoughts at a distance in order to respect another person's point of view
and feelings.
4. Thinking Flexibly: Able to change perspective; Consider the input of others; Generate alternatives;
Weigh options.
5. Thinking about Thinking (Metacognition): Being aware of own thoughts, feelings, intentions and
actions; Knowing what I do and say affects others; willing to consider the impact of choices on myself
and others.
6. Striving for Accuracy: Check for errors; Measure at least twice; Nurture a desire for exactness, fidelity
& craftsmanship.
7. Questioning and Posing Problems: Ask myself, “How do I know?”; develop a questioning attitude;
Consider what information is needed, choose strategies to get that information; Consider the obstacles
needed to resolve.
8. Applying Past Knowledge to New Situations: Use what is learned; Consider prior knowledge and
experience; Apply knowledge beyond the situation in which it was learned.
9.Thinking and Communicating with Clarity and Precision: Strive to be clear when speaking and writing;
Strive be accurate to when speaking and writing; Avoid generalizations, distortions, minimizations and
deletions when speaking, and writing.
10. Gathering Data through All Senses: Stop to observe what I see; Listen to what I hear; Take note of
what I smell; Taste what I am eating; Feel what I am touching.
11. Creating, Imagining, Innovating: Think about how something might be done differently from the
“norm”; Propose new ideas; Strive for originality; Consider novel suggestions others might make.
12. Responding with Wonderment and Awe: Intrigued by the world's beauty, nature's power and vastness
for the universe; Have regard for what is awe-inspiring and can touch my heart; Open to the little and big
surprises in life I see others and myself.
13. Taking Responsible Risks: Willing to try something new and different; Consider doing things that are
safe and sane even though new to me; face fear of making mistakes or of coming up short and don’t let
this stop me.
14. Finding Humor: Willing to laugh appropriately; Look for the whimsical, absurd, ironic and
unexpected in life; Laugh at myself when I can.
15. Thinking Interdependently: Willing to work with others and welcome their input and perspective;
Abide by decisions the work group makes even if I disagree somewhat; willing to learn from others in
reciprocal situations.
16. Remaining Open to Continuous Learning: Open to new experiences to learn from; Proud and humble
enough to admit when don't know; Welcome new information on all subjects.
(Costa & Kallick, 2008, pp. 23-37)
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Note to Reader: Coloration was used as an integral part of code organization.
Color
Habits of
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

Pseudony
m
Sophie

Column
A

Type of
Interview
Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

Date

Quote

3-4-19

A student’s approach to a
problem could be creative in
how they thought about it, so
in STEM most recently we
proved a very challenging
proof, it was about I’d say 13
different steps to it’s solution
and I had students come up
with actually a quite creative
way of starting a proof.
Well I think that what helps
make it much more
comfortable and safe and
successful is how often and
how much you do it.
Mainly the kind of problems
that we’re trying to direct kids
are complex ones and the skill
that if we want them to
separate themselves right, by
being capable of individually
or interdependently being the
person who derives the
uncommon solution, the
uncommon way out of the
box.

Habits of
Alex
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking
Habits of
Leo
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

A

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-7-19

A

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

Habits of
Clint
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

A

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19
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So obviously the creative
thinking comes from the
divergent thinking where
students during that
brainstorming process. I
always think it’s backwards, I
always think of it as creative
and critical thinking, creative
thinking part at least in my
domain comes from thinking
about all the ideas using that
diversion thinking, and then
the critical thinking the
conversion thinking comes

from narrowing the focus,
drawing from that creative
process sort of culling the
good ideas from the okay
ideas and determining how to
use them effectively in what
we’re trying to do."
Habits of
Thomas
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

A

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

Habits of
Liz
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking
Habits of
Thomas
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking
Habits of
Susan
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

A

Teacher
Focus
Group 1

2-27-19

"Habits of Mind" definitely
help students problem solve
and they critically think

A

Teacher
Focus
Group 1

2-27-19

I think they enhance the kids'
critical and creative thinking
abilities.

A

Teacher
Focus
Group 2

2-28-19

Sure so perception for the
impact of “Habits of Mind”
critical creative thinking and
problems solving I think the
impacts are great, especially
for discipline. I think that all
of the “Habits of Mind” all 16
of them apply, am I allowed
to say my discipline.

Habits of
Darwin
Mind and
Critical and

A

Teacherparticipant

3-6-19

“Habits of Mind” in North
Salem has been on the
mission which is to use
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3-6-19

I was really impressed with
how much critical thinking
and problem solving skill they
brought to that task because
they came up with some
pretty original solutions. So
they were solving that
problem, and the kids did a
really good job of it. The final
papers were really good
because that’s a problem that
they deal with in their day to
day life, they know that they
are distracted by technology.

Creative
Thinking

individual
interview

creative and critical thinking
to solve problems has
influenced how we design the
activities that we engage in in
class.

Habits of
Ana
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

A

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

Like with question and like
problem posing, if sometimes
it makes like, the answer
more clear, if you're like, kind
of like writing out like,
questions like, it helps you
know, what you're looking
for, if you're like reading a
passage, or like annotating um
a textbook or a story, and um
I think thinking like flexibly.

Habits of
Beth
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

A

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

I think a lot of students,
including myself, like, do use
the Habits of Mind without
even realizing it. So like, for
number one persisting, like,
especially because I'm
working towards like my AP
exams right now. And those
take like a lot of time, and
like, also, like SATs and
ACTs, that kind of stuff. So
you have to make sure you're
like trying to keep going
through each task. And even
though it could get like,
tiresome.

Habits of
Carl
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

A

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

You know, persisting, I think
I bring it up a lot, but I think
it's definitely your number
one for a reason. I think just
you need to have accuracy to
get the grades you want, or,
you know, to answer the
question or solve the problem
in the correct manner.
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Habits of
Dee
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking
Habits of
Edith
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

A

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

A

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

I think the Habits of Mind
have like a positive impact on
creative and critical thinking.
Because they like, help you
narrow down what you're
thinking, by like gathering
data and striving for accuracy,
which is the critical part, but
then also, like the thinking
flexibly, and an understanding
helps like with your creative
assignments.

Habits of
Fred
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

A

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-8-19

I think when I'm conscious of
me, using Habits of Mind, I
think I definitely notice their
ability to improve my critical
and creative thinking. But I
think they do it all the time,
just subconsciously without
you thinking about it. So I
think that do definitely have
an impact.

Habits of
Gina
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

A

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

Well, having them kind of
laid out for you, I find that it
really helps because you can
kind of look back on what
you're doing, and that can
kind of help you be more
efficient with something or
realize where maybe you're
going wrong, or where your
strengths are, or something
like that. So I find that like,
especially like when you're
trying to, like learn or
complete a task or anything
like that, it's good to be able
to reflect back on what you've
been doing in order to make
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I feel like they impact a lot.

everything else easier kind of
say, you know, like that I was
like something that was really
good, I maybe I can look to
try and do that for any future
things that you're working on.
Habits of
Halle
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

A

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-30-19

I think that being aware of
them makes it easier to
critically and creatively think,
or at least and problem solve,
like, because when you're
more aware of the Habits of
Mind, you can like, kind of
strive to use them. And then
let's say I like, completely
forgot about them. And I
wasn't doing them
subconsciously. And I'm
having a hard time solving a
problem or coming up with a
solution. But then I remember
like, oh, like, think of it
another way, or like, ask a
question or remain open to
continuous learning. And then
it might be easier to get into
that deeper level thinking

Habits of
Ana
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

A

Studentparticipant
focus
group 1

4-23-19

I remember in ninth grade
before you read a chapter of
like a textbook, we would
write like certain questions
that we had, so that's like
seven [on the HOM sheet in
front of student], like question
and problem posing. And then
it kind of helped, like while
you're reading to, like, see
what specific ideas you were
looking for. So I think like,
some of that can like help.

A

Studentparticipant

4-24-19

Habits of Mind come into
play a lot when we're using

Habits of
Mind and
lle
Critical and

Ha
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Creative
Thinking

focus
group 2

critical and creative thinking
with like questioning.

Habits of
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

Fred

A

Studentparticipant
focus
group 2

4-24-19

I feel like the Habits of Mind
are something that everyone
kind of has and uses without
really thinking about it, it's
something more in the
peripheral, or so you kind of
use them when you're doing
critical and creative thinking,
just at all times, but unless
you truly think about it, and
attempt to pinpoint which
ones you're using, you're not
really thinking about what
you're doing.

Habits of
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

Carl

A

Studentparticipant
focus
group 2

4-24-19

But I think definitely with the,
with the more critical. But I
do think that the critical part
of it is definitely something
that is used consistently,
throughout my time in the
classroom.

Habits of
Mind and
Critical and
Creative
Thinking

Gina

A

Studentparticipant
Focus
group 2

4-24-19

So all these things are stuff
that we use day to day. So it's
very important to look at it
because if you can learn about
what you need to do in order
to get through any sort of
problem, like creative
thinking versus critical
thinking, and anything that
kind of pertains to that, it can
make making decisions more
efficient and easier for you.

B

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-4-19

Strong self-efficacy, being
disciplined in a world full of
distractions.

Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that

Sophie
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students
need
Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Alex

B

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-7-19

All of them is being the self
learner, the self-directed
learner, the lifelong learner. If
you’re a questioner and seek
to find answers that means
you necessarily really need to
be open minded and there’s
just so much that comes to
that, then you can learn
everything, you can
understand people, you can
solve every kind of problem,
you can create solutions, you
can find happiness - if one is
willing to ask questions and
really earnestly pursue them.

Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Liz

B

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

I think that they need to be
optimistic, I think they need
to be open-minded; I think
that they need to be
determined and almost a little
bit self-motivated because I
think that motivation has to be
somewhat intrinsic for them
to really succeed. They need
to be able to communicate is
huge, because if they can’t
communicate their thoughts
they can’t work on a team and
communicate their thoughts to
me then it’s difficult.

Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Susan

B

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

So in terms of how it relates
to a disposition, I think that
the students’ disposition
habits of mind is huge. It’s
one of the five dimensions of
an educator is to have the
habits of mind in there and I
mean if you’ve got somebody
that’s highly impulsive
they’re probably not going to
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be highly successful in an
area like [STEM] because
they’re probably going to
jump to an answer because a
lot of times we talk about the
meta cognitive piece where
it’s step back and look at the
problem, you evaluate before
you jump in. So you could
think about your thinking
before you proceed and that
makes you highly successful
because then you’re going to
find efficient whatever
efficient means for you
whether it’s fast answer
whether it’s accurate, efficient
in that regard.
Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Clint

B

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview
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3-6-19

I think the most important
disposition students have is
their sense of self efficacy.
That they have the confidence
to believe that they can be
successful, that they have a
chance to be successful. I
think on top of that one of the
things I try to strive for in my
student is that they become,
that they advocate for
themselves, that they’re
empowered so to speak, and
that they’re aren’t passive
actors in their educational
experience. My most
successful students, having
taught for so many years I try
to instill this upon my own
children is to advocate for
themselves. If they don’t do
well on a test or a quiz, they
don’t understand something,
go see the teacher, ask, ask
questions, try to take charge. I
notice, I work with students,
not only do I work with

advanced students but I work
with regular education
students who struggle in a
support class and the common
trait that they all seem to
have, the kids who struggle in
school, despite not having any
learning disabilities, is that
they’re passive actors in their
educational experiences. They
have a sense of
powerlessness, they don’t
believe that they have any
control over their destiny, that
it’s their fate to do badly. So
I’m a big believer in that as
well, self efficacy and self
advocacy."
Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Thomas

B

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview
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3-6-19

Open mindedness I think the
disposition of open
mindedness to new ideas. I
think that they, this is
particular to the ELA sort of
domain, I think that they need
to be literate in the sense of
liking to read and if a kid is
not a reader or doesn’t like to
read I try to work with him on
it right from the beginning of
the school year, because that’s
the key, that opens the door,
and if you don’t have that it
makes it much harder to
become a stronger writer, to
encounter the ideas that we
have, so a disposition toward
reading. Also natural curiosity
is a big factor in terms of like
being interested in new ideas,
new concepts, new literature
and then during the course of
the year we talk about
successful, academically
successful it takes resilience
and perseverance for kids to

stand with, right now is a
tough time of year, they are
grinding through like the
SAT’s, I’m dealing with it
with my own [child], the SAT
is next weekend, there are
tests and quizzes going on in
all the classes and you have to
have the resilience and the
sort of work ethic to put down
the phone and the video
games after school and say
I’m going to sit here and read
this book for a half hour and
take these notes and move on
and do this chemistry thing.
So you know, there’s no way
of avoiding that but they need
to have a certain work ethic
also to be successful you
know at a school like this
where it’s a pretty high level.
Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Liz

B

Teacherparticipant
focus
group
interview 1

2-27-19

Persisting, Managing
Impulsivity, Look for
Accuracy.

Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Thomas

B

Teacherparticipant
focus
group
interview 1

2-27-19

Find Humor

Types of
Habits of
Mind

Alex

B

Teacherparticipant

2-27-19

Communicating about
thinking
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Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

focus
group 1

Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Thomas

B

Teacherparticipant
focus
group 1

2-27-19

Thinking and communicating
with clarity and precision

Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Sophie

B

Teacherparticipant
focus
group 1

2-27-19

Clarity and precision

Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Alex

B

Teacherparticipant
focus
group 1

2-27-19

Regarding Clarity and
communication

Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Thomas

B

Teacherparticipant
focus
group 1

2-27-19

Managing impulsivity with
almost all the
kids....Communicating with
Clarity and
Precision.....Listening with
Understanding and Empathy
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Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Liz

B

Teacherparticipant
focus
group 1

2-27-19

Managing that
impulsiveness....Being
persistent....Finding humor

Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Susan

B

Teacherparticipant
focus
group 2

2-28-19

So I think for me meta
cognition is loud and clear
one of the top contenders
there, but certainly when you
get into persisting you get into
the questioning and posing
problems where usually the
teacher poses these problems
now turn it around for the
kids to pose questions and
problems and reverse the
thought process is huge. Then
in terms of the
interdependence of the
[STEM] oh my gosh there’s
just so much that goes on
because if you can’t do this,
you can’t do that and
everything builds and it’s a
complicated structure in
[STEM] so it really works
well. The flexible thinking
and the fluidness of the
[STEM] is huge as well. So I
think relating that to critical
creative thinking and problem
solving it’s all there too
because you’re starting off
with a huge number of ways
you could approach and then
you narrow it down and say
what is it that I’m going to do
and how am I going to solve
this problem it just all seeps
together with this learning
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and all of that. Then throw a
little humor in there along the
way and you’re pretty good to
go.
Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Leo

B

Teacherparticipant
focus
group 2

2-28-19

Persistence is tremendously
important. I think there’s a
moment in learning, probably
in acquiring any skill but
definitely in acquiring a
foreign language. For every
student I think there’s a
moment where you say this is
as far as I need to go. So some
difficulty rears it’s ugly head
and you say what, four words
for why, I’m just going to say
whichever word comes into
my head and there’s these
spots all along the way, all of
them are to narrative past
tenses and so I think that it’s
incumbent on the teacher sort
of to inspire the kids to get the
asset and say this is not, this
shouldn’t be the end of the
line for you, you need to
persist and struggle past this if
our goal is to communicate
authentically in this language.
So that’s something that I feel
like in a very real sense I run
up against that issue of
persistence very frequently.

Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need

Clint

B

Teacherparticipant
focus
group 2

2-28-19

We focus on thinking
flexibly, on thinking on
clarity and precision and on
thinking about our thinking,
metacognition.
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Types of
Habits of
Mind
Identified
by
Teachers
that
students
need
Types of
Habits of
mind that
teacher
perceive
that
students
use
Types of
Habits of
mind that
teacher
perceive
that
students
use
Types of
Habits of
mind that
teacher
perceive
that
students
use
Types of
Habits of
mind that
teacher
perceive
that
students
use
Types of
Habits of
mind that

Susan

B

Teacherparticipant
focus
group 2

2-28-19

Thinking flexibly,
metacognition, applying past
knowledge, striving for
accuracy persisting, finding
humor

C

Teacherparticipant
focus
group
interview 1

2-27-19

Questioning and Posing
Problems

Sophie

C

Teacherparticipant
focus
group
interview 1

2-17-19

Thinking Flexibly...Listening
with Empathy and
Understanding

Alex

C

Teacherparticipant
focus
group
interview 1

2-27-19

Students know more so than
years ago are very
comfortable on thinking
interdependently

Leo

C

Teacherparticipant
focus
group
interview 2

2-28-19

I do see them bring prior
knowledge to bear.

Clint

C

Teacherparticipant
focus

2-28-19

Independently I think that I’m
impressed with at least my
students’ ability to persist.

Thomas
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teacher
perceive
that
students
use

Types of
Habits of
mind that
teacher
perceive
that
students
use

group
interview 2

Susan

C

Teacherparticipant
focus
group 2
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Our kids they have long days,
they spend 7 ½ hours in class
all day, most of our kids play
sports so they’re at school
late. When they have contests
at home or away so they’re
home even later and many of
them also play instruments or
are in the drama and musical
productions, sometimes part
time jobs, so these kids they
work long days I think many
of them and their ability to
persist and manage all those
different responsibilities is
impressive I think
2-28-19

Students thinking and
communicating clearly with
precision is one of the things
that I like to see, or that I see
frequently, that very often I
don’t pick up a problem that a
student is looking at and so
they describe it and they’ll
read it with [STEM] accuracy
which is a communication
skills. Then certainly
persisting, if I let my kids take
an entire period or two
periods, or four periods on a
test they would likely hang
onto it for the entire period
going through whatever
techniques that they could
whether they’re redoing the
problem using another
technique or checking it over
and looking for that level of
accuracy. So persisting is
definitely out there and then
in that context would also be
thinking collectively because
certainly they’re doing the
problem in multiple ways in
order to figure it out to make

sure they’ve got it correctly
done would be right up there
as well.
Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

Liz

D

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

I think sometimes remaining
open to continuous learning.
People don’t often want to be
wrong and I think it’s saying
because it’s here you know, it’s
okay to admit that we don’t
know and we know we can go
on and as a teacher I make sure
that always keep learning and if
you get something wrong then
you go forward and learn from
your experiences. That’s really I
think I have issues with the kids
seeing that because some
children once they are wrong
they shut down, that is they
don’t go on and continue trying
to learn, they kind of give up.
Let me say something else,
humor is always in that not a
problem, taking responsible
risks, you know what trying new
things sometimes scares people
especially if it’s outside their
comfort zone. So I would say
when I pose some questions and
open ended tasks people sit back
and they’re a little bit nervous
about taking risks and exposing
themselves really. I think that’s a
huge thing at the age level, they
don’t want to look bad. Yeah.

Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

Thomas

D

Teacherparticipant
focus group
1

2-27-19

Listening and understanding
with empathy. The students have
a tough time really listening to
other points of view that they
might disagree with and they
tend to speak ...kids in particular
tend to speak before they have
really thought.... combination of
impulsivity and listening

Habits of
Mind

Alex

D

Teacherparticipant

2-27-19

Cognition, I think that’s one of
the more difficult ones,
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Students
Struggle
with the
most
Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

focus group
1

Clint

D

Teacherparticipant
focus group
1

2-28-19

They have difficulty at times
managing impulsivity, they
don’t necessarily strive for
accuracy, they just kind of want
to rush through it and get it done
and they’re not as successful. So
I think it’s a distinguishing
characteristic between my most
successful students and my least
successful students so I think
that might be why I address it
more specifically with my less
successful students rather than
my more successful students.

Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most
Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

Leo

D

Teacherparticipant
focus group
2

2-28-19

In a certain way kids who leave
the class are often kids who
aren’t capable of applying prior
knowledge to the situations

Clint

D

Teacherparticipant
focus group
2

2-18-19

Getting high school kids to
respond with wonderment and
awe is a challenging task. I think
for them sometimes it’s difficult
and it’s difficult at least for me
to create scenarios where they
slow down and take a look
around and appreciate what it is,
the learning process itself, and
the content that we’re
confronting. I think sometimes
that can be a little more
challenging at least from my
perspective.

Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

Susan

D

Teacherparticipant
focus group
2

2-18-19
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I think it’s difficult sometimes to
think interdependently in
[STEM] and I think also creative
and innovating becomes a very
difficult process. We use
something called backwards
thinking and it’s just something
that happens in my room that
instead of taking a problem that I
present and posting them I do

that to model going forward but
then backwards thinking is okay
here’s the result but how could
you create a problem that would
yield this kind of an answer and
what would you do to create that
presents an awful lot of
difficulty for kids and that
creative piece is clearly missing
in [STEM] because they don’t
want to or they resist I’ll say
because they’re so used to the
teacher posing the problem and
then going backwards and then
the backwards thinking becomes
a challenge for them for sure.
Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

Susan

D

Teacherfocus group
interview 2

2-28-19

And even resisting, they often
don’t want to do that and even
when they do that process they
find that they’re so much
stronger in going forward now
that they’ve gone backwards. So
I might go with creating,
creating can be very difficult in a
[STEM] classroom.

Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

Leo

D

Teacherfocus group
interview 2

2-28-19

I think for some kids I just think
it varies a lot based on a kid’s
personality and that’s one of the
awesome things about valuing
these different skills is that every
once in a while a kid while in a
traditional setting would never
get a chance to shine suddenly
does because the design of what
you’re doing favors the new
tendencies and the talents.

Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

Ana

D

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

Sometimes applying past
knowledge to new situations is
hard. Because I think that we
learned so much in school, that
it's hard to not just focus on what
you're learning, and, but to also
bring in past stuff. And that's
why it's like important, like, one
of my teachers had like a
midterm in the be-, like middle
of the year, and that helped like
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for subjects where you need past
knowledge
Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

Beth

D

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

So like responding with
wonderment and awe and also
like finding humor, like I like to
try find any humor and, and
respond with wonderment and
awe in my education and also in
life. But sometimes that's
difficult, like in certain situations
where tasks are, like difficult to
complete, or like they get
frustrating and like, it's just a
buildup of frustration.

Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

Carl

D

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

I think the ones hardest to use
would probably be creating,
imagining and innovating. Some
people are naturally disposed to
be able to, you know, do that
they have the kind of, you know,
active imagination. I found
usually when, especially, it's
hard for you to really, you know,
create a scenario where you do
that, well, in an unstructured
environment, you know. In
school, they try to do in certain
projects, but it's just, you really
have to work within the bounds.
I know, one of my English
teachers said, oh, write this essay
about you know, the book. And
don't do any research first. Just
come up with your own topic
with your own ideas, and then
we'll do research. Well, I did
that. But I couldn't find any
other like outside sources to
really collaborate or make, you
know, supports my claims and
my assertions, so it ended up not
turning out the way I wanted to.
So that one would definitely
difficult to use. Thinking
flexibly is also difficult in sort of
the same way is that you you
taught one way to do it, you
know, math class you taught,
you know, do it this way or you
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won't get points. So, I say
thinking flexibly, something
that's not until the encouraged
and because that's, you know, I
don't use very often and when I
do, it's the most difficult to use.
SII 5119
Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

Dee

D

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

Maybe taking responsible risks
are hard. Sometimes because I
feel like, some people don't
really like venturing out of their
comfort zone. And if they know
something works, then they'll
just do it over and over again.
And they won't want to be of
interest.

Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

Edith

D

Student participant
individual
interview

5-2-19

Think the hardest to do is taking,
taking responsible risks. Because
I have, like, a hard time trying to
like, just like, take risks in
general. And like, putting
yourself out there even though
you know, you might get
rejected or something. I think it's
hard to take risks in life.

Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

Fred

D

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-8-19

Think it's managing impulsivity
and responding with
[unintelligible - er?], managing
impulsivity and thinking about
thinking. For thinking about
thinking, you have to know that
you're doing it, you kind of have
to take a step back from what
you were doing and examine
how you were doing it, which
can definitely be difficult in like
a classroom setting sometimes,
because you're always moving.
Then managing impulsivity.
With school, I kind of feel like I
just want to get it done and over
with. So I just rush through it
sometimes. And so by taking my
time, it would definitely, it might
improve how I do in school. So
definitely working on that more
would be good for school.
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Habits of
Mind
Students
Struggle
with the
most

Gina

D

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

I'd say taking responsible risks,
because sometimes it's hard to
know if a risk is the right risk to
make because especially looking
at it from your own shoes, it
could seem like something only
really has bad outcomes or only
really has good outcomes. And it
can be hard to kind of weigh
other things from like a different
point of view. Striving for
accuracy, I find specifically for
me to be sometimes difficult just
because I'll like forget to recheck
my work, or I'll just be moving
so quickly through something
and then I'll just say that I'm
done. And I'll just move instead
of going back over it. And then I
think also remain open to
continuous learning can be kind
of difficult, because I find that
the way that you originally
learned something tends to be
the way that you want to learn.
And you want to kind of stick
with that. But you kind of have
to teach yourself to learn in
different ways, because you
never really know what's going
to work best for you. And you
know, someday even if you're
like way down the line in life,
you could still find a new way
that you learn and it might even
be better than all the other ways
you've learned.

Halle

D

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-3-19

Managing impulsivity. Cuz, I
mean, I do, I'm very cautious.
But like, sometimes maybe if
I'm, like, conflicting with
someone, it's hard to like, or like
a teacher even it's hard to like,
just kind of like, keep it to
yourself, or think like, is this
worth it? Or like, should I just
not try on this project? Like, you
know, I don't have time like
things like that. It's definitely
hard. But like, it's important to
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think through the whole thing
before you make a rash decision.
And also, oh, it's hard to think
independently sometimes.
Because I think people are prone
to think that they're correct,
about a lot of things, so it's a
team effort to think together.
Because people have to be open
to hearing what each other think.
So I think that's definitely a
more difficult one.
How often
do teachers
perceive
that HOM
are used in
class

Liz

E

Teacherparticipant
focus group
1

2-27-19

They are used quite frequently.

How often
do teachers
perceive
that HOM
are used in
class
How often
do teachers
perceive
that HOM
are used in
class
How are
HOM taught

Thomas

E

Teacherparticipant
focus group
1

2-27-19

In Humanities, we use a lot of
them all the time

Thomas

E

Teacherparticipant
focus group
1

2-27-19

One of them is thinking and
communicating with clarity and
precision. which is what we
spend half of our time doing in
the Humanities department

Sophie

F

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-4-19

I really felt I wanted my own
students to look at the 16 that are
labeled there and decide which
fits them best this year. Which is
the one they really need to focus
on for success and that’s a
different idea for everyone
because everyone is at a
different level. We’re not all at
the same level in a STEM
classroom at all even though it’s
labeled honors there’s quite a
diverse group of thinkers in that
room and ability. I really feel
that learning is personal, “Habits
of Mind” are personal, so I
wanted to make it personal so
they felt ownership. What’s nice
is I’ll remind them of their
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“Habits of Mind” even though I
might not be able to identify
what that is for that student, I’ll
just remind them hey Kevin
what was that “Habit of Mind”
you chose, how’s that working
for you, is it feeling good, they
know what it is
How are
HOM taught

Sophie

F

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-4-19

Totally have to personalize
it....otherwise they’re going to
see that grid of 16 and be
completely
overwhelmed....personally for
myself is as a teacher let me
choose the two that support my
way of teaching and I found that,
shared that with my students, so
I share this all with my kids why
I chose what I chose and that
will be my focus of the year as I
teach and then I wanted them to
choose, and some kids copied
me and chose the same thing
because they want to be like the
teacher. Then many chose others
that fit them and they had to
explain why

How are
HOM taught

Sophie

F

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-4-19

Students can choose to work on
any 2 Habits of mind they want
for whatever reason as they
deem they need

How are
HOM taught

Sophie

F

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-4-19

I’ll highlight one of them and
put it on my centered whiteboard
so when kids come in they see it,
and I’ll highlight it and talk
about we’re going to focus on
this for the next several weeks so
that I felt I had to trim this down
in the way which it was being
unfolded

How are
HOM taught

Alex

F

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-7-19

So it’s really more, you know,
looking at the structure itself and
thinking about how does this
manifest in my classroom? And
there was a time, the reason I
tend to pick hard ones, so like
managing impulsivity, that’s
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easy to be impulsive with your
how you see it, like I was saying
it’s like I quit. But what does
that really mean if you’re doing
STEM - to manage your
impulsivity? You know, we’re
not just talking about the kids
with attention issues and how
they manage that, it’s about
something else. But that’s taken
me a long time to come to, to
really understand, it’s got to be
something more profound than,
you know, just a buzz word. So,
I, you know, it’s reflective first,
really trying to understand
theoretically like Aristotle,
Socrates, what’s the nature of
this thing? And then what does it
look like in the context
How are
HOM taught

Alex

F

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview
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3-7-19

Virtually every laboratory
investigation no matter how
large or how small is, of that let’s figure it out, how do we do
it. It’s rarely me saying follow
step 1, step 2, step 3, step 4. It’s
here’s this problem, here’s this
device, figure out how fast it’s
going - when it’s spinning, I
know it’s spinning 400 times a
minute. They’ve got to figure
out - you select from a range of
tools to try and figure this thing
out and know with what level of
precision they have it for
example, or to determine
whether some quantity is
conserved, or what does this
thing look like in three
dimensions that you can’t see by
using a device, and mapping it
out, and how are you going to
map it out and express that. So
the more you do that in a safe
environment the more
comfortable they become in
engaging in those things. So I
guess I would say a story is
creating a culture means its
actually the culture, like nearly

all the time. Everything is a
question and you’re going after
it and figuring out how - so that
you’re really learning the
cognitive structure of your
discipline. Because you’re
practicing it you’re doing it,
How are
HOM taught

Susan

F

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

So I think the communication
comes through loud and clear
and the accuracy in the language
and all of that it just shows up in
class all the time. Do we name it
all the time, no we don’t name it
all the time but you know, we
could go flash card on the side
and say we just did, we just did,
you know, but I don’t know how
many kids acknowledge habits
of mind but they’re using it
probably pretty much the same
as critical creative thinking in
our mission, you know, how
many kids recognize in our
mission critical creative thinking
is there but we’re being taught to
do it and we’re using it on a
daily basis but you know, how
many actually see it and
acknowledge it that might be a
different conversation

How are
HOM taught

Darwin

F

Teacherparticipant
Individual
Interview

3-6-19

Well I’m doing a lesson right
now that’s really going to push
these kids beyond what I think
their skill levels are. It’s going to
challenge them and it’s going to
frustrate them and I like that,
they don’t like it, but I like it. So
I just try to encourage them, tell
them not to give up, tell them to
keep at it, to try to give them tips
without giving them the right
answer which is something I’m
working on right now because a
lot of teachers just want to, they
know, kids just want the right
answer, just give me the right
answer, I’m like that’s for you to
figure out, that’s the process and
not necessarily the product that’s
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important, and that process is
how you get there
How are
HOM taught

Darwin

F

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

By hopefully giving my students
challenging questions, problems,
situations to think about. I mean
if you’ve got to think about your
thinking you have to give them
something to think about, right.
So I think as a teacher I try to
put them in a situation where
they have to think and not just
give them the right answer, you
know. More for start first with
the divergent, you know,
brainstorm, look at all possible
choices, so work on their
divergent thinking then start to
converge because there is a right
answer, I mean when we’re
doing evolution phylogenic trees
I mean there is a one tree that
works while there’s different
versions of that tree, but they
will through their divergent
thinking come up with different
possible, I mean for an example
of a lesson I’m doing right now,
but they’ll come up with
possible choices through
brainstorming and trial and error
hopefully converge to that one
best answer, I don’t want to say
right, but that one best answer.

How are
HOM taught

Clint

F

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

Yeah, I take the latter approach
whereas it’s integrated into the
lessons so students are engaging
in “Habits of Mind” without us
necessarily addressing it.

How are
HOM taught

Clint

F

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

And the distinction between my
approach and some other
people’s approaches I don’t go
there next. I don’t then bring the
chart back up and say this is
what we did and this is what we
did, and I know some people do
that and I’m sure there’s value in
that as well, it’s just not the
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approach that I’ve taken at this
point.
How are
HOM taught

Thomas

F

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

I think that the initiative here in
the district where they sort of
pound these things is good that
way you know. Some of them
flexible thinking, empathy,
managing impulsivity, a lot of it
is just regular patterns and
practices for regular school work
and good teaching and learning
but it’s good to organize them
and to put them on the wall, this
is what our district stands for. So
I know Sophie here, she’s
focusing on two at a time and
that’s a really good idea, I’m
going to start doing that, you
know, picking two and just
focusing on the two. But I think
it’s good that our district
encourages those values, those
kind of mental habits and sort of
I’d like to add a few, you know,
[humanities] would like to add a
few, science would want to add a
few.

How are
HOM taught

Thomas

F

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

I would say I’m more of like the
second way of doing it I don’t
wake up and say okay how can I
do a lesson around on of these
things because you’re just doing
it anyway, maybe [humanities]
more so than other ones because
a lot of these they are just what’s
in a good [humanities] lesson.

F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-17-19

A lot of them are things that the
kids do sort of organically
without having to have, be
taught to them the structure of
Habit of Mind 13, find humor. I
think that they are useful and
valuable but sometimes you
know the forced structure of
them can make kids sort of
pause a little bit and wonder
about their usefulness, you
know.

How are
HOM taught

Thomas
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How are
HOM taught

Liz

F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

In the classroom right or wrong I
don’t know, like Thomas said
you never or I never teach
“Habits of mind”....it’s really
more life,,,,,So really going
through a curriculum I’m not
going to pick a problem based
upon what “Habits of Mind” I
want to hit I’m going to look at
the “Habits of Mind” I need to
have good control over or good
understanding of in order to
complete the task.

How are
HOM taught

Thomas

F

2-27-19

They fall naturally.

How are
HOM taught

Sophie

F

Teacherfocus group
interview 1
Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

I do the same thing where we
might highlight a particular or
two particular HOM versus all
16 and identify what and how
we see that in mathematics.....
I’ve asked them to also choose a
focus of “Habit of Mind”
themselves that they want to
focus on the year. I’ll use a
common platform that students
can share out that information
and why they’ve chosen that. So
I try to bring a lesson back to
what they’ve chosen and why
and how does that help them in
this process of problem solving
or attacking a question.....I really
believe if we model it more,
name it more they’ll be able to
absorb it more versus it’s part of
my every day and not just a
lesson of the week or the
moment so we’re trying to
model it for them, so we’re
seeing it unfold and what it
looks like and we’ll name it so
we can really understand what it
says and what it does.

How are
HOM taught

Alex

F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

So I couch the curriculum in
terms of that particular “Habit of
Mind”. Secondly is organically,
things arise in the classroom that
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make an obvious connection to
me and I will make it over
whether it’s a coaching session
with an individual student or if
it’s a large group setting actually
point out that that’s what that is.
And lastly the biggest approach
is I try to make the course very
inquiry oriented so that it lends
itself to bringing that out and
what that means is, is that when
students are doing a problem or
an investigation of some type
lots of details are left out and so
I can give them cues, well this
requires creativity, creative
thinking, here you want to not be
impulsive if they happen to get
stuck
How are
HOM taught

Thomas

F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

We do that a lot and we don’t
always label it as we’re doing
“Habit of Mind” 14 or whatever
that is

How are
HOM taught

Sophie

F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

Well my focus has been to focus
on two I can do well in my
structure in my room every day
until I get deep understanding of
what they mean versus looking
at all 16 and saying which ones
are we doing this week, Holly,
Molly and this, I kind of look at
it as I’m going to pick a couple
that focus well with the
standards of math practice and
hone in on those. So for myself
there’s some exclusivity that I’m
not looking at certain “Habits of
Mind” because I just can’t do it
all. I want to really focus on a
couple that I can do well and
then the next year’s group might
be a different focus for me and
then hopefully we’re all on
board doing this and kids in our
population will see at some point
all 16 at some point but they
won’t see them all in a STEM
class, or all in a social studies
class, or all in a music class, like
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they just won’t and it’s just
unrealistic to think that they will.
I think eventually by the time
they graduate to me it’s a long
term goal.
How are
HOM taught

Alex

F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

The more time we’ve spent
thinking about what does that
mean and what does that look
like in the classroom, the more
we bring it out and use language
and examples with students and
the more examples of mine
which come out so we can see it
more.

How are
HOM taught

Liz

F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

Name the ones I use which is
like three or four, but if I go into,
you know, if I put them up
which we sometimes, not
frequently will go and look at
the “Habits of Mind” that I hung
up and we say okay we talk
about how they can be used and
when they’re used in particular
course work or even in life.

How are
HOM taught

Alex

F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

But I think when I first
encountered them you look at it
almost every week you could
make yourself a little checklist
or the class and say we’re doing
this, we’re doing this, we’re
doing this because so much of it
is just like how to live as a
human being.

F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
1

2-27-19

I really love that about picking
two, when you do that you can
develop those two in the
students, particularly the meta
cognition, whatever, just have
kids become more aware of their
own mental habits.

F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
1

2-27-19

So I’m always struggling
looking for good tools to manage
“Habits of Mind” in my STEM
classroom which is somewhat of
a struggle, so you feel that
you’re inventing it yourself but

How are
HOM taught

How are
HOM taught

Thomas

Sophie
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that’s when you just look for
opportunities to bring it forward
and to name it.
How are
HOM taught

Liz F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
1

2-27-19

Do they know, are they going to
know really what that is to circle
it and say so when I agreed to
this we just started a whole unit
and in the introductory to this
unit I put up the “Habits of
Mind” and we just looked at
them probably for about two
minutes and went through how
they’re used in everything that
we do. When you talk about
remaining open to continuous
learning I gave a little
something, like this is what it is,
like when you go to see if you’re
using it are you using it, that’s
really what we’re looking at. I
had one of the kids in my class
who’s a lower level student and I
put these up on the board and we
just had conversations about
where we use these in life, not
only in the classroom and the kid
at the end of the class his hand
immediately was raised and he
was like Ms. Liz I need a copy
of that whole sheet because I
think I just started a new job and
I think I need to incorporate all
of those things into my life. I
said to him, you know what,
you’ve been doing these, it’s not
new, we talk about these in the
classroom it’s just sometimes
you don’t see it right in front of
you

How are
HOM taught

Leo F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
2

2-28-19

Well I have to create experiences
for them that allows these habits
to be brought to bear in a typical
setting, older style setting really
those aren’t that critical, they
really talk to you about
memorization you know the first
sort of taxonomy right, talking
about memorization and
regurgitation but if you’re not
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going to be involved in
developing these “Habits of
Mind” to create scenarios where
they’re important and clearly
valued even in the assessment
and I think that’s the way in
which it to me sort of
revolutionizes or very strongly
informs that say what I’m doing
on a day to day basis. TGF222819
How are
HOM taught

Leo F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
2

2-28-19

When you start to emphasize
their thinking and they begin to
understand their changes in their
thinking are an important goal
for you they begin to sense that
you’re actually, you know, like
school can seem like a very
intramural activity in some ways
and I think when kids begin to
perceive that you’re developing
that in them it seems like a very
authentic while they sense that
wow he’s trying to make me
better at a thing that’s applicable
beyond the four walls of this
classroom and think that they
tend to buy in to a certain
excitement involved with the
idea that you’re trying to make
me authentically better,
authentically more skilled and
authentically more capable of
succeeding in different
environments.

How are
HOM taught

Clint F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
2

2-28-19

I address them implicitly so I
don’t necessarily rely on a
specific language, I don’t
reference the term “Habits of
Mind” on a regular basis. I
actually have the “Habits of
Mind” taped to my podium sort
of as a reminder to address not
only the content but also some of
the thinking skills for the student
to be successful, but I infuse it
implicitly into the lessons based
on the activities that we’re
engaged in. I will say that that’s
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in my advanced level classes. I
do work in a support class with
students who struggle
completing homework, they’re
not learning disabled in any way,
they’re not classified, they’re
just students who aren’t as
successful as they potentially
could be regular education
students so I will work with
them more deliberately with the
“Habits of Mind”. We’ll talk
more specifically, we’ll look at
the chart and we’ll talk
specifically and it is noteworthy
that the students that I work with
in that support class, that
struggle being academically
successful despite not having
any learning disabilities often
struggle with many of the
components of the “Habits of
Mind” they don’t, they lack
some persistence.
How are
HOM taught

Susan

F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
2
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2-28-19

Have it on a bulletin board of
mine and I think the way I think
the way I started to do was put in
a “Habit of Mind” on the board
and I would rotate through the
“Habits of Mind” by just putting
one of them on the board and
then we would talk about it and
say well what is that exactly and
what does it mean and you
know, keeping in mind the
discipline that I’m in I don’t
have a lot of times to talk about
things of that nature, but it
relates to what we’re doing all
the time so I started alternating
that way. I can’t say I
specifically name them by name
and it may be a mistake on my
part that I’m assuming that they
know what the “Habit of Mind”
is that we’re talking about but
that might even be something to
consider whether it’s relevant or
important to name it by name
and address it and say well right

now we’re persisting or right
now we’re thinking flexibly or
striving for accuracy. So there
might be some credibility I guess
to actually naming it and saying
what we’re doing while we’re
doing it but I don’t also date it
and say this is the habit that
we’re using at this moment.
Again I teach specifically upper
level classes as well and maybe
it’s again an assumption that I
shouldn’t make that we already
know that we’re talking that
way.
How are
HOM taught

Leo

F

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 2

2-28-19

Well I’m a little bit leery of, I
know kids grow tired of buzz
words and so I really don’t want
to beat them over the head with
the buzz words, they tend to
react as to while these are very
valuable skills, they’re more
than valuable skills, this is, I
really think it’s a great goal to
develop these skills in the kids. I
think it’s a very, very valuable
outcome, I really don’t want to
sabotage it by making them
(14:44 inaudible) through the
words and I don’t think it’s
necessary because as Clint says
its done implicitly. If we’re clear
about what we value and
especially right down to the level
of assessment then I think that it
happens without being named
and it happens organically.

How are
HOM taught

Ana

F

4-30-19

I liked when my teacher went
through them, it kind of opened
my mind a little bit.

How are
HOM taught

Ana

F

Studentparticipant
individual
interview
Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

I liked that my teacher just one
day, like went through all of
them. And she was like, one was
a time that we've done this in
class, or that you can do this in
the subject.
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How are
HOM taught

Ana

F

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 1

Teacher
knowledge
of the HOM

Alex

G

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-7-19

The fact that it’s consistently
here whether or not we are
talking about it as a faculty
every single day, it just keeps
coming up. It comes up in
faculty meetings, research
initiatives, it keeps coming up
and the people here are so
professional that the
conversations happen not only in
these rooms, in faculty meetings,
they happen informally with
people. You know, my
colleagues and I we were in the
office and like we had these
actual conversations and what
does that mean am I doing this,
is it like this and so forth. And so
then so we take it back into our
classroom and we start
unconsciously using that
language with our students and
then - we start seeing how it
relates to our curriculum.

Teacher
knowledge
of the HOM

Liz

G

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

I think it’s great, honestly
coming here I never heard of
habits of mind before, last year
was the first year that I was even
exposed to the concept.

Teacher
knowledge
of the HOM

Alex

G

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview

2-27-19

I do think that with teacher
familiarity, the more familiar we
are as teachers the richer our
thinking about it, the more time
we’ve spent thinking about what
does that mean and what does
that look like in the classroom,
the more we bring it out and use
language and examples with
students and the more examples
of mine which come out so we
can see it more. So I don’t know
which came first, the chicken or
the egg, but we’re not seeing it
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4-23-19

In my [STEM-Math] class, we
actually went through each one
of these. And we were able to,
like, pinpoint a time in class that
we have used it.

because we don’t have the
language and they don’t have the
experience or they just don’t
have it yet and we’re not talking
about it but I think it’s more the
former than the latter.
Teacher
knowledge
of the HOM

Liz

G

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

I totally agree with that. If you
were going to ask me honestly
right now to name the 16
“Habits of Mind” I couldn’t
name them all. I name the ones I
use which is like three or four,
but if I go into, you know, if I
put them up which we
sometimes, not frequently will
go and look at the “Habits of
Mind” that I hung up and we say
okay we talk about how they can
be used and when they’re used
in particular course work or even
in life, however, if you ask me to
go through them I don’t have
enough awareness as an
instructor to say well we’re
lacking that because I don’t
know them of the top of my
head. That was a good point
Alex.

Teacher
knowledge
of the HOM

Alex

G

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

Well I wanted to grab that sheet
over there and say you know
what I need the terms because I
don’t have them.

Teacher
knowledge
of the HOM

Liz

G

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

So going through, maybe if you
had somebody here, a veteran
teacher, and this is what they
were concentrating on you’d
have I guess more of a
development in your lessons to
incorporate “Habits of Mind” in
because you already had it all set
up. You already know them and
you can pick and choose, but
having to start from scratch and
plan everything along with
incorporating “Habits of Mind”
that’s why I don’t walk in the
classroom every day saying I’m
going to hit these three. I walk in
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the classroom and as the course
work goes you pick up things
just as in life, yeah stop being
impulsive, find humor, take
responsible risks, okay you’re
free to do that because you think
you might be wrong, no but you
might be right also. So do it.
How long
has HOM
been taught
"truly
taught"
What are
Habits of
Mind

Sophie

Sophie

H

Teacherparticipant
focus group
1

2-27-19

I

Teacherparticipant
focus group
1
Teacherparticipant
focus group
1
Teacherparticipant
focus group
1
Teacherparticipant
individual
interview
Teacherparticipant
individual
interview
Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview

2-27-19

What are
Habits of
Mind

Alex

I

What are
Habits of
Mind

Thomas

I

What do
Habits of
Mind do

Sophie

J

What do
Habits of
Mind do

Sophie

J

What do
Habits of
Mind do

Alex

J

What do
Habits of
Mind do

Sophie

J

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Alex

K

I think last year was the first
year that it really became a
focus.

Behaviors that facilitate Access
to problem solving

2-27-19

It gives it a framework...for
thinking.

2-27-19

Behaviors and sort of practices
that lead to um learning.

3-4-19

It kind of equalizes the playing
field for students.

3-4-19

Habits of Mind” provide a
language and platform to create
that focus for students.

2-27-19

Represent the breadth of being
human, the idea that humor is
part of intelligence, impulsivity
is about intelligence and
thinking.

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview

2-27-19

I think “Habits of Mind” helped
to identify that behavior so we
could identify it and bring it
forward.

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-7-19

So persistence what that means
is, what am I trying next, what
am I trying next, does not mean I
give up. It’s what am I trying
next and how do I know that
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what I did didn’t work and so
that actually becomes engrained
and tied into the problem solving
process we teach and
(emphasized) it’s dynamic. We
change the problem solving
process we actually teach and we
make it better because we’re
putting that language in there.
Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Liz

K

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

They did, like a lot of people
wanted to use like there was
people just grabbing paper and
crumpling it up and some people
put skewers in the paper, and
some people were being the
earth themselves, and some
people grabbed the globe and it
was a variety and it was also
crazy. I think with a lot of this at
least in the STEM portion it’s
allow crazy classroom when you
are being creative. I think you
have to loosen the reigns a little
bit and let the kids explore and
find their creativity and then be
able to exhibit these things.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Leo

K

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

And so I see habits of mind as an
outgrowth of problem solving,
an outgrowth or maybe problem
solving through a different lens.
In problem solving you go
through a cycle and there are
certain steps to the cycle and this
is another aspect of it. Okay well
as you go through this where
does your head have to be. What
is your state of mind as you go
through these steps, so whereas
the initial problem solving that
micro that I felt was very, I felt
the rational was very clear and I
felt that the responsibilities, I
don’t know what you want to
call it but the steps and
components of what we were
supposed to do was very clear to
us.
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Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Alex

K

Teacherparticipant
focus group
1

2-27-19

It helps make the whole process
of learning and problem solving
and talking about thinking much
more holistic.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Ana

K

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

I think gathering data through all
the senses. Because when you're
like, like, there are many
different ways you can like, like
in [COURSE NAME],
sometimes, like you'll be read,
like a question out loud, and you
have to like respond, like for the
AP [COURSE], you have to do
that. And then other classes, you
have to like, like, read the
question and try to like, pick out
specific, like important
information, or in [STEM],
sometimes you have to recall an
experiment that you've seen and
done.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Beth

K

Studentparticipant
individua
interview

4-30-19

So, also, probably number 10,
gathering data through all the
senses, because you have to be
able to see, you have to be able
to use, you have to be able to,
like recognize everything, by
using sight, but also like figuring
out like, what's possible, in the
long run.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Beth

K

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

Probably number 4 thinking
flexibly, because that's good to
use, if you have trouble solving a
problem, and you can have like,
different ways to solve a
problem. Like if you try one
way, and it doesn't work out, like
you can use another way.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Beth

K

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

Questioning and problem
posing, Number seven. Because
if you have a questioning
attitude, like it's not like being
like, some people might consider
it like being like, wise or like
some, like critical of like a
teachers learning style. But like
asking questions is not a bad
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thing, because it helps you
understand what you're know it
what you're doing, because
you're asking question to make
you feel to improve yourself.
Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Carl

K

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

I'd say, applying past knowledge
and new solutions, it helps when
you dealing something that you
dealt with before, whether it be,
you know, for example, so you
have a big test coming up, and
you're not sure what to do, you
can sort of take experience from
prior, you know, situations like
that, you know, I, there was
some [STEM] where I had no
idea of what I was doing. So first
time ever I got a tutor while
taking it, and really helped me
succeed in that class, while some
of my friends do very, very
poorly. And when it happened
again, in [STEM], I got a tutor,
again, to try and help me, you
know, work through the, my
inability to really do it very well.
I'd say, you know, that was
definitely helpful. And also, I
hate to say the same one again,
but persisting, you know, you
just really have to stick with it
all the way through no matter
how much you hate it, and how
much you want to sleep or how
much you want to go hang out
with friends, you just have to
remain there and do the job. And
that's just the way it goes.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Dee

K

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

I really like the persisting one. If
I'm in math or something, and
there's like a problem, and I can't
seem to like solve it or get like
the right thing that I need to,
then if you go back also, [Oh,
also, oh my God. All right cough]. If you go back and like
try it a different way, and just
like, keep going and going and
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persist through it, then you can
find the answer.
Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Dee

K

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

Probably all of them really...But
um...Maybe… Maybe remaining
open to continuous learning.
Because if you mess up, then
learn, you learn from your
experiences and can solve the
problem better.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Edith

K

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

I think... I think gathering data
through all senses kind of helps
with problem solving cuz so like
the how part is like, when you're
kind of like going through like a
problem you have, you have to
be able to not only just like read
things to solve but you have to
hear what other people have to
say, and like, gather data from
everything that kind of around
you, too.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Edith

K

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

I think also for problem solving,
you should be able to question
and problem posing, because
like you can't like asking other
people like, can help you find an
answer to your own problem.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Fred

K

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-8-19

Yeah. So persisting definitely
allows you to solve a problem,
by just roughing it out almost. If
you're, if it's a long say math
problem, that's going to take you
15 minutes to do just persisting
through it not getting distracted,
and just sticking to your work.
Striving for accuracy would be
like going back and checking
your work to make sure you did
it right. And if not going back
again, to improve on it. And then
like I said before, thinking
flexibly just allows you to look
at concepts and challenges at a
different angle.

Habits of
Mind and

Gina

K

Studentparticipant

5-14-19

Okay, so persisting, which I
keep going back to which just
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problem
solving

individual
interview

because I feel like you really
can't do anything without
sticking with it. Because if you
give up easily, then there's really
no going anywhere from there.
Probably gathering data is
important, because you need to
be able to kind of look at
everything you have and be able
to, like, recognize all of it, and
then put it together in different
ways. And I think those are
probably like, the most
important.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Gina

K

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

More than learning how to kind
of control, like, how you think
with all these different things,
and how you face a problem can
be really helpful. Because if you
don't look at it, from a
perspective of like the Habits of
Mind where like, you can kind
of go and like examine how you
did something, and maybe how
you can do it better than if you
don't really learn how like that
skill. Then when you go, like
into the real world and you're
trying to do really anything, it
can be difficult, because you
never really took the time to
teach yourself how to do things
better and figure out where what
are your strengths and what are
your weaknesses.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Halle

K

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-30-19

I think that being aware of them
makes it easier to critically and
creatively think, or at least and
problem solve, like, because
when you're more aware of the
Habits of Mind, you can like,
kind of strive to use them. And
then let's say I like, completely
forgot about them. And I wasn't
doing them subconsciously. And
I'm having a hard time solving a
problem or coming up with a
solution. But then I remember
like, oh, like, think of it another
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way, or like, ask a question or
remain open to continuous
learning. And then it might be
easier to get into that deeper
level thinking.
Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Edith

K

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 1

4-23-19

I think it's just like, another way
to solve a problem you're faced
with, and like, not be like, stuck
and have to, like, think of new
ways. It's like, also kinda like
saying, There's, like, could I try
doing this way.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Halle

K

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

I think that the Habits of Mind
come into play a lot when we're
using critical and creative
thinking with like questioning, a
lot. And I think on there was like
perception, like how you're like
perceiving what other people are
saying and like, how willing you
may be to like, listen to other
people's opinions, and that may
help you solve the problems like
faster and more efficiently. So in
that regard, I think that they do
play a big role in problem
solving in the classroom.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving
Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Fred

K

4-24-19

I definitely think they help with
problem solving in the
classroom.

Halle

K

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2
Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

I just looked at the sheet. And
with the finding humor, I think
that that's definitely more
subconscious. And when I think
back to when we filled out the
survey, I realized that I think I
did check that because it was
based off of a lab we did in
[STEM]. And I think sometimes
when you're working with other
people, like if you are like,
rebutting each other a little bit,
you might want to find humor in
order to solve the problem. So
that's when I'd say I've used that.
And I think maybe the more
conscious you are of the Habits
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of Mind, you may be able to
like, help yourself solve
problems differently in the
future, because you know what
works for you better.
Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Halle

K

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Not selected
H3

K

Sample
student
work
document

Finding humor helps me to learn
new things easier because I am a
very comedy drawn person.
Persisting in math eventually
brought me to the correct answer
during math class.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Not selected
S3

K

Sample
student
work
document

With the molecules lab I needed
to identify species and how each
evolved from 1 common
ancestor. With organization and
thinking clearly of the different
possibilities, my group and I
were able to place the molecules
on the right branch and correct
order of course we were faced
with problems but by asking
questions between each other we
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4-24-19

I would say that you would use
the Habits of Mind to improve
your critical, creative thinking
and problem solving by
becoming more aware of which
Habits of Mind, like, when you
use them, you become the most
successful. So like, if I were
noticed that, when I'm finding
humor in a situation, I'm able to
solve problems better, because
I'm more relaxed, maybe, then if
I am struggling to do something
I could channel that and be like,
oh, maybe try this, or you can
kind of I guess, become more
aware, think about your
thinking. And then you will
probably be able to solve
problems better just based on
your own individual self, not
like worrying about like, oh,
Participant 8 like uses this, you
just have to like think about it in
terms of yourself, I think.

managed to correctly fill out the
phylogenic tree.
Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Not selected
S4

K

Sample
student
work
document

I messed up on a problem in a
really silly way and I learned not
to do it again because of how
silly it was. I looked at a
problem in a different way to try
to understand it differently

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Not selected
S6

K

Student
work
document

Persisting helped me to stick to
the problem and not to give up
and thinking flexibly helped me
consider my options to choose
the best way to solve the
problem.

Habits of
Mind and
problem
solving

Not selected
S8

K

Student
work
document

While working on the lab it is
very important to communicate
clearly so that everyone
understood each other and were
able to comprehend the problem
at hand and persisting because if
you don't have persistence you'll
never complete anything after
you fail once.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Alex

L

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

Habits of
Mind

Alex

L

Teacherparticipant
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3-7-19

7-19

3-

But there’s so much more to that
in terms of what that means if
you’re teaching STEM or
STEM. So what does it mean in
your discipline, um impulsivity,
and what does persistence
actually look like? Persistence
means you’re just saying give
up or does it mean an actual
structure of problem solving
where you are meta cognitive
and you think about what you’re
doing and then you realize this
isn’t working and you identify
tools for knowing how and why
that’s not working, and then you
consciously make the decision
well in my process I have to try
something else, so what am I
trying now.
So for me, virtually every
laboratory investigation no
matter how large or how small

connection
to content

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

individual
interview

Liz

L

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview
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is, of that - let’s figure it out,
how do we do it. It’s rarely me
saying follow step 1, step 2, step
3, step 4. It’s here’s this
problem, here’s this device,
figure out how fast it’s going when it’s spinning, I know it’s
spinning 400 times a minute.
They’ve got to figure out - you
select from a range of tools to try
and figure this thing out and
know with what level of
precision they have it for
example, or to determine
whether some quantity is
conserved, or what does this
thing look like in three
dimensions that you can’t see by
using a device, and mapping it
out, and how are you going to
map it out and express that. So
the more you do that in a safe
environment the more
comfortable they become in
engaging in those things. So I
guess I would say a story is
creating a culture means its
actually the culture, like nearly
all the time. Everything is a
question and you’re going after
it and figuring out how - so that
you’re really learning the
cognitive structure of your
discipline. Because you’re
practicing it you’re doing it.
2-27-19

Every lesson deals with all of
these, especially as a STEM
person it’s the root of, that’s all
we do is problem solve, and it
ends up to be in the end using all
of these habits of mind, well
maybe not all, but the majority
and not knowing that we’re even
using them especially if you’re
going to communicate at the end
what you found. But a particular
lesson maybe we were talking,
we were in our astronomy unit
towards the beginning of the
year and I was having the kids

develop and create a model that
explained how the phases of the
moon worked. So I didn’t give
them anything except a bunch of
material, I gave them a light, I
gave them a globe, I have them a
Styrofoam ball to be the moon,
they could do anything that they
wanted in the room and they
were floored because they had to
dig deep onto, they’ve seen it
before, in fact they did a whole
course work, they learned all the
phases of the moon last year.
When we went forward to do it
this way they had to truly
understand it to explain it to
create a model of it. So it took
persisting because I was in there
saying guys do not give up
because you can manage
impulsivity, they just wanted to
say this was the answer and they
didn’t think it through. So when
I questioned them as to how do
you even see that, they needed to
take a step, you can’t just jump
to whatever it is, you know,
listening with understanding and
empathy they worked in groups
of three or four and sometimes
there’s problems. I can go
through the whole list here and
each one you had to, and I had to
then stand in front of the room
and communicate with others
about what they had seen,
thinking and communicating
with clarity. People wanted to
know exactly what they saw and
how they collected their data and
they did that through gathering
with all their senses. So I mean I
feel like that’s one lesson but
most of the lessons and labs that
we do involve the majority of
these. It’s easy as a STEM
person than I would see as a
language arts person because it
makes it a little more difficult,
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maybe because I’m a STEM
person so that could be
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2-27-19

I’ll mention it from time to time
in class but I don’t do much with
it either other than hey you know
if you haven’t persisted in this
area you’re not going to be there
or I’ll mention it in that regard
too because that’s clearly our
initiative and they have to do
that in our class to be successful,
it’s just the way it is and a high
power calculus class without that
you’re not going to be
successful. As we say it just
doesn’t bump you over the head
and you know now all of a
sudden you know calculus, it
just doesn’t work like that.
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2-27-19

So in my particular curriculum
they have to be attentive to
detail, they have to be very
critical, attentive to detail,
certainly habits of mind shows
up loud and clear. They have to
be accurate, they have to work
hard at whatever it is that they’re
working at because it doesn’t
come naturally to all of us. They
have to be able to put pieces
together, it sounds like I’m
listing habits of mind but they
have to be able to put pieces
together. They have to have a
sense of humor for sure because
so many times it just doesn’t
work right and you’ve done a
whole page of whatever and you
have to start all over again and
that sort of thing. That
perseverance is necessary and
important, so I think I could
probably write a book on habits
of mind being a [STEM] teacher
that those are the qualities that
you’re really going to need. The
creativity maybe not so much
but sometimes we’re creative
and sometimes we’re pulling in
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different aspects, how could we
do this in a different way and
then compare and contrast
different techniques that we use
to solve a problem. So there is a
creativity component but
probably not as much as you’d
find in maybe an art class or
such in a music class, something
that you’d typically think of it
as. So I guess the dispositions
and probably answering a couple
questions at once, but
dispositions are definitely
motivated and accurate and
willing to work hard at it, and
notice in there I did not say have
a propensity to do a good job in
[STEM], that the [STEM] is not
innate it doesn’t come naturally
sometimes and you have to work
at it, and there I am a prime
example because I was the one
throwing the paper across the
room, crumpling it up and
getting mad and why don’t I get
this and why couldn’t I. so for
me realizing I’ve done a lot of
reading on [STEM], that you
don’t have to have that ability,
that innate and you can change
it. So I would say that’s the other
belief, around my room I have
believe everywhere because you
have to believe, if you don’t
believe it’s not going to happen
and that’s really the bottom line
there. Yeah it’s, that’s all.
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2-27-19

Between these prepositions,
right, and so they worked with it
and they did it very, very well,
and I think that, and besides that
in that topic there is a specific,
there are shall we say there are
details to it but there’s a general
trend of what por is and what
para is and they were able to
derive almost all of the specific
instances and then the general
sense of each word, like sort of a

guiding sentence for each. So I
thought that doing that required,
you know, I put them in groups
to do it so they definitely worked
interdependently, they definitely
persisted, they definitely applied
past knowledge and probably
another one.
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3-6-19

It’s funny, I mean just the fact
that my AP bio class today, I
mean when you say that I just
think of the one specific one,
you know, although there’s
many here. If we’re going with
the one persistent one like my
AP kids are struggling this year.
Again, we have an open door
policy and I tell my parents even
though they don’t want to hear
this and I don’t design the course
this way, that you son or
daughter is going to learn more,
failing my class, what does that
mean, that means a grade and I
design the course for if they’re
persistent and they work hard
and they try I mean they will end
up successful. Not all kids are, I
mean success isn’t guaranteed, I
mean you’ve got to put forth the
effort and not give up. So me
personally I’ve been doing that
since I first started teaching AP
[STEM] here, designing a course
that isn’t just based upon grades
although good grades come
when you put in the effort. If
you don’t put in the effort,
you’re not persisting, you’re not
being resilient well then it’s
going to show up in the long run.
So, success is not guaranteed,
but if you put in the effort into
any class by thinking about your
thinking and tweaking what
you’re doing. You know, I tell
my kids I provide them with the
necessary tools to be successful
but because you don’t know two
people except identical twins

with the same DNA, no two
people have the same brain, no
two people are going to think the
same way. So one “Habit of
Mind” which may be successful
for you may not be successful
for you, depends upon your
neurobiology. So I’ve over the
years developed an AP class that
will hopefully accentuate the
positive aspects of the students’
work ethic and learning styles
that they will be successful. I
don’t know if that makes sense.
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3-6-19

Sure, and I mentioned this the
other day, off the top of my head
in terms of thinking flexibly and
being creative when we’re
generating ideas for a free
response argument prompt and I
teach the kids a brainstorming
process and one of the key
components that I talk to my
students about is self-edit. Don’t
dismiss ideas before you’ve had
a chance to think about how they
could come to fruition in your
essays. One of the examples I
give is the Geico commercial on
TV in which Geico Insurance
Company sells insurance but the
commercial is a camel walking
around an office full of cubicles
on Wednesday and the camel is
asking all the different
employees who refuse to make
eye contact and obviously find
the camel annoying, what day is
it and none of them will answer,
none of them will take the bait
and eventually at the end one
frustrated and tired employee
does and says it’s Wednesday to
which the camel goes hump day
in which the camel is very
excited about this and then the
slogan at the end is it has
something to be how happy are
Geico customers, how happy is a
camel on Wednesdays. We talk

about how that could be a $10,
$15, or $20 million advertising
account that some Manhattan
firm on Sixth Avenue has and a
bunch of people sat in a room
and said how can we effectively
sell car insurance, what’s the
idea that we’re going to present
to Geico who gave us all this
money and somebody said why
don’t we have a camel excited
on hump day, and nobody said
that’s a stupid idea and it turned
out to be one of the most iconic
commercials in the last 20 years,
in fact Geico it was probably
about 10 years ago they just
brought it back and they’re
rerunning the commercial again
now and using it again it was so
successful, and so I use that to
try to get kids to think flexibly
and think creatively and not to
dismiss what are small to trivial
or non-sensible examples that
they could use because they
could create really novel
arguments that distinguish them
as writers. So that’s an example
of me teaching that “Habit of
Mind”.
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3-6-19

"Another example would be if
you went back to meta cognitive
thought, thinking, we engage in
test analysis in the teaching of
close reading and literary
analysis, literary, rhetorical
analysis, and my students have
to pass a very difficult AP exam
in which they have to read four
relatively sophisticated texts and
engage in rhetorical analysis of
those texts, and so the test
analysis process facilitates
students engaged in meta
cognitive thought. We do close
reading, they do analysis, but
with the process itself where
students take a test and then they
debate the answers and then

afterward complete a write up in
which they talk about their initial
thinking, the class’ thinking and
their new thinking based on the
process. We think that has made
our students better critical
readers and think we credit that
process with the students’
success on the multiple choice
portion of standardized tests that
they have to take. You know it’s
funny, I’ve been to AP
conferences and nobody wants
to talk about the multiple choice.
They go well the kids you know,
I’ve been to more than one
where someone will say at a
roundtable discussion the kids
will either do it or they can’t,
they’re good at reading or
they’re not good at reading, they
get it or they don’t get it and we
don’t necessarily think that’s the
case. We think we can teach
critical thinking skills through a
meta cognitive process of test
analysis which is a reflection of
“Habits of Mind”, which is a
reflection of thinking about your
thinking."
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The value of writing, of reading,
writing and literacy. We do have
it there with clarity, accuracy,
thinking and communicating
with clarity and precision
weekly, that’s on the wall on my
classroom, valuable, #2 that’s be
clear, clarity is the primary value
of writing, if they don’t, if the
person doesn’t understand what
you’re trying to say or write, so
that’s how I think about those. I
know it pretty well because I
work with those guys in our
mission committee every couple
weeks.
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One that comes to mind right
now that’s working really well in
my class is “Habits of Mind” #7
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questioning and problem posing
because I had some goals at the
beginning of this year about
things I want to do more of. One
of them was more student
generated questions, like more of
the questions that we work with
and answer rather than being
from me or from like another
source, having them come from
the kids themselves and
whenever I’ve done that in the
past it’s always been, it’s always
worked well, but this year I’ve
done it systematically like with
all the novels they’re reading,
I’m having the keep a little
journal of quotes and questions,
quotes and questions and I’m
always blown away by how
insightful they are with their
own questions. Like when
they’re reading a work of
literature, we’re doing a separate
piece right now, and they will
ask questions of the text and of
the characters that are way better
than like are in some study guide
or that I would come up with or
equal to, you know what I mean,
and so that’s the one that I think
of is the big one, it’s sort of a
Socratic type of emphasis with
that where it’s just always
questioning and answering,
always questioning and
answering. So that’s the one that
I would say is big in my class
right now, and #9 too, clarity
and precision because these guys
need to improve their writing
skills big time and it’s the clarity
and precision that they need to
work on.
3-6-19

They took the listening section
out of the New York State
regents [humanities], they used
to have a passage on the New
York State test, they used to
have to sit there and listen and

you read the passage, they’d
listen and take notes and then
answer questions and they took
it out, and so some of the
listening that we used to do,
practice, has gone away and so
sometimes I’ll just play an audio
thing for the kids or just have
them talk and active listening is
a real skill and so that’s another
one that I focus on a little bit.
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So those are the two that I was
proud of but it’s everywhere, it’s
all around the school. So I
sometimes wish that one of the
“Habits of Mind” was sentence
structure maybe throw a
grammar one in there, I’m
working on those in class you
know, but it’s good, it’s a very
good initiative for the students.
When you talk about working
with the kids on it you might get
some kids who are tired of it all
and some kids who are into it
you know
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A lot of the HOM just fall in line
with the academic skills and
values we're trying to teach and
emphasize at school
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2-27-19

Identify what and how we see
that in mathematics.

2-27-19

So I couch the curriculum in
terms of that particular “Habit of
Mind”

2-27-19

Listening with understanding
and empathy like being able to
listen to other kids in the class.
We do that a lot and we don’t
always label it as we’re doing
“Habit of Mind” 14 or whatever
that is, but those are the core
language art skills, reading,
writing, listening and speaking.
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2-28-19

Habits of Mind” are inherently
necessarily successful studying
literature or engaging in the
writing process So in a
[humanities] class we engage in
a process called test debate, test
analysis in our study of literature
and during the writing process
we engaged in drafting and
revisions and reflections or meta
cognitive activities that helped
students learn and grow based on
self-knowledge.

2-28-19

Thinking flexibly, on thinking
on clarity and precision and on
thinking about our thinking,
meta cognition, when we engage
in the process of either literary
analysis or when we are reading
nonfiction text to understand
meaning, or rhetorical technique,
or when we’re engaged in a
writing process and we’re
attempting to be clear, accurate
and precise not only in what we
say but how we say it, it might
be nice to impact a tone. So I
would say those three “Habits in
Mind” are primary in a
[humanities] class.

2-28-19

The thinking flexibly is huge in
[STEM]. I can tell you that we
worked probably one problem
the other day three or four
different ways and then by meta
cognition to that applying past
knowledge and discussing the
fact that this is past knowledge
and then if you were back in 8th
grade and forgot some of this
stuff here you go and you forgot
about that and then certainly
striving for accuracy would be
another one but back and forth
between thinking flexibly and
meta cognition that they would
be successful or how ever level
of exams that would be an

aptitude test for college
placement test, an advanced
placement test any of that would
apply because you want to crack
the problem in the most efficient
way that you can. So for me it’s
not just about solving a problem,
but it’s solving a problem we
call it in a most beautiful way
and that could be beautiful in an
efficiency standpoint or it could
be beautiful from an accuracy
standpoint whether I’m going to
reach for my reach for my
graphing calculator or whether
I’m going to plow through it and
do it algebraically or which
method I’m going to use
algebraically. You get to a point
where you’re tired of a problem
because you discussed it and
exhausted it using so many
techniques to solve it and again
there’s you’re persisting in there.
So back and forth between all of
that and then making sure that
you’re finding some sort of
humor because you’re going to
hook the kids with humor and I
think that there is plenty of
language that you might use or
anything to engage and to bring
them along with you where it
could get boring and you find
other reasons to lighten the load
and continue really turns out to
be a huge thing. So all of that
really works together.
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2-28-19

So we engage in that process of
meta cognition and then also
thinking interdependently, we
have the kids collaborate in
writing assignments, they pair
and share out and discuss both
their successes in the things that
they still struggle with on a
pretty regular basis on a week in,
week out basis and so they’re
used to that process and I think

they appreciate that process as
well.
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So the content that we teach
becomes a vehicle for us to teach
some other skills both
intellectual but also I think socio
emotional that will help those
students become successful in
the fields that we do pursue
eventually and so I always tell
my kids it could have been this
book, it could have been another
book, it’s not necessarily about
the book itself, the book is
merely a vehicle for us to
discuss more global skills that
are going to be necessary to be
successful after high school.
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4-30-19

In math a lot actually. Like, cuz
we have, like, again, with like,
SATs and ACTs that kind of
stuff. Like, if you can't like
figure out a problem, you have
to be able to figure out like
another way or use another thing
even like to make the question
go quicker, because you don't
have that much time. So yeah, I
think number four is definitely
helpful in problem solving.
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Well, I recently used number six
striving for accuracy. Because
we did a research paper in
[English - COURSE NAME].
And we had to do we had to
write a paper about The Great
Gatsby, and we had to choose a
topic about it. It could be
anything. So my topic was
[announcement]...So my topic
was how the characters in The
Great Gatsby show the gap
between dreams and reality, and
how difficult it is to close. So
like I had to check that paper
over and over and over again, to
make sure I had the right
examples to make sure I had like
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the right grammar points. And
also our English teacher,
[NAME] helped us with, like
making sure essays concise, but
also making sure like you had all
the information you needed. So
because like when things like
sentences get too wordy, it can
be like overwhelming, and then
it's too much stuff you don't
need.
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4-30-19

So definitely a striving for
accuracy

4-30-19

I use the Habits of Mind often
without even knowing it. So
probably, number eight,
applying past knowledge to new
situations, because in math we
are we just learned about like,
the unit circle and how there's
like different points and like
triangles and how the different
degrees and like, sine, cosine
and tangent and that stuff, And
like we're applying that to stuff
we do now in trigonometry.
Because of like the course I take
now I take [NAME OF
COURSE] . So it's like the first
year it's like, all algebra two, like
the first half of the year is all
algebra to me right now we're
transferring into trigonometry a
little bit. So it's definitely helped
like knowing that stuff before
going into it, because it's like,
you're able to see like the
connection between things.
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5-2-19

I feel like in every class, whether
we're like aware of it or not,
these are all pretty relevant. And
like, if it's a lab and like
[STEM} or something, we're
working together, and we're
gathering data through our
senses, and trying different
ways. And we use striving for
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accuracy in tests, like what we're
doing multiple times to make
sure it comes out right. And use
knowledge from like taking
notes into the labs.
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Like for US [history], like
instead of in math, like trying
things like, bunch of different
ways, sometimes it's hard to do
that if you have like a multiple
choice question and you're not
sure what it is. And you just
have to kind of persist, like
through the question, if you're
not sure what it is, like, use
process of elimination or like
make your best educated guess.
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I think that in all classes we do
it. Like in English, sometimes
we'll be in small groups, and
we're like, go over multiple
choice together and share
answers or like, read our essays
to each other and like peer edit,
or in US, like work on
worksheets together. In
[FOREIGN LANGUAGE], we
have like these textbooks, and
[TEACHER] tells us like, do a
section of it and we'll work with
the person next to us. And
[STEM] labs, of course. And in
math, we also do problems
together.
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In English, we have to do these
in-class essays, sometimes, that
are hard because you only have
40 minutes to like, sort your
ideas and get them down on
paper. So if you persist, then you
have to, like, I am not good at
sticking to one thing. So uh
because I always want to switch
my ideas. Because maybe after I
start writing, then I might think
like, oh, it probably would have
been better if I did this, or
probably would have been better
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if I did something else. So I
always want to switch it. But I
don't have time to do that, so I
have to stick to what I'm doing
and finish that.
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I used Habits of Mind I guess, in
like, when I was like doing a
project, I feel it goes in social
studies. And like, I couldn't like
remember, like, how the teacher
exactly explained to do like the
project, like what the exact
instructions like what to put on
each slide. So I like used the
Habits of Mind to go through I
like, asked other people what
they're doing. I, I persisted
through, I didn't just give up
right away and then say, No, I'm
not doing this anymore. I
thought like about other
presentations I've done. And I
also, like, tried for accuracy on
this. And I ended up actually
having the exact presentation
that the teacher wanted in the
first place.
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For a [STEM] lab, we did, we
had to create phylogenetic trees
of certain organisms like in the
way that they evolved. And so
looking at it, we tried one trail of
it, and we looked, and we hit a
dead end. So we completely
started over to look at it like
another trail of how it would go.
And then we ended up getting it
like that time or the time after
just to get it perfect. So that was
like striving for accuracy,
persisting, and definitely
thinking flexibly.
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And so for remaining open to
continuous learning often we’ll
do test debates in English class
where the everyone picks their
own answer and the class argues
to see which one was the best, or
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who believes theirs was the best.
And so often you change your
mind on what answer you see,
just by hearing other people's
opinions and what information
they gathered based off the story
or book that we're reading. So by
remaining open to continuous
learning, it allows for, like
change in perspective and
possible ideas of what you think.
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5-14-19

Yeah, so, like, in math, I've
noticed this a lot. But there's a
lot of times where, because I
find with math, a lot of like, the
structure of things are very
similar. But then you get, like
different numbers or variables,
or things that could kind of make
problems look scary. So you
gotta stick with it, obviously,
because you don't want to just
get frightened by something that
just kind of looks scary, even if
it isn't. And then gathering data
through all your senses you
already probably not like
touching things and tasting
things, It's kind of a thing where
you have to look at it from like
different angles. And then you
also kind of want to listen to
what other people are saying and
just kind of get like a feel for it.
Because if you, if you just stick
to just looking at the problem.
[Announcement…] If you're just
looking at a problem, and only
using one sense, then it might be
easier to get stuck. Whereas if
you kind of, kind of tap into I
guess your other senses and
stuff, you can kind of get a feel
for what you're working with.
And that can make it seem a lot
easier, especially if you're
associating anything with like a
smell that you remember, like
something that you were
hearing.
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5-14-19

"Yeah, so persisting again. So I
guess one example is I just took
AP US history. And I am not
very good at history. I'm very
math and science oriented, just
with everything. And I found
that it was really difficult to stick
with what I was doing, because I
not only didn't enjoy it, it was
also very challenging. And some
of the things that we were
reading, I wanted to like give up
as soon as I started reading it,
because I did not understand
what it was saying. But I
persisted with it, and I stuck it
out because we just took the
exam the other day. And like,
even though I wanted to give up
a lot, I, I kept on persisting
because like, it wouldn't have
done me very good to give up.
And so I felt like that was really
important to kind of stick with it
like that. Um well and the next
one managing impulsivity, like,
take your time, I know
sometimes, I remember in math
last year a lot I used to kind of
race through things. And it
wasn't necessarily that I was
like, nervous or anxious, I just,
my mind can sometimes go
really fast. And so I would mess
up small things all over the
place, and it would affect my
grade. And then by the end of
the year, I ended up getting
better at like, slowing down
really like thinking of what I was
doing instead of just kind of
writing as my brain was like,
two steps ahead of me and stuff.
And I mean, finding humor, I
make jokes all the time. I'm
usually pretty sarcastic. And that
helped a lot during APUSH,
Advanced Placement US
History, Because I didn't enjoy

all that. So yeah, and one thing I
find humor a lot.
Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Gina

L

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

I'm going to go back to AP US
history, because that was
definitely something where I had
to, I had to persist through
everything and kind of grind it
out. Because it was kind of hard
for me I couldn't really get lost
in what I was doing like I do
with some other subjects. And so
I really had to do that. I had to
think about my thinking because
like I needed to kind of when I
was reading something in order
to really understand it, I had to
kind of think like, well, what
was I thinking when I first read
it, and maybe that's what other
people were thinking when they
were writing it or something like
that. And like, remain open to
continuous learning, because I’m
not good at learning social
studies. So I needed to find out
what was the best way for me to
kind of learn the material. And I
was trying a whole bunch of
different things. And I don't
know how well all of them
worked, but I think that some of
them were working better than
others. And finding humor,
because that made it much more
enjoyable for me during class,
and while doing my homework
and stuff like that

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Halle

L

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-30-19

Yeah, I mean...I'd say like,
thinking flexibly and listening
with understanding and empathy
is pretty important. Like when
you're dealing with like,
controversial problems, like in
history, and right now we're
doing like a bioethics project in
[STEM]. And there's a lot of
controversy with like a lot of
different topics, like, in the
world, obviously. And I think it's
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important, like to listen to other
people, like don't be so stuck
within yourself. And like your
own experience, like, if you
listen to other people's
experiences, it might open you
up to seeing things differently,
which can help you solve
problems.
Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Edith

L

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview1

4-23-19

I feel like the Habits of Mind are
used more in like English and
science classes over like math
class and things. I think they like
apply more when you have to,
like make up in your answer,
that's not like given to you

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Ana

L

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 1

4-23-19

So I think like, no matter if
you're like taking like English or
science or math, like they're all
like applicable, especially when
you like, go through and
actually, like, notice that like,
you're not like, you wouldn't
always like see it. Unless you
like go through each one.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Edith

L

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

Yeah, yeah. I said, I think
English is the most useful with
the Habits of Mind, especially in
11th grade room and do a lot of
test debate for you have to share
your answers and think about
how your answer could not be
the right one, and everyone else's
could be the right one. And then
when you're writing too you
have to like, question your
thinking to write your statement
to write a counterclaim. Yeah,
that's like, I feel like English is
the most

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Fred

L

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

Yeah, I can go. I feel like it's
most important in two classes
that come to mind: our science
and English, just because, like
science, you want to use
something like strive for
accuracy and gathering data just
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to be able to identify like
problems and possible solutions,
depending on the task that you're
given. And the same, kind of
with English, when you think
about like thinking flexibly and
persisting on like writing large
papers or essays, how you need
to use those to expand how you
write what you're writing about,
and, like, use all the tools that
you have to write the best
possible essay,
Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Carl

L

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

I think that for me, the most
Habits of Mind are more
common in math, especially
when it comes to, you know,
thinking flexibly, because I tend
to be, you know, sometimes I
don't understand the certain
methods of doing things but I
can figure out a different way by
like, let's say, using my
calculator, rather than doing, you
know, the long process, and
although it's sometimes you
know, doesn't work out, or
sometimes, you know, ends up
not getting the right points,
because, it doesn’t actually
work, I think that is definitely a
way to, you know, using, you
know, the creative versions of
these, which are sort of lacking,
I think when doing like more
lecture classes, but during, you
know, assessments, I think that
they come into play a lot in math
class. So you know, if you don't
know how to do something one
way, you can always figure out
how to do it some other sort of
way that might yield the correct
answer

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Gina

L

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

I recognize that all of these are
in different classes. But
personally, I find them the most
in math and science, because I
find that's where you have the
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most amount of problems that
you're solving where you can
kind of, say, it's just like a
problem that you're trying to
solve, you um you kind of need
to look at it in like, multiple
different perspectives, in order to
come up with a solution. And,
like, the first thing on the list is
persisting. And I know that
when you're doing a lot of
different math problems, there's
like multiple different ways to
do it. And if you kind of just try
one way, and then it doesn't
work out, you need to be
persistent, and kind of like
persevere through to get
anything. So I think that is really
important in that aspect. And
then also, when you have
something like science, where
you can have multiple different
answers, you kind of need to be,
like open to finding different
ways and different outcomes that
can also work which is why I
think that these in particular,
pertain to those two classes the
most.
Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Carl

L

Studentparticipant
focus group
1
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4-24-19

Carl Again, with the math
perseverance, I actually have
two like anecdotes about that.
And one of them that happened
this year where we had to like
find the sum of numbers, going
from one plus three plus five
plus seven, all the way up to
401. And there was a formula to
do it, I just didn't know what it
was. So I ended up adding them
individually taking up like half a
page and taking like, you know,
10-15 minutes to do that. So it
was definitely you know, pure
perseverance there trying to find
out what the right answer was, to
create a different way, but also
one that required quite a lot of
you know, tenacity, and they're

trying to push through this to,
you know, finding all those
numbers and adding it all
together.
Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Carl

L

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-24-19

Carl You know, even with the
understanding that history can be
viewed through like different
lenses to find out, you know,
focus on different, you know,
aspects of certain events, or, you
know, from the perspective of
different groups, I still believe
that history is probably, you
know, the one that involves the
least amount of Habits of Mind
skills. Simply because, you
know, as both [Participants] 6
and 5 said, it's more set in stone,
your events are there, and you
can interpret them, interpret
them as basically, as many
different ways as you want, just
in the fact that they are still, you
know, more static than they
would be in things like, you
know, English, for example.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Edith

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/26/19

Edith thinking and
communicating with clarity and
precision helped me during test
debate when I had to share my
answer and support it with
quotes from the book. I used
listening with understanding and
empathy when others shared
their answer and it was a
question I had to do a test
analysis on. Using that Habit
allowed me to understand why
the answer was correct and why
I was wrong.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Dee

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/29/19
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Dee Thinking about the
procedures and applying what
reacts with what to find the
unknown chemical. Didn't give
up and had to do many
experiments to make sure it is
correct

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Ana

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/21/19

We had to communicate with
our group to translate a question
from Spanish to English. Then
we had to translate the answer
back into Spanish. When sharing
our answers with the class, the
teacher corrected our Spanish
and taught us new words to use
next time to communication our
translations better

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Beth

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/21/19

During test debate, you have to
persist and not give up because
you got one answer wrong. Also,
you have to be able to think
before you speak to support your
answer in the most effective way
possible.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Halle

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/27/19

In the lab we did, we had to
construct a phylogenic tree. We
had to identify which order the
organisms evolved in by looking
at their details. My partner and I
spent time questioning each
other when we disagreed about
the specific order of the
organisms. We would pose
problems regarding what we
originally thought and then we
made the necessary changes. We
strived for accuracy which is
why we asked so many
insightful questions. The Habit
of Mind "striving for accuracy"
allowed me to complete the
learning task because I was
motivated to continue until I
believed I reached an accurate
conclusion.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Fred

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/26/19

Thinking flexibly allowed me to
see the different possibilities of
how the "colleagues" should be
arranged. Questioning and
posing problems allowed me to
question any decision we made
which forced us to look back at
our work and see if it was the
most accurate it could be.
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Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Carl

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

I found the task presented in
class difficult. Therefore, I
wanted to give up and accept my
inability to complete the
assignment. Instead, however, I
persisted in my endeavor and
found humor with my fellow
students which raised morale
and motivated me to pull
through and solve the problem.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

Gina

L

Student
work
Sample
Document

3/22/19

It allowed me to use what I
know to solve a problem. Then,
when one method didn't work,
thinking flexibly allowed me to
find other ways to solve the
problem.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

P9

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/22/19

They allowed me to present my
argument in the clearest way
possible and not giving up
allowed my argument to be as
effective as possible.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

P10

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

Creating, imagining and
innovating helped me come up
with situations in my mind more
specifically, I was able to
imagine how I would feel if I
ever had to move. Striving for
accuracy helped me to use the
correct tenses of verbs, using,
correct spelling.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

NS H 1

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/27/19

In class today we were coming
with "planets' that exemplify
eight personal traits or negative
human traits to use in a project.
Unfortunately, I could not think
of any traits to use. However by
keeping persistent and using
flexible thinking, I came up with
a planet based around
propaganda or Orwellian
dystopia of deceit and fulfilled
the task.

Habits of
Mind

NS H2

L

Student
Work

3/21/19

In order to refute my classmates
answers in test debate, I had to
question and pose problems with
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connection
to content

Sample
Document

their arguments. However, I also
had to use metacognition in
order to understand their thought
processes and lister to their
points.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

NS H3

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/29/19

Finding humor helps me to learn
new things easier because I am a
very comedy drawn person.
Persisting in math eventually
brought me to the correct answer
during math class

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

NS H6

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/27/19

I had to be persistent in order to
solve a complex equation in
chemistry. In U.S. History, I had
to share my answer with the
class and make it clear.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

NS H7

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

I managed the impulse of talking
to my friends and being on my
phone and I strived to accuracy
by doing my best because I want
as high of a grade as possible.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

NS S1

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

This lab required us to make a
phylogenic tree. In order for the
tree to make sense, we had to
strive for accuracy by paying
attention to the smallest details
on each of these organisms.
Also, we had to manage our
impulsivity by not placing down
an organism whenever we
wanted. We had to see what
organisms were most alike and
connect them in a tree.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

NS S2

L

Student
Work
Sample
document

3/29/19

These two habits of mind helped
me in class because we're doing
a group lab and
communication/listening skills
are very important when
working in a group and our lab
has to do with gathering data so
with multiple perspectives the
reactions happening in our lab
we need to communicate to get
the task done and get a clear
answer that makes sense.
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Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

NS S3

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/27/19

With the molecules lab I needed
to identify species and how each
evolved from 1 common
ancestor. With organization and
thinking clearly of the different
possibilities, my group and I
were able to place the molecules
on the right branch and correct
order of course we were faced
with problems but by asking
questions between each other we
managed to correctly fill out the
phylogenic tree.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

NS S5

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/29/19

By visualizing the solids and the
revolutions to get a clear idea of
how to write the correct integer
and precision to assure no
mistakes were taken

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

NS S8

L

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

While working on the lab it is
very important to communicate
clearly so that everyone
understood each other and were
able to comprehend the problem
at hand and persisting because if
you don't have persistence you'll
never complete anything after
you fail once.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

NS S9

L

Student
Sample
Work
Document

3/29/19

We had to identify how different
powders reacted with certain
chemicals. We watch and
observed as these powders
reacted and used past knowledge
to find the unknown chemical.

Habits of
Mind
connection
to content

NS S10

L

Student
Sample
Work
Document

3/28/19

Accuracy is very important to
physics and minor errors can
significantly change your
answer. In physics it is always
important to hold your
knowledge and utilize it in new
situations.

Teachers
perceptions
of students'
responses to
HOM

Sophie

M

Teacher participant
Individual
Interview

3-4-19

Positive, completely positive,
completely positive, for the kids
are certainly really on board and
are taking it to heart, very
positive........so my juniors it’s
still developing but it’s not really
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as internalized as I think it is
becoming become more so at
least
Teachers
perceptions
of students'
responses to
HOM

Thomas

M

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

Kids like learning

Teachers
Modeling
Habits of
Mind for
Students

Sophie

N

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-4-19

I really felt as though even just
personally for myself is as a
teacher let me choose the two
that support my way of teaching
and I found that, shared that with
my students, so I share this all
with my kids why I chose what I
chose and that will be my focus
of the year.

Teachers
Modeling
Habits of
Mind for
Students

Sophie

N

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview

2-27-19

I try to model this in my
behavior as I teach that I’m
going to model my own “Habits
of Mind”. My students are aware
of what I’ve chosen to focus on
for me in my “Habits of Mind.”

Teachers
perceptions
of need of
HOM for
Students

Darwin

O

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

"The beginning of the year,
professional development, top
down like most initiatives,
however, this is one that I really
think is beneficial."

Teachers
perceptions
of need of
HOM for
Students

Liz

O

Teacher
focus group
interview 2

2-27-19

I think my classroom a lot of
students are impulsive,
managing that impulsiveness is
huge, especially and I don’t want
to label but I tend to have the
lower level kids in my class who
often immediately when they
think something, before they
think it through they blurt things
out, they just have to get it out
before going through a process,
actively looking at it, thinking
about it, they don’t, it’s just
impulsiveness is huge......every
single thing that we do kids want
to immediately if they can’t find
the answer, they don’t want to
think, no one wants to think so if
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they can’t find it right away then
they give up and the follow
through is not there if they don’t
see the light in one second, so
that’s huge.,,,,Also finding
humor in stuff which is big
because once you have children
that are very impulsive and they
don’t know how to manage that
when you don’t get things right
away and it gets frustrating and
people have to be able to step
back and say it’s okay, we laugh
about it, we made a mistake,
let’s move on
Teachers
perceptions
of need of
HOM for
Students

Alex

O

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

It actually draws my attention to
students who don’t have that
ability to think interdependently
and just how outside and on the
margin they are, it’s almost I can
identify them as being someone
who has moved into the district
relatively recently or have come
from a place where they haven’t
had that much opportunity.

Value of
HOM

Sophie

P

TeacherParticipant
individual
interview

3-4-19

“Habits of Mind” came around it
seemed to be a natural fit with
the mission statement and if
students are strong and
understanding and exemplifying
the “Habits of Mind” it will
further support our mission.

Value of
HOM

Alex

P

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-7-19

Framework is keeps coming in
front of our eyes gives us this
language in a way to see it and
read it and project it into our
own curriculum in a way that
actually teaches the students
about that.

Value of
HOM

Alex

P

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-7-19

Um, what schools need to be
doing is teaching skills not
content. Needs to be teaching
“Habits of Mind,” not content.
So in that sense it’s preparing
them to actually be relevant and
prepared to be successful in
college.
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Value of
HOM

Liz

P

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

Well they’re getting to life skills,
I mean they’re getting skills that
and especially if you can point
them out at the end of a lesson or
even during a lesson that you’re
being persistent or you need to
think flexibly, you need to listen
to your partner or whatever, it’s
not all you. That these are skills
that are not only valuable in the
classroom they’re going to take
these and they’re going to bring
them to their job and these are
the skills that they’re going to
need to carry on really.

Value of
HOM

Liz

P

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

Well I think that if individuals
are successful in high school in
the classroom all these
dispositions are then transferred
to everything that they do. So
whether they’re successful in
their home life or how they feel
about themselves all of these
habits of mind that we are trying
to instill in them here and make
them aware of I think will help
them to be successful in life

Value of
HOM

Susan

P

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

I don’t know if I have anything
in particular other than I think
it’s an amazing tool. I think it
should be something that
teachers embrace and this should
be an education thing going
forward. I’d love to see what my
friend Joe Bohler over at
Stanford thinks of this because
she’s totally on board with any
kid can do [STEM] and
whatever and I’m completely a
follower of her, I think she’s
amazing. I think the same is true
for habits of mind, I think habits
of mind for anybody, it should
be part of our educational system
and that wouldn’t it be cool if we
could start it at the lower grades
and bring it through and that
becomes critical and creative
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thinking as our mission yes, but
how about habits of mind too
and I think that’s all super, super
important stuff. So I think it’s a
worthwhile endeavor and I hope
it continues
Value of
HOM

Leo

P

Value of
HOM

Darwin

P

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview
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2-27-19

So I think that’s kind of what I
see if I was trying to set up a
kids’ success in the coming
decades I would say you have to
be light on your feet and you
have to be confident and you
have to have the disposition, the
skills and disposition problem
solver. The disposition says it’s
kind of a function of the skill, I
have the skill so I have the
disposition but also the sort of
taste for it you know, like
actually being like I like this you
know, this sounds intriguing to
me instead of intimidating to me.
For people who don’t really have
the skills it’s probably
intimidating, how do I even do
this, the person that has the skills
says well I know where to start, I
know generally how this goes.

3-6-19

"Yeah, well persisting is
something we try to teach the
kids always and again I’m a
huge fan of resiliency which is
the same as persistency, but to
keep them persistent is I teach
AP [STEM] and we have an
open door policy here at North
Salem which I love. You know,
other schools hand pick and
select students to take AP
courses, we don’t. So I try to
push many of my general level
students to take a higher level
STEM class and for some reason
even though they know I’m the
teacher and it’s a challenging
class they take it anyway
because it will teach them to be
persistent and not give up. I’m
thinking of the Thoreau quote,

“unless you go beyond what
you’ve already mastered you
will never grow” you know, but
no one said it’s going to be easy.
So I love the fact, particularly
my AP class, that I have kids
who may not necessarily be
considered honors but take the
class, have a strong work ethic
and I’ve designed the class that
if they are persistent and use
other “Habits of the Mind”
however it is focusing on
persisting that you will at the
end be successful. Now there
will be bumps in the road, no
one says it’s going to be easy but
like I said you know, we learn
from our mistakes."
Value of
HOM

Darwin

P

Value of
HOM

Darwin

P

Value of
HOM

Clint

P

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview
Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

This stuff, you know, and
they’re lifelong.

3-6-19

"Well because it’s the phrase
that everything that counts can’t
be counted and everything that’s
measured, I mean these are test
scores, I mean these are
qualities, like you said these are
dispositions, these are quality
students that need to be
successful other than
standardized tests. Everything
that counts can’t be counted,
yeah, you know what I’m talking
about."

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

I think “Habits of Mind”
emerged as a function of that.
How do we get kids to engage in
critical and creative thinking and
become problems solvers?
“Habits of Mind” became the
tools in which to achieve that.
What happened I would say
midway through the process of
the initiative, probably 5 or 7
years ago, the “Habits of Mind”
became an integral part of that
mission, it went from a single
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question throughout the process
to it started to play a broader role
in how we thought about how
we taught and how we reflected
on what we did in class.
Value of
HOM

Thomas

P

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

Anchors the kids in sort of a
positive sort of vision, a way that
they can actively sort of take
responsibility of their own
education and say I’m doing
these things, and that’s how I’m
learning, that’s how I’m getting
smarter and they also lead to,
they generally lead to sort of a
happier and more productive
life, it’s a very positive thing,
taking responsible risk, finding
humor, all those things. So I
think there’s great value in
teaching the kids these habits
and having them internalize.

Value of
HOM

Sophie

P

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

Anchors the kids in sort of a
positive sort of vision, a way that
they can actively sort of take
responsibility of their own
education and say I’m doing
these things, and that’s how I’m
learning, that’s how I’m getting
smarter and they also lead to,
they generally lead to sort of a
happier and more productive
life, it’s a very positive thing,
taking responsible risk, finding
humor, all those things. So I
think there’s great value in
teaching the kids these habits
and having them internalize.

Value of
HOM

Alex

P

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 1

2-27-19

Framework of thinking about
our thinking and richness and
breadth of who we are, it gives
us a framework for assessing
ourselves in terms of that
framework, and it also gives
teachers a framework for
thinking about framing the
activities we choose to do or
may choose not to do based on
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their connection to the
framework.
Value of
HOM

Clint

P

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 2

2-28-19

But I do think these are authentic
skills that kids are going to need
when they leave North Salem
and go to college and eventually
into the workforce both in their
professional and personal lives

Value of
HOM

Leo

P

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 2

2-28-19

They’re more than valuable
skills, this is, I really think it’s a
great goal to develop these skills
in the kids. I think it’s a very,
very valuable outcome.

Value of
HOM

Leo

P

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 2

2-28-19

Well we should do it because the
school setting is an example of a
challenge but it’s not the be it all
end all challenge. One of our
main challenges at the (33:37
inaudible) of the 21st Century is
that we’re not sure what are kids
are going to have to know, we’re
sure they’re going to confront
challenges and they’re going to
have to bring all their abilities to
bear on solving them, especially
if they’re going to be successful
participants in the economy and
society of the 21st Century. So I
think it’s just a very broadly
useful tool kit to bring into any
situation that they might
confront in the future.

Value of
HOM

Susan

P

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview 2

2-28-19

I think there’s a synergistic
appeal to this that it is much
greater than the individual
component and I think that they
do carry it with them throughout
and they’re going to forget some
of the particular topics or
subjects that were taught that
“Habits of Mind” will go with
them whatever it is that they do
and that’s really the greater good
that happens in education

Value of
HOM

Ana

P

Studentparticipant

4-30-19

When I, so I've been taking um,
like standardized tests, like
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individual
interview

ACT. And um, when I like, go
in, and like, write the essay, I'm
actually able to, like, use stuff
that I've like learned. We're into,
like, [STEM] or like, math, not
math. Or like, like history, like
that I've like learned throughout
the years, and like, for example,
to apply it to that. So it's like
applying past knowledge and
new situations.

Value of
HOM

Ana

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

I think that, like, when you get
older, you're gonna have to, like,
work, like, interdependently, and
you're gonna have to, like,
communicate well, and like,
listen to others. And I think it's
hard. Like, you definitely have
to persist, because there's like,
now we kind of have like,
teachers like motivating us and
stuff like that. But like, you're
not going to have that.

Value of
HOM

Beth

P

4-30-19

They're all definitely useful in
different situations in school.

Value of
HOM

Beth

P

4-30-19

All of them are good.

Value of
HOM

Beth

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview
Studentparticipant
individual
interview
Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

I think all of them are definitely
important. I think some are less
important than others or like
some are less used than others.
But they definitely can all help
you in certain in different
situations, because there's such a
wide variety of them. So, there's
a lot.

Value of
HOM

Beth

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

My plans are, so my plan is to I
want to go to state school, a state
school, hopefully. And I also
want to play softball in college.
So definitely, like persistence,
and like, trying to make sure
like, I do everything, right. And
like do it in a timely manner.
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Like, I can definitely use the
Habits of Mind. Like, if I'm
thinking about being a student
athlete, cuz it's very demanding,
and the grind is very, very
demanding. So it's definitely like
using the Habits of Mind could
help me in the classroom, but
also like, on the field when
communicating with like,
coaches and professors and like
making sure I go into office
hours and like things like that.
Value of
HOM

Carl

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

I'd say there's some, these are all
skills, you definitely want to
know, in order to succeed in life.
You want to be able to think
outside the box, even if that's not
necessarily what you do in
school with, definitely you want
to be able to do outside to make
yourself, you know, I guess
more competitive whether it be,
you know, you create an idea
that no one else thinks up. And
that's something huge if it's, you
know, important enough. In fifinding humor, like I said, it's
good, you know, to keep morale
up, and taking responsible risks
can be great too, for personal
growth and things like that.

Value of
HOM

Dee

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

Like, if you go on a job
interview or something, and you
don't get the first one, don't just
get all down on yourself and
give up. Like, you have to go
back and interview for like more
things or keep trying, or if you
mess up something then you
don't just stop, like, stick to it.

Value of
HOM

Dee

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

You want to be open to what
others do just so like, if you're so
narrow minded, then maybe you
won’t get more ideas or be like
open to other things.
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Value of
HOM

Dee

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

I feel like working with other
people, just gives you new ideas,
and, like more opportunities to
do better things.

Value of
HOM

Dee

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

They all seem important, and
they all kind of work together to
help you solve a problem. And
do your best and think critically
and creatively.

Value of
HOM

Dee

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

I think maybe, if you have to, I
think thinking flexibly will help
me in the future. To look at
things more than one way, to
help me be successful. And if
one way doesn't work, and if I
do really bad, then finding
humor is probably better, is
good, because you want to be
able to laugh at yourself. If you
did bad on one thing, just don't
beat yourself up and get all
upset. Just move on. And look at
things another way.

Value of
HOM

Edith

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

No, I think that all the Habits of
Mind are important in everyday
life, whether in school or out of
school.

Value of
HOM

Edith

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

Um, I think Habits of Mind like,
will work throughout college
and your job. Because especially
when you get to college, there's
less like, people there telling you
what to do, and the Habits of
Mind help you like push through
and figure it out, kind of by
yourself. So I think they'll be
helpful in the future.

Value of
HOM

Edith

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

Afterwards, um, I think
afterwards, I think the Habits of
Mind will work better, because
now you're like, out on your own
here to figure out like, what to
do with your life. And like, you
have to like, almost like, think to
yourself, like, okay, now that's
over, no one's telling me that,
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like, keep going to school now
have to take risks and like, figure
out what you're doing.
Value of
HOM

Fred

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-8-19

It's just like getting through the
day, almost like it can be a long
school day of nine periods each
40 minutes long. So having that,
like 40 minute lunch break in
between and just sitting with
friends and finding humor and
stuff can really change how the
day goes

Value of
HOM

Fred

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-8-19

I think they're all pretty
important. They all have their
certain place in different
situations. So I think they're, I
think they're all good in what
they do and how they change
your perspective on things. So I
think they all do have a place
and not one of them's irrelevant.

Value of
HOM

Fred

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-8-19

I think it'll allow me to be the
most creative thinker I can be
and the most accurate. So it'll
allow me to keep my brain
almost the sharpest or the best
that it can be.

Value of
HOM

Gina

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

Um...No, I think they're all
pretty important. Because I
mean, maybe like, if you have a
specific problem, you're not
using some of them, there's
always something else out there
that you are going to end up
using them for. So it'd be hard to
kind of take one of these out and
say that it was still complete,
because it has to apply to many
different, like possible outcome
or problems and stuff like that.

Value of
HOM

Halle

P

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-30-19

They’re all so important, this is
so hard. Um...
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Value of
HOM

Halle

P

Studentparticipant
interview

5-30-19

"Oh, I think they're very
important because I mean, North
Salem’s small, we're only going
to be interacting with more
people, as we get older, and you
don't even necessarily know I
mean, like here, I know, pretty
much like everyone's viewpoints
on everything or like everyone's
temperaments. Like, as you meet
new people, you'll definitely
have to, like, think more flexibly
with them. And like, maybe,
like, persist in like getting your
point across. Like, if you have a
boss that like, doesn't necessarily
like you, for some reason, you
have to like, keep proving
yourself in a new job, or like you
want to get promoted, So you
have to keep proving yourself,
basically any job, I think you're
going to have to think
interdependently. Cuz you're
always working with people.
And I think just like responding
with wonderment and awe, I
haven't talked about that one a
lot. But like, that's pretty
important. Because, as I said,
again, life moves so fast. So I
think it's important that we just
stop and we're like, okay, like,
let's just be thankful for what we
have sort of thing. And I think
that's important, and definitely,
like, continuous learning, and
like applying past knowledge,
because you learn a lot in high
school, whether it's like
academic or social. So I think
you'll have to remember and
tune back into it as we get older,
in the real world.

Value of
HOM

Beth

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

Okay. So I think the Habits of
Mind help you like throughout
all your classes, and also
whether you're in the classroom
or working on something out of
the classroom. So if you they
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help you come up with different
ways to solve problems and like
how to interpret certain
questions and like develop
answers that maybe aren't in the
question. So it helps you like
think about things both in and
out of school.
Value of
HOM

Dee

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

I agree with Participant 4 that
that is really like, because
sometimes, even if you're not in
school, and you're like, at home
doing homework, and you really
just don't want to do it anymore,
but you have so much and you
need to finish it, that like you
just can't give up and like, go off
it for a second because then I'm
probably going to get distracted
for a really long time. So you
have to stick to your goals.

Value of
HOM

Edith

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

I think like, well, persisting is,
has helped me a lot throughout
my high school career. I think
also thinking interdependently,
when you have to, like,
brainstorm things and create
something, it's like, easier when
you like work with a group.
Because sometimes I'll be like,
stuck like, can't think of
anything by myself. But then if
you put me next, like my friends,
I automatically now have like,
five new ideas. So I think when
people work together it’s easier
to use your creative skills.

Value of
HOM

Beth

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

I think, you could definitely be
beneficial for one to learn the
Habits of Mind because it's like,
helps you, like, approach
different situations, whether it be
like reflecting on something in
yourself or like working with
other people, or like approaching
a project or whether it's like at
home or at school. So it's
definitely beneficial for people
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to learn the Habits of Mind so
they could approach different
situations.
Value of
HOM

Ana

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

I'm Participant 3, and I think it's
also important, like when you're
more aware of something you
like, if, like, since I've, like read
these before, I've like noticed
myself, like doing certain things,
because I like heard it before, or
like been able to, like identify
certain ones. So I think it's
helpful in that way.

Value of
HOM

Dee

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

I feel like it's valuable to help
students, like, think, better and
like complete tasks that they
have to do. Or can Participant 1
go?

Value of
HOM

Edith

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

Okay, I agree with Participants 3
and 4. I after, like, working on
this study, and like reading these
and applying them to stuff I've
done, I've come to like,
problems where I sat there be
like, could actually any of those
Habits of Mind work in this
situation? I think it's just like,
another way to solve a problem
you're faced with, and like, not
be like, stuck and have to, like,
think of new ways. It's like, also
kinda like saying, There's, like,
could I try doing this way.

Value of
HOM

Ana

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

If you're having like some kind
of like panic, or like anxiety
attack, they tell you to, like,
notice, like certain thing around
you, like, see, or like smell
certain things or something like
that. So it can help outside of
school work too.

Value of
HOM

Gina

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

These are all things that we use.
And I'm sure that if you were to
really look into it, you could
even come up with more than
just these right here [looking at
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handout], because it's the only
way that you can really make
any sort of decision. And you
can't really go throughout life
without making any sort of
decision. So all these things are
stuff that we use day to day. So
it's very important to look at it
because if you can learn about
what you need to do in order to
get through any sort of problem,
like creative thinking versus
critical thinking, and anything
that kind of pertains to that, it
can make making decisions
more efficient and easier for
you.
Value of
HOM

Gina

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

I'd say that it just overall they
make your life in general is very
much easier, I guess. Because if
you can kind of look at these and
analyze the way that you use
them, you can find which ones
are your strengths, and you can
kind of play towards them. And
then you can find which ones are
your weaknesses, and you can
work towards making them
easier for you or figuring out
why you can't do it. And it can
help you maybe figure out like,
what's going on with you
personally, and like help you
kind of get through anything that
you're working towards, or for,
or something like that.

Value of
HOM

Halle

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

That's a good question. Um, I'd
say probably, if I hadn't seen this
list, I wouldn't have thought of
all of them. But like, I think that
if I am getting like, frustrated
while I'm trying to solve
problem, I will say to myself,
like, okay, like, maybe you need
to calm down and think about it
in a different way. And like, be
more flexible, or like I do a lot
have to maybe like, think about
managing impulsivity and like,
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see how that can like change my
thinking, and if I just like, step
back for a second. So I say it's
like, a certain degree, more than
others. Some of them are more
prevalent in everyday life. But I
say, pretty aware of it. But I
think you can get in your own
head sometimes and be like, Oh,
I don't need that.
Value of
HOM

Gina

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

Gina Oh, yeah. So I’d say
finding humor, humor is very
important, because it can make
everything easier. And if you're
constantly stressed out, or you're
feeling down or something like
that, it can make it really hard to
get through anything, really.
And then persisting is very
important, because you need to
be able to stick with things or
you're never really going to get
through them, and then thinking
flexibly because that kind of, it
kind of pertains to a lot of these,
actually. But if you think
flexibly it can kind of help it
along when you're trying to like
persist with something, and it'll
keep you open to learning new
things and being creative, and a
lot of the other things that are on
this list.

Value of
HOM

Fred

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

I think it allows you to become a
more creative person and be able
to solve problems with better
precision, quicker, and just
overall, greater than you could
have before learning Habits of
Mind.

Value of
HOM

Gina

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

"Okay, I'm actually gonna
disagree with 5, 6, and 7. I, I
think that responding with
wonderment and awe is actually
a little more important than I
would say, taking responsible
risks out of this list specifically
would be the least important,
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because I feel responding with
wonderment and awe is, it's very
similar to persisting in my mind.
Whereas like, if you have fun
figuring out like the thing says,
and like, you're kind of always
like interested in what's
happening. it'll, it'll kind of make
it easier for you to persist. And
then it also makes you kind of
question things more like
number seven says, and you'll be
more into what you're doing,
which will kind of make it less
like dreadful. If, for lack of a
better word. Versus like taking
responsible risks. The only
reason why I chose that one as
the least important is because I
feel like if you were to combine,
like creating, imagining and
innovating and thinking flexibly
and a couple of other ones on
here, I feel like you kind of get
that out of it. So I feel that
specifically really isn't the most
important one, although it is still
important, because it is a lot of
what you get from all the other
ones.
Value of
HOM

Halle

P

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2
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4-24-19

Do think it's really valuable for
them to teach us that because
just like, now, we're in high
school. And we're going to keep
growing. And we're going to
keep meeting new people and
being in new environments. And
maybe not everyone that you'll
work with is as, will be as adept
using the Habits of Mind. And I
think if you individually are able
to like, be conscious of how your
brain is thinking and what you're
doing in order to problem solve
better, that'll help you
individually, live your own life.
And maybe you can help others
if someone helps you. So I think
that's kind of important. And just
like whatever you end up doing

in life, or just hanging out with
other people and being in
everyday life, it just probably
helps you live up to your best
potential. So I think that it would
be effective for teachers to
implement these.
Value of
HOM

Edith

P

Student
Work
Sample
Document
Student
Work
Sample
Document
Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/26/19

Using that Habit allowed me to
understand why the answer was
correct and why I was wrong.

Value of
HOM

Dee

P

3/29/19

Didn't give up and had to do
many experiments to make sure
it is correct.

Value of
HOM

Halle

P

3/27/19

The Habit of Mind "striving for
accuracy" allowed me to
complete the learning task
because I was motivated to
continue until I believed I
reached an accurate conclusion.

Value of
HOM

Carl

P

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

I found the task presented in
class difficult. Therefore, I
wanted to give up and accept my
inability to complete the
assignment. Instead, however, I
persisted in my endeavor and
found humor with my fellow
students which raised morale
and motivated me to pull
through and solve the problem.

Value of
HOM

Gina

P

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/22/19

It allowed me to use what I
know to solve a problem. Then,
when one method didn't work,
thinking flexibly allowed me to
find other ways to solve the
problem.

Value of
HOM

NS H5

P

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/29/19

I tend to stop when I am having
a hard time however I persisted
and my creative brain kicked in
when I needed to write

Value of
HOM

NS H8

P

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

These habits of mind help me
formulate an answer to a
question that may further my
class learning experience.
Without these habits of mind I
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could not solve the problems that
being asked in class.
Teachers
perceptions
of students'
use of HOM

Sophie

Q

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-4-19

As a teacher let me choose the
two....some kids copied me and
chose the same thing because
they want to be like the teacher.
Then many chose others that fit
them.

Teachers
perceptions
of students'
use of HOM
Teachers
perceptions
of students'
use of HOM

Sophie

Q

3-4-19

Something they had to work on

Clint

Q

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview
Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

I think so. I see it primarily in
their writing, I see that the kids
when they initially come into my
class they write a little more
formulaically, they’re not
necessarily enthusiastic about
taking risks, they don’t enjoy the
freedom of a free response
argument, they want mad libs,
they want to fill in the blanks,
they want a formulaic approach
and it’s by the end of the year I
think they’re more willing to
embrace the freedom and
creativity of using those skills,
using those creative skills to
come up with novel concepts. I
think they’re more willing to
take risks in their writing and the
writing is much more authentic
and genuine and it’s less stilted
by the end of the year than when
they first came at the beginning
of the year.

Obstacles in
teaching
HOM and
how to
overcome

Sophie

R

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-4-19

I think with so many initiatives
coming down the pike I think
people feel like the plate is full
and I can’t do all of these well.
So I think with myself that’s
why I chose only two to look
at.,,,,I’m held accountable by an
AP exam and also regents
scores. So to add one more thing
to the layer of what I have to do
and do well is daunting. So
that’s why I chose just to focus
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on a few throughout the year so
that I could alleviate the
pressure.
Teachers
perceptions
of students'
use of HOM

Sophie

R

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-4-19

And you know you can Google
this stuff and you’ll find
different authors out there but is
it a Carol Dweck, is it an Angela
Duckworth, is it, we don’t know

Obstacles in
teaching
HOM and
how to
overcome

Alex

R

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-7-19

Um, the criticism is that there’s
too many initiatives, there’s just
too many of them, there are too
many sets of vocabulary, um and
they’re all connected (pause) and
so it’s not a tight curriculum for
teachers to implement because
there’s so much going on. Um,
I’m not really sure who’s behind
“Habits of Mind”. My
understanding is that there’s
been a lot of work done in the
elementary perhaps in the
middle school and it’s basically
new or non existent in the high
school. And that this year is the
first year it’s really getting some
attention in the high school.

Teachers
perceptions
of students'
use of HOM

Alex

R

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-7-19

Um, I find a lot of the examples
in the literature very superficial
so they’re not quite so helpful
for my intellectual style and my
content, but that’s okay, I get I
get the sense of that.

Obstacles in
teaching
HOM and
how to
overcome

Alex

R

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-7-19

It’s really the only obstacle is
there’s probably four of these
very worthwhile initiatives the
district is doing. And so there’s
competing attention. You know,
so we have the ruler program
which is about social emotional
intelligence which is
TREMENDOUS (emphasis on
tremendous), tremendously
valuable, and what most of us
talk about is like it would be
great to immerse in that one
thing for a year or two and then
we could really, you know see
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best practices and how it relates
and then we could add another
component or we start with
“Habits of Mind.” And so most
people feel that there’s three or
four of these things going on at
once and so whether or not
students have had any
experience with any or all or
some number of them is
completely hit or miss.
Teachers
perceptions
of students'
use of HOM

Liz

R

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

Yes, I think that it’s an easy
thing, it was something great
coming down from the district to
implement because it’s stuff we
already do and they’re not
creating the wheel. The only
thing different was the
terminology, but we I don’t
think that there’s really true
obstacles to teach habits of
mind, that might be an obstacle
as far as to teach it on it’s own
and then sometimes I don’t
know if that’s what is wanted
from the district to teach okay
today we’re focusing on this
because as far as teaching a
regents course I find it difficult
to get through the curriculum I
have to get through. So using
these as vehicles to get where we
want to go and to gain
information and to understand
how to communicate in science
is a great thing, not particularly
teaching them because that’s
time and I don’t have any of
that.

Obstacles in
teaching
HOM and
how to
overcome

Susan

R

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

I get what you’re saying and I
think so any time something
comes in in a tops down
approach, so I’ve been doing this
for 30 some years, any time it
comes in in a tops down
approach people are going to be
yeah, yeah, yeah, off on the side
and then there it goes off to the
side and then there it goes to the
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back of the desk or in the
garbage or wherever. I think part
of it is that people have to buy
into it and I think that’s the
biggest part of it, so I think if
you’re going to teach somebody
something new you have to get
them to buy into whatever the
process is or the product or
whatever, so that’s the buy in is
probably the most important
thing. Again, you get an old dog
like me who’s been doing it a
long time initiatives come and
go, and they come and go with
the new people and sometimes
they’re here to stay and
sometimes people embrace them
and sometimes they don’t, so I
think the big thing is the buy in.
Why is this important to us, why
do we want to know. I think
faculty meetings are good but I
think they need to see more
grassroots, where it comes up
from grassroots because it’s
hard. It’s hard when you get
faculty that’s been doing what
they’ve been doing for how
many years and then okay well
lets do this now and then they’re
not seeing the changes that
happen. Maybe it’s a video that
helps to kind of see it, or maybe
it’s a little bit more on the cards
type thing and maybe it’s role
playing and make it a fun thing
at a faculty meeting or maybe it
becomes, you know, it could be
something dumb like throwing a
silly little prize, Nick uses
stickers, I use ducks, people use
different things to represent
learning and growth and sort of a
high five in a sense but maybe
something physical, so can
anybody name a habit of mind
and now we’re throwing ducks
to the crowd. Now they go back
and they got this duck as a
reminder. Maybe it’s something
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that becomes something physical
that reminds them of habit of
mind, and post yes for sure,
laminated posters in the back of
the room, all of that good stuff
because then they’re going to see
it and require that, yes you have
to have it posted in your room
but then beyond that you have to
have the buy in, and the buy in
can come from something
simple like okay faculty meeting
and now we’re engaged and now
we’re interested in this and I
think that’s a big piece of it
because you’ve got a lot of old
dogs doing what they’ve been
doing for a long time and they’re
just going to brush it under the
rug. So I would say from taking
the culture like ours I think you
bring in a lot of energy with it a
lot of enthusiasm with it but they
have to see it’s going to work
and they have to see from my
perspective it’s going to work
and if it doesn’t work for me and
I’m a Spanish teacher, I’m not
picking on Spanish, but if they
don’t see it’s going to work for
them they’re not going to
embrace it
Teachers
perceptions
of students'
use of HOM

Susan

R

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview
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2-27-19

So I think sometimes it’s too
many initiatives at once and you
get new administration and
everybody wants to put their
spin on it which is good but it’s
also overwhelming or it’s just
ignored and those are the kinds
of extremes that you see and
you’re going to see that in any
profession whether they’re
choosing to be a professional or
not. I’m not sure how well it’s
conveyed at this point and I’d
love to see it conveyed in a
better way but I don’t even know
how to do that on top of
whatever else I have to do other
than talk about in class when it

shows up which is pretty
frequently.
Obstacles in
teaching
HOM and
how to
overcome

Susan

R

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

I think we’ve had a few faculty
meetings on it where we have to
kind of initiate ourselves to
habits of mind and understand
what each of them is by kind of
splitting and doing a pair and
share and that kind of thing.
We’ve done that at faculty
meetings which is good. I think
that it probably stops there for a
lot of people because it’s
somewhat like the APPR
process, so I’m probably not a
really good same on this because
I happen to embrace the APPR, I
really find it very helpful and I
find that for personal and
professional growth I find that
really enriching and I find that’s
the only time you get somebody
to come and help you think
critically creative about yourself.
So I’m probably a-typical in that
regard but I think that most
people are not embracing it and I
think probably most people are
putting it on a back shelf some
place and saying okay if I need
to do it I’ll do it. Some people
have it posted in their room,
some people have different
posters around.

Teachers
perceptions
of students'
use of HOM
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Susan

R

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview
Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

I completely agree and there’s
no accountability therefore.

2-27-19

A lot of times I feel is a failing
in initiatives, you know, here’s
this thing we’re going to do and
I feel like step one really ought
to be here’s the issue that we
have and here’s why this
initiative is the answer and
sometimes I don’t feel it’s as
those aspects are clearly
connected, the argument isn’t
made.

Leo

R
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Leo

R

Teacherparticipant
interview

2-27-19

"In some ways out of necessity
but out of apparent necessity
let’s say because we all have our
marching orders or goals in
terms of particular performances
right, and those performances
are generally content based
performances right. So the holy
grail is that you develop habits
of mind and as a result, and
content at the same time, content
through habits of mind which
requires kind of a radical
rethinking of your approach. So
what do your lessons look like
where I’m emphasizing
rewarding and even assessing
habits of mind while at the same
time being sure that the content
is masters, so I think that we
tend to backslide because in
reality we cling to what we
know, and we know that the
content ultimately is reported on
and in a lot of ways is the
measure of success right. they’re
smart too, and they’re busy
people too. If you ask them they
want to know, what are you
assessing me on, what do I get
my 95 on in this class, right. Do
I get it by just giving you these
answers you know or are you
really looking for me to do,
because there’s a number of
ways I can come to this 95 in
this class depending on how you
assess it. So I think that we’re
sort of in a transition right now
from really feeling that the
ultimate goal is the content and
that the ultimate goal is the
habits of mind."

Obstacles in
teaching
HOM and
how to
overcome

Darwin

R

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

The only obstacle I’m saying is
like most teacher’s time you
know. I mean time, time to
implement, time as a department
to get together and discuss
maybe at the department
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meetings once a month, but
again we have two members in
our department who are on the
thinking, thinking visible
committee. I don’t even know if
we have a “Habits of Mind”
committee. So when they did
that to me that red light,
hierarchical speaking you know
maybe the district is kind of
putting more eggs in that basket,
not that you want to do what
they’re telling you to do just to
do it, but as I said my thinking
was that let’s promote and
product and talk about and
present different activities for
making their thinking visible
then we can start focusing on
how they convergently think,
how they divergently think, how
they critically think, how do they
creatively think because you’ve
got to be able to see it, not
necessarily measure it, but see it
in order to see if it’s happening I
guess you could say. So actually
it has nothing to do with these,
these are all great, I think it’s
just that those constraints that I
think many of us feel there’s not
enough time in the day. But to
our district’s benefit they do
provide us with ample
professional development days
to develop these, it’s just a
question of the implementation
Obstacles in
teaching
HOM and
how to
overcome

Clint

R

Teacherparticipant
focus group
interview
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3-6-19

Well I definitely think the
“Habits of Mind” is helpful in
achieving the mission. I think
that the initiative itself has
waned over recent years as
we’ve begun to focus on other
initiatives in the district. The
mission and the related
conversations about “Habits of
Mind” have become secondary
to initiatives particularly mental
health. We’ve talked about
emotional intelligence this year,

we’ve talked about
computational thinking this year,
so we’ve talked about homework
this year, so it’s been a dramatic
shift in recent years where we
have transitioned from one
singular mission with some
related concepts to several
initiatives that seem to be more
piecemeal in the approach in
which we’re incorporating them
into what we do. The result of
that is that we haven’t really
spoken much about “Habits of
Mind” since early in the school
year, sort of novelty
conversations about them at a
faculty meeting or two, I haven’t
heard the expression mentioned
in a faculty meeting, I just had
my APPR session I wasn’t asked
about it. So I think it’s kind of
waned a little bit along with the
overall mission, our focus on the
overall mission."
Obstacles in
teaching
HOM and
how to
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Thomas

R

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview
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3-6-19

The fact that when you try to
take something that’s natural
like humor and you try to put it
in a 16 habit chart and put it on
the wall and say do this it takes
some of the organic humor out
of it. Like if I said to you know
be funny, come on say
something funny, you’d be like
wait a minute you know, so
there’s something awkward
about like trying to put
something in a 16 list habit for
something like humor or striving
for accuracy, I don’t know, any
kind of administrative initiative
is going to be met with a certain
amount of resistance from
schools, teachers and kids
because people, it’s like sort of a
freedom thing that is there with
some kids and some teacher
where they don’t want to be told
like this is how you should do
this thing because people bring

like love of their own discipline
and they feel I know how to
teach this better than somebody
else is going to tell me how to
teach it. Kids are the same way,
like they know a lot of this, they
do a lot of this stuff, if you close
the door and leave 15 kids in the
room they’re going to have fun,
they’re going to have some fun,
they’re going to have some
humor, they’re going to, you
know, kids listen, they are
flexible, so my response to that
basically is that sometimes kids
get groany or resentful about the
fact that these are all codified
you know, the ten
commandments, the 16 rules,
blah, blah, blah and that’s just
something that’s human nature I
guess. It’s not a big problem, it’s
not a big problem, they groan
about it sometimes but they
know it and they do it and I
think they’re grateful for it.
Obstacles in
teaching
HOM and
how to
overcome

Susan

R

Teacherparticipant
focus group
2

2-28-19

So I think “Habits of Mind” is
really, really huge in terms of the
overall structure and what we
could do, not the draft, but my
biggest hurdle was how to attack
and take all of them into
consideration and realizing that’s
not the goal and take all of them
at once more of one or two and
sort of demonstrate kids learn by
seeing as much as anything else
and demonstrate those particular
attributes.

Obstacles in
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HOM and
how to
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Clint

R

Teacherparticipant
focus group
2

2-28-19

So as Leo had said in more
traditional settings, and I’ve
witnessed my own kids in more
traditional settings, these aren’t
tools that are emphasized or to
be honest with you to be
successful in those settings.

R

Teacherparticipant

2-28-19

Well I’m a little bit leery of, I
know kids grow tired of buzz

Obstacles in
teaching

Leo
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HOM and
how to
overcome

focus group
2

words and so I really don’t want
to beat them over the head with
the buzz words, they tend to
react as to while these are very
valuable skills.

Obstacles in
teaching
HOM and
how to
overcome

Susan

R

Teacherparticipant
focus group
2

2-28-19

I’ll say because they’re so used
to the teacher posing the
problem and then going
backwards and then the
backwards thinking becomes a
challenge for them for sure.

Obstacles in
teaching
HOM and
how to
overcome

Carl

R

Studentparticipant

5-1-19

I'd say, you know, from all that
and I was original with my idea.
No one, I don't know anyone
else who did it like that. Most of
them kinda took the examples
that he provided, sorta or he
gave, you know, he wrote on the
board some things. We did some
brainstorming things. And one
thing he said I kind of took and
then elaborated on a little bit in a
different way. So I guess from
now on, I realize I probably
shouldn't do that, when it comes
to something with, you know, so
high stakes, because this one
actually counts for a significant
portion of my fourth quarter
grade. But in general, just maybe
in situations where I have to
write a long thing, where we
have to do, you know, a lot of
commitment, some things that I
can't change, it’s better to stick it
safe.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Sophie

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-4-19

What would be really cool is if
this were linked on the website
that you could click on let’s say
14, finding humor, and that
would send you to a source that
would be classroom ideas for
this.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be

Sophie

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-4-19

It’s very hard to dial that back
and I think that’s where we have
to exercise caution with anything
else we want to unfold. Let’s just
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keep to what we have because
it’s really enough and let’s just
do this really well to support that
mission statement.

How can the
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HOM be
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How can the
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better
supported
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Alex

Alex

Alex

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-7-19

And so North Salem is a little bit
different in that there has been
much more staying power with
every initiative.

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-7-19

The brain based research that we
learn by examples, seeing most
people learn best by seeing other
people’s examples. Which is
great. I don’t think we do
enough of that. There’s not
enough sharing like in a faculty
meeting 10 minutes in the
beginning like, you know we’re
just going to talk about listening
for understanding and empathy,
um four people are going to talk
about what they do in their
classroom for that - total of 10
minutes boom. And so that’s
how we could get at that and we
see examples and I’m like oh I
don’t agree with that, that’s not
my style but now I see a way I
can relate that, you know
concretely from an example.

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-7-19

Yet the teachers want to do this,
it’s not like other places,
teachers here want to do it and
they just lament the fact that
they’re doing so many different
things that they can’t just
borough into that and read three
or four books about “Habits of
Mind” and the culture and dah,
dah, dah, and then have
conversations and focus on that
because this is a lot. You know
16 terms and developing 16
frameworks for understanding
that for a teacher and that’s not
even something that comes
naturally to most teachers, this
idea like I’m going to define
what this is and come up with
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the performance indicators and
all that, that’s really hard work
for teachers who are basically
thinking day to day, what am I
going to do with students? And
then try to hang it on all the
stuff.
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Liz

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

I think it’s great because it is
what we do anyway. So we’re
making, in school we’re making
students and teachers aware of
how they can be successful and
look at things that they already
do and maybe hone in on stuff
that they don’t do so well but
they could do better. I like it and
normally when things come
from up above as far as
initiatives in school it tends to be
too much to take on and I feel
like habits of mind, even though
I don’t know every single habit
of mind by name, I do by nature.
It is I think it’s been great in this
school. I think that the
atmosphere, the moral of the
colleague and the workforce is
like no other I’ve ever been. So
this place, I love North Salem
and I don’t know if it’s because
before this, and I’m not sure
when this initiative started,
there’s an atmosphere here that
is building and it looks at how
people are acting as opposed to
what they are learning, more
how they learn as opposed to
shoving the information.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
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Liz

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

"From our focus group
conversation I really like what
Sophie had to say and what she
was talking about, and I don’t
know if she went through this
whole interview, but I’m going
to use her next year, her idea of
choosing your own habits that
you want, maybe three, and then
having this in front of the
students as the first, you know,
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the start of the school year I
want you to pick three things
that you would like to have a
better feel for or a development
of by the end of the school year.
Because I think that that needs to
be something that’s written, I
think that needs to be something
that’s on a piece of paper, I think
people need to look at where
they are now and maybe rate
themselves, are you somebody
who’s persistent, are you, you
know, go through a 1 to 10 scale
most and least give it to the kids
and say well where do you fall
short and maybe let them write
down a goal and then bring it out
halfway through the year, and
then bring it out again at the end
of the year and see what their
feeling is. I think that’s a subtle
way to introduce the vocabulary
besides having it on the wall and
talking about it every now and
then, it’s a kind of a good way to
really get the kids involved and
have choice because then I think
they have ownership."
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
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Susan

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
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2-27-19

I think habits of mind is different
in that regard cause we can
throw the people right into the
middle but I can’t wait until the
younger ones come through and
start talking the talk and walking
the walk because that piece of it
will become huge when they
already know it when they come
in. So I think we’re already in an
interesting place with it because
they’re being put in the middle
of it in one sense but it’s the
kind of thing you can put them
in the middle of it and
acknowledge it, but I think once
it’s implemented for a long time
I think it’s going to be hugely
powerful. Hugely powerful. I
think there’s nothing better that
we can teach for outside skills,

so I’m talking from a selfish
[STEM] point of view right, but
take these same kids and put
them out in the world all of these
same things are what they need
to be successful. I mean it’s
huge.
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported
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Leo

Leo

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

In one art class there’s at least
one project where the entire
assessment the rubric is not
about the outcome at all, the
rubric is all about habits of mind,
right. So if you really believe
ultimately that that’s the thing
that you’re trying to give these
kids then it has to be at some
point it has to be a serious part
of the assessment.

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

I mean I know in the beginning I
talked about the fact that PST
was the rational and the fact that
there was clarity as to what was
expected, in some ways I also
appreciate the idea that look I
appreciate your professional
responsibility and I know that
you will work this out, but at the
same time in some ways I think
people in some ways appreciate
marching orders in a way, like
what exactly is expected of me
and sometimes as uncomfortable
or you may resent it but in the
end just like many things you
know, you take a class and
you’re like oh I really don’t want
to write this paper and then you
write the paper and I go I really
know this topic much better now
because I have to write a paper
about it, if I had just read the
book and then walked away I
really would remember much
about it. So in some way I feel
that we should be, that the
approach should be more
organized.
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Leo

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
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2-27-19

"Yeah, I’m not sure that’s great
but if I really wanted it to
happen and to know that it was
happening then I think some sort
of sense of this is what the
project is and this is what I
expect to know would probably
be useful."

How can the
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Darwin

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

Darwin I don’t think “Habits of
Mind” in and of itself is difficult,
I think the structure, the fact that
I opened up, you know, we’ve
got three different initiatives that
we’ve been doing for the last
year, year and a half, and that’s
tough and they’re all good, you
know. Believe me there’s been
initiatives that have come and
gone and they’re like all bad.
The tough part with the three
that we’re doing “Habits of
Mind” making thinking visible
and computational thinking now
it’s stuff that lends itself to
STEM particularly to cup so I
decided to pick in choose in my
opinion if I could get my
department to focus more on
activities to make their thinking
visible so they can see what’s
going on up there, then I think it
would be a logical place to start
focusing on some of these I
guess is what I’m trying to say.

How can the
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HOM be
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Darwin

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

"Yeah, one of the ones I think
that, I don’t know what other
departments are doing, but just
getting them to think about their
thinking, making thinking
visible, you know, that’s another
thing that we’ve been doing.
Okay, how do you know that
kids are thinking, I mean they’re
just sitting there with the book
open and we’ve been trying to
do that more as my department
is making your thinking visible.
Right, so if we can somehow
make it visible by doing various,
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we’ve had different professional
developments in that too and it’s
all good, I think that all ties into
a lot of this thinking about your
thinking, thinking about
communicating, you know what
I mean. So if I want my kids to
somehow prove to me that they
are thinking divergently well
how can I do that, how can I
measure that, not just from a
quantitative standpoint, not from
a letter grade, but more from a
qualitative standpoint. That’s
why I think if we hone in first on
the making thinking visible part
and getting kids to do that then I
think that will help us with a lot
of these."
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Clint

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview
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3-6-19

"I think that we’re clearly at a
turning point where we’ve had a
turnover in central and building
level administration. I think we
have to come to terms with
where are we with the mission,
the mission is about 12 years old
now. So I think there has to be a
conversation about is this still
our focus and if it’s going to be
our focus then we need to
reinvigorate our approach and
we all need to be on board,
central administration, and
building level administration,
and then the faculty all need to
align in their beliefs and their
values come to some sort of
consensus. I think that would be
the best way. We essentially
need to have a summit on what
we value today and maybe the
mission has run it’s course and
maybe it’s time to revisit what
we want to singularly focus on,
but I think we need to make sure
that we’re all aligned in what we
value and what we consider
important, and then we have to
find a way to operationalize
those values so that they’re

seamlessly incorporated into our
approach in the classroom."
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Clint

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

That’s why I’m an advocate, I
hope one day that will switch to
a block scheduling format so that
we can slow things down and we
can focus more in-depth and a
little less on breadth.

How can the
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Thomas

S

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

3-6-19

Well I really think that, they
really think that 16 is carrying
your consciousness thing, you
can’t think of 16 things at once,
you can’t. You can think of one
or two. So I really think it is
good to pick one or two every
quarter and say these are the
ones that I’m going to focus on.
Myself personally it’s been
critical thinking, which is in very
short supply everywhere, I mean
creative thinking, like being
original, so many high school
kids just want to do what the
other people are doing, and the
peer group is so powerful like
being an orthodox person is
really risky in high school, you
know there’s that, and I’m just
saying you can think of maybe
two or three at a time instead of
all 16, it’s too many to do like all
16 of these things. So you pick
one or two, or three and you
focus on them and then the next
marking period you focus on
another. Since I’ve been here it’s
been problem solving, critical
thinking, creative thinking and
then communicating with clarity
and precision because that’s just
the bread and butter of what I’m
trying to do as an [humanities]
teacher. The other ones I feel
that happen naturally I feel a lot
of these happen naturally, like
humor, risk taking, listening
with empathy although that is a
big one, that’s a big one.
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3-6-19

Just ignore that, just go right
through it because kids do it as a
defense thing, they’re oh this
critical engage thing, but they
really do enjoy engaging. The
reason why these are good is
because the kids enjoy engaging
in these activities. When you
give them a good task and then a
good challenge which involve
good problem solving skills in
creative thinking they love it,
they love it. So I would say
ignore their complaints, but
again, I feel lucky because
[humanities] is a subject that
lends itself to this more so
perhaps than math, or foreign
language where you have to do a
lot more of rogue forms and all
that stuff, in [humanities] there’s
a little bit less of that and more I
think it’s more aligned with the
enjoyable aspects of this.
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individual
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4-30-19

I think there are certain activities
that like, can involve them, like
any problems, like any, any
activities with like groups can
help with like thinking,
interdependently and like,
listening with understanding and
empathy. And I think that um
like giving students like, even
though they're like, just
beginning to learn a unit, like,
giving them something that like,
tests them a little bit and like,
challenges them a little bit, helps
them to, like think flexibly.

How can the
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Ana

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

Introduce them once, like
formally and maybe to like put
them on the board but not to
like, be like when we do this
activity we're using this Habit,
you know, like, Habit of Mind, I
think that might be, it might
make it over done.
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4-30-19

Teachers could actually like recuse the or like identify Habits of
Mind more in the classroom. Or
even before a lesson plan, like
these are the things like you
have to use like this Habit, this
Habit, this Habit. Like even on
like the front of like a packet or
note packet or something like
that, like these are the ones we're
going to be using in this topic or
unit of study we're doing. And
also like maybe even just like
having a homeroom teacher or
something like that, even just go
over the Habits of Mind in the
beginning of the year so that
students can identify different
ways to solve problems and use
critical and creative thinking.
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Beth

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

Having like one class session at
the beginning of the year, just
talking about, like the Habits of
Mind, and like how one could
use them, and like situations in
and out of the classroom. But I
think, like, it should be up to the
students discrepancy
[discretion?] like, how they use
the Habits of Mind, and like how
they could, like you, like if they
want to have it with them, or like
they want to, like consider using
them in their everyday lives. But
I think definitely teachers should
teach about them. Then also
maybe like, like I said before,
like give like, like, when they
make notes, like a note packet,
they should say we're going to
be using this Habit and this
Habit and this Habit. And in
these circumstances. So
definitely, in those ways we
could use the Habits of Mind
incorporate in school.

S

Teacherparticipant

4-30-19

Teachers should recognize
they're able to recognize when
students are struggling, whether
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that's in grades or like just how
they act in class. So maybe they
can suggest it, often, like when
students are anxious or like
they're having trouble and likes
to do so. Okay, like, How can
you do this a different way?
How could like a lot of times,
like teachers and students, like I
said before, like they're not
noticing, like they use the Habits
of Mind or more often than they
think.
5-1-19

I'd say, you know, implicitly,
you know, I don't want it to be
all because of in my face that has
happened before, where we'd
have like, you know, the
principal come in and say, Okay,
guys want to do a lesson focused
on Habits of Mind this time,
when we never do that. I may
have just outed them, so I feel
bad, but that's just the truth. We
did you know, really, I'm okay
with it being subtle without
being so you know, blatant in
there. Okay. Which Habit of
Mind are we using right now?
Does it really matter what
happens, you know, if we really
identify exactly which one we're
using right now, when in fact,
we just know if we use it, that's
good. [announcement] If we user
it that's good. I don't think the
way that mean, usually doesn't
happen. So that's one of the you
know, once a year, whenever
someone comes in, they'll try to
make more effort into making,
you know, trying to really
identify and be super in your
face about which ones we’re
using, I think what we do right
now is to sort of, I think it's
enough, as far as taking Habits
of Mind goes.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Carl

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Dee

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

I feel like teachers should, more
teachers should mention this.
I've only had one teacher talk
about them, like one time. And I
feel like they should make at
least like a couple days out of
the year to like, go over them all.
And like, maybe we could like
assess how we're using them
throughout like an activity.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Dee

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

I feel like if they go over it, and
then maybe leave it somewhere
we can where we can see it in
the classroom, and they'll be
reminded of it that we're using it.
And probably we should do
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5-1-19

Oh that’s what we just talked
about. I think keeping like a
poster in the room or something,
I think is a good idea to do it
because that way, when you're
lost or trying to figure out how
to solve some problem, or do
whatever, you’re taking a test
and think, like, I don't know, the
answer to the problem, what can
I do? You know, looking at this
board you’ll think, okay,
thinking flexibly, I'll try another
approach to the, you know, to
the equation or to, you know,
thinking about it or, you know, if
it’s history, you know, if you're
trying to find out an historical
fact, or you could think, Okay,
well, relevant, you know,
pinpoint exactly, you could kind
of go I've done it before, where
you sort of go the time feeling
like, Okay, well, this, this event
happened before, whatever other
events and after this event to
kind of narrow it down in
different way. It's kind of hard to
really articulate, but I think that
having a poster on your wall
would be you know, and then
regular teaching would be
enough.

some sort of sheet where we
assess which ones we use in the
classroom, just so we're aware of
it.
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Dee

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

Probably not more than like a
couple class periods should be
spent on it, probably. Because
more than that, kids might start
getting annoyed and feel like
they have to like learn stuff for
that.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Dee

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

Maybe like, if you have all of
them being taught in an English
class, because like, a lot of
people, they take all different
sciences, all different social
studies, but everyone takes
English. So if they teach about
all of them in English, but then
in each one of the individual
classes they like do a sheet about
how they're used in that specific
class.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Dee

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

That is what I said, but maybe
they like go over at least a little
bit like to refresh kids minds, but
it might be a little much if it's
done in every single class.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Edith

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

Um, I think if teachers like
maybe like, talk about them
more as like, keeps people like,
open to like, thinking about the
Habits of Mind, because if you
don't really know what they are,
it's hard to use them. But I think
yeah, if like, teachers say, like,
try using Habits of Mind number
like 2, managing impulsivity in
this activity, it could help you
like, know how to use them in
other activities.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Edith

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

Um, well, as I kind of said in an
earlier question, I think, teachers
could teach Habits of Mind by
like, making activities where you
focus on a certain one. So like,
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by the end of the year, maybe
you can use them in different
ways. And now you have like,
the answers to things through the
Habits of Mind.
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Edith

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

I think maybe like, not using
them in every activity, but like,
every so often throwing them in
or maybe just like having them
up on the wall, like some
teachers do. So like, they're like,
subconsciously, you're thinking
about it without being told.
Maybe that would be a good
thing.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Edith

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

Maybe like the teachers could
get together and like, maybe
like, separate the Habits of
Mind. See like which ones they
find most important in their
subject, and then they will teach
those ones and then other
teachers could say like, as you
probably heard in like, science
class, you could use this one too
like without explaining it,
because like, each teacher will
explain it.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Fred

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-8-19

Maybe once a month or twice a
month doing almost like a
workshop or an activity where
we just focus on what Habits of
Mind we're using in the certain
activity just to allow us to
identify what we're doing. I
think that would be good and
beneficial.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Fred

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-8-19

I think with more, well
personally, for me, I feel like
more hands on activities where
we're actively thinking about
what we're doing. So possibly
going through a short 30 second
activity for each of the Habits of
Mind kind of to remind us what
it's like to use them. So it can be
in our subconscious for it.
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How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Fred

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Fred

Gina

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-8-19

I think just every once in a while
just going back and refreshing to
them. Because coming into this,
I had completely forgotten what
each and every one of them was.
So I feel like we're almost not
doing enough, because I forgot
what they were. But I feel like I
had used them in the past. So it's
trying to find a balance in
between knowing what they are
and but not so much where it's in
your conscious and not your
subconscious like it is now.

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-8-19

I think it would be best if like a
teacher said once a year to work
on it. And between the balance
of like five core classes and all
your other classes that you take
it would be stretched out well
enough where it would be
refreshed constantly and not
having it be overwhelming. So a
once a year thing from each
teacher, I think would be good.

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

"Um, while I know a lot of
teachers have talked to us about
like the metacognition, thinking
about your thinking, they always
say kind of like, look back, and
like kind of what were you
thinking when you first saw it,
what were you thinking when
you got like to a certain step. So
stuff like that definitely a lot.
Being flexible, I know a lot of
teachers talk about that, like,
kind of step back or look at it
from like a different angle. And
that helps a lot if like, you're
stuck, and you feel like giving
up. And then a lot of teachers
talk about persistence, too,
because you know, you just got
to stick with everything to make
it through.
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How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Gina

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

I'd say probably kind of
presenting it to kids in a way
where they're almost figuring it
out on your own or on their own.
So like, instead of saying I want
you to like persist, kind of make
them want to do it. So that it's
not just something like that
they're being told that they
should do it's kind of something
that they not exactly like came
up with on their own, but that
they feel like it's something that
they're doing because they know
that they can do it and they want
to do it. And maybe like before
showing them like the 16 Habits
of Mind, like laid out like this
kind of introducing it to them
beforehand. So that like they're
not just knowing it as like this
like specific thing, but how it's
kind of like flexible and
complex, and it can come in
many different ways. And they
can kind of like look at them in
different ways and stuff.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Gina

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

Um, I'd say like having them in
the back of your mind. But I
think like if you were always
trying to say to yourself, like, I
need to respond to everything
with wonderment and awe then
like that kind of distract you and
make you think that like you
always need to do it. One, you
always need to, like find this one
kind of view of it when I feel
like there's multiple different
ways, so you kind of need to
understand them rather than
maybe say like memorizing
them. And just know like, what
for you what it feels like when
you are kind of responding,
responding with wonderment
and awe. And trying to get back
to that like feeling that you get
where you're doing any one of
these things, and then you are
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successful, rather than just
saying or like forcing yourself to
do it.
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Gina

Halle

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

Um, well, I would probably have
maybe one class where it's kind
of like they're all collected
together, and you can kind of see
them all next to each other. But
then, like, throughout all the
different classes, then kind of
maybe, for each class focus on
whatever ones are most
important for that subject or
whatever, like they're working
on, and then in other classes kind
of focus on different ones, and
then kind of spread it out
through all the different classes
that you are taking.

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

Maybe, like, remind us during
class, because I think, work I
mean, they say to critically and
creative think. Like obviously,
we know, that's the mission, but
I didn't like, I wouldn't
necessarily know that these are
like the Habits of Mind. Like, I
might think to myself, like,
okay, like, think more flexibly,
like come on, don't be so in your
head. But like, I think it would
be nice sometimes, like get a
reminder, like, if you go up to a
teacher, and you're like, we're
having a hard time with this, like
prob, like this project, like
instead of them being like, okay,
like, just figure it out for them,
like hand us the sheet or
something and be like, willing,
did you try to think flexibly or
something like that kind of just
like little reminders, because I
think we are moving so fast, like
I said before, and that like
sometimes you forget to think
about your thinking.
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How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Halle

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Halle

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Halle

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

Reintroduce them.

Halle

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

Umm, that’s a good question. I
mean, I'd say like, not to make it
so like concrete, like so
structured, because like, not all
of these are structured. Like,
obviously, I've heard like, think
flexibly before, and I haven't
been like, oh, that Habit of Mind
from the sheet. You know, like, I
know, something like that. So
maybe like introduce them more
like that, like have it
overarching, like, these are the
Habits of Mind but when they
reteach them to us, not every
time have to, like say them all at
the same time. Because that
might make it feel like too much
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5-14-19

5-14-19

Maybe have people speak to us
about, like examples of when
they used it, and it helped them.
Something like that. That would
stick with us.
Maybe, I mean, I think through
like, specific, like, examples,
like kind of, like I said before,
like, if we're working on a
project, like just remind us of
them, like, specifically, kind of
rather than like, all in one sitting,
because I feel like that's like
nice, like, they definitely get
through to us that first time. But
like, if we're continually
continuously, like, showed the
Habits of Mind, while we're
actually actively trying to solve
problems, it might help us
because you might forget, like,
Oh, I can use that to try and
think more deeply. So I think it's
just like throughout like multiple
times during the year rather than
like one sitting.

kind of like, they're forcing it at
us. But like, if they just say like,
oh, like, you know, like, make
sure you persist, like it's
important. And like they give an
example of like, someone who
succeeded when they persisted.
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Halle

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

Maybe in like, um, I feel like it'd
be kind of expected in almost
like a freshman seminar class or
something like that, like
Compass, like, yeah, more like
those electives aren't electives,
like the not optional elective
type things. And then, like the
core classes, since we're doing a
lot of actual, like, problem
solving, could kind of like re-,
like throw them back in there
again, but like, if it was
introduced in freshman
seminars, like a project type of
thing. I don't know maybe like,
find like, like, make a
presentation for the class and
find like, five videos like
inspirational not like educational
videos, like there's a few like
[teacher name] has showed us
like inspirational videos of like
people who you know, broke
their leg and then became a
football player, again, like things
like that, where it's just like, oh,
like this person, persisted, like
you can see it, because I think
that will like register and it won't
feel as like, structured, but it'll
like stick with us.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Halle

S

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

So maybe something like that, or
like we make a project out of it,
but in like a freshman seminar
class or a Compass class.

Dee

S

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 1

4-23-19

I feel like they should teach
these more in school. Especially,
like looking at each one
individually, if we learn, like, for
example, like persisting, like, if
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they taught this and like, kids,
like, learn to do it, that it would
be helpful to get work done. And
even Yeah, like, Participant 3
said, even if it's not just in
school, like if it's a problem
outside of school, it'll be helpful.
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Halle

S

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

Becoming more aware of which
Habits of Mind, like, when you
use them, you become the most
successful.

Fred

S

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

I think definitely focusing on
when you're using the Habits of
Mind will help you. If you strive
to use certain ones such as
gather data through all senses,
you'll be able to take in more
information, possibly use it to
your advantage, causing better,
like critical thinking, and maybe
even creative, depending on how
you use the data that you collect.
But you can do that for most any
of the Habits of Mind. Like once
you think about it, and strive to
make an effort to do that exact
Habit of Mind, I think it will
definitely improve your critical
and creative abilities.

S

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

And knowing about them
definitely helps. Because if
you're just kind of, if you're
trying to solve a problem, and
you can't figure out why you're
not being able to solve
something very easily, if you can
kind of look at the different
things that you might be doing to
solve that problem, then it can
make it easier for you to solve
the problem and feel more
confident about it once you solve
it, because you know what you
did, and you know that you use
your strengths, and you kind of
fix some of your weaknesses and
stuff like that.

Gina
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How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Gina

S

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

Okay, I actually find that I'm, I
become, have become lately
very aware of a lot of these
things, just because in the past
few years, I've had a lot of
people asking me about how I
use them, or when I use them or,
like what I think about them or
anything like that. And it kind of
makes you start to think about
them more, because then when
somebody was asking me like,
like what was going through my
head when I was thinking about
something or something like
that, then the next time anything
similar to that kind of happened,
I would kind of maybe not like
specifically all these things that
you'd find on this list. And
maybe I wasn't exactly thinking
it was a Habit of Mind, per se,
but I would notice that I would
kind of start asking myself like,
Am I really doing the kind of
thing that I want to do? Am I,
like, if I was stressful, am I
finding humor that makes it
easier for me to do something?
Or am I kind of being as flexible
as I can in this situation? And it's
largely because people have
been constantly like asking me
about it. And it's made me more
aware of the fact that I use it.
And then in that sense, it it's
made me more aware when I'm
using them.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Carl

S

Student
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

I would say that, you know,
implicitly encouraging, you
know, all of these things would
be helpful. I feel that, you know,
exercises that are, you know, so
explicit in like, Oh, yeah, today
I’m going to practice thinking
independently isn't as valuable
as say, like, you know, a project
where you happen to work as a
group. So I think that there's
definitely, there's definite value
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in instilling these, you know,
ideas in the minds of students.
But I think that the best way to
do that would be with, you
know, more subtle assessments
of projects, whatever.
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Halle

S

Studentfocus group
interview 2

4-24-19

If I was being honest, if I didn't
see this list, I probably wouldn't
know that that's what these are
called. So I think that it is
important. And now that I'm
looking at them, it's allowing me
to have so much more self
reflection, even just when the
questions are being asked, I'm
like thinking of specific
experiences I've had, and I'm
like, Oh, I see how that played a
big part where like if I hadn't
paid particular attention to
maybe one of the Habits of Mind
in the moment it might have
ended completely differently. So
I do think that they're valuable to
be taught to us. Yeah, that's what
I say.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Halle

S

Studentfocus group
interview 2

4-24-19

I just want to clarify what I said.
I do know individually, these
Habits of Mind and we are told
in school, I will maybe you
should try and think about it
more flexibly or like how about
you persist a little more, so
they're definitely brought up to
us. I just haven't like seen them
all, like in a chart, labeled Habits
of Mind, but like we definitely
are exposed to them.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Halle

S

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

Yeah, but I like this form. I like
this little subtext.

Gina

S

Studentfocus group
interview 2

4-24-19

I find that this one is a little
more specific than like the circle
or like the spiral one that we
usually see like that one, it has a
lot of it, but I feel like this kind
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of has more to it, and it goes
more into it. And I'm sure that
like if you were to keep on
looking you find even more of
these again, break it down even
further. But I feel like this one at
least is more specific than any of
the ones that I've seen.
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported

Halle

S

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

And this one also like triggers
things for me like when I read it,
I'm like, Oh, yeah, no I can think
of personal experiences. Like
right off the bat when I see this.
Versus maybe another form.

How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported
How can the
teaching of
HOM be
better
supported
Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Halle

S

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

It's very simple and relatable

Gina

S

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

It’s user friendly

Ana

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

Persisting is very important
because if it's really hard to,
especially because as you get
older, like, things don't come to
you as quickly, I feel like I, like
topics and stuff get harder. And
if it doesn't come to the first time
you get it and you give up, then
you're going to get nowhere.

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

I think thinking and
communicating with clarity and
precision, because um like, as
you get older, you do more
presentations.

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

Listening with understanding
and empathy. Because like I said
before, if you're working as a
team, you're gonna have to, like,
take other people's like ideas and
stuff into account. And that's
how like you become successful
like. Yeah. And then also,
applying past knowledge to new

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need
Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Ana

Ana
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situations because you apply
what you learn in school to the
real world.
Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Beth

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

Thinking about your thinking.
Because you have to be aware of
like different strategies that are
going on in the classroom, and
like how to solve different
problems. And also, number
nine, especially like when you're
trying to write an essay or things
like that you want to like,
number nine is thinking,
communicating with clarity and
precision. And it's like, that's
important when you're writing
essays and also doing like oral
presentations, because you want
to try and get your point across
so that readers know what you're
talking about.

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Beth

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

Okay, so I think it's all like, all
of them are good. Like I said
before, like, oh, all of them are
good in different situations. But
I think what's important to think
about is think number 15.
Thinking interdependently,
because you have in life, you
have to be able to work well
with others, whether that's in like
a group, like project setting, or
like, just making sure you're
communicating with like family
members or friends. And like
trying to develop relationships
with people in the future. And
also, number 16, remaining open
to continuous learning. So like,
you have to be able to learn from
your experiences in the past and
know like what you can fix after
you've done something.

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Carl

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

I'd say by far the most important
when it comes to seeing the
school is persistence. I've seen,
you know, students who are
naturally not inclined to many
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subjects really work hard, and
you know, just knock it out of
the park. And you know, SATs,
and grades in general, actually,
I'm thinking of one person in
particular, who really does that.
And I see people who are
naturally inclined to be good at
school, who are just, you know,
those naturally gifted in that sort
of thing, just not try it all, and
either not succeed to their, you
know, potential or just fail
miserably.
Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Carl

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

I'd say managing impulsivity is
important. Yes, but yeah, I'd say
it's more important in
homework, because you want to
be able to get it done in a timely
manner. Uh...uh I guess
remaining open to continuous
learning is important, obviously,
because you know, school,
where you can learn
continuously, you know, the
time here. I think those are
probably the three most
important. All these are used to
some portion, but I think that
those three are definitely number
one, two, three.

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Carl

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

I would probably say, thinking
flexibly, because, you know,
finding new solutions to you
know, long standing problems is
something that usually makes
someone successful, you know,
plenty examples of all famous
mentors, they have, you know,
thought flexibly to create
whatever they wanted to do. And
that's how they became
successful. Persisting also,
because, especially when, with
entrepreneurship, or something
like that, that's definitely
important. Thinking and
communicating with clarity and
precision would definitely be
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important to you know,
communicate ideas, you know,
whether it be to a loved one or to
you know, a co-worker, or a
boss or something like that, it
would definitely be something
you want to be able to do.
Finding humor, I wouldn’t say
it’s something important, but it's
definitely, you want to be happy,
it's something that you might
want to, you know, try to fit in
now and again, so that's what I'd
say is probably the things you
need to be successful.
Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Carl

Carl

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

I won't use 1 or 2 anymore,
because I know we went through
that (laughter) Let’s see… Yeah,
I would Yeah. I would use
Number 8, applying past
knowledge to new situations.
But I said that one before so let
me think some more. Oh, yeah,
thinking interdependently. Back
last year, I tried to do a study
guide thing with some my
friends in [STEM] to prepare for
the final. And we all kind of like
tried to take a portion of it. And
now this wasn't exactly
successful. But the portion I did
I thought I did pretty well on. I I
learned that stuff pretty well. Of
course. I mean, everyone else
didn't do anything. And we
ended up doing badly on the
final. I'd be like, that was just a
hard final in general. It's kind of
not related. But that was bad
final, a lot of people did poorly
on that one.

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

Uh, you know, I don't know,
because they did pretty bad,
badly on the test. So I can't say
necessarily, you know, it helped
them too much. I don't know
what they got if they hadn't used
it, but they might not even of
looked at it. Actually, I, from
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that point on, I kind of realized,
like, you know, really sort of try
to rely more on yourself than on
others. You have to, you know,
if you rely on somebody else,
and they don’t pull through, you
get that. And I think I'm still sort
of learning this year, because I
continue to do things like that
with collaboration that is super
one sided, and it's not helped me
at all. So hoping someone
would, you know, plan to work
on and just try to, you know,
stick to myself and just try to do
everything in a way that is to a
reasonable extent, to do
everything, the way I think it
should be done, when involves
me and not try to, you know,
give others a boost when they're
not willing to reciprocate.
Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Dee

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

Um, I feel like the one of the
Habits in Mind you need in
school is persisting. Because you
should not give up, and stick to
what you're doing to get
something accomplished.
Because if you don't, then you
just have a half finished
assignment. And you want to,
don't want to do everything, like
the night before it's due. So if
you say to yourself, like, Oh, I'm
gonna make a time schedule, and
then I need to stick to it and
make sure I follow everything
and not give up or get lazy or get
distracted by anything.

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Dee

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

Thinking flexibly, because you
want to find like, multiple ways
to solve a problem, because if
one way doesn't work out, then
you need to try something
different. And maybe also
thinking interdependently.
Because it's better to work
together, I feel like. And you get
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more ideas. And yeah, I think it
a lot better.
Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Dee

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

All of the same ones that I said
before, but also maybe applying
past knowledge to new
situations. Because if you use
like, what you learned in school
or in, like, previously to that,
then you can apply it to what
you're doing. And it'll help you
do better probably, if you use
past knowledge.

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Edith

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

I think the majority of these are
actually pretty useful to have to
be successful in school. I think if
you're in school, I think it's
really good to have questioning
and problem solving, because we
have like the resources at your
fingers and teachers and books.
So you have to be able to like,
think of questions to be solved
easily, because you can't do that
when you're out of school as
much

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Edith

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

And then I also think that
thinking and communicating
with clarity and precision is
useful to be successful, because
like, it’s how you like express
your opinions and like your
answers to everyone else.

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Edith

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

I think the most important one is
persisting, because throughout
life, you'll have like challenges
or goals, that if you don't, like,
persist through, you’re never
actually going to finish them.
And you'll end up just like,
going down like dead end paths
because you're never going to be
able to like continue stuff, so I
think in life, persistence is the
most important.

T

Studentparticipant

5-2-19

I think it's always, you always
should be remaining to

Types of
HOM

Edith
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identified by
students that
they need

individual
interview

continuous learning in your life,
because you should be able to
learn from experiences and like
be able to move on from things

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Fred

T

Studentparticipant
Individual
interview

5-8-19

Most important for succeeding
in school is persisting, striving
for accuracy, and thinking
flexibly because persisting even
if whatever task you're given for
school and what you need to do,
if you persist through it, it can
always eventually be done.
Striving for accuracy allows for
you to get do the best that you
know you can do on certain
things such as like tests, and then
thinking flexibly allows you to
solve certain problems, different
ways if you get stuck in one
certain way.

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Gina

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

Okay, well, I’d say the first one
persisting is definitely important.
Because if you don't stick with
anything, you're not going to
accomplish anything. And then I
guess thinking flexibly, because
there's a pretty good chance that
you're going to have some sort
of problems, and you're going to
need to think of other ways to
get around it. And then probably,
like creating and imagining and
innovating, because you need to
do a lot of creative thinking in
order to get to, like critical
thinking. And so it's important to
have lots of different options.
And to be able to come up with
new things, if what's already
known doesn't work.

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Gina

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

Um, probably about the same.
But I'd say finding humor is
probably one that's really
important in life. Because if you
are always focused, it's it'll be
then hard to stay focused, and to
actually enjoy what you're
doing. It's good to like, you
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know, have fun as you go,
especially when it comes to like
regular life things.
Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Gina

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

Yeah, so on persisting. Same
idea, you got to stick with
anything, if something feels like
hard, you don't really want to
just avoid it or run from it, you
want to deal with whatever
you're doing, or else it’s just
going to keep showing up. And
so you want to really stick to
whatever you're working on and
try and accomplish something
with that. Thinking flexibly
because, you know, there's so
many different variables out
there, I mean, nothing, you don't
get like a guideline to life, you
kind of need to be open to doing
things different ways. because
nothing's ever like concrete or
cut like a specific way. And then
creating and imagining and
innovating that one, you always
got to be able to come up with
something new in order to solve
a problem or get around
something that you're doing, if
what's already known isn't
working, or just trying to like
accomplish anything, really,
even if it's just taking something
that's already made, and just
kind of changing it a little bit,
you're still kind of generating
new ideas.

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Halle

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-14-19

Okay, I think that persisting is
very important in school, as a
Habit of Mind, because things
are not always going to come
easily to you. you definitely
have to persist in order to
succeed, because it's not going to
go away. And it usually comes
up more than once. So you
definitely have to stick to it until
you get it. And I would also say,
let’s think, hmm, maybe... all of
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them. Probably, like two more
really important ones, are
applying past knowledge to new
situations, because like, socially,
in school, and academically,
you're probably going to go
through a lot of the same things,
as I just said, either, like, on a
test, you're like, you're expected
to know things that you've
already learned. And then also,
like, as you get older, you're
dealing with a lot of the same
people and a lot of the same
social conflict. So you might
need to use what you've learned
in the past again, and then
questioning and problem posing,
of course, because that's how
you learn more effectively.
Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Halle

T

Studentparticipant
individual
interview
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5-14-19

Okay, thinking flexibly,
definitely, because life's very
unexpected. And I think that
things can change really fast. So
if you're someone that likes to
have a plan all the time, like
things could definitely get
thrown at you, throw you off
course. So you need to be able to
think flexibly, see things in a
different way. And definitely be
able to change your perspective,
because, you know, there's
always two sides to something
like in everyday life and conflict.
So it's important that you can see
that, so you could learn more.
And then, hmm, let's think,
maybe, oh, thinking and
communicating with clarity and
precision, because you just
interact with people all day. And
that's how we learn. And that's
how we get through things. So
communication is definitely
important, because that's how
you can be the most effective, I'd
say.

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Ana

T

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview1

4-23-19

I can go first. I think that
remaining open to continuous
learning is very important,
because it kind of like feeds into
other things like persistence and
stuff, if you're not willing to,
like, take any information in,
then it's really hard to go
anywhere from there. So yeah.

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Beth

T

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

I'm Participant 4, and I would
say responding with wonderment
and awe is important to me in
everyday life, because, like, it
should be, learning should be
like a fun experience. It
shouldn't be serious all the time.
And you shouldn't have like too
much stress doing it. So that's
why I also think finding humor
is a important skill to have in
everyday life. Because like those
two, like kind of, like, connect
with each other in a way because
it helps you like have fun while
still like trying to complete like
rigorous tasks during school

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Beth

T

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

Working interdependently)
Yeah, definitely, in some of our
classes, like when we get to
work in groups together, or like
work on, like, finding different
ways to like study and like
things like that, like some people
do games, like on the computer,
and like, different study methods
could definitely help you out
have fun while like even though
studying and it's sometimes
boring at times.

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Dee

T

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 1

4-23-19

Other than persisting, like I said
before, because I think that one's
really good. But also applying
past knowledge to new
situations. Like if you learn
something in class, for example,
in science or something, if you
have to do a lab, after, you have
to remember like all the notes
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and like things you did and will
be helpful, or like, transferring
the knowledge to like, a test or
something.
Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Edith

T

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-23-19

I agree with Participant 4. I think
it's very important to have fun
while you're doing your
schoolwork and things, because
otherwise, it's just four years of
doing stuff you hate. And I think
learning should be an experience
where like, you're working, and
you're enjoying what you're
doing. And also finding humor,
because if you're not able to, like
laugh at, like not doing well on
something, and you always like
beat yourself up on things. I
don't think you'll ever really get
that far in your high school
career.

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Gina

T

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

I also just want to say I saw
thinking interdependently and I
find that with things like
languages or history or
something, a lot of it is you're
kind of working together,
because you're just kind of
thinking about things. Whereas
when you go to science and
math, and any subject related to
that, you kind of have to work
with other people to solve the
problem. Because if you're like a
scientist, let's say, and you
specialize in like biology, you're
going to need to be able to talk
to somebody who knows things
about physics and chemistry, and
maybe like astronomy or
something like that. And same
thing with math, you know, you
have people who have different
strengths. And so working
together is like really important
in those subjects.

Types of
HOM

Halle

T

Studentparticipant

4-24-19

Okay. So I'd say probably
listening with understanding and
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identified by
students that
they need

Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

focus group
interview 2

Fred

T

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

407

empathy, I put a lot of stress on,
because I don't know, I feel like
that's important. I'm a pretty
sensitive person. So I think I'm
very open to like, making sure
that I'm not making someone
else feel badly. In like school
environments and everyday life,
because like, if I'm working on a
project with someone like or
something like that, I don't want
them to feel like maybe I'm like
overpowering them or like, or
don't think that they're doing
something, right. Because that
could affect how we're working
together. And it could just,
overall, end badly. So I think I
definitely use that a lot. And I
probably do find humor a lot in
problem solving, when it gets to
a certain point, just because I
think it takes some stress off.
And like, as we've gotten older, I
feel like that's important,
because things get stressful,
pretty fast. And maybe persisting
because if you don't persist, then
it's very hard to move on and
feel good about yourself. And I
think you can kind of backtrack,
if you don't persist. So I think it's
important to get to that point
where you're like, Okay, like,
got through that, and then you
can use it in the future
4-24-19

So I feel like the top three Habits
of Mind, which I think are the
most useful and beneficial are
remaining open to continuous
learning, creating, imagining,
and innovating and then finding
humor. So remaining open just
allows you to take in many
perspectives and kind of get
different opinions on whatever
you're doing. And so definitely
in school with group projects,
group works or working with
others, but even outside of

school with, once we get into
jobs, college, all that, it's
definitely very useful to listen to
others and what they think. And
then creating, imagining, and
innovating. As you get older, it
kind of strays away from that, in
that we, we’re not as creative,
imaginative and innovative, as
we were in, say, elementary
school. So I think it's very
important that we be creative,
but it's kind of finding the time
and place to do so. And then
finding humor. I feel like that's
necessary just because it, it
allows you to do serious things,
which may be stressful or have a
lot of weight to them, it doesn't
allow you to freak yourself out
or overthink things, if you find
humor in it, it makes the mood a
little bit lighter.
Types of
HOM
identified by
students that
they need

Carl

T

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

I guess my probably the most
important one would be striving
for accuracy. I'm pretty
ambitious. So I do want to, you
know, make sure I can do the
best I can do in any situations.
And because of that, persistence
is also important to me. Because
if you don't try, if you give up
easily, then you'll never really
succeed in the areas that you
want to. You'll never, you know,
achieve your highest standards.
And I guess, lastly, be thinking
and communicating with clarity
and precision. I know, we tend
to talk fast. So you know, if you
have the best point in the world,
but if you can't communicate
that clearly, you might as well be
you know, nothing, because you
can't get the other person to
actually understand what you're
saying.

HOM
students'

Ana

U

Studentparticipant

4-30-19

I think I probably use persisting
most often, because I think it's
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perceive
they use the
most

individual
interview

very easy to get burnt out,
especially like, I'm taking three
AP's. And I just, like have to
keep like sticking to it. And I
like know that I'm really close
we really have like three weeks
left of school.

HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

Ana

U

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

I think striving for accuracy is
really important. Because, like,
if I'm doing homework, I could
easily just, like, not answer the
questions with my full like,
effort or whatever. But if I'm
trying to, like actually get the
correct answer, then that's going
to help me like learn the subject
easier.

HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

Beth

U

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

Definitely persisting because I
have to, I have to be able to keep
up with like sports and
extracurriculars and making sure
I have a balance and
schoolwork, and all that stuff. So
knowing my priorities and
making sure I get everything
done, because I know I have to
persist. Because I know in the
long run, like if I procrastinate
enough, like I'm going to be
more stressed out later on. So
persisting is definitely one I use
often. Um, and what else….I
think also applying past
knowledge to new situations,
because like, if, like in some of
my classes, we had do like, the
same thing, but like different
problems, if that makes sense?
So like, it's definitely helpful to
know things you've done in the
past, because you can apply
them later on.

U

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

The one I use most frequently
would probably have to be,
obviously, persisting. That’s just
something I have to do you
know, every night, every day.
Managing impulsivity is

HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

Carl

409

definitely I use it a lot,
especially, you know, after
school, because you know, I
have my sister come over, and
she has a bunch of friends who
all want to go and do things and
I'm tempted to go with them,
you know, go get frozen yogurt
or whatever it is. But I realize if
you want to succeed, you know,
the SAT, i’s this weekend, and
things that I have to stay there, I
have to do my work. And, you
know, as much as I'd rather not
have to do it.
HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

U

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

Well, 1 and 2, definitely. 6 [chart
- striving for accuracy], you
know you do on tests. And that's
just and I'd say that that's
probably it. The ones I use most
frequently would be those three

U

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

I feel like persisting.

Dee

U

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

We work interdependently pretty
frequently. Okay, like we’re
usually working with partners or
like talking with a group to get
the best answer.

HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

Edith

U

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-2-19

I think I use thinking
interdependently most
frequently, like, anytime I'm in
class, and I'm really like stuck
on a problem. Or like, if I can't
think of what to write, I
normally turn to like a friend and
ask them like, What are you
thinking about? Or like, does
this make sense? Like, I think
working together helps me every
day.

HOM
students'
perceive

Fred

U

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-8-19

I think the Habits of Mind I use
most frequently are finding
humor, thinking flexibly and

HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most
HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

Carl

Dee
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they use the
most

remaining open to continuous
learning

HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

Halle

U

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-30-19

Yes. So I think about my
thinking a lot, I'd say, like, if I'm
really stressed about something
with school, is that, like, specific
enough?

HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

Halle

U

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-30-19

I try and find humor, I think in a
lot of things. And maybe not as
much in school, but like, it's
pretty important in like everyday
life, because things can get
pretty serious, I think, because
we're just like moving and
moving, moving from one thing
to the next with school and like,
sports and stuff. And I think
when you're able to like find
humor, it like opens you to
connect with people more, which
might make things easier.

HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

Beth

U

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 1

4-23-19

I've definitely like helped, like,
one of the Habits of Mind that
has helped me throughout my
high school career is persisting,
because like, especially like
during, like standardized testing,
like SAT or ACT, like I'm taking
right now, it's definitely helped
me like, stick with it and like,
persevere through finishing, like
a section of a test or like
something like that, or like
finishing an essay, that's taken
me hours and hours to write

U

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 1

4-23-19

I agree with Participant 4 that
that is really like, because
sometimes, even if you're not in
school, and you're like, at home
doing homework, and you really
just don't want to do it anymore,
but you have so much and you
need to finish it, that like you
just can't give up and like, go off
it for a second because then I'm
probably going to get distracted

HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

Dee
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for a really long time. So you
have to stick to your goals.
HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

Beth

U

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

Especially at home, like when
there's more distractions than at
school. Because like you can,
like go on your phone, you could
go on watch TV or anything like
that, like there's a lot more
distractions. So persisting is one
of the more is one of the most
used skills, I think.

HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

Ana

U

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 1

4-23—19

Well, I feel like it says like being
aware of like your feelings and
like actions and effects on
others. I feel like that's
something that most people like
do pay attention to. Because like,
like most people, like, make sure
like others around them or I
don't know how to describe that,
but like, I feel like we do think
about our effects on others a lot
is what I’m saying.

HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

Dee

U

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 1

4-23-19

Yeah, I was thinking, I was
thinking more about I didn't
really read the whole thing. I
was just thinking about like
school thinking, like reading and
thinking about reading or
something. But like hearing what
Participant 3 said, like, I feel like
I do think about others feelings a
lot. Like I worry about that too
much.

HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most

Gina

U

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

Persevere through to get
anything. So I think that is really
important in that aspect. And
then also, when you have
something like science, where
you can have multiple different
answers, you kind of need to be,
like open to finding different
ways and different outcomes that
can also work which is why I
think that these in particular,
pertain to those two classes the
most.
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HOM
students'
perceive
they use the
most
HOM
students
perceive as
least
important

Halle

U

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

Persisting, problem posing,
striving for accuracy

Ann

V

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

I think they're all important in
their own way. I don't think you
can just like eliminate one.

HOM
students
perceive as
least
important
HOM
students
perceive as
least
important
HOM
students
perceive as
least
important

Ana

V

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

I thought managing impulsivity
was least important to me at
least, because that's not a
problem that I have personally,

Beth

V

Student participant
individual
interview

4-30-19

I think all of them are definitely
important. I think some are less
important than others or like
some are less used than others

Beth

V

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

Less used? I don't know. Again,
I think like probably 13, taking
responsible risks, because like,
when you're doing something
you don't, or like in school,
particularly like you don't really
have the time to take risks, or
like you don't want to like risk,
like a grade or a GPA or
something like that, or like
getting a question wrong on a
test because like you knew how
to do it, but you did something
else instead. And also they’re all
definitely important. And they
can definitely be used in
everyday life and also in the
classroom.

HOM
students
perceive as
least
important
HOM
students
perceive as
least
important

Carl

V

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

Listening with understanding
and empathy], not 4 [chart thinking flexibly] very much

Carl

V

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

Responding with wonderment
and awe, like last time, that's not
necessarily important. I mean,
you can you can be successful
and not be, you know, amazed
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and dumbfounded by the, you
know, a phenomenon and beauty
of the world. You know,
enriching as that might be I don't
think that you necessarily need it
to really succeed, whether it be
in school, maybe a little less so
in life, you might be a little bit
unhappy, but I think you could
probably be fine. If not without
that one.
HOM
students
perceive as
least
important

Halle

V

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-30-19

Hmm...let me look. I think
they're all pretty important. I’d
say, I think they're all pretty
important. Maybe like gather
data through all your senses is
like the least important to me.
But I'm not sure. [low whisper
while participant examines
chart] Yeah, I'd say that's the
least important, but I think
they're all important.

HOM
students
perceive as
least
important

Halle

V

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-30-19

Just because like, I don't know,
some people don't have all their
senses and they’re able to
problem solve. So I think you
could probably, I mean, it's nice
to use them. All your senses, but
you can get through I feel like
without that.

HOM
students
perceive as
least
important

Ana

V

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 1

4-23-19

And just because this one doesn't
apply to me as much, I think
managing impulsivity because I
think in school, at least, I don't
tend to act out or anything like
that. So when that's like, when
you're just like calm in class and
you like listen, then you never
have to manage your impulsivity

HOM
students
perceive as
least
important

Dee

V

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 1

4-23-19

I agree. I don't. I'm not one of
those people that calls out in
class, really. But also, I guess,
actually, now to think I was
gonna say that. I didn't really
know what metacognition was
before I did this worksheet. So I
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guess I wasn't really aware of
that. But now…I don’t know...
HOM
students
perceive as
least
important

Edith

V

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 1

4-23-19

I believe that managing
impulsivity doesn't really apply
to me either, because it's more
like, I have the problem with
like, actually stepping out my
shell and saying something other
than trying to like, control it.
And but I also agree with
Participant 2 about thinking
about your thinking, because I
don't think you really are that
aware that much of what you're
thinking about because I just feel
like I never do it.

HOM
students
perceive as
least
important

Fred

V

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

I feel like the least important
Habits of Mind are responding
with wonderment and awe. And
I think that's just the least
important one, just because you
can still accomplish a goal
without sitting down and like
taking in what's around you, if
you can kind of do that after you
achieve your goal or what you
want it to do. So that's kind of
like a side thing, or something
that you can almost see as the
goal itself, getting to a point
where you can respond with
wonderment and awe.

HOM
students
perceive as
least
important

Carl

V

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

I agree with Number 6 there.
And say that was responding
with wonderment and awe, not
particularly helpful when it
comes to you know, achieving
success when problem solving,
you know, all these I'd say are
necessary to be successful. But
this one, you know, you can be
successful and still not respond
to it with wonderment and awe
and be like, Oh, yeah, just know,
the way it is, not be so
dumbfounded by it.
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HOM
students
perceive as
least
important

Halle

V

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 2

4-24-19

I think I agree that, I would
agree with the other participants
and say that responding with
wonderment and awe is probably
the least important in the midst
of problem solving. Because, as
they said before, like that can be
a goal for afterwards, like help
you get through it. So I guess
maybe acknowledging it is
important, but I would say
compared to the other ones,
those probably help you initially
sort through your issue more.
However, I do still think that this
one is important because it I
don't know, I think self
reflection is important. Just
reflecting on what's around can
help you solve problems and see
things differently. I think it has
to do perspective a lot. But out
of all of them, I think that that's
probably the least important.

Unidentified
Habits of
Mind

Carl

W

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-1-19

Self-Sufficiency; independence
"I don't think there's, I mean, I
think that does, I mean, captures,
you know, really being, you
know, doing things by yourself,
or I don't know, I don't think
there is.

What
subject
HOM
matters least

Ann

X

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

4-30-19

In, like media arts or something?
Then I feel like you don't really.
I mean, that's a really creative
class. But you don't really work
together. You just work on your
own project. And um, you can't
really like you're not really
solving any sort of problems. So
you're just making your own
project and...yeah.

HOM and
developing
Social
/Academic
Dispositions

Liz

Y

StudentParticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

Well I think that, and I’m always
going to go back to, and this was
particularly last year, last year
somewhat this year I have
classes that are very impulsive,
they do not, a lot of the students,
the majority in there want to call
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out before they think, they and
we that’s one especially with the
co-teacher in inclusion
classroom everyone is very
quick to be heard and to want the
answer right away and dealing
with students, one in particular
last year, it was a constant focus
on being impulsive and either
myself or my co-worker would
actually pull the student aside
and say you’re being impulsive,
you need to slow down, you
need to think, you have to be
clear in your thoughts and go
through a process and then, and I
think by the end of the year she
was definitely better off. I’m not
sure if that answered your
question but that was on
particular student. I think the
more you use these the more
you’re going to, if it’s instilled in
them the more you’re going to
see it.
HOM and
developing
Social
/Academic
Dispositions

Fred

Y

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-8-19

Uh, for like managing
impulsivity, so recently, we've
been like reviewing for APS and
all that. And so we're given like,
take home tests. And so on the
Sunday afternoon or a Saturday
morning, and like managing
your impulsivity enough to sit
down for 80 minutes straight and
complete a whole practice AP
takes a lot. But it's definitely
helpful in my studying and my
review for the class

HOM and
developing
Social
/Academic
Dispositions

Halle

Y

Studentparticipant
individual
interview

5-30-19

And I don't know, maybe like,
yeah, okay, like, I don't know,
like, if I'm, like, anxious about a
presentation, or something, or
maybe I like did something that
I'm worried about wasn't the
right thing to do, then I'll like,
think about my thinking and be
like, you know, maybe that
wasn't like, I think you're being
unreasonable like with yourself,
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like, maybe that isn't such a big
deal in the long run. And like
when you're able to kind of like
snap out of that like phase of
panic and just be like, oh, like
life goes on. It's fine. Like, this
wasn't such a big deal. Or like,
this is only one presentation, it
won't affect you in the long run.
I use that a lot to just kind of
like, stay sane, probably.
And...also use...this was what I
use the most?
HOM and
developing
Social
/Academic
Dispositions

Halle

Y

Studentparticipant
individual
interview
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5-30-19

Well, I actually keep thinking
back to this one thing, which is
so weird, because I haven't
mentioned it yet, but it keeps
coming up. Last year during
English, I was in this group, and
we were like making these
posters. And this one girl and I
just kept like, like, going at it for
no reason. It was over like, the
color or something like weird.
And I definitely had to like, she
did not like any of my ideas. So I
definitely had to persist with
like, coming up with more ideas
and like, think flexibly, like,
okay, like, you know, it's fine we
can just do her thing. And like,
I'll have another chance another
day I thought about my thinking.
I was like, You know what, this
is just one poster. Like, it's not
that important. Like, it's better to
not fight with someone than to
use the color I want for the title,
you know, so something that
definitely helped me. And also
like, definitely, just like listening
with understanding and empathy
and being like, yeah, maybe
she's not mad at me. Maybe she
had a bad day, it’s fine, just
things like that. So it comes in
from a lot of different like areas.
But yeah, still.

HOM and
developing
Social
/Academic
Dispositions

Dee

Y

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

We are with test debate to be
like, I'm just like, looking at
these, you have to be flexible
and like, be open minded to you
might not be right. And only the
people in like the inside circle,
like the people going like, you
can't be impulsive, like on the
outer circle and like you have to
listen

HOM and
developing
Social
/Academic
Dispositions

Dee

Y

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

Yeah, I was thinking,I was
thinking more about I didn't
really read the whole thing. I
was just thinking about like
school thinking, like reading and
thinking about reading or
something. But like hearing what
Participant 3 said, like, I feel like
I do think about others feelings a
lot. Like I worry about that too
much.

HOM and
developing
Social
/Academic
Dispositions

Beth

Y

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

So like our guidance department,
and we have other clubs here at
school that like support, that
help each other, like help people
do their mental health and like
things like that. So like, I think
these could definitely help you
approach a problem in a more
calm manner, rather than being
like very sporadic. And when
you're not sure how to figure
something out.

Teacher
instruction
of HOM

Liz

Z

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

We would say count to 5 or
write some things down before
you answer, breath, and we try
to have wait time so when
they’re, we’ll wait until their
hand goes up and then the more,
I mean we can’t do that with all
questions but we will try to
implement some strategies for
her to not be so impulsive and
know she can still participate,
but think things through because
she wouldn’t go through. I said
you’re not striving for accuracy,
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you’re not, you’re just being
impulsive.
Teacher
instruction
of HOM

Susan

Z

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

Yeah, it’s a sometimes thing, can
I say it all the time, I can’t say it
all the time and I got to tell you
with the curriculums that I teach
I have huge amounts in that
much time, and sometimes I do
and I’ll mention it by name and
sometimes I’ll say you know
what, if you hadn’t pursued that,
if you hadn’t persevered where
would that have taken you that
sort of thing. So I can’t say it’s
all the time.

Teacher
instruction
of HOM

Leo

Z

Teacherparticipant
individual
interview

2-27-19

16 different habits or tendencies
as positive, you know, as
positive I think allows more
different people to shine. I know
I said that in HBL so, but in the
classroom there’s a very narrow
range of behaviors that really are
the behaviors which essentially
is silence, compliance, and the
ability to repeat what has been
read or spoken. This rewards or
acknowledges the value of a
much broader range of talents
and proclivities I think and so
you have a much better chance
to reinforce something positive
that a kid does when many more
things are valued and when
many different things are valued.
So for instance, I tend to ask
many more open ended
questions in class. My
questioning technique is
completely different than it used
to be I mean think of a kid in
particular who’s, he’s not
interested unless you peak his
interest. So if I ask an interesting
question you know, like we
asked this question, there’s a
science fiction story we did
where a computer who you think
is a person gets thrown out at the
end of her career and blah, blah,
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blah, and the only question was
you know is it possible to abuse
a machine and this is a kid who’s
not typically jumping out to
answer questions but in a very
thoughtful and sophisticated
response in (26:18 inaudible)
language and kind of I
recognized him at that moment, I
saw so much more in him, like
the light went on for me you
know, and so the interesting
thing was that the language use
was sophisticated I think
because he cared enough about
the question to reach and try to
answer it and I think that’s an
example. Another example
would be a kid who came to me
and said I’m not sure where this
would fall in the habits of mind
but it was a kid who came to me
and said I’m just dissatisfied
with my command. I see every
time you hand me back my
essays I make the same mistakes
and I really want to address that.
So I told her look, I’m not a
native born [humanities] speaker
you know, I learned [humanities
language] when I was 28 years
old, I’m [ethnicity] from
[geographic location] but what I
do know is I have templates in
my mind for things, I know that
this is right, if it’s a saying or a
common phrase I say I have a
template in my mind and I
compare it, you know. If I run
into somebody that I’m stuck on
I think about a something about
it and I really thought that that
was an example of a person
Teacher
instruction
of HOM

Gina

Z

Studentparticipant
individual
interview
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5-14-19

I don't think directly this. I
mean, like, I know, the teachers
have touched on different ones
of them at different times, but I
don't think I've ever directly seen
these Habits of Mind like as they
are.

Teacher
instruction
of HOM

Ana

Z

Teacher
instruction
of HOM

Dee

Z

Teacher
instruction
of HOM

Beth

Z

Teacher
instruction
of HOM

Beth

Z

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview
Studentparticipant
focus group
interview 1
Studentparticipant
focus group
1
Studentparticipant
focus group
1
Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

One teacher.

4-23-19

Zero teachers

4-23-19

One of my teachers has it like on
the wall.

4-23-19

But she didn't really explain it.

4-23-19

Kind of like Participant 2, I have
the same teacher. And she has
like them on the board. And on
like the first or second day
school, she like went through
them and tried to like, explain
how they apply to [STEM] a
little bit.

Teacher
instruction
of HOM

Edith

Z

Teacher
instruction
of HOM

Beth

Z

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

I haven't had many teachers to
go through it with me, but like, I
know, a lot of teachers in our
school, have it on their boards
and are like on the wall or
something like that. But I think
it's like, I don't think they'll
address it unless like someone
asks about it.

When do
students use
HOM

Beth

AA

Studentfocus group
1

4-23-19

Yeah, in a reflection

When do
students use
HOM

Ana

AA

Studentfocus group
1

4-23-19

I agree with English. I think
there's a lot of talking and like
communicating, especially in
test debate. Or if you're reading
and editing other people's like
work.

When do
students use
HOM

Beth

AA

Studentfocus group
1

4-23-19

I agree with English, but I also
think we use it in Spanish also,
with like figuring out how to
communicate it in different
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language. And like making sure
you're communicating
effectively, even though you
might not know how to say
something. SFGI 1 42319
When do
students use
HOM

Ana

AA

Studentfocus group
1

4-23-19

Oh, I'm Participant 3. So I think
in subjects like science or math,
there's like different ways to
approach a problem. And in
history, I feel like there's only
one way that's why.

When do
students use
HOM

Edith

AA

Studentfocus group
1

4-23-19

I disagree a little bit with
Participant 4 because I feel like
in history, you have to like think
flexibly, like around the ideas of
like time periods and things like
could this have happened during
this time? Like, if it's a multiple
choice question, you have to
think about, like, do these
answers even make sense? And
like, narrow down the answers.
That's how I do it at least. I can't
memorize things well.

When do
students use
HOM

Fred

AA

Studentfocus group
2

4-24-19

Yeah, I can go. I feel like it's
most important in two classes
that come to mind: our science
and English, just because, like
science, you want to use
something like strive for
accuracy and gathering data just
to be able to identify like
problems and possible solutions,
depending on the task that you're
given. And the same, kind of
with English, when you think
about like thinking flexibly and
persisting on like writing large
papers or essays, how you need
to use those to expand how you
write what you're writing about,
and, like, use all the tools that
you have to write the best
possible essay,

When do
students use
HOM

Carl

AA

Student
participant

4-24-19

I think that for me, the most
Habits of Mind are more
common in math, especially
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focus group
2

How do
students use
HOM

Fred

How do
students use
HOM
How do
students use
HOM

Carl

Halle

when it comes to, you know,
thinking flexibly, because I tend
to be, you know, sometimes I
don't understand the certain
methods of doing things but I
can figure out a different way by
like, let's say, using my
calculator, rather than doing, you
know, the long process, and
although it's sometimes you
know, doesn't work out, or
sometimes, you know, ends up
not getting the right points,
because, it doesn’t actually
work, I think that is definitely a
way to, you know, using, you
know, the creative versions of
these, which are sort of lacking,
I think when doing like more
lectury classes, but during, you
know, assessments, I think that
they come into play a lot in math
class. So you know, if you don't
know how to do something one
way, you can always figure out
how to do it some other sort of
way that might yield the correct
answer.

AB

Studentparticipant
focus group
interview

4-24-19

Uses without really thinking
about it, it's something more in
the peripheral, or so you kind of
use them when you're doing
critical and creative thinking,
just at all times, but unless you
truly think about it, and attempt
to pinpoint which ones you're
using, you're not really thinking
about what you're doing

AB

Studentfocus group
interview 2

4-24-19

We tend to use them without
even thinking about it all the
time.

AB

Studentfocus group
interview 2

4-24-19

And I think maybe the more
conscious you are of the Habits
of Mind, you may be able to
like, help yourself solve
problems differently in the
future, because you know what
works for you better.
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How do
students use
HOM

Fred

AB

Studentfocus group
interview 2

4-24-19

I would say personally, I'm like,
it's very rare that I actually think
about what I'm doing when I
think. At this point, if I'm given
a problem, I just do it all in my
head and what I'm used to doing
with it. So I feel like the Habits
of Mind have kind of again, like
built into me at this point
through all the years of school
and learning. So it's just kind of
second nature at this point.
Thinking about it. So it's not
something that I go on my way
to think about to try and
accomplish.

How do
students use
HOM

Carl

AB

Studentfocus group
interview 2

4-24-19

I guess as far as my awareness
of, you know, me doing each of
these things, I would say, very
little, I'd say it's most common in
you know, when I'm reflecting
on a certain activity or certain
test grade, or, a certain, you
know, whatever, seeing how me
if I manage my time better, and
my impulsivity better, and these
really stuck with it and strive for
accuracy, rather than just trying
to get done and over with, I
would have succeeded, more so
than I did. But you know,
usually, you know, if I'm taking
a test, I'll obviously strive for
accuracy and persist with it. But
I think I'm not usually aware that
it's a Habit of Mind you know.
Even in reflection, I don't really
think, Oh, yeah, thinking
flexibly, that's the Habit of Mind
thing, Oh, I should probably
tried to think outside the box
more.

How do
students use
HOM

Edith

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/26/19

Using that Habit allowed me to
understand why the answer was
correct and why I was wrong
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How do
students use
HOM

Dee

AB

How do
students use
HOM

Halle

AB

How do
students use
HOM

Carl

Student
Work
Sample
Document
Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/29/19

Didn't give up and had to do
many experiments to make sure
it is correct.

3/27/19

The Habit of Mind "striving for
accuracy" allowed me to
complete the learning task
because I was motivated to
continue until I believed I
reached an accurate conclusion.

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

I found the task presented in
class difficult. Therefore, I
wanted to give up and accept my
inability to complete the
assignment. Instead, however, I
persisted in my endeavor and
found humor with my fellow
students which raised morale
and motivated me to pull
through and solve the problem.

How do
students use
HOM

Gina

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/22/19

It allowed me to use what I
know to solve a problem. Then,
when one method didn't work,
thinking flexibly allowed me to
find other ways to solve the
problem.

How do
students use
HOM

P9

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/22/19

They allowed me to present my
argument in the most clear way
possible and not giving up
allowed my argument to be as
effective as possible

How do
students use
HOM

P10

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

Creating, imagining and
innovating helped me come up
with situations in my mind more
specifically, I was able to
imagine how I would feel if I
ever had to move. Striving for
accuracy helped me to use the
correct tenses of verbs, using,
correct spelling.

How do
students use
HOM

NS H1

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/27/19

In class today we were coming
with "planets' that exemplify
either personal traits or negative
human traits to use in a project.
Unfortunately, I could not think
of any traits to use. However by
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keeping persistent and using
flexible thinking, I came up with
a planet based around
propaganda or Orwellian
dystopia of deceit and fulfilled
the task.
How do
students use
HOM

NS H2

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/21/19

In order to refute my classmate’s
answers in test debate, I had to
question and pose problems with
their arguments. However, I also
had to use metacognition in
order to understand their thought
processes and lister to their
points.

How do
students use
HOM

NS H3

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/29/19

Finding humor helps me to learn
new things easier because I am a
very comedy drawn person.
Persisting in math eventually
brought me to the correct answer
during math class

How do
students use
HOM

NS H4

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/29/19

By thinking flexibly-helped
think outside the box, by
thinking interdependently was
the process that helped me figure
out the answers

How do
students use
HOM

NS H5

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/29/19

I tend to stop when I am having
a hard time however I persisted
and my creative brain kicked in
when I needed to write

How do
students use
HOM

NS H7

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

I tend to stop when I am having
a hard time however I persisted
and my creative brain kicked in
when I needed to write

How do
students use
HOM

NS H7

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

I managed the impulse of talking
to my friends and being on my
phone and I strived to accuracy
by doing my best because I want
as high of a grade as possible

How do
students use
HOM

NS H8

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

These habits of mind help me
formulate an answer to a
question that may further my
class learning experience.
Without these habits of mind I
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could not solve the problems that
being asked in class.
How do
students use
HOM

NS H9

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

I had to think about a certain
personality trait to write about
and decision which took lots of
imagining and thinking flexibly

How do
students use
HOM

NS S2

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/29/19

These two habits of mind helped
me in class because we're doing
a group lab and
communication/listening skills
are very important when
working in a group and our lab
has to do with gathering data so
with multiple perspectives the
reactions happening in our lab
we need to communicate to get
the task done and get a clear
answer that makes sense.

How do
students use
HOM

NS S2

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/29/19

Persisting helped me to stick to
the problem and not to give up
and thinking flexibly helped me
consider my options to choose
the best way to solve the
problem

How do
students use
HOM

NS S7

AB

3/29/19

My peers helped me when I got
stuck and I did not give up when
I got stuck

How do
students use
HOM

NS S8

AB

Student
Work
Sample
Document
Student
Work
Sample
Document

3/28/19

While working on the lab it is
very important to communicate
clearly so that everyone
understood each other and were
able to comprehend the problem
at hand and persisting because if
you don't have persistence you'll
never complete anything after
you fail once

When do
you not use
HOM

Beth

AC

Student
Focus
Group
Interview 1

4-23-19

I don't know. Because, like
something like, it's basically just
like memorization kind of thing.
Like, I don't know. Because I'm
like, you can't really like
interpret anything that happened
in the past. So it's a lot of
memorization.
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When do
you not use
HOM

Beth

AC

Student
Focus
Group
Interview 1
Student
Focus
Group
Interview 1

4-23-19

I would say like US, because
there's only like one right
answer.

When do
you not use
HOM

Beth

AC

4-23-19

Yeah. Like, we take like
multiple history classes, but we
do like US is the one we do our
junior year. So um like, probably
just like, because there's only
like one right answer in history.
Like you can't really interpret,
like what's going on. So that's
why I think history, we use the
Habits of Mind the least.

When do
you not use
HOM

Beth

AC

Student
Focus
Group
Interview 1

4-23-19

I don't know. Cuz like something
like, it's basically just like
memorization kind of thing.
Like, I don't know. Because I'm
like, you can't really like
interpret anything that happened
in the past. So it's a lot of
memorization.

When do
you not use
HOM

Dee

AC

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

I forgot what I was going to
say...oh, but like you can't
change. I think what she was
saying is that you can't like
change the past. Like it already
happened one way and like,
that's just the way it is.

When do
you not use
HOM

Beth

AC

Studentparticipant
focus group
1

4-23-19

We do a lot of multiple choice
and then we do document based
questions write as well. So you'll
have the answer in the
document. So there's not much
to interpret.

HOM used
the least

Carl

AD

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

Oh, I have noticed that at least
here in some of my classes, that
there tends to be a lack of the
more, you know, creative things
like creating, imagining,
creating, imagining and
innovating. And you know,
things like finding humor. That I
haven't really found that in most
of the time I'm in the classroom.
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HOM used
the least

Halle

AD

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

I would say probably history,
because although I think you do
use it in history, like maybe you
have to think of a certain way to
remember chronologically how
things went, or you could apply
past knowledge to new
knowledge. I think that since it's
like, kind of already there. And
it's just more like you
memorizing it and understanding
it. It's not as much like you
possessing skills that you have to
put forth to get answers, like in
the other subjects or producing
your own work. I mean,
obviously, you write essays, like
in English, you're more writing
essays that you're inventing. In
history, it's more based off of
things that already happened.

HOM used
the least

Fred

AD

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

I definitely agree with
Participant 5, because history is
kind of set in stone, it’s straight
forward, there's not much you
can do to, like, change it or, like
think creatively about it, really,
it's just one way or it's either
there, or it's not, it's kind of
straightforward. So, that’s pretty
much it

HOM used
the least

Carl

AD

Studentparticipant
focus group
2

4-24-19

You know, even with the
understanding that history can be
viewed through like different
lenses to find out, you know,
focus on different, you know,
aspects of certain events, or, you
know, from the perspective of
different groups, I still believe
that history is probably, you
know, the one that involves the
least amount of Habits of Mind
skills. Simply because, you
know, as both [Participants] 6
and 5 said, it's more set in stone,
your events are there, and you
can interpret them, interpret
them as basically, as many
different ways as you want, just
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in the fact that they are still, you
know, more static than they
would be in things like, you
know, English, for example.
HOM used
the least

Gina

AD

Studentfocus group
2
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4-24-19

Yeah, history is very factual.
And there's even with like, you
guys were saying, like multiple
different ways to see things, it
usually comes down to one
specific thing that did happen,
and then maybe just kind of
reactions or perspectives after
that, which is why things like
thinking flexibly or trying to
come up with different solutions
to a problem, let's say, or
something like that doesn't really
have to do with history as much,
because you're more looking at
something that is definite, you
don't really have to figure it out
as much. Whereas like other
topics we were talking about
earlier, you do kind of need to
think in different ways in order
to solve something.

Appendix R: Axial Codes
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Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Axial Code
Habits of Mind and Critical and Creative Thinking
Types of Habits of Mind that teacher perceive that
students need
Types of Habits of Mind that teachers perceive that
students use
Habits of Mind Students Struggle with the Most
How often do teachers perceive that Habits of Mind are
used in class
How are Habits of Mind taught
Teacher knowledge of the Habits of Mind
How long has Habits of Mind been taught
What are Habits of Mind
What do Habits of Mind do
Habits of Mind and problem solving
Habits of Mind connection to content
Teachers’ perceptions of students’ responses to Habits of
Mind
Teachers Modeling Habits of Mind for Students
Teachers’ perceptions of the need of Habits of Mind for
students
Value of Habits of Mind
Teachers’ perceptions of students’ use of Habits of Mind
Obstacles in teaching Habits of Mind and how to
overcome
How can the teaching of Habits of Mind be better
supported
Types of Habits of Mind identified by students that they
need
Habits of Mind students perceive they use the most
Habits of Mind students perceive as least important
Unidentified Habits of Mind
What subject Habits of Mind matters least
Habits of Mind and developing social/academic
dispositions
Teacher Instruction of Habits of Mind
When do students use Habits of Mind
How do students use Habits of Mind
When do students do not use Habits of Mind
Habits of Mind students use least
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Coloration
Light Red Berry 3
Light Red3
Light Orange 3
Light Yellow3
Light Green3
Light Cyan3
Light Blue3
Light Purple3
Light Magenta3
Light Red Berry 2
Light Red 2
Light Orange 2
Light Yellow 2
Light Green 2
Light Cyan 2
Light Blue 2
Light Purple 2
Light Magenta 2
Light Red Berry 1
Light Red 3
Light Orange 3
Light Yellow 3
Light Green 3
Light Cyan 3
Light Cornflower
Blue3
Light Blue 3
Light Purple 3
Light Magenta 3
Light Red Berry 2
Light Red 2

Appendix S: Five Categories
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CATEGOIES
Teaching and
Learning of Habits
of Mind to cover
content- Total 152
Codes

AXIAL CODES
Teachers modeling of HOM for students- 3 codes
Habits of Mind connection to content- 69 codes
When do students use Habits of Mind - 7 codes
How do students use Habits of Mind 7 codes
When do you not use Habits of Mind- 6 codes
Habits of Mind used least - 5 codes
Teacher Instruction of Habits of Mind - 10
How are Habits of Mind taught - 35 codes
How long have Habits of mind truly been taught 1 code
Teacher knowledge of Habits of Mind - 6 codes
How do teachers perceive Habits of Mind are used in class - 3 codes

Habits of Mind
Valued by
teachers and
studentsTotal 115 codes

Types of Habits of Mind Identified by teachers that students need - 18 codes
Habits of Mind students struggle with the most 17 codes
Type of Habits of Mind that teachers perceive that students use- 9 codes
Teacher perceptions of students' responses to Habits of Mind - 3 codes
Teacher perceptions of students' use of Habits of Mind - 3 codes
Types of Habits of Mind identified by students that they need - 32 codes
Habits of Mind students perceive they use the most - 18 codes
Habits of Mind students perceive as least important - 15 codes

Overcoming
Obstacles in the
use of Habits of
MindTotal 88 codes

Obstacles in teaching HOM and how to overcome - 25 codes
How can the teaching of Habits of Mind be better supported -62 codes
What subject does HOM matter the least- 1 code

Purpose and Value
of Habits of Mind
Total 82 codes

Value of Habits of Mind - 64 codes
What do Habits of Mind do- 4 codes
Teachers perceptions of need of HOM for students - 3 codes
What are HOM? 3 codes
Unidentified Habits of Mind 1 code
Habits of Mind and executive functioning - 7 codes

Habits of Mind
contribution to
critical and
creative thinking
and Problem
SolvingTotal 55 codes

Habits of Mind and Problem solving - 30 codes
Habits of Mind and critical and creative thinking 22 codes
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Appendix T: Categories, Findings, and Themes Progression
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CATEGORIES
Purpose and Value of Habits
of Mind

FINDINGS
Finding One: Innate Value

Theme Two: Academic and Social
Success

Habits of Mind contribution
to critical and creative
thinking and Problem
Solving
Teaching and Learning of
Habits of Mind to cover
content-

Theme Three: Critical, Creative
Thinking, and Problem-solving
Finding Two: Effective Vehicle
for Teaching and Learning

Theme One: Content Knowledge
Acquisition
Theme Two: Success Beyond
High School

Purpose and Value of Habits
of Mind

Theme Three: Varying
Helpfulness

Habits of Mind Valued by
teachers and students
Overcoming Obstacles in the
use of Habits of Mind

THEMES
Theme One: Common Language

Finding Three: Beliefs and
Practices
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Theme One: Obstacles
Theme Two: Solutions
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